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additio:ns to the libeaey,

From January 1, 1867, to August 1, 1870.

AMERICAN.

Albany Institute. Transactions, vol. v, 1861. 8°. Manual, March, 1870. 8°, pp. 48.

Dudley Observatory. Annals, vol. i, 1866. 8°.

.American Association for the Advancement of Science. Proceedings at 15th, 16th,

and 17th Meetings, 1866-8. Cambridge, 1867-70. 8°.
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Mayer. 13., Calvert and Penn. 1852. 8°, pp. 50.
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Salem.—Essex Institute. Proceedings, vol. v, parts 2-4, 7, 8, vi, part 1. 1 866-8. S^.

Bulletin, vol. i, 1869, ii, Nos. 1-3, 5. 8°.

Peabody Academy of Science. Memoirs, vol. i. No. 1. 1869. 8°.

Savannah.—Geo gia Historical Society. Collections, vols, ii, in, part I. 1842-8. 8°.

Stevens, "W. B., History of Georgia. New York and Phil.. 1S4 7-59. 2 vols.,

8°.

Toronto.—Magnetical Observatory. Monthly Meteorological Register, 1 S69. 4°, pp.

12. General Moteorologicid Register, 1808, 1869. 8°. pp. 7, 6. Meteoro-

logical Sunuuar)', Nov., 1869. p. 1. Monthly Yalue of Magnetic Elements,

1865-8. 8°, pp. 2. On changes of barometric pressure, by G. T. Kings-

ton. 8°, pp. 5.



ii .Additions to the Tjihnn'i/.

KUKOPKA.V.

Ai.TKN'nrno.—Jfittlioilunpron aiisdcni (Istorliindc. von don Gosellscliafton zii Altonhurp,

H(l. XVIII, Heft 1-2. 1.HG7, 8°.

Bologna.—Ai-cjuleinia dollu Scionzc doir Institvito di Bologna. Rendiconti, 1HG5--G,

lH0(J-7, lS()7-8. 8°.

(Jalvani, L., Oporo cdite ed incdite, Bolo<:na, 1841; Apginnta, 1842. 4°.

Buu.ssKLS.—Acaduniie Royale des Sciences, des Leltres et des Beaiix-Arts de Belgiquo.

Memoires, Tome x.\'xvit. 1 8G9. 4°. Mernoirea Couronnes et Meraoires des

Savants Etranj^ers, Tome xxxiii. 18Gr)-7. 4°. Mdmoires Couronnes et

antres Memoire.s, Tomes xi.x, x'x. 18G7-8. 8*^. Bulletins, 2e Scrie, Tomes

xv-xxi, xxiii-XYVi. lS(;.3-8, 8°. Annuaire, 18G4-9. 12°.

Observatoire Royal. .Vnnales, Tome xviii. 18G8. 4°. Annalea Metcorolo-

giqucs, lere Annee. 1870. 4". Observations des Phenoincnes Period-

iques, 1861-2, 1864, 1865-6. 4°.

Chemnitz.—Naturwissenschaftliche Ocsellschaft. Kr.-ter Berielit, 1859-GJ. 1865. 8°,

pp.30. Zweiter Boricht, 1 8G4-8. 1868. 8°, pp. 55.

CiiKRUOURG.—Socictc Iniperi;)le des Sciences Natuielles. Memoires, Tomes xviii, xix.

Pari.s. 18(18-9. 8°.

CiiRiSTi.wiA.—Videnskab.s-Selskab. P'orliamllinger, 18G7. Repistre, 1858-67. 8°.

()i)servatorium. Metoorologiske lagttagelser, 1867. 4°.

Nor.-;ke Metoorologiske Institut. Aarbog, 1867. 4°.

Kongelige Norako Universitet. Aarsberetning. 1867. S*^. Index Sclioln-

rum. Feb., Aug., 1868. 4°.

Sars, M., Memoires ])Our servir a la connaissaiice des Crinoides vivants.

1868. 4°.

Brcich, 0. J., Traite elementaire des Fonctions olliptiques, second fasc. 1867.

8°. From the UniversiUj of Christiana.

CorENHAGEN.—Kongelige Danske Videnskabemes Selskab. Oversigt over Forliand-

linger. 186G-8, 1869, Nos. 1, 2, 8°.

Danzig.—Xaturforschonde Oesellschaft. Schriftcn. Ncuo Folge, Bd. i, ii.

Drksden.—Naturwissonscliaf'tliche (!e-ollschaft Isis. Sitzungs-Borichte. Jalirg. 1868,

No. 4-6. 8°.

Kdinbcrgii Geological Society. Transaciions, vol. i, 1868-70. 8°.

Harlem.—Musee Teyler. Archives. Vol. i, ii, Fasc. 1, 2, 1868-69. 8°. Catalogue

Systematique de la ('ollection Paloontologiquo, par T. C. Winklor. Livr.

1 6, 1863-7. 8°.

Heusingfors.—Societas Sciontiarum Fennica. Acta, Tome viii. 1867, 4°. Ofver-

sigt af Forhandlingar, Bd. IX, x, XI. 1867-9. 8°.

Iljelt, 0. K. A., Gediichtnissrede auf A. v. Nordmann. 1868. 8°, pp. GI.

Kr\kau.—K. K. Sternwartc. Materialy do Kliuiatografii Galicyi. Rok 1867, 1868.

8°.

Karlinski, F., Mittlere Toinperatur zu Krakau 1826-1865. Wien, 1868. 4°.

j.EEDs.—Philosophicid Society. Annual Report, 1867-8. 8°, pp. .32.

Leyden.—Sleriivvarte. Annalen. Bd. i. Harlem, 1868. 4°.

London.—Museum of Practical Geology. Portlock, J. )<]., Report on tho Geology of

the County of Loinlondorry, and of ]),irts of Tyrone and Fermanagli. Dub-

lin, 1843. 8°.
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Madeid.—Real Observatorio. Obscrvacioues Meteorolo.?icas, 1865-6, 18G6-7. 8''.

Observaciones Meleorologicas effectuadas en la Peninsula, 1 805-0. 8°.

Informe del Director. 18G7. 8"^.

Manchester.—Literary and Philo.sopliical Society. Memoir.s, Third Series, vol. in.

London, 18(58. 8°. Proceedinj<s, vols, v-vii, 1866-8. 8*.

Mannheim.—Verein f in- Natnrkunde. Fiinfunddrcissigster Jahresbericlit. 1869. 8°,

pp. 75

Milan.—Reale Instituto Lombardo. Rendiconti. Seric 11, vol. i, ii, fasc. 1-12. 8.°.

Amati, A., Dell' Australia e della fondazione d' una coionia con bandiera

Italiana. Milano, 1868. 8°, pp. 50.

Reale Osservatorio di Brora. Effeineridi Astrononiiche, 1868, 1869. 8°.

Scliiaparelli, G-. V., and Celoria, G., Siille variazioui period, del baronietro nel

cliraa di Milano. 4°, pp. .'51.

Moncalieki.—Osservatorio del R. Collegio Carlo Alberto. BuUetiuo Meteorologico,

Vol. I, II, III Nos. 1-9, 11-12.

Denza, F., Le Stelle Cadenti dei period! di Agosto e Novembre osservate in

Pienionte, 1866-8, Memorie, i-iv. Torino, 1866-8. 8°.

Sopra gli Aeroliti caduti, 29 Feb., 1868. Torino, 1868. 8°.

Moscow.—Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes. Bulletin, 1867, No. 4. 1868, Nos.

1-4. 8°,

Munich.—Konigliche bayerische Akadeniie. Sitzungsberichte. 1866-1869, u, Hell

3 (wanting 1866, i. Heft 3). 8°. Almanach, 1867. 16°.

Sternwarte. Annalen. Bde. xiv-xvii, 1865-9. 8°. SupplcineMtbde. v-i.\,

1866-9. 8°.

Beitritge zur Gescliichto der westliclien Araber, heransg. von M. J. Miiller,

Heft I. Miiuchen, 1866. 8°.

Bauernfeind, C. M., Die Bedeutung nioderner Gradmessnngen. Miinchen,

1866. 4°, pp. 41.

Bischoft', Th. L. W., Resultate des Recrutirungs-Geschiiftes. Miinchen, 1867.

8°, pp. 65.

Giesebrecht, "W. v., Ueber einige iiltere Darstellungon der deutsehen Kaiscr-

zeit. Miinchen, 1867. 4'\ pp. 20.

Vogel, A., Deukrcdo auf H. A. von Yogel. Miinchen. 1868. 8°, pp. 72.

" " Ueber die Kntwickelung der .Agriculturchemie. Miinchen, 1869.

4°, pp. 49.

Volt, C, Ueber die Theorieu der Krnahruug der thiorischen Organismcn.

Miinchen, 1868. 4°, pp. 37.

Moissner, C. F., Denkschrift auf C. F. P. von Martins. Miinchen, 1869. 4°,

pp. 28.

Schlagiutweit, E., Die Gottesurtheile der ludier. Miinchen, 1866. 4°, pp. 36.

Brunn, H., Ueber die Sogenannte Leukothea in der Glyptoihek. Miinchen,

1867. 4'', pp. 25. From the Bcyal Aciufemy.

NiTREMBERO.—Naturhistorische Ge8ellschaft. Abhandlungen, Bd. iv. 1868. S°.

Paris.—Observatoire Meteorologique do Montsouris. Bulletin, P*"" Juillct, 1869

—

27 Avril, 1870. 4°.

Societe d' Fthnographie. . Expose Generale, 1869. 8°, pp. 21.

Prague.—KonigHcho bohmischo Gesellschaft dor Wissenschaftcn. Abhandlungen.

Fiinfto Folge, Bd. xiv. Sechste Folge, Bd. i. 1866-8. 4°. Sitzungs-

borichte, 1865-7. 8°.



iv AilditioHK tit the Library.

HuiA.—Natiirforscheiider Voroin. Arbciton. Ncue Fol^fo, Hofl 2. 1H68. 8°.

St. (Jam.en.—Natiirforscliendo (iortollscliaft. Bericlit, 18G6-7, 18G7-8. 8°.

St. 1'ktkh.sbuiui.— A«id«'Miiie Iiiipi*riak' ilea Soiences. Catjilof^uo des livrea publics on

latiguea I'lr.inm'Tt'a par rAwideinio. 1867. 8°.

SciiWKi/.KRi8CiiB Naturforschonde Gosellachaft. Verhaudluiigcn, 51, 52, Jahresvor-

sammlunKen. 1867, 1868. 8°.

Stockholm.—KonpliKa Svenska Vetenakaps-Akadonik'ii. Handlin^jar, Ny Foljd, Bd.

VII, i, 18G7. 4°. Ofversitft af ForliaiidliiiKar. Bd. xxv, 1868. 8°. Me-

teorolnjriHka la^^ttagelaer, Bd. vni. 1866. 4°. Lefnadsteckningar. Bd. i,

i, 1869. 8°.

Sundevall, C. J., Die Thierarten des Ariatoteles, Stockholm, 1863. 8°.

" " Conapectus Avium picinarum, Stockholm, 1806. 8°.

Nordcnskiold, A. K., Sketch of the geology of Spitzbergen, Stockholm, 1867.

8°, pp. 55.

Igolstroin. L. I., Rock of Nullaberg. 8°, pp. 11.

Stuttgart.—Voroin fiir vaterliindiaohe Naturkunde in Wurttomberg. Jahreshofte,

Jahrg. xxiv, Holt. 3. 1868. 8°.

Upsala.—Begia Societas Scientiarum. Nova Acta. Ser. in, Vol. vi. 1868. 4°.

Vienna.—K. K. (leologiache Reichsanstalt. Jflhrbuch, 1867, Nos. 1-4, 1868, Nos. 1,

3, 4, 1869, Noa. 1-3. 8°. Verhandlungen, 1867, 1868, Nos. 1-6, 11-18,

1H69, Nos. 6-13. 8°.

Zurich.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft. Vierteljahrsschrift, 1867, 1868. 8°.

Allen, J. A , Mammalia of Massachusetts. [Bulletin of the Museum of Comp. Zool.,

Cambridge, Mass., No. 8.]. From the Author.

Barrande, J., Cephalopodoa Siluriens de la Boheme, Introduction, Prague, 1867. 8°.

pp. 48. From the Author.

d'Elvert, C. Zur Geschichto dor Pflogo dor Naturwissenchafteu in Miihron und

Schle.sien, Briinii, 1808. 8°. hVom thi' AutJwr.

Gallo, J. G ,
Ueber die Balm des Pultusk Meteors. (From tlio Abh. d. Hohles. Gesell.)

Ureslau, 18U8. 8°. pp. 43. From the Auihor.

Gore, G.. On HydroHuoric Acid. (From the Phil. Trans. 1869.) 4° pp. 27.

Fom the Author.

Quetelet, A., Physique Sociale, Tome I. Brux. 1869. 8°.

Annales Meieorol. de rObservaloire de Bnixclles. 2« Aimee, 1868. 4°.

Notices [extraits des Bulletins de 1'Academic Royale]. 9 pamphlets 8".

From M. A. Quelelet.

Quetelet, E , Sur I'etat de Patmosphere 4 Bruxelles, 1865. Brux., 1866. 8°. pp.48.

Memoire sur lo Tcmpcratur de Bnixelles. Brux., 1867. 4°.

From M. E. Qwtelet.



ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY,

From August 1, 1870, to December 1, 1878.

American Association for the Advancement of Science. Proceedings at the eight-

eenth, nineteenth and twenty-first Meetings. Cambridge, 1869-73. 8°.

Albany In.stitute. Transactions, vol. vi, 1870. 8".

New York State Cabinet of Natural History-. Twentieth, twenty-first,

twenty-second and twenty-fourth Annual Reports, 1868-72. 8'.

-I New York State Library. Subject Index of the General Library, 1872. 8°.

Fifty-third, fifty-fourth and fifty-fifth Annual Reports, 1871-3. 8°.

Boston Society of Natural History. Memoirs, vol. i, part iii ; ii, part i, nns. 2, 3,

part ii, nos. 1-3. 1868-73. 4. Proceedings, vol. xiv, xv, parts 1, 2.

1871-3. 8\

Buffalo Society of Natural Science.s. Bulletin, vol. i, nos. 1, 2, 3, 1873. 8\

Cambridge.—Museum of Comparative Zoology. Illustrated Catalogue, nos. 1-3,

1865-70. 8°. Bulletin, vol. i, II, nos. 1, 2, lS6:i-70. 8'. Annual Re-

ports, 1862-9. 8°.

Madison. — Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Letters. Transactions,

1870-2. 8".

MiNNEAPOLia—Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences. Constitution and By-Laws.

1873. 8\

Newport, Vt.—Orleans County Society of Natural Sciences. Archives of Science,

vol I, no. 1, 1870. 8°.

Quebec— Literary and Historical Society. Transactions, vol. iv, parts 1-3; New
Series, parts 1-9. 1843-72. 8°.

St. Louis.—Academy of Science. Transactions, vol. in, no. 1, 1873. 8°.

Salem.—Essex Institute. Proceedings, vol. iv, v, nos. 1, 5, 6. 1864-8. 8 . Pro-

ceedings and Communications, vol. vi, part 2, 1870. 8 .

Bulletin, vol. ii, nos. 4, 6-12, III, iv, v, nos. 1-5. 1870-3. 8\

Peabody Academy of Science. Memoirs, vol. i. no. 2. 1871. ^ . .\nnual

Reports, ii-v, 1870-3. 8°.

San Francisco.—California Academy of Sciences. Proceedings, vol. in, parts 1, 4;

IV, parts 3, 4. 5 ; v, part 1 : 1863-73. 8 \

Savannah.—Georgia Historical Society. By-laws and List of Members. 1S7I. 8".

Barclay, .V. Wilde's Summer Rose or the Lament of the Captive, 1S71. 8~\

Proceedings. Resolutions and Conununications commemorative of Hon.

Edward J. Harden, IST.'i. ."^
.



vi AdditioitH to the Library.

ToiiONTO.—Magnotical Observatory. Moullily McteoroloKiLMl Het^istcr, Jan., 1870

—

June, 1872. 4\ Greneral do., 1870, 1871. 8°. Summary of rain and

melted snow for winter quarter, 1S7(»-1. 8".

Kingston, G. T. Diurnal and annual variation of temperature at Halifax,

N. S. 8'.

Meteorological Office of the Dominion of Canada. Second Report, Jan.,

187.'}. 8°.

Washington.—United States Coast Survey. SLv charts, viz: ilap of Long Island

Sound, 3 sheets mounted ; General Chart of the Coast from Gay Head to

Cape Henlopen; Atlantic Coast No. 1, Cape Sable to Sandy Hook ; Pre-

liminary Chart No. 4, Cape Cod to Saughkonnet Point, R. I. ; Portland

Harbor, Me.; Approaches to Portland.

Bureau of Education. Report of tlie Commissioner of Education for 1872.

8°. Circulars, nos. 1-3. 1873. 8 .

p]ngineers' Department. United States Geological Exploration of the

Fortieth Parallel, vol. V: Botany. By S. Watson. 1871. 4°.

United States Naval Observatory. Astronomical and Meteorological Obser-

vations, 18ti7-70. 4°. Appendices do., 18G8 i, 1869 i, ii, 1870 i-iv, 1871

ii-iv. 4'.

AiiSTEBD.\M.—Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen. Verslagen en Alededee-

lingen, Afdeel. Natuurkunde. Tweede Reeks, Deel i-vi, 1865-72. 8°.

Proces.sen-Verbaal, 1865-71. 8°. Jaarboek, 1870-1. 8°.

Augsburg.—Naturhistorischer Verein. Bericht xxi, 1871. 8°.

B.\MBEBG.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft. Bericht vi-ix, 1863-70. 8°.

Basel.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft. Verhaudlungen, Theil v, 4. 1873. 8°.

Belfast.—Natural History and Philosophical Society. Proceedings, Session 1871-2,

Berlin.—ZeitschrLft der gesammten Naturwissenschaften. Neue Folge, Bd. iii-vi,

1871-2. 8'.

Bologna.—Accademia delle Scienze dell' Institute di Bologna. Rendiconto 1863-9,

1869-70, 1870-1, 1871-2, 1872-3. 8°.

Bombay.—Geographical Society. Transactions, vol. xix, parts 1, 2. 8°.

Bonn.— Naturhistoricher Verein der preussischen Rheinlande und Westphalens.

Verhandlungen, Jahrg. xxviii, xxix, i, 1871-2. 8'.

Bremen.—Naturvvissenschaftlicher Verein. Abhandlungen, Bd. ii, in, 1-3, 1869-73.

8°. Beilage, nos. 1, 2. 1871. 4°.

Brunn.—Naturforschender Verein. Verhandlungen, Bd. viii-x, 1870-1. 8".

Brussels.—Academic Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique.

Momoires, T. xxxvii-xxxix, 1871-2. 4'. Memoires Couronnes et Mu-

raoires des Savants Strangers, T. xxxiv-xxxvi, 1867-71. 4°. Memoires

Couronnes et Autres Memoires, T. xxi, xxii, 1870-2. 8°. Bulletins,

2c -Serie, T. xxvii-xxxiv, 1869-72. 8°. Annuaire, 1870-73. 8°.

Observatoire Ro3'al. Annales, T. XX, 1870. 4°.

Annales, T. xxi, 1872. 4°. From 31. A. Quetelet.

Annales Meteorologiques, 5<^ Annee, 1871. 4°. From M. A. Quetelet.

Societe Entomologique de Belgique. Annales, T. xv, 1871-2. 8°.



Additions to the Library. vii

CAiiCUTTA.—Asiatic Society of Bengal. Journal, parts i, ii, 1872; part i, no. 1, part

n, nos. 1, 2, 1873. 8°. Proceedings, 1872, 1873, nos. 1-4. 8^

Catania.—Accademia Gioenia di Scienze Naturali. Atti, Serie in, T. v, 1871. 4°.

Chemxitz.—Naturwissenshaftliche Gesellschaft. Bericht iii, 1868-70. 8°.

Cherbourg.—Societe Nationale des Sciences Naturelles. Memoires, T. xyi, 1870-2.
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Notice of the Crustacea collected by Prof, C. F. Hartt

ON THE COAST OF BrAZIL IX 18G7. By SiDXEY I. SmiTH.

Read, May 19th, 1869.

In the first volume of these Transactions, Prof. Verrill has noticed

the Radiata of the collection made by Prof Hartt upon the coast of

Brazil during the summer of 1867, and the Crustacea of the same col-

lection, having been submitted to me for examination, was found to

contain so many species new to the Brazilian fauna that the publica-

tion of the following list seemed desirable.

' The collection, although quite small in number of specimens and

representing only the higher groups of the class, is interesting from

the large proportion which it contains of species heretofore known

only from the West Indies or Flordia. This is, perhaps, due chiefly

to the fiict that most of the collections brought from Brazil have been

made at Kio de Janeiro where there are no coral reefs, while Prof

Hartt's collection was made principally on the rocky and reef-bearing

parts of the coast.

BRACHYURA.
Milnia bicornuta Stimpson.

Pisa bicornuta Latreille, Encyclopedie methodique, tome x, p. 141 {teste Edwards).

Pericera bicorna Edwards, Ilistoire naturelle des Crustace.s, tome i, p. 337, 1834.

Pisa bicorna Gibbes, On the Carcinological Collections of the United States, Pro-

ceedings American Association, 3d Meeting, p. 170, 1850.

Pmcera fticomis Saussure, Crustaces nouveaux des Antilles et du Mexiquc, p. 12,

pi. 1, fig. 3, 1858.

Milnia bicornuta Stimpson, Notes on North American Crustacea, Annals Lyceum

Nat. Hist., New York, vol. vii, p. 180, 1860.

A single specimen collected at the Reefs of the .Vbrolhos does not

differ from Bermuda, Florida and Aspinwall specimens.

Mithraculus coroaatus stimpson.

Cancer conmatus Herbst, Naturgeschichto dor Krabbcn und Krebse, Band i, p. 184,

Tab. 11, fig. G3, 1782, and Cancer Conjplw, Band iii, zweytos Heft, p. 8, 1801.

Mithraculus coronatus (pars) White?, List of Crust in tlie British Museum, p. 7, 1847.

Trans. Coxnecticut Acad., Vol. IL 1 July, 1869.
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ifithracul'MS coronatus Stimpson, Amcriaxn Journul Sci., 2d series, vol. xxix, 1 860,

p. 132 ; Annals Lye. Nat Hist, New York, vol. vii, p. 186, 1860.

Two females of this species were collected by Prof. Hartt at the

Reefs of the Abrolhos. They do not dift'or perceptibly from Aspin-

wall specimens.

The two specimens give the following measurement :

—

Length of carapax, 12-8nim Breadth of carapax, 17-6n"n Ratio, 1 : 1-37

" " " 17-2 " '• " 23-4 " 1:1 36

The dirterences pointed out by Stimpson at once distinguish this

species from M. seidptus, but White cites the figures of both species

under his Mithraculus coronatus, so that it is not possible, without

an examination of liis specimens, to tell which species he had in view.

Mithrax hispidus Edwards.

Cancer hispidus Herbst, op. cit.. Band i, p. 247, Tab. 18, fig. 100, 1782.

Mithrax hispidus Edwards, Magasin de Zoologie, 2'^ aunee, 1832 ; Historie naturelle

des Crust, tome i, p. 322, 1834; DeKay, Zoology of New York, Crust, p. 4, 1844;

Gibbes, loo. cit, p. 172; Stimpson, American Journal Sci., 2d series, vol. xxix,

1860, p. 132; Annals Lye. Nat. Hist., New York, vol. vii, p. 189, 1860.

Several specimens collected at the Reefs of the Abrolhos agree well

with Edwards' and Stimpson's descriptions of this species. The cara-

pax is wholly naked above, the elevations anteriorly are smooth and

polished, and there are no spines or prominent tubercles on the median

regions. There are two small tubercles just at the base of the frontal

teeth, and two more just bel^ind these on the anterior lobes of the

gastric region ; there are also traces of two tubercles on each of the

antero-lateral gastric lobes, and several small tuberculiform elevations

on the hepatic and branchial regions near the antero-lateral margin.

The external angle of the orbit forms an obtuse tooth not projecting

so far forward as the external lobe of the inferior margin ; the suc-

ceeding tooth of the antero-lateral margin (the second normal) is quite

small and obtuse, but the three remaining teeth are spiniform, slender

and curved forward ; in addition, there is a very small tooth just be-

hind the posterior spine of the antero-lateral margin.

Several specimens give the following measurements:

—

Sex.
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Xantho denticulata wiiite.

X'xntho (lenticulaH White, List of Crust, in the British Museum, p. 17 (no descrip.

tion), 18J:7 ; Annals an^l Mag. Nat. Hist., 2d series, vol. ii, p. 285 (X. denticulatus),

1848 {non Stimpson); Smith, Proe. Boston Soc. Xat. Hist., vol. xii, p. 274, 1869.

A single specimen collected at the Reefs of the Abrolhos does not

differ from specimens from Bermuda and .\spinwall.

It seemes to be an uncommon species as it is not mentioned by Dana,

Gibbes, or Stimpson, and I have only seen a single one from each of

the localities mentioned.

Chlorodius Floridanus Gibbes.

Cftiorodius Floridantis G'lhhes, \oe. cit., p. 175, 1850: Stimpson, Annals Lye. Xat.

Hist, New York, vol. vii, p.- 209.

Several specimens, not differing perceptibly from those from Florida

and Asjjinwall, wei'e collected at the Reefs of the Abrolhos.

Three specimens give the following measurements :

—

Sex.
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vided by small notches into four loln's, the first of which is conipose<l

of the anj^le of the orbit coalesced with the second normal tooth ; the

first lobe is broad, its edge slip^htly concave and projecting a little at

the angle of the orbit; the second and third lobes are broad and trun-

cate; the fourtii lobe is small an<l obtuse and forms the lateral angle

of the carapa.v. From each of the notches slight sulci extend a little

way ]»ack upon the carapa.v.

Beneath, the edge of the front is thin, projects obliquely downward

and is not expande<l in front of the antennuhe. The epistome is smooth,

and its labial border has a j)roininent median lobe and a slight incision

each side. The external niaxillipeds are smooth; the merus is quadri-

lateral, its outer edge not projecting, and the antero-exterior angle

rounded. The inferior margin of the orbit is divided into two lobes

by a broad and shallow sinus ; the inner lobe foi'ming a jjrorainent

tooth which projects as far forward as the latera! lobe of the front, and

the outer lobel)road and slightly jirominent. The external hiatixs of

the orbit is rather broad and shallow. The sub-orbital and sub-hepa-

tic regions are quite grannlous. The tubercle beneath the anterior lobe

of the antero-lateral margin is depressed, forming only a slight grann-

lous prominence. The sub-branchial region is somcAvhat hairy. The

female abdomen is broadly ovate, the greatest breadth being at the

fourth segment.

The chelipeds are slightly unequal, the carpi and hands smooth and

evenly rounded above and on the outside. Tlie hands are stout, the

fingers obscurely marked with longitudinal imi)ressed lines, and irreg-

idarly toothed Avithin, and in the dactylus of the larger hand there is

a prominent cylindrical tooth at the base. The ambulatory legs are

smooth and nearly naked except a close pubescence upon the dactyli,

penultimate segments, and slightly on the carpi.

In an alcoholic specimen the color is light brown above, tinged with

bluish purple on the anterior part of the carapax and the upper side

of the chelipeds. The fingers are black, lighter at the tips, and the

black not spreading upon the palm.

Length of carapax in the single female specimen, 13-8™™
; breadth,

21*4 : ratio of length to breadth, 1 : lo5.

Collected at the Keefs of the Abrolhos.

The F. transversus Stimpson (Annals Lye. Nat. Plist., New York,

vol. vii, p. 210, 1860) of the west coast of Central America, differs

from this species in having the carapax much less distinctly areolated,

more regularly oval in outline and smoother and more evenly convex

above. The front also projects much less prominently ; the antero lat-
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eral margin is smootli and even and the lobes separated by very slight

incisions, and the edge of the first lobe is slightly convex and does not

project at the angle of the orbit ; there is no noticeable depression be-

tween the median and posterior lobes of the branchial region ; the in-

ferior margin of the orbit is divided by a very slight sinus, and the

inner lobe is not at all prominent ; and finally, the external maxilli-

peds are slightly granulated. The color of alcoholic specimens is quite

different, being dark slate-brown on the upper side of the carapax and

chelipeds.

The P. crenatus of Edwards and Lucas is a mucli smoother species

than the ^^olitus, the regions being scarcely at all defined and tlie car-

apax almost perfectly smooth along the front and antero-lateral bor-

der. The front is not deflexed, its edge is nearly straight, and beneath

it is expanded horizontally in front of the antennulse ; the sub-orbital

and sub-hepatic regions are quite smooth, and there is no tubercle be-

neath the first lobe of the antero-lateral margin ; and finally, the an-

tero-exterior angle of the merus of the external maxillipeds projects

laterally somewhat beyond the lateral margin and is broadly rounded.*

PanopeUS Harttii Smith, loc. cit., p. 280. 1869.

Plate 1, figure 5.

The carapax is clothed with scattered hairs along the borders, is

broadest at the penultimate teeth of the antero-lateral margins, con

vex anteriorly but flattened behind, and coarsely granulous on the

front and along the lateral borders, but nearly smooth on the median

and posterior regions. The gastric region is surrounded by a very

deep sulcus, which is particularly marked posteriorly next the cardiac

and the posterior part of the branchial region ; its median lobe is sep-

arated from the antero-lateral lobes by a slight but distinct sulcus
;

and the anterior lobes are prominent and marked anteriorly by a sharp

plication. The hepatic region is prominent, somewhat projecting and

bears a transverse, granulous ridge. The cervical suture is very

marked and extends as a broad depression quite to the gastric region.

The median and posterior lobes of the l)rancliial region are separated

by a slight depression. The front is very much deflexed and the edge

* The figure of the facial region of this species given in the Voyage dans UAnurique

Miridionale (pi. 8, fig. 1") improperly represents the external maxillipeds uiili tliis an-

gle truncate and not at all produced laterally.
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thin ami four lobod
; the median lobes are very mucli the largest, are

evenly rounded, and a little more jtromiiient than tlio lateral, which
project as small obtusely triangular teeth. The su))eri()r mar"-in of
the orbit is broken by two incisions leaving the margin between them
projecting as a slight, rounded lobe. The post-orT>ital tooth is short

aiul slender, and is separated from the second tooth of the antero-

lateral margin by a broad sinus whicli breaks the margin completely.

The remaining teeth of the antero-lateral margin are triangular in form,

much thickened vertically, and separated by quite broad simises, and
the posterior two on each side are very slender and of nearly equal

prominence.

Beneath, tlie edge of the front is tidn and projects sharply down-

ward. The epistome is smooth and its labial border has a small lobe

in the middle, a slight notch each side and another at each an<rle of

the buccal area. The external maxillij)eds are smooth except the me-

rus, which is slightly granulated and also has the antero-exterior angle

very slightly produced laterally and not at all rounded. The inferior

margin of the orbit is prominent and divided into two lobes by a deep

and narrow sinus ; the inner lobe forms a stout tooth which projects

as far forward as the inner angle of the superior margin ; the outer

lobe is broad and its exterior angle projects slightly in advance of the

post-orbital tooth. The external hiatus of the orbit is a deep trian-

gular notch. In one specimen, however, it is wholly closed on one

side, possibly from some accident. The sub-orbital and sub-hepatic

regions are quite coarsely granulous. The tubercle of the sub-hepatic

region forms a slight granulous prominence just beneath the post-or-

bital tooth. The sub-branchial region is pubescent and slightly gran-

ulous. In the male, the sternum is smooth and the abdomen quite

narrow, being narrowest at the penidtimate segment, and the terminal

segment is about five-sixths as long as broad, and its extremity evenly

rounded. In the female the abdomen is broadly ovate, the greatest

breadth being at the fourth segment.

The chelipcds are a little unequal. The carpi are gramdar-rugose

externally and have a deep groove along the outer margin next the

articulation with the hand. The hands are slightly rugose above, and

the fingers are slender, deflexed, marked with slight, impressed longi-

tudinal lines and slightly and obtusely toothed within, and the dacty-

lus in the larger hand usually has a stout tooth at the base. The

ambulatory legs are slender, and pubescent along the edges of all the

segments and over the whole surface of the dactyli.
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Alcoholic specimens are light olive brown aljove and on the chelipeds.

The fingers are black, lighter at the tips, and the black not spi-eading

upon the palm.

Several specimens give the following measurements :

Sex. Length of carapax. Breadth of carapax. Ratio.

Male. 15-Omin 22-5mni 1 ; 1-50

" 15-9 2.3-6 1 : 1-49

Female. 9*6 144 1 : 1-50

" 12-6 18-8 1: 1-49

Seven specimens were collected by Prof. Hartt at the Reefs of the

Abrolhos.

This species is very distinct from all other described species of the

genus. Its broad and deeply areolated carapax give it somewhat the

aspect of a Chlorodius.

Eriphia gonagra Edwards.

Cancer goaagraYabTicms, Supplementum Entomologise systematicse, p. 337, 1798.

^^p7i^<z yoraa^/a Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust, tome 1, p. 426, pL 16, fig.

16, 17, 1834; Annales des Sciences naturelles, 3™e serie, tome xvi, 1851, pi. 8,

' fig. 10 ; White, List of Crust, in the British Museum, p. 22 ; Gibbes, loc. cit, p. 177
;

Dana, United States Exploring Expedition, Crust, p. 250 ; Stimpson, Annals Lye.

Nat. Hist, New York, vol. vii, p. 217 ; Heller, Raise der osterreichischen Fregatte

Novara um die Erde, p. 24, 1865.

A large number of specimens are in the collection, all of them ob-

tained at the Reefs of the Abrolhos. It seems to be a common species

from southern Florida to Rio de Janeiro.

A number of specimens give the following measurements

:

Breaflth of carapax
Sex.
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The G. ornatus was previously known from South Carolina, Tortu-

gas, Hayti, and Cumana.

Callinectes larvatus Ordway, loc. dt., p. 573, i863.

One specimen of this species, a male, was collected at Bahia. It

is very much like the Dana? and the ornatns in the carapax, etc., but

differs remarkably in the male abdominal appendages of the first pair

(intromittent organs), which are very short, directed inward till they

cross and then the extremities curved abruptly outward.

Length of carapax including sub-frontal spine, 38-8'""'
; breadth in-

cluding lateral spines, 82 •4""" ; ratio of length to breadth, 1 :
2-11.

Ordway's specimens were from Florida, Bahama, and TIayti.

AcheloTis spinimaniis DeHaan.

Fortunus spinimanus Latreille, Encyc, t. x, p. 1 88 {teste Ethvards).

iwjja spinimana Leach, Desmarest, Considerations generales sur la classe des Crust.,

p. 98, 1825; Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust., tome i, p. 452, 1834; Gibbes,

loc. cit, p. 178; Daua, United States Explorinp; Eexpedition, Crust., p. 273 ;
Stimp-

son, Annals Lye. Nat. Hist., New York, vol. vii, p. 57.

Achelous spinimanus, DeHaan, Fauna Japonica, p. 8, 1833
;
White, List of Crust, in

the British Museum, p. 28, 1847; Stimpson, Annals Lye. Nat. Hist., New York,

vol. vii, p. 221, 1860; A. Edwards, Archives du Museum d'Histoire naturelle,

tome X, p. 3-1!, pi. 32, fig. 1, 1861
;
Heller, op. cit., p. 27.

Three specimens, all females, collected at Bahia, give the following

measurements :

—

Length of carapax
Including frontal tuctli.
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front arc very lonix atul sli'ndor, the leiiu'th of tlwi median ones exceed-

in<4 slitrlitly tlie distance l>ct\veen their tips. Tlie teeth of the antero-

lateral marsriii are much longer and slenderer than in sjnnimamis, the

posterior one (lateral spine) heing but slightly longer, in proportion

to the other teeth, than in that species. The ehelipeds are slender

and fully as long as in spi?)iinaints. The ambulatoiy legs are long and
very slender, those of the first two pairs extending nearly to the mid-

dle of the dactyli of the ehelipeds.

Tlie stennim is convex in an antero-posterior direction, while in the

spi7iiwanvs it is quite flat. In the male the terminal portion of the

abdomen is narrowly triangular, the ])enultimate segment being quite

narrow and its lateral margins straight or very slightly concave, while

in the spinimanvs it is broad and the lateral margins of the penulti-

mate segment quite convex.

The male abdominal ajipendages of the first pair are very different

in the two species. In both they are stout and separated by quite

a broad s]>ace. In the ajoinimanvs they reach beyond the middle of

the penidtimate segment of the abdomen, the thick basal portion curv-

ing strongly inward from the base, the slenderer portion at first di-

rected nearly straight forward, then curved strongly outward, and the

tips inward again. In the Orchrayi they are much shorter, reaching

but sliglitly beyond the antipenultimate segment of the abdomen, and

have but a single curve, cur^'ing inward from the base, then outward

to the tip.

Length of cara])ax in the single specimen, 37'0"*'"
; breadth of car-

apnx. (')1-8"""; ratio of longtli to breadth, 1 : 1-G7 ; breadth excluding

lateral s]>ines, 48-0"""
; ratio of length to this breadth, 1 : 1-29

;
greatest

length of merus segments of ehelipeds, 31'0'""'; length of hand, right,

47*2, left, 47'0""". A male specimen of A. spinimanns from Florida

gives the follo^^•ing :—length of carapax, 40*4""" ; l)readtli of carapax,

69*5'""' ; ratio of length tobreadtli, 1 : 1*72
; breadth excluding spines,

58-.")"""
; ratio of length to tliis brcadtli, 1 : 1-44.

This s))ccics differs from the figure of yrptunns cruentatus. (A. Ed-

wards, op. cit., p. 326, pi. 31, fig. 2) in having much longer ehelipeds,

tlie merus ])roj('Cting mncli farther In-yond tlie sides of the carapax,

and the hands when folded in front lai)ping by eacli otiier considerably.

The teeth of the front and of the anterolateral margin are very much

more slender and ])rominent than in his figure. And m the descrip-

tion of the cnuntatHS no mention is made of the smooth and highly

iridescent spaces on the supero-exterior surface of the hand, which is
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mentioned by Stimpson in liis description of A. Ordimyi, and is a

very conspicuous character in the species.

I have retained tliis species in the genus Achelous of DeTIaan in-

stead of Xeiytunus of the same author, because the narrow carapax,

prominent front, and the form of the external maxillipeds and of the

male abdomen ally it very closel y to the spinimantis, and, together

with the narrow dactyli of tlie first three pairs of ambulatory legs,

Separate it widely from Nejytimus 2)ela(/icns, the type of the genus

JS^eptuntfs.

The lengtli of the lateral spine of the carapax, which appears to

have been A. Milne Edwards' principal character for separating these

genera, seems to be of slight importance, and in the present case, if

used alone, is scarcely sufficient for a specific distinction.

Stimpson's si^ecimens of A. Ordwayi were from Florida and St.

Thomas.

G-oniopsis cnientatus DeHaan.

Cancer ruricola DeGeer, Memoires pour servir a I'liistoire des Insectcs, tome vii, p.

417, pi. 25, 1778 {non Cancer ruricola Linne).

Grapsus cru€)itatus Latreille, Histoire des Crust, et Insects, tome vi, p. 70, 1803 ; Des-

marest, op. cit, p. 132; Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust, tome ii, p. 85;

Gibbes, loc. cit, p. 181.

Goniopsis cruentatus DeHaan, op. cit., p. 33, 1835; Edwards, Annales des Sciences

naturelles, S^e serie, tome xx, 1853, p. 164, pi. 7, fig. 2; Stimpson, Proceedings

Acad. ISTat Sci., Philadeiphia, 1858, p. 101 ; Heller, op. cit., p. 43.

Grapsus longipes RandaU, Journal Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., vol. viii, p. 125, 1839.

Goniopsis ruricola Wliite, List of Crust, in the British Museum, p. 40. 1847 ; Saus-

sure, op. cit, p. 30, pi. 2, fig. 18, 1858.

Goniograpsus cruentatus Dana, American Journal Sci., 2d series, vol. xii, p. 285, 1851
;

United States Exploring Expedition, Crust., p. 342, pi. 21, fig. 7, 1852.

A single male of this beautiful species was collected at the Reefs of

the Abrolhos.

Cryptograpsus cirripes, sp. nov.

Plate I, figure 3.

The carapax above is gramdous and naked The front as soon from

above is nearly straiglit witli only a slight median innnargination.

The orbits are broad, tlio margin slightly upturned and broken by a

broad notch near the inner angle. Tho outer orbital tooth are long,

acutely pointed, project straiglit forward, and tlio distance between

their tips is nearly equal to two-thirds tho breadth of the oarajiax.

The succeeding tooth of tlio antoro-latoral margin aro proniinont and

acutely pointed, the third tooth much smaller than the others, and the
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fourth or last toi)t!i witli a slondcr spiuiform tip directed forward and

upw ard and with a sliarj) u;ranidated riil^je exteiidinjj^ from its base

inward upon tlie branchial region and ni-arly parallel to tl<e postero-

lateral margin. The an-olation is well ])ronounced and agrees in the

main with C. anr/uhitu^ Dana. In the depression on each side just

in front of the anterior lobes of the branchial region there is a trans-

verse line of three obscure, oval, smooth spots. From tlic small tooth

in the posterodateral margin, a short ridge extends backward just

above and parallel to the margin as far as the lateral angle of the

carapax.

The chelipeds are stout and equal. The merus is triangular and the

angles granulous. The carpus, and tlie hand nearly to the tips of the

fingers, are sharply granulous. The fingers are slender and their

inner edges nearly straight and armed with regular rounded tid)crcu-

liforni teeth.

In the ambulatory legs the meral segments are granulous above

and on the angles. The dactyli of the first three pairs are naked ex-

cept a few hairs on the posterior edge at the base, slender, somewhat

curved, smooth and tleeply sulcata; those of the posterior ])air are

shorter, compressed, and their edges thickly clothed with soft hairs.

In the first pair of legs tlie ])Osterior edge of the ])ro))odus is clothed

nearly its whole length with a brush of soft hair; in the secoml pair

there is a similar brush but only on the terminal half; in the third

pair it is wholly wanting, or represented only by a few hairs near the
^

articulation with the dactylus. In the posterior pair of legs the edges

of the dactylus, propodns and car2)us are densely clothed with soft

hair.

'fhe male sternum is concave in a lateral direction, and the articula-

tions between the segments of the abdomen are nearly straight instead

of curved as in C. nn'julatus.

Length of carapax in a male, 3r0""" ; breadth of carapax, o5"6""";

ratio of length to breath, 1 : ri5. Breadth between outer orbital

teeth, C4-8"""; ratio of this breath to breath of carapax between

lateral teetli. 1 : 1-43.

This species was not obtained by Prof. Ilartt. The only specimens

which I have seen are two nudes, in the collection of the Peabody

Academy of Science, Salem, Mass., brought from Pio de Janeiro by

Ca])t. Harrington.

The C. clrrlpes difters from C. cuigulatits Dana (Ignited States Ex-

ploring Ex])edition, Crust., p. 352, pi. 22, fig. G), from Rio Negro,

Northern Patagonia, and heretofore the only known species of the
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genus, ill li'iviiig the front as seen from above nearly straiiclit instead

of deeply bilobed, in the much i^reater breadth of the cai-apax between

the outer orbital teeth—the ratio of tliis breadth to the breadth of the

carapax between the lateral teeth being in C angulatus, 1 : i -08,

—

and in the ciliated posterior legs.

Uca cordata.

Cancer cordatus Linne, Amoenitates Acadcmicse, tome ri, p. 414, 1763 ; Systema

Natura;, editio xii, tome i, p. 1039; Herbst, op. cit., Band i, p. 131, Tab. G, fig. 38.

Cancer uca Linne?, Systema Naturjs, editio xii, tome i, p. 1041.

Uca kevis? Dana?, United States Exploring Expedition, Crust, p. 375.

(Non Uca una G-uerin, Iconographie du R6gne animal, Crust., pi. 5, fig. 3, nee Ed-

wards, Histoire-naturelle des Crust., tome ii, p. 22, et Regno animal de Cuvier,

3me edit., pi. 19, fig. 1.)

A single specimen of this species was obtained by Prof. Hartt at

Bahia. There are also specimens from Para in the collection of the

Peabody Academy. All the specimens examined were males.

The carapax is entirely naked and perfectly smooth above, very

broad, the greatest breadth being much anterior to the middle, and

very convex in an antero-posterior direction. The cervical suture

is very distinctly indicated, esj)ecially in the middle of the carapax,

where there is a broad depression on each side at the antero-lateral

angle of the cardiac region. The gastric region is broad and flattened

in the middle, the antero-lateral lobes are only indistinctly separated

from the median, and the posterior poi'tion is rounded and slio-htly

protuberant but is still lower than the branchial region. The cardiac

region is very large, scarcely divided, and the posterior portion ex-

tends f^ir back between the bases of the posterior pair of legs. The
branchial regions are swollen, evenly rounded above and wholl}- un-

divided, and the lateral margins are very convex in the anterior por-'

tion and are indicated by a very slight denticulated ridge. The whole

front is bordered l)y a sharply raised margin ; the median lobe i)ro-

jects almost perpendicularly downward between the orbits, and its

margin is regularly curved. The orbits are very large, and the mar-

gin is broken by a broad and deep hiatus on the lower side at the

outer extremity, just over which the outer angle of tlie su])erior mar-

gin projects as a rounded lobe ; the inferior margin is nearly straiglit

and is formed of two nearly parallel ridges, the inferior of which is

armed with a line of small tubercles, and the superior is irrerjularlv

granulous. The inferior obital regions are perfectly smooth and sep-

arated from the buccal area by deep sulci. The inferior lateral re-

gions are swollen and nearly smooth, there being onlv a few small
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and scatti'nil i,'r:iimli's on tlic anterior portion near tlie inferior orbital

region. On each sido of the bnccal area (here is a high ridge which

is arnu'd with a \'vw small tuUiTck's.

Tiic external inaxillipcds aie snitxjth and nakt'd on tlie outside, and

the inner edge and the jialpus tliickly clothed witli coarse liairs.

The chelipeds are somcwlial uncciiial ami very large. The menis

is stout, .sharjjly triangular, lioth the inferior angles are armed with

stout spines and the superior angle is coarsely graindous. The

carpus is broad, smooth and evenly rounded on the outside, and spi-

nous along the inner eilge an«l on the anterior edge beneath. The

hand is broad, compressed, spinous on tlie sui)erior margin and on the

inside, the infeiior margin granulous, and the outer side smooth ; the

fingers are high and compressed, their tips strongly incurved, and the

inner edges slightly sej)arated in the middle and armed with small

irregular teeth except at the tips, which are slightly spoon-shaped

with the edges horny, contiiuious and sharp.

Tlie ambulatory legs arc smooth and naked above, but all the

segments in the first three pairs, except the basal ones, are thickly

clothed beneath and on the anterior side with very long coarse hair.

Those of the anterior pair are longer than the others, and those of

the posterior pair are much shorter than the others and Init slightly

liairy. The dactyli of the first two pairs are very long and stout,

slightly curved downward, their extremities compressed vertically

and five-sided with the angles sharp ; those of the third pair ai*e much

shorter and curved backward as well as downwai'd ; those of the

posterior pair are still shorter, strongly curved backward and six-

sided, the superior side being much broader than the others.

The sternum is narrow, very convex in an antero-posterior direction,

and the depression for the lodgement of the abdomen is broad, very

deep, and extends quite to the base of the maxillipeds. The male

abdomen is broadest at the third segment ; the second segment is very

small, and the two segments wliich precede it are completely coalesced.

The appendages of the first segment are tiiquetral and very stout

and extend to the extremity of the penultimate segment. The appen-

dages of the second segment are very small, extending scarcely be-

yond the thinl segment.

Length of carapax, 54-0'"'" ; breadth of carapax, 73-4""»; ratio,

1 : 1-30. Length of merus in right cheliped, 33'8"""; in left cheliped,

33-0. Length of right hand, 49*5
; length of left hand, 49-0.

One of the specimens in the collection of the Peabody Academy of

Science has the chelipeds much more unequal than in the specimen

described above but agrees with it in all other characters.
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There are at least three American species of Uca

:

—the U. cor-

data^ described above and tlie U. una (the species figured by Guerin

and Edwards), from the east coast, and U. Ifjevis^ the species described

and figm-ed by Edwards in the x\rchives dii Museum d'llistoire nat-

urelle, tome vii, p. 185, pi. IG, from the west coast.

The synonymy of these sj^ecies appears to be in much confusion.

The Cancer cordatus of Linne is described at length in the Amoenitates

x^cademicse, and is evidently the species described above and the

same as the one figured by Herbst. The description of C. uca in the

Systema Naturse is very short and indefinite and no characters are

given by which it could be distinguished from the C. cordatus.

Milne Edwards in his Historie naturelle de Crust., 183V, quotes both

these species iinder his JJca una Latreille ; he gives " I'Amerique

meridionale " as the habitat of U. una, and describes a new species,

TT. Icevis^ivoxa "les Antilles." The slight descriptions of his la vis

here given would not distinguish it from the U. cordata. In his re-

view of the Ocypodoidea in the Annales des Sciences naturelles, 3""^

series, tome xx, 1853, these species are again briefly characterized and

the same habitas given. In 1854, in the Archives du Museum, loc. cit.,

he describes U. Uevis at length and figures it, but says, " Je ne con-

nais que des individus males de cette espece ; la plupart out ete rap-

portes des environs de Guayaquil, par M. Eydoux." The description

and figure here given apjily well to specimens in the Museum of Yale
College collected at Guayaquil by 3Ir. Bradley, and distinguish it

readily from the Atlantic species. To add to the confusion, Lucas in

D'Orbigny's Voyage dans I'Amerique meridionale, Crust., p. 2o, 1843

gives, Avithout description, " Uca una Latr." as coming from " Envi-

rons de Guayaquil : M. Eydoux." evidently having the same specimens
before him that Edwards has described and figured in the Arcliives

du Museum! If Edwards' original specimens of leer is were from the
West Indies as stated, they are prol)ably tlie U. cordata, but even
if this be the case, since the east coast species is evidently the Cancer
cordatus of Linne, the name Imvis may l)e retained for the west coast

species to which Edwards's last and fullest description and Ids fi<vure

apply.

White, in the list of Crustacea in the Britisli Museum, j). 31, 1847
has " Uca cordata " from the West Indies and Brazil, but quotes as
synonyms. Cancer uca and C. cordatus of Linne, C. cordatus of Ilorbst

and Uca una of Guerin and Edwards, evidently coufoundino- the two
Atlantic species and intending to restore the older of the Linncan
names.
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Cardiosoma ciuadratum Saussure

Girdisymi qaalrati Saussure, op. cit., p. 22, pi. 2, fig. 13, 1858.

Gi>Jif)inx diururn Gill, Annils L_vc Nat. HUt., Now York, vol. vii, p. 42, January,

1859. [Wronjjly printed 1858 on tho third signature.]

A number of specinuMis were collected at Pernambuco.

It is at onco distinguished from the C. Guanhumi by the more

qtiadratc form of the carapax, the braiicliial regions being much less

swollen, l)y the lateral margin being marked by a distinct carina in-

stead of evenly rounded, and by the sharply triangular and spiny

merus of the chelipeds. Some t)f the specimens collected by Prof.

Ilartt are nearly as large as ordinary specimens of C. Guanhumi and

still retain the distinctive characters, so that it seems scarcely possible

that it can be the young of that species as suggested by Saussure.

This species is in fact more nearly allied to the C. carnifex than to

C Guanhumi^ and it resembles so closely a species in the collection

of the Peahody Academy of Science from the west coast of Africa

^ajiparently the C. armatmn of Ilerklots,—that it might readily be

mistaken for it. The .:Vfrican species differs however in having the

carapax less convex and the carina of the lateral margin less promi-

nent ; the front is broad and high, the anterior lobes of the gastric re-

gion are protuberant and the depressed space between them and the

frontal margin is coarsely granulous, while in the quadratmn the an-

terior gastric lobes are not })rotul)erant and the depressed space be-

tween them and the frontal margin is scarcely granulous. The epis-

tome and the nasal lobe are quite different in the two si)ecies ; in the

quadratuin the spistome is nearly straight and its antei'ior margin is

not granulated, the nasal lobe is high, forming rather more than a

seinicircle, ami the lobes of the front on eacli side of it do not reach

down to the anterior margin of the epistome, while in the African

species the epistome is higher, more curved and the anterior margin

granulated in tlie middle, and the nasal lobe is much lower, so that

the lobes of the front on each side of it reach quite down to the an-

terior margin of the epistome. Finally the chelipeds and ambulatory

legs in the African species are more spiny and granulous.

Specimens of C quadratuin give the following measurements :

—

.Male. Male. Female. Female.

Length of carapax, 42-6min 45-6mm 43-3mm 46-8mm

Breadth of " 53*4 55-8 53-3 56 6

Ratio of length to breadth, 1 : 1-25 1 : 1-22 1 : 1-23 1 ; 1-21

Length of merus in right cheliped, 21-7inra 28-4mm 20-8min 24-4nim

" " hand " " " 29-0 51 8 302 370
" " merus in left " 20-8 232 23-4

•' hand " '' " 40-0 31-8 35-5
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ANOMOURA.

Dromidia Antillensis stimpson.

Dromidia Antillensis Stimpson, Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, 1858, p.

225, 1859; Annals Lye. Nat. Hist., New York, vol. vii, p. 71, 1859.

Several specimens of this species were obtained by Prof. Hartt at

the Reefs of the Abrolhos. They give the following measurements

and ratios

:

Sex.
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ill that spc'iics. Tlio lari^rr hand is iiuich narrowiT and inori' cyliu-

drical, and tlir dactvli of tlic anduilatory legs arc not so strongly

curvt'tl as in C. obscurus.

Clibanarius vittatus Ptimpson.

Paijiinis vittatus Bosc, Ilistoire naturolle clcs Crust, tome ii, p. 78, pi. 12, fig. 1, 1802;

Edwards, Ilistoiro naturelle des Crust, ii, p. 237 ; Gibbes, loc. cit p. 189.

Clibanarius vittatus Stimpson, Proceedings Acad. Nat Sci., Philad., 1858, p. 335,

1859 ; Annals Lj'C. Nat Hist, New York, vol. vii, p. 84.

Several speeimens ^vere collected at Caravcllas, Province of Bahia.

They do not differ perceptibly from Florida specimens, except that

the hands are perhaps a little less tuherculose.

Clibanarius sclopetarius stimpson.

Cancer sclopetarius Herbst, op. cit. Band ii, p. 23, Tab. 23, fig. 3, 1796.

Piigurus sclopdarius Bosc, Histoire naturelle des Crust, tome ii, p. 7G, 1802; Ed-

wards, Ilistoire naturelle des Crust, tome ii, p. 229.

Clibaruirius schpi'tarius Stimpson, Proceedings Acad. Nat Sci., Philadelphia, 1858,

p. 235, 1859 ; Annals Lye. Nat. Hist, New York, vol vii, p. 85.

A single specimen was collected in shoal water at the mouth of the

Caravellas River, Province of Bahia.

Clibanarius Antillensis Stimpson.

Clibanarius Antillensis Stimpson, Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, 1858, p.

235, 1859; Annals Lye. Nat Hist, New York, vol. vii, p. 85.

I refer to this species a large number of specimens collected at the

Reefs of the Ahrolhos.

It is certaiidy very closely allied to C. Bra&iliensis Dana (United

States Exploring Expedition, Crust., p. 467, pi. 29, fig. 7), but the

opthalmic scales are somewhat larger than represented in Dana's

figure, and the right leg of the third pair convex upon the outside.

In the alcoholic specimens the ground color of the hands and ambula-

tory legs is reddish-yellow, instead of olive.

MACROURA.
Scyllarus aequinoxialis Fabricius.

Scyllarus cequinoxialis Fabricius, Supplemcntum Entomologiae systematicse, p. 399,

1798; Bosc, op. cit, tome ii, p. 19; Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust, tome

ii, p. 285, pi. 24, fig. 6.

A single male specimen collected at Bahia ajipears to belong to

this species.

The carapax is broad, the breadth in front exceeding slightly the

length of the lateral margin, evenly convex above, the regions scarce-
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ly indicated, and covered, as is also the upper side of the ahdomen,

with small squamiform tubercles of uniform size, and each bearing

several small fascicles of short setaceous hairs. The anterior margin,

the margin of the orbits, and the lateral margin are armed with

numerous, small, obtusely rounded, tuberculiform teeth.

The antennulae extend slightly beyond the tips of the antennae ; the

basal segments are clothed below with short seta ; the terminal seg-

ments of the peduncle are smooth and cylindrical ; the inner flagella

are nearly as long as the last segment of the peduncle, sparsely ciliate

and tapering regularly to a slender point; the outer flagella are

stouter, and considerably shorter than the inner. In the antennae, the

basis is very short and broad, so that, on the outside, the base of the

ischium nearly touches the anterior margin of the carapax ; the

ischium is much broader than long, the middle portion rough and

hairy, the outer and anterior margins smooth and naked, and the

edges slightly and irregularly toothed, except the process on the inner

side which has two strong teeth upon its inner edge and a smaller one

on the anterior edge toward the articulation with the merus ; the car-

pal, or last segment, is broader than long, the edge arcuate and cren-

ulated, the middle portion above and below roughened with short,

stiff hairs, but a broad space along the margin smooth.

All the inferior surface of the thorax and the exposed parts of its

appendages are rough with short, stiiF hairs or setae. The thoracic

legs have a carina upon the posterior edge of the merus and carpus,

which is very high and thin on the merus in all except the posterior

pair. The dactyli in the first and second pairs are smooth and

unarmed, but in the second pair they are longer and much slenderer

than in the first ; in the last three pairs they are armed with fascicles

of stout homy setae.

The lamellae of the appendages of the second segment of the abdo-

men are lanceolate, and the inner and outer of about equal size.

The appendages of the three succeeding segments are rudimentary

and scarcely project below the edge of the segments. Tlie lamellae

of the appendages of the penultimate segment are broadly rounded

at the extremities, and the inner ones project beyond the tij) of the

terminal segment. The terminal segment is broader than long, and

the extremity tnmcate with the angles roundi'tl.

The following description of the colors was taken from the speci-

men when recently preserved in alcohol, and when, according to

Prof. Hartt, the colors weri' as in life.

General color above reddish-brown ; antenna^ lighter, bordered with

bright purple, and the teeth of the edge orange-red ; anteiuudtv light
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ret-lJish ; carapax with t!ie frojital ami modiau tubercles, tlic tubercles

of the orbits and of the anterior and lateral inarj^ins orange-red ; first

segment of the abdomen bright orange, the median portion slightly

mottled with ])ur|)lisli-red, and with two large circular reddish-2)urple

spots ; the succeeding segm^Mits with the smooth anterior portion,

orange mottled with purplish-red; terminal segment and the lamelli-

form appendages of the penultimate segment brownish-yellow, almost

white at the extremities. lieneath, dirty yellowish ; anteniue with

the colors of the upper side dimly repeated ; legs Avith slight purple

annulations at the articulations.

Lougth of body from tip of ro-struru to extremity of abdomen, - 190'0i»m

" of carapax from tip of rostrum to middle of posterior margin, 86"0

Breadth of carapax, - - - - - - - 712

Length of antennula3, below, ..... 550
" antenna;, " - - - . - r)2'0

•'
first thoracic logs, ..... 7gO

" second " . - - - - 92
" third " ..... 83-5

" fourth " ..... 720
" fifth

" ..... 75-0

Pan-Qlirus echinatus, sp. nov.

This species is closely allied to P. (juUntus.

The carapax is armed with numerous stout spines, those on the

anterior part of the carapax larger than those behind; the surface

between the spines is closely filled with small tubercles, which are

beset with short, stiff hairs, and many of the tubercles in front of the

cervical suture are tipped with spinules. The cervical suture is mark-

ed by a deep depression.

The anteunulary segment is armed with two straight and slender

spines which project forward and uj)ward, their length twice as great

as the distance between their tips. The superior orbital spines are

stout and long, and extend slightly lieyond the tips of the eyes. On

the anterior border below the eye, there are two other spines project-

in"- over the base of the antenna3 ; from the inner of these there is a

line of aliout eleven smaller spines, three of which are in front of the

cervical suture, extending to the postero-lateral angle of the carapax

;

below this line there arc no spines on the branchial region. Just

behind each of the sujjerior orbital spines there is a stout spine as large

as the spines on the anterior margin below the eye ; behind these

spines, and in front of the cervical suture, there are four smaller spines,

thus forming, with the orbital spines, two-subdorsal lines of four

spines each, which are succeeded behind the cervical suture, by two
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lines of five small spines each. On the median line of the anterior

part of the gastric region thei'e are three small, sharp spines. The
remaining spines of the carapax are disposed irregularly.

The peduncle of the antennula extends slightly beyond the pedun-

cle of the antenna ; the basal segments are armed with short setae.

The inner flagellum is about as long as the carapax, quite slender and

wholly naked ; the outer flagellum is shorter, much stouter, and the

terminal portion ciliated beneath.

The peduncle of the antenna is a little longer than the breadth of

the carapax, and is armed with stout spines, three of which are on the

anterior edge of the basis, and another on the inner side, below and

near the outer of the three spiniform teeth of the anterior edge of the

epistorae. The flagellum is about three times as long as the carapax,

tapers to a slender point, and is armed with sharp spines.

The external maxillipeds, when extended, reach nearly to the an-

terior extremity of the basis of the antennae, and all the segments are

thickly clothed on the inside, and the dactylus all round, with stiff

hairs ; the exognath is rudimentary, about half as long as the dactylus

of the endognath, quite slender, and is wholly without a flagellum.

The thoracic legs ai-e smooth and naked, except the dactyli and the

outer portion of the under side of the propodi ; the meral segments

are each armed with two sharp si^ines, one above and another on the

inside at the extremity next the articulation with the carpus. The legs

of the first pair are shorter than the others, do not reach quite as far

forward as those of the second pair, and the dactyli are stout and

thick. Those of the second and third pairs are more slender than the

others, especially the penultimate segments, the dactyli straight

nearly to the tips, which are hooked abruptly down. The third pair

reach slightly beyond the second. The fourth pair extend only to the

middle of the propodi of the third pair; the carpus is armed with a

stout and sharp spine on the upper edge of the extremity next the

propodus, where there is no spine in the other legs ; the dactylus is

stout, the basal portion armed beneath "wHlth slender spines, which are

articulated at the base and movable, and the terminal poi-tion taper-

ing to a slender point and curved evenly downward. The legs of

the fifth pair reach to the middle of the propodi of the fourtli; the

coxa is armed with a long, sharp spine on tlie posterior side and near

the articulation with the basis ; the dactylus in the male is similar to

that in the fourth pair, but sliorter and more curved ; in the female

the dactylus is somewhat shorter than in the male, and armed on the

posterior side of the base with a stout process whicli closes against a
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similar process from the oxtremity of the propoilus, both processes

beiii»( hairy upon the outside and havinu^ horny, spoon-shaped tips.

The ab(h>men is nearly smooth, and all the segments, except the ter-

minal, are crossed by a narrow and thickly ciliated sulcus, which is

interrupted in the mid<lle on the third, fourth and fifth seu^ments. The
first sci^nient has a single, short lateral tooth. The remaining seg-

ments, except the last, have this tooth spiniform and very large, and

a small acblitional one behind it ; the larger tooth is armed, except in

the i»enultiniate segment, with one or two small spines or denticles on

the anterior edge, near the base. Tlie posterior edge of the penulti-

mate segment above is armed with close set, sharp teeth.

The lamelliform appendages of the sixtli segment of the abdomen

are of about equal length, broad and tnuicate at the tips. The lamella

of the last segment is slightly narrowed and truncate at the tip, and

does not extend beyond the lamelhe of the sixth segment. In the

male, the lamelliie of the second to the fifth segment are ovate and all

of about the same size. In the female, these lamellae are very much

larger; in the second segment, the inner one is of the same form and

nearly of tlie same size as the outer ; in the three following segments

the outer lamella} decrease in size successively, and the inner lamellae

are each composed of two branches, the outer branch being narrow,

triangular, its edges thickened, multi-articulate and clothed with long

hairs ; the inner branch slender, not tapering, articulated at the base

of the outer brancli, not jointed like the outer branch, but composed

of a single piece, and clothed beneath and at the tip with long hairs.

Two specimens give the following measurements :

—

Length of body from base of antennulffi to extremity of ab-

domen,-------
Length of carapax from base of antennuhu to middle of pos-

terior margin, . - - . -

Breadth of carapax, . - . - -

Length of antennid:e, . - . - -

" inner flagelhim of antennulae,

" outer " " - . -

" antcnna3, . - . - -

" first thoracic legs, - - - -

" second, " -

" third. " ... -

"
fourtli, ".....

"
fiftli,

" ....
Several specimcis were obtained at Pernambuco.

This species appears to be closely allied to the P. guttatus of the West

Indies, but that species, according to Edwards' description and figure

MalP.
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(Histoire Naturelle des Crust., tome ii, p. 297, pi. 23, fig. 1 and 2,) has

the thoracic legs of the second pair longer than those of the third

;

he also states that the transverse sulci of the abdomen are not inter-

rupted on the first three segments ; and moreover, in his figures no

spines are indicated upon the bases of the antennae, or upon the coxae

of the posterior thoracic legs, and the flagella of the antenna? and the

antennuLne are much shorter than in our species.

Heller (op. cit., p. 95) and DeHaan (op. cit., p. 159), both state that

in the guttatus the spaces between the spines of the carapax are

smooth, while in our species they are tuberculose and hairy. Neither

Edwards, De Haan nor Heller mention the sub-cheliform posterior

thoracic legs as a character of the female of P. guttatus.

Alpheus heterochelis Say.

Alpheus hpterochelis Sa}', Journal Acad. Nat. ScL, Philadelphia, vol. i, p. 243, 1818;

Edwards, Histoire natureUe des Crust., tome ii, p. 356; Gibbes, loc. cit., p. 196.

Alpheus armillaius Edwards?, Histoire naturelle des Crust, tome ii, p. 354, 1837.

Alpheus lutarius Saussure, op. cit., p. 45, pi. 3, flg. 24, 1858.

A large number of specimens collected at the Reefs of the Abrolhos

agree perfectly with specimens from Florida and Aspinwall.

Palaemon Jamaicensis Olivier.

Cancer (Astacus) Jamaicensis Herbst, op. cit., Band ii, p. 57, Tab. 27, fig. 2, 1796.

Palxmon Jamaicensis Olivier, Encyclop., tome viii, {teste Edwards,) ; Desmarest, op.

cit., p. 237 ; Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust., tome ii, p. 398, R^gne animal

de Cuvier, 3*^ edit., pi. 3, fig. 4; Saussure, op. cit., p. 49.

Of tliis species there are in the collection two specimens, both

males, from Penedo, Rio Sao Francisco.

In both specimens the rostrum is stout, a little shorter than the

antennal scale, and is armed above with twelve, and below with four

teeth. The anterior legs are longer than the carapax, and nearly

naked, except a few fascicles of hairs on the fingers ; the hands are

slender, and about half as long as the carpus, which is sliglitly shorter

than the merus. In the smaller specimen the second pair of legs are

equal, stout, very long, and thickly beset with small spines; the

hands are cylindrical, much longer than the carapax, and tlie fingers

half as long as the palmary portion of the hand. In the larger speci-

men the legs of the second pair are quite unequal, the left one being

considerably longer and much stouter than the right, and the fingers

only a third as long as the palmary portion; the riglit hand is much
as in the other specimen, but considerably smaller in proportion. In

both specimens the penultimate segment of the abdomen is broad,
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the lamclloB of its nppeiiflaires are broadly rounded at tlieir extremities,

and tlie outer ones sliG:litly broader, but scarcely longer, than the

inner. The terminal segment of the abdomen is stout, its extremity

broad, rounded, ciliate, and has a small movable spine on each side.

A single, small and somewhat imperfect specimen, also a male, from

Caravellas, Province of Hahia, is ajtitarently the young of this species,

but presents some differences. The rostrum is armed with tifteen

teeth above and three below, and the legs of the second pair are quite

short, extending b\it little beyond the first pair, sparsely spinulose,

and the hands quite slender. In other respects it agrees closely with

the larger specimens.

The three specimens give the following measurements:

—

Penedo, Sao Francfsco. Caravellas.

Length from tip of rostrum to extremity of abdomen, 151 0""" 126-0'nra 54-4min

Length of carapax from orbit to middle of posterior

margin, . . - -

Breadth of carapax, . . - -

Length of rostrum from its tip to base of eyes,

" basal scale of antenna,

" first thoracic legs,

" merus in first thoracic legs,

" carpus, " "

" hand, "
" - -

" dactylus,
" " -

" second thoracic legs,

" merus in second thoracic legs,

" carpus, " " . -

" hand " " -

" dactylus,
" " - -

Palsemon forceps I'.dwards.

Histoiro naturello des Crust., tome ii, p. 397, 1837; Saussure, op. cit., p. 51 ; "Wliite,

List of Grust. in the British Museum, p. 78.

A large number of specimens of this species was obtained by Prof.

Hartt at the mouth of the Para.

The larger males agree with Edwards' description. The carapax is

granulous, especially on the sides. The rostrum is stoiit, nearly straight,

extends slightly beyond the antennal scale, and is armed above with

nine or ten, and below with five to seven teeth. The antennal and

hepatic spines are stout and of about equal size. The legs of the

second pair are very long, cylindrical, the inner and the inferior sides

of the merus, carpus and the basal half of the hand are armed with

about four longitudinal lines of slender spines, the upper and outer

48
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sides thickly set witli short spinulcs and slightly hairy
; the fingers

are slender, cylindrical and thickly covered with a woolly pubescence.

The lamelliform appendages of the penultimate segment of the abdo-

men are broadly rounded at their tips, and the outer ones are scarcely

longer than the inner. The terminal segment of the abdomen is nar-

rower than in P. Jamnicensis, the sides are straight, and the tip has

a strong median tooth and a slender spine each side.

The young males are quite similar to the full-grown, but the car-

apax is nearly smooth, the rostrum somewhat upturned at the ex-

tremity, and the legs of the second pair are smaller in proportion, and

the spines and spinules less developed.

The females differ remarkably from the males, all the specimens

being considerably smaller, and resembling the young males. The

carapax is much more gibbous and quite smooth, even in the largest

specimens. The rostrum in front of the eyes curves upward con-

siderably, and much more strongly in the small than in the large

specimens. The legs of the second pair are quite slender, much

shorter than in the male, only slightly spinulose in the large speci-

' mens, and almost wholly smootli and naked in the smallest. Of the

ten specimens in the collection every one has large masses of eggs

under the abdomen.

Five specimens given the following measurements :

—

Length of body from tip of ros-

tnim to extremity of abdomen,

Length of carapax from orbit to

middle of posterior margin,

Breadth of carapax.

Length ef rostrum from its tip to

base of eyes,

Length of basal scale of antenna,

" first thoracic legs,

" nierns in first thoracic

legs,

Length of carpus,

" hand, -

" second thoracic legs.

" merus in second tho-

racic legs, -

Length of carpus,

" hand,

" dactvlus,

Male.
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Palaemon ensiculus, ^' nuv.

Plate I, figure 2.

Till' ciiraiciv is soiiu'wliat i;il)l)ous, and tli(.> aiitennal and liopatic

spines are sU'iitlcr, sliarp and of about t'cjual size. The rostrum is

Very long, strongly curved downward for the basal half of its length,

the terminal half very slender, nearly straight, but strongly inclined

upwards ; it is armed above with nine to twelve short teeth, which are

ciliated along their edges, and of which seven or eight are on the

basal portion, and the others near the tip, and below with eight to

twelve teeth.

The eyes are large and the peduncles rather long and slender. The

flagella of the antennula are very long, the outer flagellum about as

long as the whole body and the inner a little shorter. The peduncle

of the antenna is armed with a small spine on the outside just below

the articulation of the basal scale ; the basal scale is long but not

reaching, by considerable, the tip of the rostrum, the extremity evenly

rounded and extending considerably forward of the small, acutely

pointed tooth at the anterior extremity of the outer margin ; the fla-

gellum is very long, considerably exceeding in length the flegella of

the antennuhe. The external maxillipeds are slender, reaching slightly

beyond the base of the flagella of tlie antenna?.

The first pair of thoracic legs are very slender, reaching slightly

beyond the basal scales of the antenna?, smooth and naked, except a

few fascicles of hairs on the hands. The second ])air of legs in the male

are very long and quite slender, in full-grown specimens the merus

rcacliing beyond the tip of the antennal scale and all the segments to

the base of tlie fingers closely beset with short sj^inules ; the hands

are cyliiKlrical, not swollen, the fingers slender and sparsely clothed

with short, downy pubescence. In the females and young the second

])air of legs are considerably smaller and much less spinulose. The

ihiid i»air of legs reach to the tips of the basal scales of the an-

tenna". The fourth and fifth pairs are successively a little longer.

The abdomen is rather slender. The penultimate segment is long

and narrow, the length above being nearly or quite twice as great as

the breadth; the lamelliform a])pendages are rather narrow, the inner

ones rather acutely rounded at the tips and reaching a little beyond

the terminal segment of the abdomen, the outer ones evenly rounded

at the tips and considerably longer than the inner ones. The terminal

segment is narrow and tapers regularly to a very slender and acute

point.



Male.
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This cjt'iins lias raucli the aspect of Peneus, and is closely allied to

it in the antennu', maxillipcds, anterior thoracic legs and abdomen,

but (lirtcTs from it remarkably in the carapax, antennuUe and posterior

thoracic legs.

Xiphopeneus Harttii, pp nov.

Plate I, fignre 1.

The carapax is not at all swollen ; a very slight, rounded dorsal

carina extends from the base of the rostrum to the posterior border;

the cervical and branchio-cardiac sulci are very distinct, and together

form a nearly straight groove from near the base of the antennae al-

most to the posterior border; the inferior margin of the carapax is

nearly straight, projecting slightly along the branchial region; the

antennal spine is prominent and rather stout, and the hepatic spine

slender and acute. The rostrum is very long and slender, in length

nearly equalling or considerably exceeding the carapax, wholly un-

armed below, but the basal portion armed above with a thin and high

carina, which extends back upon the carapax a short distance, and for-

ward as far as the eyes, and is armed with five sharp and prominent

teeth, and at its posterior extremity with another tooth which is

smaller, much below the level of the others, and separated from them

by a C(msi(lerable space ; the portion in front of the eyes is nearly

straight or a little upturned, sub-cylindrical, slightly flattened laterally,

unarmed, perfectly smooth and tapers to a very slender point far in

front of the antennal scales.

Tlie eyes are of moderate size, and the jieduncles much shorter than

in most species of Pcneus.

The appendages upon the inside of the peduncle of the antennulfe

are surmounted by a tuft of hairs which fills a little depression in the

ocular ])c'duiicle. The first antennulary segment in advance of the eye

is sub cylindrical, ilattened on the under side, and nearly as long as

the peduncle of the eye; the next anterior segment is cylindrical and

one-half as long as the last. The upper flagellum of the antennula is

slender, about three times as long as the carapax, and has a short

portion at the base slightly thicker than the rest; the lower flagellum

is very slender and about half as long as the upjier.

The basis of the antenna is armed with a small, sharp spine just be-

low the articxdation of the antennal scale. The antennal scale reaches

to the base of the flagella of the antennula, is much narrowed toward

the tip, the outer margin is straight and armed with a sharp tooth at

the anterior extremity, and the inner margin is nearly straight and
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thickly ciliated. The three anterior segments of the peduncle are

cylindrical, and the last (carpal) is much longer than in most species

of Peneus, so that it reaches to the middle of the antennal scale.

The flagellum is very much longer than the whole length of the body.

The second j)air of maxillipeds, when extended, reach nearly to the

base of the antennal scale ; the merus is nearly three times as long as

broad, and thickly hairy on the inner edge; the exognath is very

slender, clothed along the edges with long cilia, and scarcely reaches

the tip of the extended dactylus. The external maxillipeds reach

slightly beyond the middle of the antennal scale and are thickly

setose along the inner edges ; the exognath is slender, extends slightly

beyond the merus of the endognath, and is ciliated as in the maxilli-

peds of the second pair.

The thoracic legs of the first pair reach about to the middle of the

propodus of the external maxillipeds, are slender and beset with stiff

hairs along the edges, and the basis is armed with a short spine on

the inner side near the articulation mth the ischium. The second and

.third pairs of legs are successively a little longer, perfectly smooth,

and the basal segments unarmed. The legs of the fourth and fifth

pairs are smooth and unarmed, and all the segments, except the coxal

and basal, are very slender and very much prolonged, the terminal

segments being fully as slender as the tcnninal portions of the fiao-ella

of the antennuloe.

The abdomen is compressed, and upon the fourth, fifth and sixth

segments there is a dorsal carina which is high and sharp upon the

sixth, and terminates posteriorly in a slight tooth upon the fifth and

sixth. The terminal portion of the appendages of the first segment

is long, slender and ciliated along the edges ; in the appendages of

the four succeeding segments the outer of the terminal branches are

like the terminal portion of the appendages of the first segment, and

of about the same length, while the inner branches are but half as

long. The penultimate segment is strongly compressed, and its lamel-

liform appendages are rather long and narrow, the inner ones project-

ing considerably beyond the terminal segment, ciliated along both

edges and narrowly triangular at tip, the outer ones ciliated along

the inner edges and rounded at the tip. The terminal segment tapers

regularly to a very slender and acute j)oint, the edges of the terminal

half are ciliated, and there is a deep median groove upon the doi-sal

suiiiace.

In the male, the appendages t)f the first abdominal sesxnK'nt (plate

I, fig. 1^), are connected together near their bases by a peculiar sexual
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origan wliicli (It'pciids l)etwec'ii tlK'm, ;ui(l consists of a central tubular

portion articMilated with the bases of the abdominal appcndatjes by a

short process on each side and furnished at the lower extremity with

two stift*, horn-like, tubnlar processes. The central portion is open on

the posterior side for its whole lenj^th, and the meml)rane of Avhich it

is composed is folded into deej) longitudinal grooves, except on the

anterior side which is smooth and flattened, and traversed longitudi-

nally by a median suture. The horn-like, terminal processes curve

sliglitly backward and downward, and have an opening on the lower

side at the tips. The inner of the terminal branches of the append-

ages of the second abdominal segment are furnished at the base on

the anterior side with a small, ovoid, flattened, cushion-like organ

which is wanting in the appendages of the other abdominal segments,

and in all of those of the female.

Three specimens give the following measurements :

—

Len^h of body from tip of rostrum to extremity of ab-

domen, ......
Length of carapax from orbit to middle of posterior

margin, ......
Breadth of carapax, ....
Length of rostrum from tip to base of eyes,

" basal scale of antenna,

" first thoracic legs, ....
" hand in first thoracic legs,

" second thoracic legs,

" hand in second thoracic legs,

" third thoracic legs, ....
" hand in third thoracic legs,

" merus in fourth thoracic legs,

" carpus, " " - -

" fifth thoracic legs, ....
" merus in fifth thoracic legs,

" carpus " "...
" propodus " " - -

" dactylus " "...
" first pair of abdominal appendages,

" second " " - -

Several specimens of this remarkable species—all of them some-

what broken and in rather bad condition—were obtained by Prof,

Ilartt at Caravellas, Province of Bahia.

Male.
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SQUILLOIDEA.
Gonodactylus chiragra Latreiiie (?).

Squilla chiragra Fabricius, Supplementum Entomol. systematicse {teste Edwards).

Gonodactylus chiragrus Latreiiie, Encyclopedia methodique, tome x, p. 473, plate 325,

fig. 2 {teste Edwards) ; Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust., tome ii, p. 528,

Gibbes, loc. cit., p. 201.

A species of Gonodactylus was collected by Prof. Hartt at the

Reefs of the Abrolhos and at Caravellas, Province of Bahia, which

does not differ from the common West Indian and Florida species.

The American species is, however, very likely distinct from the tiiie

G. chiragra of the old world. •

In the foregoing list 32 species are mentioned, of which 21 appear

to be new to the fauna of Brazil; and of these 21 species, 6 are des-

cribed as new to science, and the remaining 15 are all species pre-

viously known from the West Indies or Florida.

In order to give a better idea of the crustacean fauna of the whole

.Brazilian coast, I append the following list.

List of the described species of Brazilian PodoxAhalmia.

Previous to Milne Edwards' general work,* scarcely anything was

known of the Crustacea of South America, and even in this work
Edwards records Brazil as the habitat of very few species. Some
additional sj^ecies, however, are recorded in his later papers on the

Ocypodoidea,f and Alphonse Milne Edwards has added a single species

in his monograph of the Poi-tunids.| A few other species are men-

tioned in short papers by Bell,§ Weigman,| and Bate,*[ and quite a

* Histoire naturelle des Crustaces. Paris; tome i, 1834; ii, 1837; iii, 1840.

j- Observations sur la Classification des Crustaces. Annales des Sciences naturelles,

3™e serie; De la famille des Ocjpodides, tome xviii, 1852, pp. 128-166, pi. 3-4; Suite

(1), tome XX, 1853, pp. 163-228, pi, 6-11.—Xotes sur quelques Crustaces nouveaux ou

peu connus. Archives du Museum d'Histoire naturelle, Paris, tome vii, pp. 145-192,

pi. 9-16, 1854.

\ Etudes zoologiques sur les Crustaces recents de la famUe des Portimiens. Arcbives

du Museum d'Histoire naturelle, Paris, tome x, pp. 309-^28, pi. 28-38, 1861.

§ Some Account of the Crust;icca of the coasts of South America. Transactions

Zoological Society, London, vol. ii, pp. 39-66, pi. 8-13, 1841, and Proceedings Zo()logical

Society, 1835, pp. 169-173.

H
Beschreibung einiger neuen Cnistaceen des Berliner Museums aus Mexiko und

Brasilien. Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, 1836, Band i, pp. 145-151.

^ Carcinologiciil Gleanings, No. III. Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th

series, vol. i, June, 1868, p. 447.
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number of species are iiulieated by White in the list of Crustacea in

the British Museum,* but unfortunately descriptions of many of the

new species have not yet appeared. But by far the largest accessions

to our knowledge of the Crustacea of this coast were made by Prof.

Dana in his work on the Crustacea of the United States Exploring

Expedition.! Although the expedition touched on the l^razilian

coast only at Kio de Janeiro, over forty species of Podophthahnia

alone were collected and described. More recently Heller has enume-

rated the species taken by the naturalists accompanying the Austrian

Expedition round the world during the years 185 7-1 859. J Unfortu-

nately, however, this expedition also touched only at Rio de Janeiro,

and consequently but few species were obtained which were not

observed by Dana.

From the works of these authors, Prof. Harrt's collection, and a

few species in the collection of the Peabody Academy of Science, the

following list has been compiled.

A few species, of which the localities are questionable or suspected

are j)receded by a mark of doubt, thus (?), but all queries which are

not inclosed in parenthesis are quoted directly from the author whose

name they precede. When I have personally examined specimens

from the localities mentioned, they are followed by an ! . In all other

cases the authority on which it is inserted follows the locality.

BRACHYURA.
MAIOIDEA.

Maiid^.

Lihinia spinosa Edwards.
" Les cutes dii Bresel" (Edwards, Hist. nat. des Crust., tome i, p. 301),

Libicloclea Brasiliensis Heller.

Rio de Janeiro (Heller, op. cit., p. 1).

M1THRACID.E.

Mithrax hispidus Edwards.

Abrolhos ! (Hartt). — Antilles (Edwards). Tortugas, Key Biscayne (Stimpson).

South Carolina (Gibbes).

Mithraculus coronatus Stimpson.

Abrolhos I (Hartt).—Aspinwall! (P. H. Bradley). Tortugas (Stimpson).

* List of the specimens of Crustacea in tlie collection of the British Museum. Lon-

don. 1847.

f United States Exploring Expedition, during the years 1838-42, under command of

Charles Wilkes, U. S. N., vol xii. Crustacea. Philadelphia, 1852. Plates, 1855.

\ Roiso der osterreichischen Fregatte Novara um die Erde. Z06L Theil, zweiter

Band, dritte Abtheilung, Crustaceen. Wien, 1866.
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EURYP0DID>E.

(?) JEurypodius Latreillii Guerin.

Rio de Janeiro (Bell, Transactions Zoological Societ}'. London, vol. ii, p. 40).

—

Chili (Edwards and Lucas, Bell, "White, Dana).— '• Les lies Malouines "' (Edwards,

Hist. nat. des Crust., tome i, p. 284).

There is probably some confusion of localities here. Bell alone mentions the spe-

cies as coming from Brazil, and as he had it also from Chili, some interchange of

specimens may have taken place. The Chilian species is very hkely distinct

from the East Indian one.

Pericerid^.

Milnia hicornuta Stimpson.

Abrolhos ! (Hartt).—Aspinwall ! (F. H. Bradley). AntiUes (Edwards, Saussure).

Jamaica (White). Florida Keys! (E. B. Hunt). Bermudas! (J.M.Jones).

Peltinia scutifortnis Dana.
Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Acanthonyx Petiverii Edwards.
'• Coast of Brazil ' (BeU).—Antilles (Edward?).—(?) Valparaiso (Dana). (?) Gala-

pagos Islands (Bell).

Epialtus Bra^iliensis Dana.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Epialtus raarginatus Bell.

"Ad oras Brasiliae" (Bell, Proceedings Zool. Soc, London, part iii, 1835. and Trans-

actions Zool. Soc, London, vol. ii, p. 62).—'-Ad Insulas Galapagos" (Bell, Trans-

actions Zool. Soc, loc cit.).

The specimens from the two coast-; are probably distinct species, and if so the name
marginatus shoiild be retained for the Brazilian one. as in the first description

Bell mentions only the Brazilian specimen. There is some confusion in regard to

the locality from which the west coast specimen came, the habitats being given

as quoted above, but in the remarks following the description in the Transactions,

it is stated that the male specimen came from Valparaiso, where it was found in

company with E. dentatus by Mr. Cuming.

Imcippa lev is Dana.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

CANCROIDEA.

Xanthid^.

Xantho p>arvilla Edwards.

Brazil (Edwards).—Antilles (Edwards). Cape de Verdes (Stimpson).

Xantho dispar Dana.

Rio do Janeiro ? (Dana).

Xantho denticulata Wliite.

Abrolhos! (Hartt).—"West Indies (White). Aspinwall ! (F. H. Bradley). Bermudas!

(J. M. Jones).

TR.4XS. COXXECTICUT ACAD., VoL. II. 3 AUGUST. 1869.
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(?) Menippe Rumphii DoIIaan.

Rio de Janeiro? (Dana). Pcrnimbuco (While).—Jamaica (White).—p]ast Indies

(ilerbst, Edwards, etc.).

The Anieric:in species i.s probably distinct from the true i?Mm;jAnof the East Indies.

Panopeti.< j>olihiH Smith.

Abrolhos! (Ilartl).

Panopeus Ilarttll Smith.

Abrolhos! (Hartt).

Panoj^eus Herbstii P]d\vards.

Rio de Janeiro (Heller, op. cit., p. 16)—Aspinwnll ! East and west coast of Flor-

ida! Bahamas! South Carolina!

Chlorodius Floridamis Gibbcs.

Abrolhos! (Hartt) —Key West ! (Gibbes). Aspinwall! (F. H. Bradley).

Pilummis Quoyi Edwards.

Rio de Janeiro (Edwards).

Eriphidje.

Eriphia gonagra Edwards.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana, Heller). Abrolhos! (Hartt).*— Aspin wall! (F. H. Bradley).

Tortugas (Stimpson). Florida Keys! (E. B. Hunt). Bahamas! (Coll. Bost. Soc.

Nat. Hist.).—(?) Panama (Stimpson).

PORTUNID^,

Callinectes ornatus Ordway.

Caravellasl (Hartt).f—Cumana; Hayti; Tortugas; Bihamas; South Carolina (Ord-

way). Bermudas! (.J.M.Jones).

Callinectes larvatus Ordway.

Bahia! (Hartt).—Hayti; Tortujras; Key West; Bahamas (Ordway).

Callinectes Dana? Smith.

Pernambuco ! (Hartt). Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Acheloils spinimanus DeHaan.
Rio de Janeiro (Dana, Helbr). Bahia! (Hirtt).:|:—South Carolina (Stimpson, A, Ed-

wards). West Fl'irila! (E. Jewett). Martinique (A. Edwards).

Acheloils Ordwayi Stimjisou.

Bahia ! (Hartt).—St. Thomas ; Tortugas ; Bay Biscayne (Stimpson).

Acheloils Sebae. {Neptunus Sehoe A. Edwards).

'•Les c6te^ du Bresil" (A. Edwards).—Martinique (A. Edwards).

Cronius ruber Stimpson.

Brazil (Edwards, White, A. Edwards). Rio de Janeiro (Heller).—St. Thomas (Stimp-

son). Gulf of Mexico; Vera Cruz (A. Edwards). Key West (Gib'ues).—Panama

(Stimpson).

* This species was collected from the whole coast. It is very lively, runtdng over

the rocks and hiding in holes at low water.

—

v. F. ii.

f Taken in nets in shallow water on the borders of the bay.—c. f. h.

\ Taken in shallow water and sold in the market for food.—c. f. h.
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Arenceus cribrarius Dana.
Rio d3 Janeiro (Dana).— Guadaloupe; Gulf of Mexio; Vera Cruz (A.Edwards).

Key West; South Caroliua (Gibbes). New Jersey (Leidy).

Platyoxychid^.

(?) Carcinus Jloenas Leach.

Eio de Janeiro (Heller, op. cit., p. 30)—European coast.

OCYPODOIDEA.

GOXOPLACID^.

Eucratopsis crassimanus. [Eucrete crasslmanus Dana).*

Rio de Janeiro ? (Dana).

OCYPODID^.

Gelasimus maraeoani Latreille.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana). Pernambuco (White). Porto Seguro ; St, Cruz (Hartt).

—

Cayenne (Edwards). West Indies (White).

Gelasimus palustrisl£.^^^'•M•^^. {G. vocans Dana).

Rio de Janeiro (Dana, Stimpson).—Aspinwall; Hiiyti; Texas; South Carolina; Old

Point Comfort (Stimpson).

Gelasimus mordax, sp. nov.

Para ! (Caleb Cooke, Coll. Peabody Acad. Sci.).

(?) Gelasimus stenodactylus Lucas.

" Bresil " (Edwards, Annales des Sci. nat., 3™'' serie, tome xviii, 1852, p. 149).

—

Chili (Lucas, Edwards).

Oeypoda rhombea Fabricius.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana, Heller).— Jamaica (White),

Gecarchstid^.

Gecarcinus sp. White (List of Crust, in British Museum, p, 32).

Pernambuco (White).

* Stimpson, from an examination of alcoholic specimens of Eucrate crenatus De

Haan, has shown (Boston Journal Nat Hist., vol. vii, p. 588. 1863) that De Haan's

genus Eucrate is distinct from the Eucrate as described by Dana, De Haan's genus hav-

ing the male organs, or verges, ari.-^ing fr.)in the coxae of the posterior legs, and there-

fore belonging to the Carcinoplacidie i'{ Edwards, while Dana's species has sternal

verges, and must therefore form the type of a new genus. ft)r which I propose the

name Eucratopsis. The genus thus constituted appears to be nearest allied to

Speocircinus Stimpson (Annals Lye. Nat. Hist., New York, vol vii, p. 59, 1859),

from which il is distinguished by the larger orbits, by the approximation of the inner

margin of the maxillipeds, and by the much greater narrowness of the posterior

part of the sternum.
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Ptlncarci/iHS Lalandei Edwards. ( Gccarcoidea Lalandei Edwards).

Brazil (Ivlwurds).

Cardioso.na GiKin/mmi* Latreille.

Bnizil (Whito).—Amillcs (Hdwards, Saussure). Florida Keys! (Gibbes). Capo do

Verdfs (Slimpson).

Cardiosoma quadratnm Saussure.

Peruainbuco! (Hartt).f-Aspinwall! (F. 11. Bradley). Uayti (Saussure). Barba-

does ; St. Thomas (Gill).

Uca cordata.

Bahia! (Hartl). Pani ! (Coll. Peabody Acad. Sci.).— Surinam (Linn6).

(?) Vca una Latreille, Edwards.J
•' Ameriquo meridionale" (Edwards). Rio do Janeiro (Vou Martens, Zool. Record,

vol. iv, I8G7, p. 613).

Trichod.vctylii).^.

IVichodactylus quadratus Edwards. {T. fluviatilis Latreille ?).

Brazil (Edwards). Rio de Janeiro (Heller).

(?) Ti-idiodactylus punctatus Eydou.v et Souleyet?, Dana.

Rio de J .nciro (Dana).

Trichodactylus (?) Cunninghami. [Uca Cunninghami Bsitii).%

Tijuca, Province of Rio de Janeiro (Bate).

Sylciooarcinus Deoillei Edwards (Arcliives du Museum d'Hist. nat.,

tome viii, p. 176).

" Dans la riviere de I'Araguya a Salinas, province de Goyas " (Edwards).

Dilocarcinus emaryinatus Edwards (Archives du Museum d'Hist,

nat., tome viii, p. 181).

'•Lorelto, sur la Haute-Amazone " (Edwards).

Dilof-nrcinus pictus Edwards (Archives du Museum d'Hist. nat., tome

viii, p. 181).

'' Loretto (Haute-Amazone) " (Edwards).

Dilocarcinus Caitelnaui Edwards (Archives du Museum d'llist. nat.

tome viii, p. 182).

•'Salinas (province de.Goyaz)" (Edwards).

* Prof, ll.irtt informs me that this species, which lives in the mangrove swamps, is

called Gwnjanv'/. and that it is mentioned under that name by Fonseca, so the specific

name Guanhiimi is probably a mistake for Guayamu.

\ Taken in swamps.— c. f. h.

X According to Prof. Hartt a species of Uca is still called in Brazil Vra-Ytna. A
tracing of the original figure of Marcgrave, however, indicates that his Vra-una was

not the Uca una of Latreille and Edwards, but more likely the U. cordata.

§ Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., 4th series, vol. i, June, 1868, p. 447, pi. 21, lig. 3.
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Grapsii)^.

Goniopsis cruentatus Dellaan.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana, Heller). Abrolhosl (Hartt).*—Surinam (Randall). Cuba

(Saussure). Florida Keys ! (Coll. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist.).

Pachygrapsus simplex Stimpson. ( GoniograpsMS simplex Dana).

Rio de Janeiro ? (Dana).—Madeira (Stimpson).

Pachygrapsus intermedins Heller (op. cit., p. 44).

Rio de Janeiro (Heller).

(?) Pachygrapsus innotatus Stimpson
(
Goniograjystfsin)iotatifs'Danii).

"Locality uncertain; probably from the South American coast " (Dana).—Madeira

(Stimpson).

If Dana's specimens came from Soutii America, as supposed, they were undoubtedly

from Brazil, since Sti npsou'.s discovery of it at Madeira shows it to be an Atlantic

sp3cie3 and the Wilkas Exploring Expedition touched, on the east coast of South

America, only at Rio de Janeiro and on the coast of Patagonia.

Pachygrapsus rugulosiis. {Leptograpsus riigulosus Edwards).
" Bresil '' (Edward.s).

This speoies is very likely the same as P. innotitus. which, according to Stimpson,

is scarc3ly to be distinguished from P. iransversus Gibbes. Edwards' descrip-

tion, three lines in length, is, however, too imperfect to determine anything in

regard to the affinity of tiie species.

Pachygrapsus niaurus Heller (Lucas).

Rio de Janeiro (Heller).—Mediterranean (Lucas, Edwards, Heller).

(?) Pachygrapsus marmoratus Stimpson. [Goniograpsus varius

Dana ?).

Rio de Janeiro? (Dana).—Madeira (Stimpson. Heller). Gibraltar (Heller). Medi-

terranean (Edwards, Heller).

Cryptograjisus cirripes Smith.

Rio de Janeiro I (Coll. Peabody Acad. Sci.).

N'autilograpsus sp. {^^ Planes " White).

Brazil (Wh te. List of Crust, in British Museum, p. 42).

Cyclograpsus integer Edwards.
Brazil (Edwards).—Florida (Stimpson).

Selice gra?iulata ReWer (op. cit., p. 61). {Chasmagnathus granula-

tus Dana).

Rio de Janeiro (Dana. Heller). Rio Grande ! (Capt. Harrington. Peabody Acad. Sci.).

(?) Sesarma angustipes Dana.

South America (Dana).—Aspinwall; on the cast coast of Central America, neae

Graytown; Florida (Stimpson).

Since this has proved to be an east coast and tropical species, tliore can be littl

doubt that Dana's specimens were from Rio de Janeiro.

* Found running about over the rocks at low tide on the fringing reef. It did not

appear to be common.—c. P. ii.
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Aratuft Piso)iii Edwards. (Sesxr/na Pisoiiti Edwards).

Rio de JariL^iro (IlcUor).—Antilles (Edwards). Jamaica (White). Florida (Gibbes,

Stimpson).

CALAPPOIDEA.

IIepatid.e,

JTepatus angustatus White. [If. fasciatus Latreille, Edwards).

Bio de Janeiro (Dana, Heller).—Aspiiiwall (Stimpson).

ANOMOURA.

Dromidia Antillensis Stimpson.

Abrolhos! (Haiti).—St. Thomas!; Tortugas; Key Biscay ne (Stimpson).

PORCELLAMD^.

Petrolisthes leporinus. [Porcellana leporina Heller).

Rio de Janeiro (Heller).

The figure and description given by Heller would scarcely distinguish this species

from the /'. armatus Stimpson (Gibbes sp.).

Petrolisthes Prasiliensis, sp. nov. {Porcellana PoscWi Dana, p. 421,

pi. 26, fig. 11, non Savigny, Crust. Egypt, i)l. 7, tig. 2).

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Pachycheles moniliferus Stimpson (Dana).

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Porcellana frontalis Heller.

Rio de Janeiro (Heller).

Minyocerus angustus Stimpson (Dana).

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Hippa emerita Fabricius.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana, Heller).

llll'l'lD^.

Cenobitidje.

Cenohita Diogenes Latreille,

Brazil (White, List of Crust, in British Museum, p. 61).

Pagurid.e.

Petrochirus granulatus Stimpson (Olivier).

Rio de Jajeiro (Dana, Heller). Abrolhos! (Hartt).—Antilles (Edwards) Key

West (Gibbes). West coast of Florida ! (E. Jewett).
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Calciniis sulcatus Stimpson (Edwards).

Abrolhos ! (Hartt).—Antilles (Edwards).

White reports C. tibiccn Dana from Brazil and the West Indies, but as he included

C. sulcatus as a synonym, his specimens were perhaps all of this species.

Clibanarius Brasiliensis Dana.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Clibanarius Antillensis Stimpson.

Abrolhos ! (Hartt).—Barbadoes (Stimpson).

Clibanarius vittatus Stimpson (Bosc).

Abrolhos! (Hartt).—Key West; Charleston (Gibbes). West coast of Florida! (E.

Jewett).

Clibanarius sclopetarius Stimpson (Herbst).

Caravellas River, in the Province of Bahia! (Hartt).—Trinidad (Stimpson).

Aspinwall ! (F. H. Bradley, Stimpson). Tortugas (Stimpson).

Eupagurus eriniticornis Stimpson (Dana).

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

(?) Eupagurus scabriculus Stimpson (Dana).

Brazil? (Dana).

(?) Galateid.e.

Under the name of Galathea amplectens, Fabricius, in his supple-

raeutum Entomologise systematicge, p. 415 {teste Edwards), has des-

cribed a crustacean from Brazil which seems to be unknown to

subsequent writers. It is probably not a true Galathea.

MACROURA.

SCYLLARID^.

/Scgllarus cequinoxialis Fabricius.

Brazil (White). Bahia ! (Hartt).*—AntiUes (Edwards). Key West (Gibbes).

Palinurid.e.

PanuUrus argus White. [Palinurus argus Latreille, Edwards).
Bahia (White).— Antilles (Edwards, White).

PanuUrus echinatus Smith.

Pardl (Hartt) t

Pal^monid^.
Alp/teus heterochelis Say.

Abrolhos! (Hartt).—Aspinwall! (F. H. Bradley.) Cuba (Saussure). Key West
(Gibbes). West coast of Florida! (E. Jewett). South Carohna (Gibbes. Say).

* Taken in shallow water on the borders of the bay and used for food.—c. F. H.

t Used for food and sold in the market. I have seen it from much farther south.-

c. F. H.
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Alpheus trldentulatuH Dana.

Rio lie Janeiro ? (Dana).

Alpheus lualleator Dana.

Rio cle Janeiro ? (Daua).

Jlippolyte exUirosti'atus Dana.

Jlio de Janeiro (Dana).

Hlppoli/te obliquimanus Dana.
Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Palmmoii Jamaicensis Edwards.
Penedo, Rio Sao Francisco! (Hartt).* Pernambuco (White).— Antilles (Edwards).

Antilles and Gulf of Mexico (Saussiire).

PalcBmou spiniinanus Edwards.

Brazil (Edwards, "White).—Antilles (Edwards). Cuba (Gibbes).

PaloBiiion OlfersuV^Q\(j,mi\\\ (Areliiv fiir Naturges. 183G, p. 150).

"An der Kiisto Brazilions " (Wiegman).

Palmmon forceps Edwards.
Pernambuco (White). Rio de Janeiro (Edwards). Mouth of the Para ! (ITartt).

—

Antilles, Gulf of Mexico (Saussure).

Palmmon acanthurus Wiegman (loc. cit., p. 150).

"Das Vaterland ist die Kiiste Braziliens " (Wiegman).

Paloemon ensiculus Smith.

Para! (Hartt).

(?)
" Palmmon Lamarrei Edwards?" (White).

Pernambuco (White).—Cotes du Bengalo (Edwards).

Pexkidte.

Sicyonia carinata Edwards.
Rio de Janeiro (Edwards. Dana).

Peneus Brasiliensis Latroille.

Brazil (Latreille, White). Bahia! (Hartt).—West coast of Florida! (E. Jewett).

South Carolina (Gibbes).

Peneus setifems Edwards.

Rio de Janeiro (Hellerj.—Florida (Edwards). South Carolina (Gibbes).

Xiphopeneus Harttii Sniitli.

Caravellas, Province of Bahia! (Hartt).

* This species, called 'piU'i, is quite coinmou in the river Sao Francisco and the

larger streams flowing into it.—c. F. u.
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SQUILLOIDEA.

Squillid.k.

Lysiosquilla inornata Dana.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Squilla fuhro-lineata Dana.
Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Squilla prasino-lineata Dana,

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

Squilla scabricauda Latreillc.

Brazil (White).

Gonodactylus chir((gra Latreille. (?)

Abrolhos! (Hartt). Caravellas, Province of Bahia ! (Hartt).—Aspinwall ! (F. H.

Bradley). Florida Keys! (Gibbes). Bermudas! (,L M. Jones).—Meditern.nean
;

Rod Sea ; Pacific Ocean (Authors).

Erichtiiid-e.

Erichthus vestitus Dana.

South Atlantic, lat. 2-5° south, long. 44° west (Dana).

Erichthus spiniger Dana.

South Atlantic, between Rio Janeiro and Rio Negro (Dana.)

MYSIDEA.

Mysid.^.

Macromysis gracilis Dana.

Rio de Janeiro (Dana).

MacJiitia sjnnulis Dana.

Atlantic, off the harbor of Rio de Janeiro (Pana).

LUCIFEEID^.

Lucifer acicularls Dana.
Harbor of Rio do Janeiro (Dana).

Zoea rubella Dana.
South Atlantic, lat. 24° 45' south, long. 44° 20' west (Dana

Zoea echin7(s Dana,

Atlantic, lat 2!!° south, long. 41° 5' wost (Dana).



EXPLANATION OF PLATE I.

Figure 1 .

—

X/phopeneus Harttli, male, cephalothorax ; a, b, c, d, e, thoracic legs,

those of the fourth and lifth pairs incomplete, la, appendages of tlie

first segment of the abdomen in the same specimen, lb, rostrum of a

larger, female specimen ; Ic mandible enlarged two diameters,

Figure 2.

—

Pakemon ensiculus, male, carapax ; 2a. leg of the second pair ; 2b, extremity

of abdomen, seen from above ; 2c, rostrum of a small female.

Figure 3.

—

Cryptogropsus cirripes, male; 3a, sternum and abdomen of the same spe-'

cimen.

Figure 4.

—

Pa.opetis politus, female, carapax enlarged two diameters.

Figure 5.

—

Panopeus Rarttii, male, carapax enlarged two diameters.

All the figures are natural size, except Ic, 4 and 5, and all are copied from photo-

graphs, except 1 a and Ic.
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Topographical Map of the New Haven region.

Explanations.—A, AUiiifrtown village. B, Beacon Hill. Bh, Beaver Hills. Ch, Cher-

ry Hill. K, East Uock ranjj-o, consistin<j of East Rock proper to the northwest, Indian

Head, and then Snake Rock. Ed, i']d{,'('Wood, tiie estate of Donald G. Mitchell,

Esq. F, Fort Hale F, Ferry Point, or Red Rock, on the Qninnipiac near its mouth.

J, Judjres' Cave, on the West Rock ridtre. L, Light House. M, Mill Rock. M P,

Maltbv Park, only three of the proposed lakes of which are constructed. 0, Oyster

Point." P, Pine Rock. Rd. Round Hill. Rt, Rabbit or Peter's Rock. Sin, Sachem's
ridge. T, Turnpike ; also Tomlinsou's bridge, across the head of New Haven bay. V,
the village of Whitneyville. "W, West Rock, the south end of West Rock ridge. WC,
West Cape, or West Haven Point. Wh. Whitney Peak. WL, Wintergreen Lake,

just north of Wintergreen Falls. Wn, AA'arncr's Rock.

6/», Beaver Pond Meadows; m, Mineral Sjiring, southeast of North Haven; ti^w^

n^ jj-t, different notches in the West Rock ridge ;
wi, w2, the upper and lower I3ethany

Notches; rfi, the Hamden Notch: /;*, Wintergreen Notch. The names of the towns
ORAN(JE, WOODBRTDUE, BETHANY show the course of the Woodbridge plateau;

and from W in the word Westville to Savin Rock is the cour.se of the Edgewood series

of hills, the oa.stem border of the plateau.

Scale 4-lOths of an inch to the mile.



II, Ox THE Geology of the New Haven Region, with special

REFERENCE TO THE OrIGIX OF SOME OF ITS ToPUGKAPHICAL FEA-

TURES. By James D. Dana.

WITH A MAP.

1. The New Haven region.

Either side of New Haven bay,—an indentation of the coast about

four miles in depth,—there is a north-and-south range of hills, the

trap and sandstone ridges of East Haven and North Haven on the east,

and the ea.stern portion ot the Woodbridge plateau on the west ; and

these make the eastern and western boundaries of the New Haven

region. Their height, which is greatest to the north, probably nowhere

exceeds 600 feet. The width of the region varies from about four

miles on the south to seven on the north, and the whole length from

the Sound to Mt. Carmel—its true northern topographical limit—is

twelve miles. The northern half of the region is divided longitudi-

nally by two lines of ridges : (l) the long West Rock trap ridge near

the western side, four- hundred feet and upward in height; and (2),

nearly midway in the area east of West Rock, the short isolated East

Rock (E) range of trap and sandstone, and the continuation of this range

northward to Mt. Carmel in the low Quinnipiac sandstone ridge which

divides the waters of 3Iill River and the Quinnipiae. The New
Haven region hence consists in its northern half of three subordinate

north-and-south regions; (1) a narrow valley west of West Iiock,

drained by West River; (2) a broad central plain (the Hamden j)lain),

continuous with the New Haven plain, rising into hills to the north-

ward, and drained along the east side by Mill river; and (3) a wide

eastern portion occupied by the river-course and the extensive meadow
lauds of the Quinnipiac, in other words, the wide valley of the Quiii-

ni])iac. South of East Rock, the central New Haven plain blends with

that of the Quinnipiac. The West Rock ridge to the north throws

ofl' a branch on the east which curves around to ]\[t. Carmel and forms

the northern boundary of the central of the three subordinate regions.

This central region is partly subdivided across, on a line, nearly, with

West and East Rocks, by two short trap ridges ; Pine Rock, (P) a third

of a mile from West Rock, and Mill Rock, (M) which adjoins East Hock •

the width of the interval between the two is nearlv a mile. [Mill

River passes through a dee{> cut in the Mill Rock ridge, at the vil-

lage of Whitneyville. A clear idea of the topography of the region
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is iu'Ci'ss:iry in order to :ui appreciation of the observations tliat

folK»\v.

2, General course op Geological evknts uErouK the Post-tkrtlmiy kra.

One of the last events of the Paleozoic ages was the formation of

the Connecticut River valley, by the bending of tlie earth's crust

;

and this took place as a sequel to, or in connection with, the crystalli-

zation of the granite, gneiss, crystalline schists, and other similar rocks,

which make the bottom of the valley.

The first fact of the succeeding age, the Reptilian, of which there is

record, is the existence of a Connecticut valley estuary, twenty miles

or more wide, stretching from New Haven to nortliern IMassachusetts,

(New Haven being the proper southern termination of the valley and

estuary), and the commencing deposition in this estuary of the Red
Sandstone formation. The production of this formation is believed to

have taken the whole of the Triassic period, the first period of the

Reptilian age, and also part of the next or Jurassic period.

After, if not before, the close of the Sandstone era there were erup-

tions of trap—a rock that came up melted through wide fissures in the

sandstone and subjacent rocks. East and West Rock, Pine Rock,

Mill Rock, Mt. Cai-mel, the Meriden Hills, are ridges of trap along

with what remains of the old sandstone walls. Tlie sandstone in the

vicinity of the dikes, or near any fissures, tlirough which heat and

vapor escaped, was more or less hardened by the heat, and rendered

comparatively durable ; while other portions Avere left unhardened

or but little so, and therefore in a state admitting of easy erosion and

removal. Cotemporaneously with the ejections of trap, veins of cop-

per were made, as those of Bristol, Sinisbury, Cheshire, etc. ; and

veins of barytes, as those of Cheshire.

The thickness of the sandstone formation in the New Haven region

is not yet ascertained ; in Massachusetts, it is according to the lowest

estimate three or four tliousand feet. There is abundant evidence

that its beds once covered the top of East Rock, now 300 feet in alti-

tude, and if so it reached upward to a level which is now at least 400

feet above the sea. Many of the trap ridges to the north in the

Connecticut valley were also once topped with sandstone, although

much higher than East Rock. West Rock has a height of 400 feet,

and the West Rock ridge, between Hamden and Woodbridge, over

500 feet; Mount Carmel about 800 feet; Middlctown mountain is

899 feet high ; West Peak, the western summit of the Meriden Hang-

ing Hills, 995 feet; IMount Holyoke 985 feet, but the highest point of

the Holyoke ridge, a little farther to the east, 1126 feet; and Mount
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Tom, 1211 feet. (The last four altitudes are from Prof. Guyot's

measurements.) Although the precise original elevation of the sand-

stone about these heights is not certain, there is no doubt of the great

increase of height to the north. This however was not one of the

original conditions of the rock, for the beds were made in one com-
mon estuary aid nearly to a common level. It has resulted from an

uplift which affected the interior of New England more than its south-

ern borders ; and the trap also owes much of its greater height to

the north to the same uplift.

The sandstone mass intersected by dikes of trap constituted the

block out of which the future New Haven region was to be carved b\-

various denuding forces. The hard dikes of trap, and the distribution

of the hardened sandstone among those feebly hardened, had great

influence in guiding the modeling agencies and determining the

future features of the country.

At the time of the eruptions, or soon after, the land before submer-

ged rose above the level of the waters ; rivers took size and direction

according to the slopes ; the estuary dwindled into the Connecticut

;

_and the Connecticut, finding in its way the trap dikes of \Veathers-

field, Berlin and Meriden, and also elevations of sandstone, took a

route, in the latitude of these hills, to the eastward. So the river

was lost to New Haven.* Other changes in the old hydrographic ba-

sin of the Connecticut valley have taken place since the throwing up of

the trap dikes, and part of the following may date from that event.

Farmington river, which in Triassic times flowed into the estuary from

the western heights of Massachusetts and northern Connecticut, still

enters the Farmington region ; but near Farmington it turns abruptly

north., flows in that direction sixteen miles, at the foot of Talcott moun-
tain and other trap hills of the range, then makes a cwt through the

range into the Connecticut river valley and joins that river. The
Quiunipiac, which starts in the Farmington valley just below the

northward bend of the Farmington river, on approaching the region

of the trap hills of Cheshi c bends eastward out of the valley in front

of the Hanging Hills of Meriden, into the valley where the Connec-

ticut river miglit have had its course but for the trap crui)tions and

disturbances; and finally, the Farmington valley being thus deserted

by the Quinnipiac, Mill river at this point commences its flow, taking

its rise in the adjoining hills, and becorftes the principal stream for

the rest of the valley southward to New Haven bay.

During the Cretaceous period closing the Reptilian age, and the

* This view was brought out by the writei m "Ward's Life ol Percival, p. 420.
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Tertiary period wliicli upeiRMl the .Mammalian age, no marine forma-

tions were lure made; and there is hence no proof that in the long

interval between tlie origin of the trap dikes and the Glacial epoch, the

laiul of the region, or of any i)art of central Xew England, was at any

time under the sea. Whatever the fact, there must have been, during

the time that elapsed, a large amount oi" denudation over the region;

so that West Kock, Tine Ifock, Mill lv<>ck and East Kock linally be-

came prominent above the plain, although much less so than now.

;j. GeXER.\I. ClIAUACTEIt .\NU RESULTS OF THE POST-TERTIARY PERIOD.

Next came the l^ost-tertiary ]>eriod, the last in Geological history.

In order to understand the following remarks it is necessary to bear in

mind that the Post-tertiary in America, as the writer has elsewhere

shown,* included three eras, corresponding to three great changes

of level over the northern portion of the Continent.

1. Tlie Ghicial epoch ; when the land stood at a higher level than

now, and a universal glacier and a frigid climate covered the continent

north of the parallel of 40°, (not a sea with icebergs, as tacts about

New Haven demonstrate.) 2. The (Jhamplain epoch, an era of subsi-

dence ; when there was a sinking of the land below its present level,

resulting in a mild climate and a melting of the great glacier; sub-

merging beneath the sea the land along the coast, and giving great

extent to lakes and rivers. ;^. An epoch of elevation; bringing the

land up to its present level, and raising the submerged sea-shore and

river flats to a habitable and cultivable height, thus making them

available for man. The movements were up—down—^up; uj) for the

Glachil era, down for the era following, and up again for the third or

finishing era. The origin of the features of the New Haven region

cannot be understood without keeping constantly in view these three

great movements of the land. In the first of these eras this region

stood probably one or tw'O hundred feet above the level of the sea; in

the second sixty-five feet or more, and afterward forty and less, below

the present level ; and in the third it passed gradually to its present

condition.

With reference to the question whether icebergs may not have been

the ao"ent in the glacial era instead of glaciers, a single argument only

need here be brought forward. Icebergs, as is well known, are frag-

ments of glacier's broken off in the sea into which they descend; and

the freight of stones and gravel they bear was received mainly when

they were in the glacier condition. The boulders of the Connecticut

* Am. Jour. Sci., II, xxii, 325, 346, 1856, and Manual of Geology.
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valley if brought by icebergs, should hence have come from the White
Mountains, or perhaps from some Green Mouniain peak, for these would
have been the only summits above the water in a sea covering the
valley to a depth of four thousand or more feet (the depth that the

distribution of boulders requires). But, on the contrary, the boulders

of the New Haven region, 1000 tons and smaller in size, are mainly

from the trap and sandstone hills of the valley itself, either in Con-

necticut or Massachusetts, and the adjoining plateau of gneiss, etc, •

they aT*e from the depths of the imagined sea, and not from the

heights above it. Icebergs could not therefore have done the work of

transportation. In the Glacial era, then, all New England and, prob-

ably, the wliole northern portion of the continent, was covered with

ice. It is well known that the Glacier theory is sustained by the ex-

plorers of the Alps, Professors Agassiz and Guyot.*

4. CoxDiTiox AXD Effects durdcg the Glacial eea.

The Connecticut valley glacier lay under the general glacier-blanket

of the continent, or rather was a part of the lower portion of it. It

extended from the summits of tlie Green Mountains on the west to the

dividing height of land on the east, having a width of 1 00 to 120 miles

;

it was therefore sufficiently large to have almost entirely an independ-

ent motion, determined by the slope of the valley ; which would make
the prevailing direction of movement southward, or mostly between

south and 12° west of south.

The direction, according to Prof Hitchcock, of the scratches on

Mt. Mouadnoc in New Hampshire, which extend even over its sum-

mit 3,718 feet in altitude, is southward; and the same authority

gives this as the course in Deerfield, Greenfield and other places in

the Connecticut valley, as well as on Mt. Tom and Mt. Ilolyoke. It

is the course also in one of the gorges of Mt. Carmel. Kast of the

Hanging Hills of Meriden it is south-southwest, and Percival at-

tributes the unusual amount of westing to the trend of the adjoining

* Dr. Newberry, in an excellent paper on the Surface Geology of the Great Lakes

and the Valley of the Mississippi (Ann. Lye. N. York, is, 1869), sustains the glacier

theory of the drift for the country, but gives reasons for making part of the area of

the Great Lakes an iceberg region in the closing Glacial era. The autlior presents

many other pomts of interest with regard to the successive events of the Glacial and
Champlain eras, and in the course of his remarks, observes tliat tliere could have been

no tnie lateral moraines. He makes the depositions of tlrift over the hills and the

stratified material of the vaUeys and plains essentially cotomporaneous, regarding them
as having resulted partly from iceberg transi)ortation, and partly from distriburion by
waters flowing away from the margin of the ice, or from bcueatli it, as it slowly melted.

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. a Sept., ]S69.
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trap hills. Some dovlatioii from the i;oiK'ral course Avould tal<o place

wherever tlu-re are hiu;h riili^es or deep valleys varying in direction

Itut little I'rom the main course of tlie movement, just as a deep

troui:;!! in the hottom of a stream of water set a little obliijuely to

the current would detieet the waters and give them more or less

nearly its own course;* and this is what Percival observed in the val-

lev l»et\veen the Hanging Hills of Meriden and Lamentation IMountain.

In East Haven, on the eastern border of the New Haven region, the

direction is S. 13° E. The fticts sustain the conclusion that the gene-

ral course was that of the Connecticut river valley. To the westward

of the central portion of the valley, over the eastern Green 3Iountain

slope, the general course, as various observers have shown, is to the

eaM of south, or about soKt/i-southeast, which is a natural resultant of

the two forces—that producing the main southerly movement, and

that arising from the eastward, or E. by S. slope of the surface.

As the slope southward was very small compared with that in the

A1})S, the motion was much slower—probably not exceeding a mile in

a century, which is equivalent to about a foot a week. The move-

ment was not continuous at this rate, but by starts, at longer or short-

er intervals—weeks, months or years—as the resistance could be over-

come. Having a thickness to the north of more than four thousand

feet, the presMire it exerted wherever its lower surface rested was

enormous, and when it did move the abrasion was commensurate with

it. It was not, like an Alpine glacier, confined between the sloping

sides of a valley, the declivities of which aided largely in its support,

and so relieved the bottom partly from pressure ; it lay spread out

over the plains and hills resting heavily upon the most of the surface

beneath it.

The movement jjroduced three results, as has been well illustrated

by the principal authorities with regard to glaciers. First, a break-

ing of the brittle ice wherever there was friction, resulting in opening

immense crevasses where the resistance was great (for the gla-

cier owes its power of movement to the facility with which it breaks

and mends itself
) ; secondly, the abrasion of the rocks beneath, re-

sulting in a ploughing out of the soft half-hardened sandstone to

I

* In the case of large continental valleys, the glacier followed the course of the val-

ley even when this course was east-and-west, as is shown hy the author to have been

true of the Mohawk valley, in his Geology (p. 751), and in the American Journal of

Science, [2], vol. xxxv, p. ilS, and by Dr. Newberry, with reference to other regions.

in the paper referred to on the preceding page.
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great depths,* and less deeply the harder rocks, and in dislodging tii ass-

es from tlie dikes and otiier rock formations which had been previously

loosened in any way, the masses sometimes many tons in weight ; third-

ly, the taking up of the sand or gravel, stones and rocks, thus separated

or dislodged, into its own mass, which it was enabled to do because of

the attendant breaking up of the ice just alluded to, and the readi-

ness with which ice becomes solid again by regelation after a short

rest. Thus the glacier moved slowly on, engorging itself with what-

ever loose material it made, as well as with what it foimd in its path.

The glacier was made ready for its great work of abrasion eHlier in

the way of rasping, planing, channeling or ploughing through the

sand, stones and rocks with which it was shod. The hard granite

rocks east of Xew Haven, as is exhibited at Stoney Creek, were mark-

ed by the glacier not only with scratches but with broad furrows six

inches to a foot in depth ; and this in addition to an unknown amount
of planing above the present surface. The soft red sandstone of the

region easily yielded under the pressure, and was ground up and
ploughed out in some places to a depth of several hundred feet, the

material being absorbed at the same time into the icy mass. Hills

and ridges lost much of their height, and those of trap were exten-

sively stripped of their associated sandstone. The isolated East Rock,

lying north and south, or in the direction of the movement, between

the ^lill River valley and that of the Quinnipiac, was abraded both

along its western front and on the rear, and left nearly bare of sand-

stone on both sides. Pine Rock, an east and west ridge, besides un-

dergoing an unknown amount of decapitation, lost the sandstone on

its northern side for the upper sixty feet, and a wall of trap of this

height is left bare. Mill Rock suiFered a like fate with Pine Rock

;

for the north wall of the trap dike jjrojects in places twenty or twen-

ty-five feet above the sandstone. Whitney Peak is in like manner

bare of sandstone on its north side for forty feet from the summit.

At tlie Fair Haven sandstone quarries and over the country near the

* While this sandstone is hard enough for an excellent building stone in some por-

tions of the Connecticut valley, and often very hard-baked in the vicinity of the trap

dikes, a large portion of that exposed to view over the New Haven region a little

remote from the trap is so soft that it is easily dug up by a pick, and sometimes even

by an ordinary shovel; so that we have reason for regarding the strata of it underly-

ing the most of the New Haven plain, or its alluvium, as of this soft kind. Part at

least of the hardening and reddening of the sandstone was cndently due, as stated

above, to the heat that escaped in connection with the trap eruptions and from fissures

opened in their vicinity ; and in regions where there was no heat from these sources

the rock was but little hardened.
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Milford turnpike, tlir removal of tl)e soil in several places has ex-

poseil large snrfaees that were ])lane(l and grooved by the glacier;

and there is no doubt that but for the covering of earth the rocks in

all directions would be found glacier-marked.

The stones, or boulders, in the foot of the glacier, that were scratch-

ed and polished while doing this work of abrasion, are often to be

found where the drift of the hills has been freshly uncovered. One of

four tons weight lies on the roadside along the Milford turnpike, a

few rods above Allingtown ; and many others of smaller size have

been thrown out at the recent excavation for the Derby railroad, near

the toll-gate on the same road.

By the means mentioned an immense amount of rock material was

taken aboard the glacier for transportation southward; and yet there

were no lateral moraines in the ordinary sense of this expression.

The surface of the Connecticut valley glacier Avas white and spotless.

From the Green Mountain ridge to the White Mountains of New
Hampshire there was not a projecting ])eak to afford a grain of dust.

The special effects of the glacier over the New Haven region inclu-

ded the making {a) of hills, and. (5) of valleys or excavations.

First

—

Its Excavations.—The excavations would naturally have

been most extensive where there was no trap or other hard rock in

the way to prevent deep ploughing. The valleys of the Quinnijjiac

and West River beyond doubt date their origin long back ot the Gla-

cial era, from the time the trap and sandstone ridges which bound

them were first thrown up above the level of the sea ; but still they must

have been scoured out by the moving ice, and have had their depth

and width much increased. Whether the work of the ice or not

is uncertain
;
yet it is a fact that the whole western side of the West

river valley is stripped clean of the sandstone which once existed

there, and which was a part of the formation that originally stretched

across to the top of the West Rock ridge ; not a square yard of

sandstone is left in place over the metamorphic rocks of its western

slope. The close shaving of the sandstone on the east side of East

Rock, and its still more complete removal on the west side, have been

already alluded to as probably part of the effects of the glacier. Be-

sides the excavations in these valleys, others very extensive must

have been made over the whole central part of the New Haven region,

from its southern limits to the mountains on its northern border in

Hamden ; for this was the great central valley of the region.

Among the depressions over this region, the most remarkable is that

of the Beaver Pond Meadows {btn, in the map). It is a large marshy

area sunk 20 feet below the general surface, lying in the center of the

i
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New Haven plane, between the trap hills, Pine Rock and Mill Rock*

It crosses the borders of the towns of New Haven and Hamdeu, and

has a length from north to south of 1^ miles, and an average breadth

in its southern half of a fourth of a mile. The basin receives almost

no outside water, and yet gives exit to a stream which in its descent

of 22 feet to West river affords water power to two or three manufac-

turing establishments. In its wide and flat meadows, and its high slo-

ping bank of 20 to 30 feet, looking like the terrace slope of the river val-

leys, it appears as if it were once the course of a large stream
;
yet it

not only receives no water at its head, but not even an old dried up

channel; moreover the outcrops of sandstone less than a mile to the

north afford no evidence of the former existence of such a channel

leading toward the Meadows. This absence of proof that any river

ever discharged itself through the depression is part of the evidence

that its excavation was the work of the glacier, as explained beyond.

If the Beaver Pond depression was excavated by the glacier, we

should naturally look for a continuation of the channel southward to the

New Haven bay. This channel was probably that of the old VTest

Creek—a valley with similar broad meadows and distinct terrace

slopes, terminating in the northwest angle of New Haven bay.f Al-

though now nearly dry throughout and covered by streets and houses,

two and a half centuries since it was large and deep enough to give

entrance to Whiting street for vessels of considerable size, and as far

as College street for boats. The connection between the Beaver Pond

meadows is cut off by the alluvium—a deposit of the era following

the Glacial ; but a series of large and once deep depressions lies be-

tween them and hoth are in nearly the same north-and-south line.

There are also two other broad valley like depressions leading off

* Owing to a defect in the engraving, the position of only the soutliern part of the

Beaver Pond basin (bm) is given on the map. The dotted outhne should have been

extended northward, by the east end of Pine Rock (P.).

f East and West Creeks, as they are now obliterated channels, are not on tlie map.

They may be put on, with a lead pencil: for East Creek, by drawing a Une from a point

just east of the southern end of the Beaver Pond depression Q>m) e'Stuard to the Ca-

nal road, then along the course of this road southward, and thence to tlie head of the

New Haven bay west of its centf r ; and for West Creek, by starting the line a Utile

west of south of the extremitj' of the Beaver Pond basin and continuing it to the north-

west angle of the bay. Each was about 1| m. long; yet for half a nnle the channel in

both cases was a broad tidal inlet. The city of New Haven was originally laid out at

the head of the bay, between these two creeks, the west side of its ftalf mile square

(George street) against the West Creek valley, and tlie south and east sides (State and

Grove streets) near East Creek.
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from near the southern extremity of the Beaver Pond basin, but to the

ta.'itiranf. One passes near Webster street, and the otlier by ^lunson

street, and tlie two unite in the valley of the former JEast ('reeky

now oecupied by the Canal Railroad. They are evidently contin-

uations of tlie Beaver Pond depression, and it may be questioned

wliether tliese were not also courses of the Beaver Pond glacier

excavation. But although broad, they are comparatively shallow

and have (jenth/ sloping sides ; and the course of each is east-and-

west, or transverse to tfutt of the glacier mox'ement. We conclude

therefore that they were probably a result of the tidal currents and

waves of the following or Chami)lain epoch, and of the later action

of surface waters. It is to be remembered that the glacier made

its excavations in the strata underlying tlie superficial alluvium.

We should naturally look also for a northern continuation of

tlie Beaver Pond depression. But we have already stated that

tlu' appearances at its northern extremity indicate its rather abrupt

commencement at that point. Half a mile to the eastward of the

depression, and as far south of its ijorthern end, there is a broad

ehannel leading northward which is the course of what is called on

the map Pine ]Marsh Creek ; and the question comes up whether

this was not the northern part of the Beaver Pond depression, and

therefore whether Mill river did not once discharge its waters through

it and thence enter the bay by West Creek valley. The southwest-

ern part or extremity of this great de])rcssi()n (situated near the

junction of Goodrich street and the Canal railroad and close by the

present terminus of the Shelton Avenue railroad), reaches within 300

yards of two broad northeasterly channels leading down into the east-

ern bays of the Beaver Pond basin. Tlu^ valley is so broad, and so

abrupt in the slopes Avhich bound it, that it api»ears as if'large enough

to be the course of a river. Through its now sluggish waters, clumps

of bushes rise in most parts from the shallow bottom.*

These facts seem to favor the conclusion that we have here actually

found the northern continuation of the Beaver Pond channel. But the

valley widens wor^Atoarc? instead of toward the Beaver Pond depres-

sion, and the creek flows at the present time in that direction, start-

ing just south of Mill Kock and entering Mill River 1^ miles north

of Whitneyville (V.) Another view with regard to it we regard as

much more probable.

* Owing to the dam at Whitneyville, the water of Mill River is not only set back

for two miles and more up the valley, but also flows back into Pine Marsh Creek val-

1 cy for more than a mQe, to within a short distance of Mill Rock (See Map.)
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At the mouth of Pine-Marsh Creek, Mill lliver takes a hend a little

to the eastward of south, while the creek has a course as much to the

westward of south, and Mill Rock stands between the extremities of

the V thus made by the two channels. In this position of INIill Rock,

we find the explanati5)n of the facts referred to.

The great glacier having had its ploughing under-surface shaped by

the gap west of Mt. Carmel, through which Mill River passes, moved

southward, excavating the valley of Mill River, while, at the same

time, abrading the soft strata over the hills and plains. The Mill

Rock dike, making now a ridge 200 feet in height, stood in its path,

the brittle ice confronting the unyielding trap mountain. Under such

circumstances, it would have been a natural consequence that at some

point north, the brittle ploughshare should have divided, the smaller

part to pass toward the Whitneyville opening, by the east end of Mill

Rock, and make a shallow furrow because of the hard trap rock under

foot at the gap ; the larger part, encountering only the soft sandstone,

to plough out the deep broad valley of Pine-Marsh Creek, leading by

the west end of Mill Rock and almost directly toward the Beaver

Pond region.

The question arises whether the excavation was continued into the

Beaver Pond basin and thence southward to the bay, or whether

there was a lifting of the ploughing portion of the glacier through

the elevating action of Mill Rock and merely a transfer of the exca-

vating pressure to a line more to the westward—the process of trans-

fer producing the six or eight bays characterizing the eastern side of

the Beaver Pond depression and the broad southwesterly surface

channels which lead into them. In the former case, Mill River would

have run through the Beaver Pond excavation and West Creek ; in the

latter, the waters of Pine-Marsh Creek would always have been trib-

utary to Mill River in its present position ; for in the Glacial era they

would have been those of a sub-glacier stream, and these would liave

become far more abundant in flow during the melting of the glacier,

and thus have made a stream commensurate witli the Pine-Marsh

Creek valley.

There are three objections to the view that Mill River once dis-

charged itself through the Beaver Pond Meadows. (1.) The Beaver

Pond depression is prolonged half a mile north of the point where the

Pine-Marsh valley makes its nearest approach to it, and this nortlicrn

extremity does not bend toward the vallej^ or show any inclination

that way. There is here evidence that tlie Beaver Pond excavation

had its own independent beginning.
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(2.) If lN[ill Kiver oiu-o flowed lliroui^Ii the IJeaver Ponds aiul thence

throuijjh West Creek to the bay, tlje force of its waters wouhl have

continued to keep this cliaimel o|»eii, anil West Creek would not have

been disjoined from the part al)ove.

(;}.) If, diirini^ the Ghxcial era, Mill Kiver had hj^d no cliannel throuLjh

the Whitneyville gap, it couhl hardly have afterward gained a foot-

lioltl there where the alhiviuni has a lieiglit of 60 feet or more above

mean tide level.

There is hence not only no proof of a former connection between

Pine-Marsli valley and tlie Beaver Pond depression, but strong rea-

son against it in the condition and character of Mill river and its

present channel.

Secondly

—

The Elevations, or Hills and liidges made b)/ the Glacier.

Besides extensive excavations, there are also elevations which were

due to the glacier. They were a consequence mainly of the interrupt-

ed series of trap ridges in its way. The hard ti'ap-roek dikes. Mill Kock

and East Kock, were fenders both to tlie sandstone lying on their north-

ei'n side, and also that on the southern, and especially to the latter.

Tlie glacier, moving from the north and ai)proaching Pine Rock, would

have had its under surface forced up into an arch by the resisting mass,

and the ice thus shaped would have been made firm and solid by the

pressure ; and as such an arching of the ice below is an arching of the

abrading surface of the glacier, an elevation of sandstone correspond-

ing to it should have been left by the glacier on its southward march.

An elevation loas thus left south of Pine Rock—that of the Beaver

mils {JSh.) The Hills are now disjoined from the Rock because of

erosion {a) by the waters and ice that descended the slope during the

declining Glacial era
;

(i) by the waves and marine currents of the

subsequent period of submergence in the sea
;

(c) by streamlets down

the declivities due to the rains and melting snows of later time when

the land was elevated to its present level—an era of greater elevation

or emergence. It was the eastern abutment of this gi-eat Pine-Rock

arch that scooped out the Beaver Pond basin.

In the same manner the narrow north-and-south Sachem's ridge

(Stn,) a mile and a half in length, was evidently made through the

lifting action of ]Mill Rock. Similarly also, the small Cedar Hill, south

of East Rock, owes its existence, apparently, to the arch made by the

East Rock range ; it is small because the lilast Rock range has a north-

and-south direction, or lies with its end toward the moving glacier

;

and also because the ice of the wide Quinnipiac valley would have

pressed westward as it escaped the limits of the valley and passed
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the southern extremity of the Rock, and so have swept away the sand-

stone there remaining.

The great glacier did not succeed in ploughing out the Mill Rock
dike at the Whitneyville notch below the level of the bottom of the

present dam, for the dam is built on the solid trap dike. The ice must

therefore have plunged down the front of it (the land having been

higher than now), and with it the sub-glacial stream descended.

South of this it appears to have made a deep Mill River channel.

The glacier acted like the inoulding tool in the plough of the car-

penter. But the convexities and concavities on the cutting or abrading

edge of the tool were not needed in the pliant material; for by the

fenders placed in its front, in Pine Rock, Mill Rock, and East Rock, the

edge was made in these parts to rise or arch upward, and by this

means long ridges of various heights were made beween the furrows.

The correspondence between the channeling of the plain and the

position of the trap ridges is so close (especially if it is considered

to what an extent subsequent river and marine action must have

tended to modify the features of the surface and obliterate the tracks

of the glacier) that there seems to be here visible demonstration of

glacier action, and of the insufficiency of the iceberg theoiy of the

drift.

If Sachem's ridge, the Beaver Hills and Pine Hill were the only

examples of north-aud-south sandstone elevations due to hard-rock

fenders, the correctness of the explanation offered might be reasona-

bly questioned. But they are the least remarkable instances. Over

Hamden there are three north-and-south ranges three to four miles long,

as exhibited on the map, and they may be distinctly followed northward

to elevations in the transverse range of heights west of Mt. CarmeL
Cherry Hill (Ch) is the termination of one of these lines. A still

more striking example is the Quinnipiac ridge, the dividing ridge be-

tween Mill River valley and the Quinnipiac. It stretches from the

south side of Mt. Carmel to Whitney Peak, a distance of six miles,

and while broad and broken into hills to the north, is to the south

an evenly rounded elevation, looking from the simimit of Mt.

Carmel like a splendid example of landscape grading. According

to the theory presented, this long ridge of sandstone owes its ex-

istence to the arching upward of the ice by the high east-aud-west Mt.

Carmel range, the ridge being a part of the great sandstone formation

left thus elevated* in consequence of this arching. The arch, altliough

narrowing somewhat, did not flatten out before reaching Whitney
Peak, as the continuation of the ridge shows ; and here it was raised
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into :i lu'w :m'li hy this dike, losiiiLj in the encounter tlie red sandstone

from the hack (or north side) of its head, down nearly one-third way
to its base. Either side of this dividing ridge tlie glacier, besides

abrading tlie general surface of the sandstone formation and thereby

preparing the rocky basement for the alluvial plains, was ploughing

out the river channels adjoining—that of the small Mill River on

the west, and that of the broad Quinnipiae on the east. It is a strong

confirmation of the view brought forward that the direction of the

Quinnipiae ridge, (as well as tliat of Sachem's ridge,) is S. 12° W. (true

course), thus coinciding with the average direction of the Connecti-

cut valley, and therefore with that of the moverne^it in the glacier.

The largest of the valleys in the Hamden portion of the New Ha-

ven region lies along side of the West Rock ridge, where the erosion

of the glacier, and of the waters flowing from them would have been

greatest in consequence of the height of the rock and its slopes,

and where, moreover, erosion from running waters has been going on

ever since from the streamlets that the rains and melting snows have

made over the long declivities. In this valley lie Wiutergreen Lake

(due to a recent damming of one of the streams), and farther north

the sites of other " contemplated" lakes.

This western part of Ilamdon is drained by Wilmot brook with its

tributaries, which flows through the gap between Pine Rock and

West Rock and soon after enters West River. The northern portion

of the brook, which lies among the sandstone ridges, points southward

nearly toward the northern extremity of the Beaver Pond depression,

and ap]H-oaches it within two-thirds of a mile. It might therefore be

queried whether Pine Rock had any efiect toward dividing the excava-

ting action of the glacier on the north, like that from Mill Rock above

described. But there is this great ditference in the two cases, that the

gap between Pine Rock and West Rock is very miich broader than

the Whitneyville gap, being al)out a quarter of a mile across, and be-

sides there is no continuous ]taveinent of trap at bottom. Moreover

Pine Rock has an oblique position with reference to West Rock, its

direction being E. 20 "" N. true course, (about E. 12° N., compass

course,) and owing to the convergence of these two ridges and the

broad opening intermediate, and also to the S. 12° W. direction of the

glacier movement, the principal part of the excavating portion of the

glacier would naturally have passed between them, where Wilmot

brook has its actual course.

Looking beyond the limits of the New Haven region, still other

examples of this nortli-and-south ridging of the soft sandstone occur.
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South of the Hanging Hills of Meviden an elevation commences which

stretches southward to Mt. Carmel, showing that the ice was arch-

ed up by the Meriden mountains, and the arch continued to Mt. Car-

mel. And here, as just observed, it was thrown anew into a high

arch for the ridging and ploughing southward, in the course of which

the Quinnipiac ridge was formed ; then it was raised by Whitney

Peak again, and its continuation East Rock; and finally it died

out as it left the resjion of Cedar Hill south of the East Rock ran^e.

Besides the large ridges and excavations made by the glacier, the

ledges over the hills are often approximately north-and-south in course,

and were probably a result of glacier ploughing. The chlorite schist

of the Woodbridge plateau is easily torn up in consequence of its

slaty structure and its joints or lines of fracture, and also readily

reduced to fragments by the freezing of water or growing of veg-

etation in the crevices. A large trap dike, intersecting this rock

on the Woodbridge heights west of Westville, often stands up above

the schist, as a prominent ridge, which sometimes has on one side or

the other a bare precipice of forty feet. But much of this wear is

V undoubtedly the work of subsequent centuries.

Without adducing other cases, it appears safe to conclude that

over the region of the Connecticut valley the principal part of the

coarse gouging out of the plains, and shaping of the mountains and

valleys, were performed by glaciers and by the streams that were in

action during the progressing and declining Glacial era. The same

agents also carried southward the earth, sand and gravel that were

afterward to be deposited by the ice, and worked over by the rivers,

or, near the sea-shore by the rivers, tidal currents and waves, into ter-

raced " alluvial " plains, or stratified drift formations.

Scratches having the course S. 33° W.—A wide variation from the

usual course of the glacier scratches (South, to S. 12° W.) occurs over

the chlorite rock along the Milford turnpike half a mile to a mile

west of Allingtown. The place is about two and a half miles

south of West Rock, and one and a half miles south of the line of

East Rock. The course (true) of the scratches is quite uniformly S.

33° W., or full 20° icest of the usual direction ; and they are so deep

and numerous and so completely free from crossings by scratches in

any other direction, that S. 33° W. must be viewed as the course of

the under sui-fiice of the glacier over this ])art of the western margin

of the New Haven region. The scratches are seen at the top of the

first ascent on the turnpike, about 130 feet above the sea, (or 90

above the level of the New Haven jtlain), and at many other jtoints
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AvluTO the rock lias been recently exposed, for half a mile west. The

leilires that have Leeii loni; bare have lost their scratches by weatlier-

int;; on this account, and owin«j; also to the covering of soil over other

paits, observations have not yet been extended farther west. The

following is oflered in explanation of this southwestern throw of

the under portion of the glacier.

It has been stated on i)age 45 that the New Haven region, be-

tween the summits of the ridges confining it on the east and west,

has a width of sei'e)t miles to the north, and narrows to foicr at the

south. While the mass of the glacier was continuing its southward

movrment, the portion below filling this depression would have had

to accommodate itself some way to the narrowing limits. This ac-

commodation might have taken place, tlirougli an increasing depth

of tile depression southward. But if tiiis was insufficient to meet the

whole, there would have been a tendency to a thickening upward of

the glacier and relief would have been obtained from the accumula-

ting pressure by a lateral escape of the ice.

There was evidently no yielding, or escape on the east or Quinni-

piac side, the side of the broadest and deepest valley, and therefore

of deepest or of thickest ice ; for the ploughings of the glacier which

are exhibited along that side on a grand scale over the East Haven

sandstone, have the usual southward (S. 13° W.) course. Hence the

escape, if any where, must have been on the west side; and here it is

that we find these S. 33° W. scratches. The place is southwest of

where the Quinnipiac valley opens on the New Haven plain, and con-

sequently it is situated just where such an effect from the expansion

and pushing action of this part of the glacier would be produced.

Now to the west of the region of these scratches within three-fourths

of a mile, there is the rather broad valley of Cove river, which ex-

tends southward and reaches the Sound two and a half miles below

;

it is parallel nearly with the New Haven region, but has a much

steeper slojye, the descent to the salt water flats being at the average

rate of about 125 feet in a mile. This slope of the valley would have

given the ice that filled it (the under portion of the glacier, if not the

whole above) relatively a rapid movement. The overflow from the

New Haven dejDression caused by the conditions stated would there-

fore have naturally taken a course into this valley. The direction of

the scratches, S. 33° W. accords well with this view.

MakirKj of Lake-hdsins.—The lifting of the lower or abrading sur-

face of the glacier by hard rocks, which has been shown to have re-

sulted in the production of the north-and-south ridges, and which ap-
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pears to have terminated southward the basin of Pine-Marsh Creek,

might under other circumstances have made basins for lakes. Lake Sal-

tonstall, four miles east of New Haven, probably owes its existence to

this action. The lake is ^h miles long and has an average breadth of

a third of a mile. The basin is scooped out of a very soft, crumbling

shaly sandstone, and lies between two bow-shaped trap dikes, three-

fourths of a mile apart, whose average trend is north-northeast. Its

depth is stated at 112 feet; and since its surface is only half a dozen

feet above high-tide level, the bottom is more than 100 feet below

that level. At the present outlet the waters flow over solid trap at a

low cut in the western trap ridge, so that the basin is here rock-bound

on the south. The stream from the lake (called Stoney River, but

properly the lower part of Farm River), flows for its last mile be-

tween granite shores and has in some places a rocky bottom. Thus

there is a granite as well as a trap barrier between the lake and the

sea, and the depression it occupies is a true basin. We may believe

therefore that the long narrow basin occupied by the lake is an excava-

tion made in the soft sandstone by the ploughing glacier, and that it

was not continued to the sea because the ploughshare was lifted out of

its trench by the hard unyielding rock before it.

Height of the Land in the Glacial era.—With regard to the

height of this portion of Connecticut above the sea in the Glacial era

we have as yet few facts for definite conclusions.

a. In sinking an artesian well on Green st., 120 yards from the

harbor, a bed of fine clay 14 feet thick was struck at a depth of 140

feet, or 126 feet below mean tide level. Above this clay there

were the ordinary sand or gravel deposits of the New Haven plain.

The clay bed was evidently a mud deposit made in the harbor as it

existed immediately before the deposition of the sand ; and as the

sand beds of the New Haven plain date from the era foUowinsr the

Glacial, the harbor very probably was that of tlie Glacial era. If the

land then stood 125 feet above the present level, the mud bed would
have lain just at the water's surface, like those of the present day.

The evidence as to the level of the land in the Glacial era is uncer-

tain; still it afibrds a presumption that it was at least 125 feet hiirher

than now. No clay has hitherto been found in any other part of the

New Haven plain.

h. Near Stoney Creek, eleven miles east of New Haven, on Smith's

Island, one of the " Thimbles," there are two pot lioles in the hard
gneiss rock; one of them is 7^ feet deep, and 3 in diameter, and the

other 3 feet deep and 10 inches across. They are situated within a
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fi",v yards of one another ujton tlie coast, Liit above ]iio;li tide level.

The lar^e oue contained, when recently opened by Mr. Frank Smith,

its discoverer, many lart;e rounded stones. Another pot hole of less

de})th exists iijton Pot Ishind, about a mile to the southeast of Smith's

Island. It is like a bread-troutih in shape, and is 4 and 2 feet in its

diameters, ami l.v i'eet deep. Still another, as I am inibrmed, occurs

on lu>!j:ers' Island, one of the westernmost of the same Ljroup. It is

within reach of the tides and is 4 feet deep and 2 in width. These

pot holes must have been made by torrents from the land. For the

existence of such torreiits the land should have been above its pre-

sent elevation. We cannot fix positively the era of this hij^her level,

but it may have been that of the great glacier, and the torrents,

sub-glacier streams then existing.

c. The valleys of the streams of Connecticut and even those of

the north side of Long Island are in general continued over the bot-

tom of the Sound beneath its waters, apparently excavated for the

most part out of the sand and mud deposits which constitute it;

and this fact appears to indicate that the Sound was once drj^ land

—

a great east-and-west depression of the surface—into which the streams

of the adjoining country flowed, and there concentrated their waters

in a grand central river which received the existing Connecticut a

few miles before entering the Atlantic. The admirable chart of the

Sound by the U. S. Coast Survey, which is covered with figures in-

dicating the soundings, enables any one interested in the subject to

draw the lines of equal depth, and verify this statement.* There

is nothin<T in the depth of the Sound to render the above supposition

incredible. An elevation of 100 feet would now lay l)are all but a

fifth of its bottom across from New Haven, and one of 140 feet the

w^hole breadth-; and one of 200, would dry it up all the way to the

line of New London, 50 miles east of New Haven. Further, a rise of

even 50 feet would Avholly separate the narrow western portion of the

Sound from the more eastern by a bare area in the meridian of Marni-

aroneck and Rye, or 50 miles west of New Haven. Only the broader

depressions corresponding to the courses of streams are to be looked

for over the bottom, even with the fullest possible series of sound-

* It is best, in order to exhibit well on the map the curve of the deeper and shal-

lower parts of the Sound, to draw the lines for each fathom of depth up to 8 fath-

oms, and then for every two fathoms, that is for 10, 12, 14 and so on; and in addition,

to make the lines for 7, 18 and 24 fathoms much heavier than the others; and to use

differently colored inks for the lines 4 to 8 fathoms, 10 to 22, and 24 and beyond
; or

else give the areas 3 to 8 fathoms, 8 to 24, and over 24, different shades of color.
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ings. For like all New England, the Sound received vast dejjosits

of gravel and sand in the Champlain era from the depositions of the

great glacier ; and ever since these depositions were made, the riv-

ers have been carrying in detritus, each year making its large con-

tributions ; the estimate, therefore, that the original surface, as it

was before the Glacial era, had been covered by all these deposits

to an average depth of 50 feet, cannot be excessive. After such a

process tending to obliterate all depressions, especially over the north-

ern half of the Sound which Has received the most of the detritus, it is

certainly obvious that better defined river cljannels than exist are not

to be expected.

But the conclusion from the existing channels above suggested has

at least three sources of doubt

—

one arising from the present action

of tidal currents ; a second^ from outflowing under currents which oc-

cur at times in connection with large bays ; and a third, from the con-

figuration of the rocky basement beneath the mud and sand of the

bottom of the Sound.

(1.) Jutting capes, especially if prolonged far out beneath the wa-

ter, as well as obstructing shoals or reefs, inasmuch as they narrow

the Sound, give increased velocity to the tidal currents passing by
them. This cause is sufficient to account for the large deep holes—30

to 33 fathoms—opposite Norwalk, where "Eaton's Neck" on the Long
Island side makes a long projection into the Sound beneath its wa-

ters, which projection at its extremity, three miles out (and hence

nearly half across this part of the Sound), close along side of the deep

holes, is within 6 fathoms of the surface. Again, near the " Middle

Ground," south of the mouth of the Housatonic, or of Stratford, a

large shoal but 2 feet deep in one part, there are deep holes both off

its northern and southern extremities, the former of 20 to 21^ fathoms,

and the latter of 20 to 27^ fathoms ; and they are in part at least an

obvious consequence of the tidal currents sweeping by.

Ten miles west of the mouth of the Connecticut, the Soimd com-

mences to narrow toward its eastern termination, its southern side

here bending up to the nortlieastward ; moreover shoals made from
Connecticut river detritus, contract the breadth on the north. Conse-

quently, here begin two depressions, and half a dozen miles east, a

third on the north, which three unite in one broad range of deeper
water, 18 to 32 fathoms in depth, that continues eastward, and finally

increases to 50 fathoms as the waters approach the channel, called

"The Race," by which they leave the Sound and enter the Atlantic.
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(2.) The oifftfow/fi;/ nwler-currents of bays arc produeeA, especially

wlien the broad opening has a comparatively narrow principal chan-

nel witli other passat^es, among or over reefs ; and they are strongest

when the waves and currents occasioned by a storm drive heavily to-

ward and into the bay ; and still more so if a river add its floods to

the waters which the stoim waves and cuiTents pile up within the

bay. I <lo 7iot know of any observations about the bays on the Sound

tending to show where such under-currents exist, or what in any par-

ticular bay is their force or direction; and we are at a loss as to the

effects to be attributed Xd this cause.

(3.) The actual configuration of the rocky substratum of the great

basin in which the waters of the Sound rest is also little understood.

Lon<x Island has no rocks at surface, or about its points ; and the

Sound east of Hurl Gate, except quite near its shores, is also Avithout

any projecting rocks. Some of the prominent sand-spits of the

shores, as those of New Haven and Stratford Point, may be traced

far southward by means of the soundings. But it is not always easy to

decide whether they have resulted solely from the detritus of the riv-

ers to the west of whose mouths they lie, or whether a rocky base-

ment has determined the form of the projecting spits. On the

sand bed off the west point of New Haven harbor there are sur-

faces of bare rock, giving evidence of a rocky basement. Off

Stratford Point, west of the mouth of the Housatonic, soundings have

discovered no such rocks ; and yet it is probable that the form of the

bottom is here determined by the rocks underneath. On Eaton's

Point the map says " rocky " at one spot ; and the existence of this

spit may also have been determined by the rocky basement below.

But even when the spits or projecting sand-bars are proved to cover

a ridge of rocks, it is not certain that this ridge may not have been a

result of the excavations of the glacier, and of sub-glacier streams.

The shoals and deep holes in the vicinity of " Eaton's Neck " are

directly south of the mouth of Norwalk river, and those about " Mid-

dle Ground " are south of the mouth of the Housatonic ; and the

question arises : Were they partly made by the rivers when the land

was more elevated, or may they have been determined solely by the

rocky configuration beneath and existing currents ? It is apparent

that without some direct investigations our conclusions can only be

uncertain probabilities.

Yet notwithstanding all the doubts from the above mentioned sour-

ces, there are so many examples of depressions leading from the bays

at the mouths of rivers over the bottom of the Sound, so many in
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which the outflowing under-current s of bays appear to be insufficient

to account for the facts, either because the bay is not of the shai)e to

produce appreciably such an effect, or there is not in the currents the

proper accordance with the ebb in direction, that we think the facts

afford strong evidence in favor of a former elevation of the region

—

an elevation probably not less than 150 feet. In such a case Long
Island would have been literally the southern border of New Eng-

land, and the universal glacier would have had no gi-eat basin of salt

water to span in order to reach what is now the Island, and deposit

there the boulders of Connecticut rocks, some of which, according to

Prof. Mather, are from 500 to 1000 tons in weight.*

* It is difiScult to explain the facts in detail with regard to the Sound without a map
at hand. The foUowing observations on the subject are however liere added.

Tlie main course of deep water through the Sound west of the meridian of Guilford

commences near the northern shore of the Sound, oflF Coscob harbor and Greenxsich Cove,

(near the boundary between Connecticut and New York), and just here enter Byram,

Mianus and Turn rivers. From this region it stretches eastward, passes the north point

of the Eaton Neck spit, leaves " Middle Ground " to the north (and consequently in this

part is south of the middle of the Sound), and then continues directly eastward till it

~ almost touches the north coast of Long Island (being less than a mile off) in the line of

Guilford. At the very end of the deep water channel the depth is 18f fathoms; just

east of it, the depth is only 1\\, then 10 and 9 fathoms. But about 6^ miles a Uttle to

the north of east, about two from the shore of Long Island there is an oblong deep hole

18 to 19 fathoms in depth; and 2^ miles beyond, in the same direction, commences the

southern arm of the great central range of deep water which continues eastward out

of the Sound. The great range of deep water, seventy miles long, that commences in

the west near Greenwich, must, as already observed, owe something of its depth, in its

eastern portion at least, to its distance from the northern shore of the Sound or the

region of rivers and detritus ; and, again, it may have had its course determined origi-

nally by an east-and-west depression in the configuration of the basement rocks of the

Sound. Still it affords some reason for beheving that it once contained the channel of

a great river. It begins against the north shore near Greenwich, just where three

streams enter the Sound, as if a continuation of their united channels. Its depth at its

eastern extremity, and its abrupt termination there, are reasons for inferring that it

once continued still farther east, and was probably kept open by a flow of water

through it. If the land were formerly higher by 150 feet, as has been supposed, the re-

quired conditions would have existed for making it a river course. But the query

comes up, where in that case would luive been the discharge? Its abrupt eastern ter-

mination takes place right opposite the large and broad Peconic bay which divides the

eastern end of Long Island for a distance of nearly 20 miles, making the Island in

form like the profile of an alligator, with its long mouth (Peconic baj-) wide open ; and

the interval of dry land between the Soimd and this bay is hardly three miles wide.

Moreover, directly in tlie line of the depression, the land is low, and is intersected by

Matituck lake, and also by various channels on the Peconic side. These facts lead to

the supposition that this Soimd stream of the Glacial era, whose tributaries included

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 5 Sept., ]869.
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;"). KVKXTS AND RkSULTS OF TUK ClIAMPLAIX ERA.

T!iL' CJlacial era closed in a subsidence of tlie land over a large part

of the continent, the initiatory event of the next or Champlain era.

1. Amount of Subsidence.—The amoiuit of the subsidence about

New Haven is uncertain, because the actual height of the land in the

Glacial era is not yet satisfactorily determined. It was so great as to

cairy the land considerably below its })resent level, as evinced by the

height of the New Haven plain, this plain having been made and lev-

eled off in the waters of the era. Taking the level of this plain as

marking the water level, we learn that about the College square and

for some distance to the north, and either side of this region on the

same east-and-west line, the depression was near 40 feet. Farther to

the north it increased gradually to 70 feet and more in Hamden ; while

the Housatonic and other rivers to the west, may have discharged through an open-

ing into Peconic h&j- ^^d that this opening was filled up by sands during the following

era of submergence (the Champlain era), and cotemporaneouslj'' the adjoining southern

portion of the Soimd was made shallow by the same moans. The form of the bottom

in this part of the Sound favors the idea that the sands for filling it came from the di-

rection of the Peconic bay.

But the existence of the oblong deep hole in the course of a direct Ime to the south-

ern arm of the great eastern deep water region of the Sound hardly nine miles distant,

brings up the enquiry whether the river channel ma}^ not after all have been over this

route within the Sound. The submergence of the Champlain era would have afforded

the same means as stated above for filling up with sands this part of the Sound and

for stopping off abrupth' not only the channel of the Sound river, but the great depres-

sion in which the channel lay ; for the waves of that era must have swept across the

land m one or more places from the Peconic bay into the Sound.

If this latter view is the right one, the great Sound river, commencing in the rivers

of the vicinity of Greenwich and taking into itself the waters of other rivers eastward

to the Housatonic, and still others from Long Island, would, after receiving the Housa-

tonic, have derived little else direcll}' from the north until reaching what is now the

eastern deep-water region ; and this it would enter by the southern arm of that region.

The rivers of the New Haven coast and other small streams between it and Sachem's

Head, would have taken an intermediate course over the Sound to the same meridian,

and then entered the middle arm. The rivers from Guilford to Killingworth harbor

would have flowed eastward to the commencement of the northern of the three arms.

And then a few miles beyond this, the northern arm would have received the Connec-

ticut river, the great tributary, and from this point aU the fresh waters of the various

rivers would have been combined in one grand flow on their way to the ocean. From

the depth of water and the character of the deep holes over the deep-water region

south of the Connecticut, it may be inferred that here was actually the great bay of

the Sound river into which the ocean waves set as they do now into the mouth of the

present Connecticut. The latter has its deep holes inside of its bar ; for the depth

within the channel of the present river at low tide is 6 to 7 fathoms, while there are

but 10 feet of water over the bar.

I
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to the south it diminished in height, being but 30 feet in the latitude

of Flalleck's place on the bay. The facts on this point are given be-

yond (p. 88). North of Connecticut, over New England, the amount

of depression below the present level was still greater, and increas-

ingly so with increase of latitude, it having been 200 to 250 feet at

least in central New Hampshire, 400 about Lake Champlain, and 500

feet on the St. Lawrence.

2. General consequences of the Subsidence.—As the writer has re-

mai'ked upon elsewhere, an immediate consequence of a subsidence of

the land, and especially of one which was greatest as a general thing

to the north, would have been the bringing on of a warmer climate,

and thence, the commencement of melting in the glacier.

As another result we note that the slope of the great valley of the

Connecticut would have become less than it is now. Consequently

the motion of the Connecticut valley glacier would have been greatly

retarded, if not rendered altogether null. Moreover the rivers would

have had a diminished rate of flow, and would therefore have spread

in wider floods than ever before, becoming in some parts a sc ries of

lakes ; and the lakes also would have had an unwonted expansion.

The great flow of waters from the melting ice would have immensely

augmented the floods in all directions.

Such an extended change of climate over the glacier area was
equivalent in efiect to a transfer of the great glacier from a cold ioy

region to that of a temperate climate and melting sun. The melting

would therefore have gone forward over vast surfaces at once, wide in

latitude as well as longitude, and not merely along a southern edge

with slow creeping progress northward. Hence, as another result,

the depositions of sand, gravel and stones' from the glacier, would

have taken place almost simultaneously over regions scores of miles

wide in latitude, and in general without special accumulations along

a southern border like what is called the terminal moraines in the

Alps. They would have descended alike over the hills, plains, and

valleys, lake regions, flooded rivers and sea-shore bays ; but not with

like results over these various regions, for wherever there was water

in motion beneath, the water Avould have worked over the jiebbles

and sand and pi-oduced some stratification of the material, or at least

have leveled all off at top. Thus unstratified and stratified drift (the

latter including the so-called modified drift, as well as a large part of

the "alluvium" of river valleys) were formed simultaneously, and
both in the Champlain era.

The depositions made directly from the glacier as a consequence
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of its nieltint;, aTid wliit-h belong to the ojn'iiiutj:; part of the Chainplain

era may be tirst considered ; and afterward the secondary and later

results.

1. Events and results of the Opening Champlain era.

1. Depositions over the hills.—The deposits over tlie hills in the

New Haven region, consist, like those of the rest of New England, of

Band, stones, and large boulders, mingled pell-mell, or without strati-

fication, except where they fell into lakes and rivers.

This unstratitied drift is found wherever the land rises above the

level of the stratified " alluvium " of the New Haven plain, excejit

along the upland valleys. In some places it appears to be more or less

stratified, as near the Seymour turnpike (running west from Westville)

after passing the first hill (that of the Edgewood line) ; but in this and

other similar cases the stratification is owing to the fact that the region

in the time of the melting glacier was the course of a flooded stream.

The boulders and stones are not to be looked upon as lying just where

they were dropped in all cases, nor as being formerly in the same large

numbers as now over given areas ; for the sands and smaller stones

that fell wnth the larger masses have to a great extent been washed

away to lower levels, and carried off by streamlets to rivers, and by

rivers seaward, and thus the large stones that crowd the surface in

some regions may when first dropped, have been many feet apart, or

even scores of feet away from the spot where they now lie.

The character of the stones and the size of the boulders over the

hills show what is the nature of much of the material which fell into

the waters, and which now lies over what was the bottom of the bay

in the Glacial era.

The larger boulders of the New Haven region consist mostly of trap

and sandstone ; and next to these in size and numbers are those of

gneiss and quartz. Those of trap, sandstone and gneiss are quite

numerous over the western border of the region, especially along the

eastern margin of the Woodbridge plateau ; those of quartz rock have

a very wide distribution. Only a few of gneiss have been observed

as far east as Sachem's ridge.

Some of the largest of the trap boulders are as follows

:

One 2^ m. north of Westville, on Boulder Hill, measuring along its

diameters 29, 14 and 12 ft. and weighing at least 400 tons.

The boulder in pieces making the Judges' cave (the place of con-

cealment of the regicide judges for a while in 1661), If m. east of

south of the preceding, on the top of the West Rock ridge, the masses

when together having weighed at least 1000 tons.
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One on the Woodbridge heights, \^ va. southwest, about 10 feet

in its diameters, but now in halves.

One in the northern part of the Edgewood grounds, a mile southeast

of the last, and 2 m. a little west of south from the Judges' cave,

about 8 feet cube.

Three others, half a mile south of the last, in the same grounds,

measuring 25, \^ and 8^ feet, 14, 8^ and 7 feet, 8, 5 and 4 feet.

One near the Derby turnpike, |m. E. of S. of the last, of 14, 6 and 5

feet in its diameters.

One in the woods north of the Stoeckel farm, J m. S.W. of the last,

and in the same line nearly with the Judges' cave and the Edgewood

boulders.

On the Milford turnpike nearly a mile east of south of the latter,

I m. west from Allingtown, measuring lo, 8 and 5 feet.

One at Savin Rock, farther south, 8, 6 and 4 feet.

These masses are all on the western border of the New Haven re-

gion. The height given in each case is the height above ground, the

depth to which the boulder extends below the surface being uncertain.

Many of those that fonnerly lay over these heights have been broken

up for use in house-building.

Over the same region sandstone boulders are numerous, but they

are seldom very large, owing to the nature of the rock. One of

tabular form on Boulder Hill measures 21, 15 and 5 feet.

There are also large trap boulders more to the eastward. One on

Sachem's ridge measures 16 feet in length and 8j in greatest breadth

;

and one in East Haven, back of Mr. Woodward's, of 11, 9 and 6 feet.

There are also occasional masses of native copper derived from the

copper mines of the Connecticut trap and sandstone region. A mass

from the vicinity of East Rock, given to the Yale Cabinet by Mr. Eli

\Y. Blake is probably of this kind. Another weighing 90 lbs. was

found early in the century on the Hamden Hills.

2. Depositions over the waters.—The New Haven bay in the Cham-

plain era covered the whole breadth of the Xew Haven region, from

the Woodbridge range on the west to the sandstone ridges of East

Haven and North Haven on the east, and spread northward into Ham-

den. East and West Rocks, Pine Rock and Mill Rock were cliffs

within its area, or on its borders. Sachem's ridge was a long north-

and-south peninsula south of Mill rock: and the Beaver Hills, another

south of Pine Rock. The Beaver Pond region was, for a while at least,

the deep central portion of the Xew Haven bay ; it lay in the interval

between Mill Rock and Sachem's Ridge on one side, and Pine
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IvDck and tlio Beaver Hills on the other, close aloiii^side of the hitter.

Mill River entered a nan-ow arm ol' the bay l)et\veen East Rock and

Sachem's ridge, and the waves widened its head and battered Mill

Rock for some distance west of Whitni'yville. This Mill lliver arm

was eneumi)ered by two or three low sandstone islands, the northern-

most of which is now the site of the residence of Stephen Whitney,

West River opened into another arm which. lay between the eastern

of the Woodbridge heights (or the Edgewood range of hills) and the

Beaver Hills, and West Rock Cliif and Pine Rock overlooked it on

the north. Up the Qninnipiac valley, beyond East Rock, stretched a

long and broad arm of the bay, wdiich was the great inner harbor.

We come now to the consideration of the action of the waters of

the bay in arranging the material dropped into them by the melting

glacier. The large boulders were evidently the first to fall ; for none

were found on the plain when it was first taken possession of by the

colonists, although such masses were then very numerous over the low

Beaver Hills and Sachem's ridge, and are somewhat so still notwith-

standing man's free use of them. Further, in no excavations into the

alluvium of the plain for cellars, wells, or other purposes, (as we are

intbrmed by Messrs, Perkins & Chatfield, Mr, Isaac Tliomson and Mr,

D. W. Buckingham, who have superintended such work for years past)

have boulders anywhere been found, with only two exceptions ; and

these are really no exceptions, since the boulders in each case lay on

the foot slopes of sandstone ridges. One occurred at a depth of 10 feet

beneath the gravel of the alluvium, and was found while making a jiit

in Trumbull St., near the house of Prof Fisher; it was of trap and

about two feet across. In the other case a number of large stones

were met with in digging a well on Whalley Avenue near Blake Street

;

]Mr. Buckingham, who reported the fact to me, attributes their occur-

rence there to the nearness of the i)lace to the Beaver Hills.

As the melting went forward, the sand, pebbles and cobble stones

were thrown down together; but they underwent as they fell an arrange"

ment whicli varied aeconling to the movements in the waters beneath.

The bay ha 1 its tidal currents, as now ; its areas of comparatively

still waters ; and be.-^ides, certain channels along which the flow of

the rivers increased greatly the force of the el>bing tide. The strati-

fication of the deposits varied accordingly. Where the currents were

strong, they washed away the sand from the stones, or if very strong,

the sand and smaller pebbles, and thus layers of coarse grav<5l were

made—gravel beds being always deposits from which the sand has

been sifted out by moving or flowing water. Along the main river

courses there ought to be found, consequently, long gravel courses^
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marking the direction of the strongest currents, and these gravel

courses should be not far below the surface unless the depth of water

in which they were deposited were too great for this. Accordingly,

•we find that the valley of West River, near West Rock is a pebbly and

stony region.

Another more remarkable gravel course extends from the head of

the harbor between Meadow and Franklin streets over State and

Orange streets, toward and beyond Whitneyville, and this was evi-

dently the course of the Mill Paver channel. It follows (see map)

the west side of Mill River from Whitneyville down to Grand street,

then diverges a little westward, the region between Mill River and

Franklin Street, as I am informed by Mr. Chatfield, being less stoney

than tliat to the west. Franklin street is about 500 yards from the

river. At Neck Bridge, below the East Rock range, the "alluvium"

on the west side of Mill River is four-fifths stones ; and on the east it

is very pebbly, but the proportion of stones to sand is not more than

1^ to 5 ; and farther east the proportion of pebbles becomes quite

small. The gravel is in all parts exceedingly coarse, and consists

largely of cobble stones. This gravel course extends far up Mill Riv-

er, and is as coarse in its stones near Ives' Station 4^ miles to the

north, as it is over the New Haven region. Just south of the Mt.

Carmel gap, the stoney character is still more remarkable.

Another gravel course, but coalescent with the preceding as it

approaches the bay, passes northward along the Canal railfcad to the

west of Sachem's ridge {Sm)^ instead of to the east of it. It has the

course of the East Creek valley. The pebbley deposits or gravel

underlie the surface from the head of the bay, northward across State

street; its western border follows approximately (as I learn from

Messrs. Perkins & Chatfield) a line along State street to Crown, across

from this point to the corner of Chapel and Church ; along Church

from the corner of Church and Wall to the corner of Grove and

Temple ; and thence along the east side of the cemetery.

The extent of the region shows that the flow producing it had the

breadth and character of a tidal flow. This East Creek tidal channel

was connected directly with the central interior basin of the harbor,

the Heaver Pond depression, as the channels in the surface along

Webster and Munson Streets demonstrate (p. 53, 54).

The Mill River and East Creek tidal courses were branches of the

great central tidal flow up the bay.

The gravel-course of the Quinnipiac is not in sight. Tliis inner

harbor of the bay was deep, and swallowed a vast amount of great

stones, gravel and sand, without being filled to the sui-face.
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The courses of the tiiliil currents of tlie bay are also aj)|)arcnt in

the less heii^ht of the drift formation wlierever they swept along.

Thus, witliin the range of the Mill Itiver tidal course, at Xeck'Bridge,

the heiifht of the terrace on the west side of the river is but M2 feet,

wliile it is 4J feet on the east side. This Mill River tidal current,

although strongest, perhaps, to the west of Franklin street, had a wide

spread to the eastward. For the area over which the terrace formation

is below its normal iieight includes not only a region west of Franklin

street, but all east of it to the river, and even a large part of

Grape Vine Point (the wide point of land between Mill River and the

Quinnipiac). Near the bridge at the foot of Chapel street on this

Point the height of the drifl or terrace formation is only 12 feet, and

between this and the southern extremity of the Point, it is still less;

half across the Point in the same line, it is only 21 feet: and half a

mile to the north, near the Barnesville or Grand street bridge (the sec-

ond bridge over Mill River), the height is only 29 feet. On the Quin-

nipiac siile of Grape Vine Point, on the contrary, the plain has its full

height, being 34 feet in the same east-and-west line with the Chapel

street bridge, and 40 feet in that with the Grand street bridge. It is

evident therefoi-e that the central part of the great tidal wave up the

bay in the Champlain era swept northward between Meadow street on

the west and Ferry street in Fair Haven (on Grape Vine Point) on the

east, an area over 1^ miles wide; that it continued to be felt on

the east siae of the river to the north of Barnesville bridge ; but at

Neck bridge, approaching the south point of the East Rock range, it

was pushed more to the tcestward, the terrace on the east bank at this

point having a height of 42 feet, or the full normal elevation. An
eastern branch of the tidal wave entered the Quinnipiac basin through

the broad channel which forms the lower part of this river. Owing

to the bend to the westward in the lower j^art of this channel, the

wave was thrown against the eastern shore, so that the terrace forma-

tion on that side is mostly wanting while built up nearly to its full

height apparently on the western side of the channel even quite to its

mouth.

By closely studying the nature of the stratification of these deposits

beneath the New Haven plain, the particular character of the action

of the waters may generally be made out, even, in some cases, to dis-

tinccuishing the effects of individual waves and changes in the action

of tidal or river currents. A good example of this is afforded in the

region south of the East Rock range (or of Snake Rock, its southern

termination) between IMill River and the Quiiinipiac, where sections of

the deposits have been made in grading for the Hartford and Air-Line
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railroads (see the course of these railroads between INIill River and the

Quinnipiac on the ma])). The whole height of the alluvium above mean

tide is in this region from 42 to 45 feet. The cut tlirough it for tlie rail-

roads extends nearly southwest and northeast, and is about two-thirds

of a mile, or 1200 yards, long. x\fter the first 700 yards, the railroads

pass under a bridge, and just beyond, the separate cut for the Air-

Line railroad commences. The depth of the section is about 16 feet

at its Mill River end, 20 at the bridge, and 26 toward the upper or

Quinnipiac end. A number of interesting facts are to be observed in

the sections

:

a. The diminution in the proportion of pebbles on passing east from

the I\Iill River valley is well seen. Along the Air-Line road they con"

stitute hardly a fifteenth of the whole mass, although in an occasional

small layer they are of large size, even like cobble stones.

Toward the more northern or Quinnipiac end of the ciit, the layers

are not only less pebbly but the lower part of the section contains

two to four irregular layers of exceedingly fine clayey sand (M, fig. 2).

The material adheres rather firmly, holds water well, and is so damp
at all times that the exposed surface has in part become green fi-om a

covering of moss. The clayey layers are separated by others of sand,

and an occasional one of pebbles.

1.

^s

b. The alluvium is in nearly horizontal layers, just as it was origi-

nally laid down. But these layers are quite irregular, often of small

lateral extent, and where composed of sand are very commonly made
up of wave-like parts, from two to many yards long, as in the annexed

figure—which represents a part of the surface six feet in height, about

half way from top to bottom in the Air-line railroad cut.

c. A marked variation from horizontality occurs at the northern or

Quinnipiac end of the cut, where the layers, as shown very distinctly

in the firmer beds of clayey sand i^fig. 2), dip downward four feet in a

length of 30 feet, or from 7^ to 3^ feet above the railroad. This dip

is toward the Qu'nnipiac river, or toward the old harbor, and may
have some relation to the original bottom of the basin.
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d. The sand of tlie sandy layers is ohliqueh/ laminated (not an

unconnnon lact in sucli deposits), as shown in tlic above tioure. This

division into tliin oblicjue layers is not n|))iai'ciit Avhcn a ont is lirst

made throiinh it with the s})ade, but appears often on a surfaee of nat-

ural fracture, and very distinctly after exposure for a while to the

winds. It shows tliat tlie sands were deposited in these delicate

oT)li(pie layers while they were being accummulated in the long or

horizontal beds which consist of these.

e. Throughout the ui)per \r.irl oi" the section, (above the line N S

fig. 1), the inclination in the oblique lamination is mostly to the north-

ward : wliile in the lower part (below N S) it is as generally to the

southward. Layers containing both slopes may be observed in each,

but tlie above are the prevalent courses. The formation is thus made
up of an upper and lower division ; and in many parts the two are

separated by a thin band of large and small pebbles. Near the junc-

tion of the Air-line and Hartford tracks, the dividing plain is but two

feet above the level of the railroad ; to the eastward it retains nearly

the same level (about 22 feet above raeantide), but it is higher above

the track, there being here a descending grade in the road. Below
this bridge, or toward Mill river, the upper division is the oidy one

in sight ; the level of the dividing plain passes beneath the surface

of tlie railroad excavation, and for this reason cannot be traced. For

the first two hundred yards on the way toward Mill river, the slope

of the oblique lamination rises quite uniformly to the southward as

in the upper division above the bridge ; through the next one hundred

yards, this is still the prevalent direction ; but farther toward the

Mill river end of the cut both slopes occur, and that of the lower

division finally becomes the most common.

f In the upper part, the sands, through the cut for the Air-line

road, have the ordinary dirt-brown color ; in the lower part they are

hroionish-red. Thus there is a marked distinction between the two

divisions in color, as well as in lamination. This color is of course

not observable in the pebbly layers. It is owing mostly to the fact

that the grains of quartz are tinged outside by red oxyd of iron, like

those of the red sandstone.

The following conclusions flow from the facts here noted.

(1.) It has already been observed that Mill river valley, especially

its west side, was the course of a powerful tidal current which set in

and out over what is the head of the present harbor, whose ebb was

increased by the flow of the river. From the diminution in the amount

of jicbljles to the eastward of the river (§ a), it appears that the tidal
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flow, as it spread in that direction around what was Snake Rock head-

land, rapidly lost its force ; and finally, when fairly in the Quinnipiac

basin, as the beds of fine clayey sand show, there were intervals of

comparative qniet or of only gentle movements. The fact of these gen-

tle movements is proved not merely by the fineness of these beds,

but also by a very delicate contorted lamination in them, which in

some places looks as if due to the smallest of edclyings in the water at

the time of deposition ; and also by successions of obliquely-laminated

layers of sand only one or two inches thick, constituting here and there

an overlying bed. Where layers of stones, or thick obliquely-lamin.

ated sand-beds, exist between these clayey beds, they indicate that a

time of rougher movements intervened.

(2.) Since the slope in the oblique lamination throughout the lower

division of the alluvium dips to the southward, or rises to the north-

Avard (§ e), the deposition of these beds took place under the action of

a tidal current flowing northward, that is, into the old Quinnipiac har-

bor ; and the reverse direction of the lamination in the upper di\ision

implies a current during its formation to the southward, c«crty /rom

the old harbor, or toward the present hay.

Such a change of current (A) would have attended the flow and

ebb of each tide. But this cause of the transition hi the beds would

make the whole deposition a twelve-hour operation ; which, even with

a melting glacier above to supply material, would have been incredi-

bly quick work. It might (B) have proceeded from a change in the

place of discharge of the Quinnipiac waters, such as would have

added the river current to the ebbing tide. But there is no evidence

in favor of this in the existence of an old channel, and much against

it, in the character of the layers along the present channel north of

Fair Haven. It might (C) have resulted from the setting in of an ex-

traordinary river flood, giving great force and volume to the out-

flowing tide, and not only along the proper channel of the stream, but

far and wide over the Ioav lands adjoining. Through such means the

action of the incoming tide Avould have been as much weakened as

that of the ebb enhanced ; and, as a consequence, the oblique lam.

ination of the sands would have been produced by the outflowing

flood The special influence of tlie Quinnipiac flood would have dimin-

ished westward, where finally it would have encountered a similar,

though smaller. Mill river flood ; and hence it is natural that the

alluvium should here lose its Quinnipiac characteristic and take that

of the other stream, as statetl in the closing part of (§ e). It might

(D), if a flood were in progress, have been due to the fact that the
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depositions had reached such a level as to impede the inflowing tide,

and thereby give the ascendancy to the river current ; this being

favored by tlie height of the land at the time.

Of the causes suggested above for the difference between

the lower and upper divisions in the sections, C and D are the only

ones tliat can be entertained; and such a flood would have been

sooner or later a natural consequence of the melting of the glacier in

progress. It would have been a flood enormous in extent and vast in

effects ; it may have been not merely an overflow of a few months,

but of a period of years.

(3.) The subdivisions of the layers into siibordinate wave-like parts

may have resulted from the plunge of the waves that accompanied

the tidal or current movements of the waters. Each of these subordi-

nate parts is not the whole that was formed by the plunge and flow

of a wave, but this minus what it lost by the succeeding plunge or

plunges—as a little study of figure 1 will make apparent. In these

wave-like parts of a bed, the oblique layers usually diverge as tliey

rise upward, as shown in figui-e 1. Tlie wave struck at the end from

which the lines diverge, and as it pushed forward with slackening force,

it dropped more and more of the the sands taken up, and so the little

layers formed by it were made gradually thicker. So much material

deposited with one fling of a wave would seem to indicate rapid work

in the deposition of the beds.

The reasons for regarding these and other like beds as depositions

directly from the glacier are the following. (1.) Stratified deposits

were thus made by the glacier and the waters beneath somewhere

about the New Haven region ; and no others exist that can be such.

(2.) These beds, consisting largely of interstratified sand and gravel,

and in part of layers of cobble stones, have characters according pre-

cisely with the supposed mode of origin. It wall be noticed that the

layers of cobble stones have not required for their formation, on this

view, streams of tremendous magnitude and violence, beyond all

physical probability, in order to transport the stones from their place

of origin, 50 or 100 miles or more to the north ; the work of transpor-

tation was done quietly by the glacier, and they were simply dropped

to their places ; much more moderate streams served to sift out the

finer material so as to leave the larger stones alone. (3.) These sand

and gravel beds could not have been formed like ordinary sand-banks

on a sea-shore or in a bay. For the waves and currents, which are

the means of piling up such banks, could not have introduced the lay-

ers of gravel or cobble stones except they had been furnished by

some other agency ; and the amount of sand that the waves move in
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a stroke is but little, and this is spread widely. (4.) Again, they

could not have been formed as sea-beach deposits. They have not

the structure of such deposits. Moreover, if the beds of the Xew
Haven plain had been produced by the gradual growth of a beach

seaward, the harbor would have also existed somewhere, in narrow

areas at least, among the encroaching beaches, and remains of the co-

temporaneous mud-flats of the harbor should occur to mark its posi-

tion. But no such clay or mud deposits have in fact any where been

found, except in the Quinnipiac valley (upon which we remark be-

yond) ; none along the courses of Mill and West rivers, where we
should naturally look for clayey interpolations among the sands, if

not thick beds. The work of filling up the bay was evidently too

rapidly done for the accumulation of mud or clay from the contribu-

tions of rivers.

3. Filling of depressions with the drift.—The depositions from

the glacier filled up the greater part of the New Haven bay nearly or

quite to the sea limit, as is shown by the even surface of the plain,

the whole having been leveled off" by the waters. The rivers, where

not too deep to be filled, had currents to sweep out the sand and keep

them clear.

The Beaver Pond depression, the great central basin of the bay,

was one of the unfilled channels ; and unfilled, in all probability, be-

cause of its depth. The drift was dropj^ed over it as over the rest of

the bay; but its depth saved it from obliteration; it still remained

the open central basin of the bay. Its original communication with

the wider outer portion of the bay was probably, as has been shown

(p. 53), through the West Creek channel, whose extent, north-and-

south course, and approximate conformity in direction and line

with the Beaver Pond basin, accord with this view. During the melt-

ing of the glacier there would have been an abundant flow of waters

from the northward through it ; and these currents, together with the

inward setting of the tidal flow, would have made the steep terrace-

slopes that form its boundary, and those also of West Creek valley,

which resemble in all respects the terrace-slopes along the rivers.

But while not filled by the depositing drift, the Beaver Pond de-

pression appears to have lost much in breadth ; for in the surface of

the adjoining plain, especially along Crescent street, there are several

large isolated basin-like depressions—deep holes, as they are often

called, altliough sometimes 100 yards or more across— which must

have been cut off by the depositions made by the glacier. The east

and west Goflfe street ponds occupy such exscinded depressions. The
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valley of West Creek appears to have been dissevered from the Bea-

ver Pond basin by the same meajis ; having no river (p. 52) to per-

form tho ortice of s\vc'ei)er, it would have been unable to resist the

encToiu'hing sands.

Hut while the Beaver Pond depression was thus closed in the direc-

tion of West Creek, a tidal connnunication appears to have Itcen kept

open between it and the deep parts of the bay, through the wide val-

ley-like depressions near Webster and Muiison streets, and thence

through East Creek. The gently sloping sides of the East Creek

valley along the course of Chajti'l ami Elm streets below Temple, as

well as near Webster and ^lunson streets, and other facts already

mentioned (p. 54) correspond with the view, as just stated, that this

channel was originally a depression in the sandy bottom made by the

sweep of the tides. Accepting these views, the channels of East and

West Creeks, which diverge at the bay, make together the circuit oi

the original New Haven square, and converge toward the south-

ern extremity of the Beaver Pond depression, were both, though at

different times, outlets of this great central basin.

The valley of Pine-Marsh Creek was another of the deeper glacier ex-

cavations, as already explained ; and one too deep to l)e filled with the

droppings of the glacier. This is proved by the remarkable breadth

of the valley, and the fact that it is bordered by a steep terrace-slope,

although no large stream but that made by the melting of the glacier

ever flowed through it. There are deep holes or basins in the plain along

its borders which may be explained in the same way as those adjoin-

ing the Beaver Pond depression ; that is, they are spots that were un-

filled by the sand and gravel of the glacier, because of their depth.

The Quinnipiac valley was far the largest and deepest of the deep

basins of the Xew Haven bay ; for while in one part a mile in width,

the terraces on its eastern and western sides are very narrow. More-

over they are mostly below the usual height ; and in some places so

poorly defined as to be api)arently altogether wanting. But to the

south, between the basin and the bay, there is a great development of

the drift or terrace formation, indicating that over this wide area the

material was dropped by the glacier in shallow watei*. Red sand-

stone, the basement rock, outcrops from beneath the sands of the for-

mation south of East Rock and in Fair Haven, opposite borders of

the plain. The fact that the tidal flow in the bay during the Cham-

plain era was not over this area but either side of it (along Mill Riv-

er and the Quiimij)iac channel), is other proof that the region was

originally shallow ; for the course of the tidal wave is along the deep-

er parts of a bay.
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In contrast with tlie basin, the Quinnipiac valley near the village of

Xorth Haven and north of it has its lower flats exceedingly narrow

and the upper plain of great extent ; and here, concordantly, the red

sandstone is but a little way beneath the surface, for it outcrops along

the river, and, as T am informed by Mr. D. H. Pierpont, is the bottom

of all Avells in the village. But the poor condition of the terraces in

the Quinnipiac basin cannot be attributed solely to its extent and

depth ; it must be owing partly to the currents that swept through

the basin in the era of the melting glacier ; for the upper plain or ter-

race, evidently for the same cause, has in general been left remarka-

bly low, often not half its normal height, about North Haven and to

the north. It is to be noted also that the drift formation or plain

south of the basin may owe something of its extent and height to the

diminished velocity which the waters would have had after passing

East Rock, as they there escaped the bounds of the Quinnipiac val-

ley, and were free to spread widely to the westward.

4. Origin of the material of the drift.—The sand, gravel and

stones of the drift-deposit of the plain came largely from the Red
sandstone formation; (1) the pulverized sandstone affording sand;

(2) the associated conglomerate yielding pebbles and stones
; (3) the

wear of fragments from the harder varieties of sandstone and con-

glomerate making other stones or pebbles. There are some pebbles

of trap, but they are very few in comparison with what the prece-

ding source supplied. The rest came from the region of crystalline

rocks to the northwest and northeast.

The great trap boulders may have been derived from any of the

trap mountains to the north. Those of the western border of the Xew
Haven region, which are often tabular in form and sometimes thick-

laminated in structure, were probably carried off from the heights be-

tween the western of the Hanging Hills of Meriden and Mt. Tom,
though possibly in part from the West Rock ridge more to the south.

The great fallen masses in some of the valleys of the Meriden moun-

tains resemble many of these boulders in form, in fine-grained text-

ure, and in laminated or jointed structure. The masses of the Judges'

Cave are probably from these more northern trap ridges which, as

already mentioned, are the highest of the valley. This view of their

origin accords with the fact that the gneiss boulders so common along

with them are probably from the adjoining region of the town of

Granby, or from Massachusetts, fartlier north, as stated by Percival

after a comparison of the rocks. The quartz and quartzite boulders

may be from the adjoining region in Massachusetts. But they are
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widely si)read over tlie New Haven region, and tliey may have come

from Vermont or New Ilampsliire, where sueh roeks occur.*

5. Rapidity of deposition.—The wasting of the ghxeier, beginning

as the warm Champhiin era opened, (p. CO) wouhl at first liave been

slow, and mainly above. But after a while, the glacier would

have been reduced to a comparatively thin sheet of ice, and then,

through the heat conveyed into it in all directions by means of waters

from above, and that received through flowing waters and air below,

the rotting of the mass would have become general, and the unload-

ing of the glacier would have gone rapidly forward. The period of

years occupied by the deposition of the sand and boulders may there-

fore have been short. It may be queried, considering how much ap-

pears to have been done by a single wave, whether one year, or even

less, would not have sufficed for the upper division, or the upper

twenty feet, in the part of the formation represented in figure 1, on

page 73.

With so quick a way of dumping the load of the great glacier it is

nothing incredible that the channel of West Creek should have been

cut off from its northern continuation, the Beaver Pond basin ; nor

is it impossible that, by like means, JNIill River should have had its

course through the same basin and channel intercepted by half a mile

of sand and gravel, and have been forced to open a new way for it-

self by Whitneyville, although deemed improbable for the reasons

stated on jiage 55. Even the floods of Niagara were thus stopped

short; the old gorge, as long since made known, was filled to the

brim for miles by the drift, and the river was turned off to work out

another passage through the rocks, f The accumulations of a"ter-

* Besides the boulders described on page 68, there are the following in more remote

localities. One, of trap, 6 miles in an air-line north of the city, \\ m. west of Ives'

Station, fifty rods west of W. Fenn's, south and east of a bend in the road, is 88 feet

in girt and 1 7 feet high, and must weigh over 600 tons. Less than half a mile south

of this spot, near, and east of, the " "West "Woods " road, a little south of R. "Warner's

house, there are four great trap boulders, nearly in a north-and-south line, the largest

50 feet in circuit. Half a mile north of the Mt. Carmel gap, a sliort distance west of

the railroad track, (and in full sight from the cars when passing), there is a boulder of trap,

somewhat house-like in shape, which is 25 feet long by 14 wide and 16 high, with a

girt of 68 feet; and along side lies a slice from its broad face, averaging 4 feet in

thickness, which when a part of the mass, would have made its diameters 25, 18 and 16

feet, and its original weight at least 450 tons. It shows traces of vertical lamination,

like a trap dike, and was probably taken off from some trap-mountain before it had fall-

en from its place.

f Dr. Newberry in his memoir on Surface Geology, already referred to (p. 49), men-

tions the Ohio river as another that was diverted by the filling up of the old channel
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minal moraine " in the ordinary sIoay way would never have stopped

the course of a Niagara. But before a sudden down-throw of sand

and gravel fi'om a freighted glacier, no stream is too large or rapid

to hold its place.

Although the accumulation of freight hy the old glacier must have

required a very long period, even that of the whole Glacial era, the

deposition of a large part of the older " alluvium," if the above view

is right, was a rapid work—much more rapid than has hitherto been

suspected. Any attempt to measure the interval of time between the

depositing of the top and bottom layers by comparing the thickness

of the formation at New Haven with the accumulations now going for-

ward along the shores would lead only to great erroi-. This conclu-

sion holds not merely with reference to all similar formations made by

direct deposition from the glacier, but also to others accumulated by

the action of moving or running waters immediately afterward, inas-

in the Champlain era, and states that its present course along the falls or rapids near

Louisville was thus determined. Other cases also are referred to.

It is possible that in Mill River we find an example of such a change of course, as I

have stated above. But the facts with regard to the Mill River gravel-course (p. 71)

are another argument against it. It will be understood that this gravel is not that of

the bed of the stream, but the material of the terrace or drift formation standing high

along the border of the river ; and that it is similar in character above and below the

WhitneyviUe dam. It seems to be good evidence that the river occupied its present

channel throughout the period of the deposition of the drift.

A change of course in the Quinnipiac through the cause alluded to is quite probable.

The river at the bridge flows in a sandstone trough, the rock rising above the river

10 feet on the western side and over 20 on the eastern. Along the road running

thence eastward to the depot (50 to 60 rods distant) which rises from 15 to 25 feet in

level, there is no sandstone, and instead a deep bed of the sand of the stratified drift.

The wells at three of the houses west of the depot go down 2 to 4 feet below high-

water mark in the river, without reaching the " red rock." Moreover the low flats of

the river north of the bridge spread eastward and sweep around to within 40 yards of

the depot ; and in consequence, a brick house recently built opposite the depot (across

the street), while it stands in front on the firm sands, rests its northern or back walls

on piles which were driven down in the meadows 20 feet without finding for all of

them a firm footing. That the river's bed was once here is the supposition of those on

the spot who know the focts. But we may suspect further, that the river from this

point flowed southward to join the present channel half a mile below, the low level of

the bottom of sandstone over this region determining it ; and that the sands and gravel

derived directly from the glacier or indirectly through the river floods, during the sub-

mergence (45 to 50 feet in amount, as shown beyond) of the Champlain era, filled up

the earlier channel, so that the stream, when the land was afterward elevated, was
forced to open a new channel, in doing which it took a course over the rocks because

compelled to it by the existing slope of the surface.

Trans. Connecticut Acad. Vol.11. 6 Jantary, 1869.
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much as the hills and valleys were everywhere left by the glacier

loaded with san<l and ji^ravel ready and convenient for transportation.

The evidences ol' rapid deposition are so many and ol)vious that

they appear to set aside any theory of the glacial cold wliich demands

a slow decline of the era.

2. Later events and results of the Chaniplain era.

1. Continuation of the Drift formation.—It has been stated that,

during the progress of the depositions by the melting glacier in the

bay, the lighter or finer portions would have been largely sifted out

by the moving waters ; and while part of the sands would have been

eddied off to one side, a much larger part would have gone with the

current and the ebbing tide down the bay to be distributed by the

tides cliiefly at their influx along its borders.

Over the whole of the wide western portion of the New Haven

plain, and especially the southwestern, the terrace formation consists

of sands. To the north, toward Westville, at the entrance to West
River valley, there are pebbly layers ; but, on passing southward,

these raj)idly lose most of their pebbly character, and increase in fine-

ness ; and between Congress Avenue and Oyster Point, the beds are

abnost solely sand. The detritus which is now borne by the rivers to

the bay is distributed largely along its western side, and there,

consequently, are the great sand flats ; and this is so because the di-

rection of the tidal current in the Sound on its influx is to the icest,

and as it enters the bay to the northwest ; and the depositions of de-

tritus take place mainly during the inflowing tide. The same would

have been the action of the currents and tides in the Champlain era

;

and hence this western part of the New Haven region would have

been, from the beginning of the depositions, an area of accumulating

sand beds.

The part of these sand beds that were made duiing the progress of

the melting, should be marked off", if they could be distinguished, as

belonging to the first section of the Champlain era, and only the sub-

sequent additions, as " later results ;" but the progress of the beds

through the two intervals was continuous, and it is probably impossi-

ble to ascertain the limit between them. The hills and valleys, after

the melting was completed, would in many places have been left thick-

ly covered with sand and gravel ready for transportation by every lit-

tle rill the rains might make, and the rivers would for a considerable

time have continued to transport an unwonted amount of sand. The

depositions along the borders of the bay for a while would, therefore,

have gone forward with a rapidity almost equalling that of the melt-
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ing period itself; and the decrease of rate would have been quite

gradual. On the west side of the bay near Halleck's place (where the

present railroad grounds abut against it), a section of the terrace for-

mation 25 feet in height (the upper twenty-five) is exposed to view,

and throughout it, the beds have precisely the structure exhibited in

fig. 1 (p. 73), and differ only in the paucity of pebbles ; they evince the

same free supply of material and rapid deposition under the action of

the waves. Moreover, the slope of the oblique lamination is toward

the south (as in the lower part of fig. 1), showing that the deposition

was accomplished mainly during the inflowing tides.

The result of all this transportation and deposition was an exten-

sion southward of the sand beds, as well as an increase in their height

;

and the terrace formation was thus completed to its outer limit. The

plain stretching south to Oyster Point and over West Haven gives us

some idea of its extension in that direction ; but not necessarily its

original extent, since the sea may have washed away much from its

borders as well as from its upper surface.

Over the region toward Oyster Point, the beds are sandy through-

out, and free from any upper layer of fine river or bay detritus, such

as is deposited about existing mud-flats and sand-banks. On Grape

Vine Point, between the mouths of Mill River and the Quinnipiac,

there is the same absence of any thing like a layer of harbor mud
over the sandy beds of the drift formation. The proof appears hence

to be quite positive that these sandy heels did not liefor a long period

beneath the water, after the material was deposited.

2. Sandformations on the borders of the Quinnipiac valley.—The

Quinnipiac valley was the site of the inner harbor of the bay, during

the Champlain era—and a harbor of great extent and depth, as already

stated. While the sand-formation was in progress down the bay,

changes should have been going forward within its area. On its bor-

ders we naturally look for sand beds distinguishable from those tliat

were made during the hurrying time of the melting by unconforma-

bility, and also by freedom from layers of coarse pebbles and cobble

stones. One locality of such sand beds of considerable extent occurs

on what was the southwestern border of the old harbor, at the north-

eastern end of the cut made through the terrace formation for the Air-

line railroad, south of the East Rock range. The character of the

terrace formation along this cut has been described on pages 73, 74. The
position and general character of these whitish sand beds are shown
in the following cut. The part A B C is the terrace formation, con-

sisting of beds of sand, some quite coarse pebbly, and below including
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tlnvf layers (M) whicli are of t-layey sand, A B is the plane of sepa-

ration between this part and the layers of whitish sand. The latter

2

differ not only in their white color, but also in the absence of all peb-

bles, and in the much greater fineness of the sands. Through the

washing of the waters against the shores, they were not only ground

up, but they also lost almost entirely the oxyd of iron that tinges the

quartz grains of the proper terrace formation. At the foot of the

slope A B there is a collection of pebbles or stones, and for a short

distance east of B, reddish sands ; the pebbles and sand evidently fell

down the bank from the layers above, when it existed as an exposed

slope before the beds of whitish sand were deposited. These sands,

moreover, were laid down in even layers, free from the oblique lami-

nation that occurs in the terrace formation.

3. Mudrformations m the Quinnipiac harbor.—Besides these shore

formations, the old harbor had its mud beds. They are the clay beds

situated along the borders of the present river flats or meadows under

3 or 4 feet or less of sand : in these later times they have become the

sites of numerous brick-yards. The clay beds vary in depth from 6

or 8 feet to over 25, the bottom in some places not having been reach-

ed at the latter level. Where penetrated they are found to rest on

sand. The clay is very thinly and evenly laminated. The beds have

been opened at several points near the outer borders of the meadows,

on both their eastern and western sides, through a length on each of

about three miles. The width of the border of clay is reported

to be from 100 yards to a third of a mile. The two ranges

converge toward North Haven, where the harbor had its head,

and where, moreover, the terrace formation becomes wider and crowds

upon the river. The clay continues north, between layers of sand,

under the lower part of the village of North Haven. I learn from

Mr. D. H. Pierpont, that in digging a well in the village of North

Haven, after passing through 7^ feet of sand, a bed of clay 4 feet

thick was met with, the bottom of which was 8^ feet above the level
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of the Quinnipiac river. This 8^ feet was made up of fine quicksand.

The cLay was a sandy clay, or what the brick-makers call " weak clay."

This well is about 80 rods east of the depot. At two others, between

the depot and the river, clay was found, and in one, there was at top

4 feet of sand ; then 5 feet of " weak clay ;" and below quick-sand, 3

feet of it above the level of high-water in the river.

The clay beds, according to Mr. I. L. Stiles, do not extend beneath

the deep muck of the great meadows ; on reaching the muck, instead

of keeping at the same level, it dqys dovcnward witri a rather large

angle beneath the muck. What lies beneath the muck, whether clay

or sand, has not been ascertained. In making tlie track for the Air-

line railroad, which runs for nearly a mile and a half obliquely (north-

eastwardly) across the flats, piles were driven to various depths, down
to forty feet; solid bottom was reached, but the nature of its material

is unknown.

Over the region north of North Haven village, the upper plain or

terrace is very wide and the lower relatively narrow, the reverse of

what is true to the south. Moreover, the country is remarkably sandy,

large fields of loose moving sands making part of the surface. These

sands are the present top of the upper plain or terrace. When this

region, in the Champlain era, lay at the head of the great Quinnipiac

harbor near high tide level, it was in a condition to be washed over by

the running waters, and it is probable that the grinding and sifting

then went on that robbed the sands of their feldspathic and other

softer grains ; and that what the sands lost the harbor received as a

contribution to the mud of the harbor, now the clay beds.

The description of these beds of clay is here inserted under the

head of the "Later events of the Champlain era." But it is not at

present possible to decide whether part, or even all, of the deposition

may not belong to the early part of the era. We need to know some-

thing more definitely with regard to the relative positions of these beds

and the others of the drift-formation before a positive conclusion can

be arrived at. The layers of sandy clay in the section at the cut for

the Air-line railroad, represented in fig. 2 (p. 83), although 20 feet

above the level of the meadows, may have some relation to the clay

beds farther north. The tact that they have a dip toward the Quin-

nipiac basin is a significant one, as intimated on page 72.

What de])Ositions were going forward at this time in the Beaver

Pond basin, the central basin of the New Haven harbor, cannot be

ascertained without an artesian boring. Such a boring would de-

velop several facts of interest; for the dej)th to the sandstone bot-
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torn would give the depth of the original excavation ; that of the

beds of sand over it, the thickness of the drift derived from the gla-

cier; that of any clay bed, or infusorial bed, or sliell deposits, and of

the peat, other important points in its history. The depth of the

basin was small compared Avith that of the Quinnipiac harbor, as is

' evident from the })resent level of its meadows.

4. Denudation.—In this era of submergence, the sea breaking

against the foot of East Rock and the other cliffs of the bay, must

have worn away the sandstone along the base, and thus carried for-

ward the degradation of the trap dikes and sandstone hills Avhich had

been begun by the glaciers. The waves acted upon the region in front

of Pine Rock both from the direction of the Beaver Pond basin, and

that of the broad West River channel. The part of the Beaver Hills

occupying tl)is position being thus attacked on both sides would have

been soon swept away and a free passage made across for the

waters. This spot is now occupied by a portion of the New Haven

plain, directly proving that waters communicated across from the

Beaver Pond basin to the West River channel, or the reverse, as just

stated; and the degraded condition of the front of Pine Rock is

further proof of the action of the sea here supposed. The sweep of

the tides across this region, would have some where made a tidal chan-

nel; and this channel, as the high terraces either side show, was that

which after a while became, and now" is, the outlet to the Beaver Pond,

along the north side of the Beaver Hills (see map). In like manner,

a depression was made in front of the larger part of Mill Rock, by

encroachments upon Sachem's ridge. The disjunction was not so com-

plete as in the case of the Beaver Hills, because the central basin of

the bay, the Beaver Pond, gave no aid through its currents and waves,

since it was remote from Sachem's ridge, while close along side of the

Beaver Hills. As already observed, the streamlets descending the

front of the Rocks after rains would have aided in the process of denu-

dation, and with much greater effect after the elevation of the land

which closed the Chaniplain era.

3. Life of the Champlain Era.

]\Iore than a score of years since, according to Mr. I. Lorenzo Stiles,

the antlers of a buck were dug up at a depth of 10 or 15 feet at the

Stiles clay-bed near North Haven village. Mr. Stiles informs us that

they were those of the common species of deer. The specimen was

deposited in the New Haven Museum, an institution winch years

since came to its end, and it has been lost sight of, so that the fact
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with regard to its species cannot be verified. It is also stated by Mr.

Stiles that impressions of leaves have been found in the clay. The

muck at a depth of 6 to 12 feet has been found to contain at places

great logs and stumps, nuts and leaves, accredited popularly (and

probably rightly) to trees of existing species. But these are subse-

quent in age ; for the muck beds of the interior of the basin could

not have been begun until the salt-water harbor had been mostly ob-

literated by an elevation of -the land.

The above is all we have yet gathered from the deposits of the

New Haven region with regard to the life of this era. It is certain

that there is much more to be learned ; for there is good evidence of

the existence of th^ Mastodon formerly in this part of Connecticut.

While digging for the Farmington Canal in Cheshire, 13 miles north

of New Haven, three or four teeth of a Mastodon were found, (x\m.

J. Sci., xiv, 187, 1828); and long before, remains of the same animal

were obtained near Sharon. Also later, a vertebra of a ^lastodon was

brought to light in digging a canal for a manufactory in Berlin, the

bone occurring in "a tufaceous lacustrine formation, containing

bleached fresh-water shells of Planorhis., LyninoMiy Cyclas^ etc., sim-

ilar to those of the waters in the vicinity." (Am. J. Sci., xxA'ii, 165,

1835). This Berlin Mastodon existed as late as the Champlain era;

for if of earlier time the lacustrine deposit would have been buried

beneath drift, either the stratified or unstratified.

6. Terrace or Recent Era.

The work of the waves, tides and rivers went forward until the

great drift formation of the bay and river valleys was completed.

An elevation of the land then commenced which afiected cotempora-

neously all New England, and, it is believed, a large part of the con-

tinent, and bordered the rivers and lakes with terraces. This eleva-

tion marks the transition to the Terrace or Recent era.

1. Amount of Elevation.

In determining the amount of elevation of the land about the New
Haven region, we have to take it for granted, not only that the plain

was leveled ofi'by the waters, but further, that a considerable part of

its surface at the time nearly coincided with that of the water. The
even character of the plain shows that this is not an improbable as-

sumption.

The following are the results of the observations upon its level thus

far made. The heights along the ri\er valleys, the Beaver Pond ba-
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sin, the valley of Pine Marsli Creek ami the borders of the bay are

from :ii)|)r()ximate measurements, by means of a hand-level, by the

author. Tlie rest are from the large map of the city, publislied in

1858, from surveys and drawings by Mr. S. W. Searl. The distances

from Oyster Point given are ditt'erences of latitude, or northings, in

statute miles, and are derived from published maps. In reckoning

the heigiits mean-tide level is taken as the base. The heights are not

given of subh parts of the terrace or plain as are obviously below the

true or normal level (owing to river or tidal currents, or other causes),

a fact generally made numifest by neighboring portions being at their

full elevation.

I. Height of the surface along a nearly north-and-south course

through the middle ])ortion of the New Haven plain, from Oyster

Point, by the College Square, to the Beaver Pond Meadows, and

thence, half a mile to the eastward along the valley of Pine-Marsh

Creek, (or as it is sometimes called Pine-Swamp brook).

Northings fl-om Oyster Point. Height of Terrace.

Oyster Point miles

In line with id., w, of West R.

N. of Oyster Point 0-50 "

Halleck's Place, S. side* 075 "

" " N. side 0-87 "

College St., front of S. College 1-85 "

York Street, corner of Broadway 'i-OO "

Beaver Pond basin, S. end 270 "

Id., E. end of Munson street Creek 2-80 "

Id., VV. end of Munson street 2-80 "

Id., outlet, VV. side 3-40 "

Id., opposite outlet, on E. side 3*40 "

Id., farthernorth, E. side 3-r)5 "

Id., farther north, at road crossing 3-80 "

P. M. Creek valley, at southwest point 3*80 "

Id. at road crossing, N. W. of W. end Mill Rock 4-20 "

Id., farther north 4-30 "

Id., S. E. of Ilamden Church 4-55 «

Id., at mouth of Creek 5-15 "

2U feet
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II. Up West River valley.

Crossing of N. Y. railroad

End of Washington street

Crossing of Milford turnpike, W. side

Nortii of Id.

Above crossing of Oak st., W. side

Crossing of Derby turnpike, W. s'lde

" " " E. side

Crossing at Westville, E. side

Crossing at Westville, W. side

Near Congregational Church, Westville

III. Up Mill River valley.

Near Neck Bridge, east side, to highest point

Suydam Grounds, Whitneyville, W. side

Above dam, below 1st bridg-e, W. side

Whitneyville Church

N. of the Church

Mouth of Pine-Marsh Creek

Above mouth of Id.

IV. Up the Quinnipiac valley.

Foot of Third St., Fair Haven, near mouth of river

Crossing of Shore-line R. R., W. side of river

North of Id.

Crossing of Air-line R. R., W. side of river

At North Haven

North, from
OystcT Pt.
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North, from
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ous in the rippled surface of the little streamlet which flows along it; the increase

of height thereby at the crossing of the road to Pine Rock {3'80 from O. P., in

Table I) is at least 3 feet; and beyond this to the north the slope of the meadows

runs parallel closely with that of the terrace plain either side, the height of the

plain, even to its northern extremity, above the meadows being quite unifonnly

31 to 32 feet

The observations show that the plain rises gradually to the north-

ward. The average increase of elevation from Oyster Point to the

mouth of Pine-Marsh Creek, a distance of five miles, is 10 feet per

mile. From Oyster Point to York street, two miles, it is 8j feet;

and to College street nearly 7^ feet ; from College street to the west

end of the Munson street crossing of the Beaver Pond meadows, one

mile, it is only 6 feet ; along the Beaver Pond basin, from its south-

ern end to the road which crosses it a little south of the line of Pine

Rock, a mile in distance, the rise is 1 3-|- feet ; along the valley of Pine-

Marsh Creek, the average per mile is about 12 feet. The slope i'or a

mile north of College street, that is, between 1-80 and 2-80 miles in

latitude from Oyster Point, is more gradual than either to the north

or south ; and the same is true for a surface of like latitude near West

river, on which the increase in elevation from Oak street (l"85) to

Westville (3 -IS), 1'30 miles in distance, is only S^ feet.

The fact that the increase of elevation northward is by a gradual

slojye, and not through a successiofi of two or more abrupt terraces, is

manifest along Dixwell Avenue (the road to Hamden Plains). The

Avenue lies to the east of the Beaver Pond Meadows, and to the west

of Pine-Marsh Creek, and extends northward in a nearly straight line,

beyond the mouth of Pine-]Marsh Creek; and hence any terrace

would be apparent along its course, or in the fields either side, if such

existed.

The observations prove the fact of an elevation of the land along

this part of Connecticut after the Charaplain era, the era in which the

drift formation was made. They also 'appear to prove that this eleva-

tion was greatest, by a nearly regular rate, to the north. But before

arriving at any conclusions as to the amount of elevation, or its rate

of increase northward, it is necessary to consider

:

First, Whether part of the slope above pointed out did not exist

in the surface before the elevation began.

Secondly, Whether part of the slope was not formed by the retreat-

ing waters during the progress of the elevation.

Tliirdly, Whether part is not a residt of a sinking of the more

southern portion of the plain since the elevation.
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(1.) Slope AxxKDATixti the elevation.—There can be no doubt

that part of the slope antedates tlie elevation. Tliis may be true of

each end of tlie shipe, that is (A) the souther/i part adjoining the bay,

and (//) tlie northern part.

A. 77ie ^Southern Part.—A slope in the southern part may have

arisen {(() from the tidal currents with or without the waves, aided by

the river floods; (b) from the waves alone; or (c) from increasing

depth in the bay outward, and decreasing supply of sand.

(a.) From tidal currents.—Oyster Point projects toward tlie

Sound between West liiver and the bay, and in this exposed condi-

tion would in all probability have been swept by the tides in such a

manner that it would have failed to be built up to the water's surface

or to mean tide level. The eastern part of this Point for the last half

mile is actually half lower than the western or that bordering West riv-

er, owing undoubtedly to the action of the cause here mentioned ; and

the western suftered also ; for, on the other side of West River the ter-

race is 24 to 24^ feet high. Grape Vine Point, a mile and a quarter

flirther north in the bay, is another example of this effect, as observed

on page 72, where the facts as to its little height over its middle, and

the western or jMill River side, and the full height of the terrace on

the Quinnipiac side, are stated. Had the Point been a little narrower,

it might have been low all the way across, so that it would have re-

mained doubtful whether this low level was due to tidal currents or not.

But the heights on the Quinnipiac side are as great as those of the

middle of the New Haven plain in the same east-and-west lines, so that

they have nearly the normal elevation. They show, therefore, that the

lower part of the Point is over 20 feet below the normal level, owing

to the action of the great central tidal flow up the bay. Again, at

the corner of State and Chai»el streets, along side of the channel of

the old East Creek, the present height is 15 feet, or about 22 feet be-

low the full height for the latitude ; and this influence of the sweep of

the tides is felt all the way nearly to an east-and-west line through

the corner of College and Chapel streets.

It is quite certain, in view of these facts, that Oyster Point was

in no part built up to the water level. How much to allow for tlie defi-

ciency, we have not facts to determine. An allowance of 10 feet

could not be too great; and this would give 31 or 32 feet as the

height which the Point would have had, if no such cause had ope-

rated.

If the surface of the plain at Oyster Point, corresponding to the

original water level, is to be reckoned at 30 feet above the present
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mean tide, then the slope normal for the whole of tlie plain to the

southern part of the Beaver Pond meadows, a distance of 2f miles,

would not have been over six feet a mile.

h. From the waves alone.—The bay flats are a direct continuation

of the flood-grounds or lower flats of the rivers entering the bay; and

yet the former are leveled off" at one-third tide, or lower, while the

river flats and those of any sheltere'd coves may be very near high-

tide level. The flats in the bay, like those outside, are washed by

the waves and hence their lower level. K the surface is at one-third

tide, as is the case with the flats ofl" West Haven Point, there is then

a difference of about 4 feet between their level and that of the flats

or meadows along Mill river and the other rivers of the region. Con-

sequently, in a rise of the land the surface of the riverflats would he

3 or 4 feet higher than that of the unprotected hay flats.

When, however, the river flats are wet meadows, made of deep

muck and oozy mud, they will dry and sink, and may thus lose all

their excess of height, unless the flats are of so soft a mud as to set-

tle equally. In the latter part of last century the tides were mainly

shut out from the upper part of West River by a dam along the line of

the bridge of the Milford Turnpike (see map) and, as a consequence,

the meadow north of the dam is \^ feet lower than that to the south.

Those who know the history of the changes there attribute the dif-

ference of level to a fall in the surface from loss of water beneath

;

and this was doubtless the true cause. But, in the case of the river

flats of the Champlain era, there is no evidence that they were topped

by muck meadows; for in all the sections exposed to view they

carry their sandy layers quite to the top. We may therefore reason-

ably assume that 3 to 4 feet of the excess in the height of the part of

the plain leveled hy the riverfloods above that of those along the bay,

are to be attributed to the cause here explained.

c. (Slope as a combined result of (a) the increasing depth of the

icaters southward over the shallow border of the hay region^ and (b) a

decrease southward in the siqyply of sand—the deposits as they extend

southward consequently rising to a less and less height beneath the

water's surface. The waters dropping their sands as they flow on

through the bay would necessarily have had less for deposition about

its outer portion. Part of the diminishing elevation of the plain in

West Haven toward the Sound (p. 89), and perhaps something of that

of Oyster Point, may have this explanation ; and the latter may have

been the principal one of the two causes here included.
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B. The Xorthern part.—Soiuewlicre across the New Haven region

there was the limit of proper tidal action, or of the salt water flood-

grounds, an irregular line bending north along the river valleys.

[The northward bend for the rivers is nnich less than what the rise of

the tides in the streams would seem to imlicate; since this rise is

largely due to the fresh waters being dammed up by the incoming

tide; and in case of river floods, the Iresh waters, and also something

of the river slopes, may force their way to the bay, and even into it,

in spite of the tides.] Whatever the position of this line, the plain

to the north of it was made and leveled off by the river floods, and

not by the tides. The slope of the surface in tliis upper part should

therefore correspond with that of the waters in the flooded streams of

the Champhiin era.

It would be a great convenience if the sea had left its mark well

defined across the plain ; for then the present height of the former

sea-limit would be easily ascertained. But all traces of a line of beach,

if such there were, appear to be obliterated. We are left, therefore,

to approximations from uncertain data.

We safely conclude that the land now at 30 feet elevation was with-

in the range of the sea, for this is the height directly on the bay, at

Halleck's ; and fui'ther, that of 35 feet, for this is the height on the

bay at the mouth of the Quinnipiac ; and, moreover, the whitish sands

overlying the tex-race formation on what was the shore of the Quiimi-

piac harbor (p. 84), have a height of 35 feet notwithstanding the de-

nudation they have undergone at top since their deposition.

Again, the part of the plain between 38 and 44 feet in elevation

above mean tide is that which has the least slope, or is the most near-

ly level : and above it, or to the north, the plain rises at the rate of 1

1

to 12 feet a mile. There appears to be reason in this fact for placing

low-tide, or mean-tide, limit near the line of 44 or 45 feet. If 44 were

the low-tide limit, then high tide would have reached to the present

50 feet level ; and the terrace formation, in the Suydam grounds be-

low the Whitneyville dam west of the river, 53 feet high above mean-

tide level, might have been the work of the sea water alone. Fifty

feet as the hUjh tide limit, Avould correspond to a difference of level

in this region between the Charaplain and Terrace eras of 50 to 51

feet, since the surface of the present river flats at Whitneyville is at

high tide level.

Along the Mill River valley, above Whitneyville, the rising grade

of 11 to 12 feet a mile for the plain continues not only to the mouth

of Pine-!Marsh Creek, but also nearly to Ives' Station ; beyond, the

rate diminishes to 10 and 9 feet, the latter occurring just below Mt.
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ally eastward to 01^ loot above high tide in the river;* yet the limit

of the stratified drift formation is well marked beneath the surface;

for the material of the part of the hill above 44 feet is much more
compaet than that below, and abounds in boulders or large stones

promiscuously distributed, (many of them over a foot in diameter, and

some very distinctly marked Avith parallel grooves from abrasion

while in the foot of the old glacier), f showing plainly that it is

loistrutijied drift.

On the icest side of the Quinnipiac, the terrace plain (also here not

very well detined) has a height of about 46 feet above mean-tide

level.

Now this height of 44 to 40 feet (or perhaps 50 normally), at North

Haven village occurs on the same east-and-west line with that of 103

feet in the Mill River valley. If an elevation of the land were the

cause of the increase of height northxoard^ the two should have been

alike. The difterence nmst be owing to the peculiarities of the two

river regions. The Quinnipiac valley is that of a much larger river,

has a much greater Avidth as well as length, and opens toward the

bay with a breadth of more than a mile. Moreover it descends to

within four feet of the level of the sea at North Haven, four miles

farther north than Whitneyville, a condition owing to the deep ex-

cavation of the basin in earlier time. The waters over such a basin

would have been nearly level throughout, with only a small rise if

the floods descending it were very great. The terraces therefore

should have been but little above those at the southern limit of the

basin between East Rock and Fair Haven, which is the fact ; and

hence the wide difference in height above the sea from what is observ-

ed in the Mill Kiver region.

The conclusion that the amount of elevation was near 50 feet is

sustained by the fact that the terraces on Mill Kiver are at least 50 feet

in height above the level of the river even as far north as Augurville,

2^ miles from Whitneyville. The height of the terrace depends on

the depth of the excavation after the elevation ; and if the slope of the

river's bed after the excavation is just what it Avas before, (provided

the slope of the land had not been changed by greater or less eleva-

* According to leveling by Mr. D. H. Pierpont. An average tide rises 3^ feet.

f The boulders Ijing on the surface in the southeast part of the Cemetery, (the part

that is highest on the slope of the hill) were thrown out, as I learn from Mr. James H.

Thorpe, in excavations for graves. On the east slope of this hill (or that away from

tlie river), the stratified drift, judging from the loose sands of the surface, may extend

a little higher than on the west side; but this point remains to be investigated.

\
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tion to the north,) then the interval between the level of the terrace

plain and that of the present flood-plain of the river (47 feet at Augur-

ville) would just equal that of the amount of elevation. But in fact

the river's bed at Augurville is 3 or 4 feet above what is required for

a restoration of the earlier slope (p. 101), and not more than one foot

of this 6 or 7 can be attributed to the rise of the land being greatest

to the north; and hence 50 feet for the amount of elevation in the lat-

itudes of Whitneyville and north to Augurville cannot be too great.

(2.) Slope made during the progress of the Elevation'.—
Since the sand-flats of a bay have their height determined by the

tides and waves, and are thus kept, for the most part, below mean
tide level, a rise of the region exceedingly slow in progress might re-

sult in a wearing away of the surface at the same rate of progress

;

and thus the height of the sand-flats would be lowered, as the rise

went on. But the material washed ofi" from the flats would be carried

to the shore to extend the beach seaward. The relation of the beach

to the sand-flats may be seen along the shores near Savin Rock. As
the rise went forward, the beach would keep extending ; and as the

beach attains a height by the accumulations, of only a few feet (three

or four at Savin Rock) above high tide (the height of wave action),

the final result would be a gradual seaward slope in the surface of the

land, and one made during the progress of the elevation. But in such

a case beach accumulations would have been laid dowTi over the land

to a depth of six feet or more ; which would evince their origin by a

dip in the layers of the lower part corresponding with the slope of the

original beach, and an irregular arrangement of layers in the upper

;

if not, also, in the presence of beach relics.

Now, over the New Haven plain, all the way to Oyster Point, the

drift formation in the numerous sections has a uniform horizontal

stratification to the very top. The sands of the upper foot or less are

discolored by the growth of vegetation, yet they are in fact a part of

the ui)per layer. An overlying beach formation is nowhere distin-

guishable. There is therefore no certain evidence that any of the sea-

ward slope of the plain was produced by the method here explained.

The facts tend to show that the elevation that placed Oyster Point

and the land farther north above the sea was not slow in progress.

(3,) Slope resulting from a later sinking of the sea-margin.—
The evidences of a later sinking of the sea-margin to be looked for

ai'e the following: (1) Old stumps, in the position of growth im-

bedded in the flats or the shallow waters oft* the coast
; (2) sub-

mei-ged remains of human structures; (3) submerged shell heaps
Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 7 Jaxuart, 1870.
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l)C'arin<T cviileiu-f t)f man's agency in tlu'ir accuniulation
; or (4) if

tlu' sinking is one now in progress, it should be ajiparent in the fact

that the waters have deepened in liistoric times over sulunerged rocks,

or in liarhors. Xo proofs of such a sinking have been observed, and

no one ann)ng those who have had the most to do Avith the coasts

has suspected that any is now in progress.

The fact that the plain extends quite to the western hills, without

any higher margin or range of beaches along these hills, is the strong-

est argument for the supposed sinking, that is, a sinking greatest to

the southward.

(4.) Slope uesulting from an incueask in the amount of ele-

vation TO THE NoKTn.—The great differences in the height of the

drift formation in the Quinnipiac and Mill River valleys have shown

that the slope in the surface of the latter is not due solely, or mainly,

to an elevation of the land that was greatest to the north. The facts

in 3Iill River valley would lequire, if this were the cause, an average

increase in the rise northward of II feet a mile between Whitney-

villc and Mount Carmel ; and those of the Quinnipiac, even taking the

normal height of the terrace of North Haven at 50 feet, of but a foot a

mile. Still it is possible that some j)art of the slope of the land is

attributable to this cause, and even probable in view of the fact that

the rise affected cotemporaneously all New England, and resulted in

raising its northern portions, especially the nortlnvestern, the most

—

the increase from New Haven, by Lake Champlain, to Montreal

averaging 1^ feet a mile. Judging from the increasing height of the

terraces to the northward along the rivers of Connecticut and Massa-

chusetts, it does not appear probable that the increase per mile in

southern New England exceeded one foot a mile. Adopting this

rate for the New Haven region, the average slope of the part of the

plain along Mill River valley, south of Mt Carmel, would be reduced

to 10 feet a mile, and that of the part of the Quinnijjiac south of North

Haven, nearly to a level surface.

(5.) Conclusions with regard to the Elevation.—The follow-

ing are the conclusions to which we are led with regard to the amount

and character of the elevation.

1. That it was rapid if not abrupt, at least for the first 25 feet. (Pro-

gress for a century or two would be geologically rapid.)

2. That it was 45 to 60 feet, pi-obably 50, in amount.

3. That the formation of the northern part of the plain, beyond 50

feet in elevation is due mainly to the floods of fresh water filling the

valleys and spreading widely over the plains during the melting of

the great glacier of central New England.
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4. That not more than 1 foot a mile of the increase in the angle of

the slope is due to a northward increase in the amount of elevation.

5. That part of the rapidity of slope in the lower portion of the

])lain below 40 feet in height, after allowing for a descent of the one

foot a mile of §4, is due to tidal, wave, and river action over the region

of the bay; and part to increasing depth over the borders of the bay

southward
;
part to a decrease southward in the amount of transported

sand.

6. That part of the slope in the lower part of the plain may possibly

be owing to a slow sinking of the land along the margin of the Sound

;

but that there is no evidence that such a sinking is now in progress.

7. That the level of the terrace along Mill River above Whitney-

ville, and along the Quinnipiac north of North Haven may owe 3 or

4 feet of its height, as compared with that more to the south, to the

fact that the surface of the latter was subjected to wave action be-

cause within the range of the bay.

But may not this rise of 50 feet he only the final condition after a

series of oscillations of level? May not the land, when in course of

elevation, have risen beyond 50 feet, even to 100 feet or more, and

afterward have subsided to the present level ? It is possible ; for such

an oscillation as this, performed in a brief period of time, would have

passed unregistered. That the land has not stood at a level of 100

feet or so for any great length of time in the Kecent or Terrace era

may be inferred from the fact that, both at the outlet of Saltonstall

Lake, and at the passage of Mill River through the Whitneyville gap,

the trap dike over which the waters flow has not been worn away
heloio high tide level. The gap intersecting the trap dike, (in fact a

trap ridge) was in each case worn down toward its present condition

in the Glacial era, as already observed. It is not at all probable that

an elevation of the land could have again exposed both these valleys

through a long period to the wear of waters flowing along them in

rapids and descending in cascades of 50 feet or more, without at least

one of them being worn to a lower level. The trap at Saltonstall

Lake is soft and easily decomposable.

The rapids on West River for a mile above the bridge at West-

ville, are evidence that the channel has not been excavated, since the

Glacial era, to a depth much below the present bottom.

It has been already stated that large stumps and logs occur in the

Quinnipiac meadows. I am informed that it is a common thing to

see them projecting from the banks at the very lowest limit of low

w^ater, or 5 or G feet below the level of the meadows ; and some liave

been taken out and sawed into good boards. The wet meadows along
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tilt' riviTS of Coniu'Cticut forinerly were mostly under forests, and it

is probaltle that this was true of those of the (Juinnijtiac. liut stumps

could not foniraenee their growth at sueh a depth, and hence the posi-

tion i)l" the stumps ami logs may seem to show tliat the level of the

CJuinni|>iac meadows when these trees were flourishing, was a few feet

at least aV)ove the present, and that conse(|uently a slow sinking lias

taken place. The evidence appears to be sustained by the fact that

the muck or peat in tlie meadows has great depth, for the lowest layer

must have been near the present level of the meadows, when the

plants of which it is made were growing. But the surface of a mea-

dow mav slowly subside, as growth goes on above, owing to tlie

weight of the increasing accumulation of material ; and large trees

are known to sink in soft swampy soil as they attain large dimensions.

The evidence tlierefore as to the fact of even the small elevation which

is here suggested, is quite doubtful.

2. Results of the Elevation.

As a consequence of the rise, the rivers had at once a steeper slope

than before to the sea ; and hence, having new force for erosion and

transportation, they set about deepening their beds, and the level

also of the lower flats—making these lower flats mainly by encroach-

ments on the terrace plain. They thus worked toward a restoration

of the old slope at a lower level, or toward a slope still more gradual

;

and in the process, they made for themselves deep cuts through the

drift foi-mation and left the upper surface of the formation as a high

upi)er plain or terrace. Until this change, the stratified drift forma-

tion was in no sense the terrace formation.

Along Mill River, between Mt. Carmel and the sea, the cut made

was 35 to 55 feet or more in depth, ^s is indicated by the present

height of the old flood grounds, that is, the terrace plain. The height

of the terrace above the river's surface is

—

A mile north of Whitneyville, (by calc.)

At Augurville, 2^ miles north of Whitneyville

\ m. S. of Ives' Station, 4 m. N. of Whitneyville

At Ives' Station, 4| m. N. of Wh. - - . .

\ m. S. of Mt. Carmel, 5^ m. N. of Wh.

The height of the surface of the river above tide level, as derived

mostly from the height of the dams,* with an allowance of 6 inches

* I am indebted for information on this point to Mr. Charles Holt. The height of

the successive falls of water, north of the 35-foot fall at Whitneyville, are (1) at Au-

gurville, 8 feet; ^ mile above, "Webbing Company's dam, 8^ feet; \ m. above, Beers's

Grist Mill, 8 feet; near Ives' Station, James Ives' dam, 10 feet; at the Mt. Carmel gap,

51 feet.
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per mile for the rise in the back-water above the dams, and as much

more for descent above Augurville not included in the falls of the

dams, is as follows at the different points here mentioned :

—

2\ m. north of Whitneyville, below the Augurville dam 36 feet.

4 m. iSr. of Whitneyville, \ m. S. of Ives's Station - 60 "

5^ m. N. of Whitneyville, below the Mt. Carmel dam 80 "

6 m. jST, of Whitneyville, above the Mt, Carmel dam 92 "

It follows from the facts that the present slope of the bed of the

river is about 15 feet a mile, while that of the terrace plain or old

flood grounds varies from 13 to 9 feet a mile. The latter was the de-

scent of the river in the Champlain era; and consequently the e -

cavatiou which has taken place since the elevation closing that era

has not wrought out as gradual a descent as the earlier, by one to Jive

feet a mile, 1 foot a mile of the slope being taken as a result of an ele-

vation of the land (p. 98, §4).

The height of the terrace corresponding to the line of the Whitney-

ville dam being 55 feet above mean-tide level (p. 95), its height above

the surface of the river as it stood before the dam was built would be

about 53 feet. Consequently, the amount of excavation that would

be required at Augurville to restore the old slope would be 3 feet (50

feet being the height of the terrace above the river's surface) at Ives'

Station, 12 feet; below the Mt. Carmel gap, 5;^ miles from Whitney-

ville, 17 feet; below the dam at the gap, 5^ miles from Whitneyville

(where the terrace as deduced from the average slope in this pai"t of

the valley has a height of al)out 34 feet above the river's surface,

though now abnormally lower), 19 feet.

At the Mt. Carmel gap there is a descent of 12 feet in half a mile,

owing to the hard trap rock lying in the way of the river; but the

terrace plain above appears to corres]iond in level with that below,

that is, it has nearly the same slope and is almost in the same con-

tinuous plain. For while the river here descends 12 feet in half a

mile, the depth of the cut made by the river through the terrace or

drift formation north of the gap is only 26 feet—this being the height

of the terrace plain above the river. The amount of excavation in

this part of the valley would therefore have to be 27 feet.

These numbers, as already observed, are only a]>proximations. For

exact results, the slope of the bed of the river and the heights and

slope of the terrace plain should be ascertained by more accurate

F. Ives's dam, 12 feet; between the last two, 8 feet; in all 89 feet. The back-water

of P. Ives's dam is less than a fonrth of a mile in len^rth, and its head about 6 miles in

an air-line north of Whitneyville.
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methods than by the use of a hand-level, ordinary measurements of

the heiijhts of dams, and estimates only of the sloj)e of baek water.

In the West liiver valley, the (h'pth of the excavation made l»y the

river is 45 to 4S feet in its lowir \r.wX just above the limit reached by
the tides, or near the Wlialley Avenue brid^^e ; but 1^ miles (in an

air-line) up the valley, near the Pond Lily Pai>er ^Mill and beyoiul,

it is onli/ 7 or 8 feet. The river therefore, to within 1;^ miles of the

tidal limit, has a lerel bid 7 or 8 feet below that trhich it had in the

Champhiin era. The plain spreads across this part of the valley and
stretches far northward. But althoug:h showing so little elevation, it is

actually over 10 feet above mean-tide level. The river has a descent of

72 or 7"^ feet from the head of back-water of the Pond Lily dam to

thi' bridge, a distance of li miles, in an airline, which is equivalent

nearly to 54 feet a mile.* There is also an unusually high angle of

slope in the terrace plain of the valley, its height a mile and a half

(rso m.) up the valley, being about 82 feet above mean-tide level;

at 1-15 m. (Pond Lily dam), 72 feet; at 0-02 miles (below Parker's

Paper Mill), 02 feet; at 03 miles (near the Congregational church),

56 feet ; or in all about 24 feet a mile. These striking peculiarities of

West river, may come partly from the valley being comparatively

narrow ; but they arise mainly from the fact that the terminating

ridge of the Edgewood line of hills crosses the course of the

stream just below the Pond Lily Pajjcr ^lill, and the passage cut

through it for the waters is shallow. The bed of the stream in this

part, as through all the region of rapids below, is made up of large

boulders, and none of the schistose rocks of the Edgewood range are

in sight ; but they must lie not far below. The terrace plain, standing

* The falls above the Whalley Avenue bridge are as follows : 1st dam, 4i feet ; 2d or

Beecher's dam, 8 feet ; between 1st and 2d dams, 1 foot ; 3d dam, or Mallory's, 9 feet

;

above Mallorv's, (Parker's and the Pond Lily dams), 50 feet; in all, 72^ feet. The

terrace near Beecher's dam is 42 feet above the level of the pond, and the pond is at

surface 131 or 14 feet above mean-tide level The average course of the river from tlie

bridge northward is about northeast, so that in 1^ m. in its direction there is only about

1 m. of northing.

I may add here, as an addendum to page 76, that just west of the Whalley avenue

bridge, the oblique lamination in some of the layers of the terrace formation indicates

the existenoe of a great river flood, or current southward, during the deposition ; like

that which existed, according to similar evidence, in the Quinnijjiac. But east of the

bridge, the oblique lamination has the reverse dip. and thus shows that, throughout

the progress of the deposition quite to its close, the sands were under the action of

waves and tidel currents from the bay and not that of the river currents. Tliis region

east of the bridge, as the map shows, is outside of the Westville valley, the river bend-

ing in this part quite far to the eastward.
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high near the Whalley Avenue bridge, extends northeastward to a short

distance beyond Parker's Paper Mill, and then is inteiTupted by this

Edgewood ridge, the level of the road rising from 62 feet, that of the

terrace plain, to about 90 feet. The ridge consists, to a considerable

depth, of drift, and many boulders lie over its surface. Descending to

the north, the terrace plain is again reached near Harper's Mill,

but instead of being 39 feet above the bed of the stream, as near

Parkers' Mill, it has the low height of about 8 feet above mentioned.

After the excavations were completed to their modern limits, the

movement of the tides ascended West River to Westville ; West
Creek to Broad street ; East Creek to Elm street ; Mill River to

Whitneyville ; and the Quinnipiac to two miles beyond Xorth

Haven. East and West Creeks were the drainage streams for the

surface between Mill and West rivers ; and considering their little

length, they were remarkable for the distance to wliicli the tides

ascended, for it was nearly half their whole length. They ai'e now
almost obliterated through the progress which man's " improvements "

have recently given to nature's grading processes.

The Beaver Pond depression even in the earlier Chamjilain era had

become partly filled up (probably because originally rather shallow) 5

and after the elevation of the land its bottom was, as now, above the

sea-level. But the present height of the Meadows does not give us the

original level ; what this height was we shall not know until we have

ascertained what part of the present 22 feet al»ove the sea is occupied

by peat or other formations of the Recent or Terrace era.

At the same time that the rivers were cutting down their valleys

the tides and waves were making encroachments on the coast deposits

about the New Haven bay, and carrying forward a new system of

tide-flats, sand-banks, and sea-beaches: and at this they are still at

work.

Moreover, over the land, lakes were made shallower, and nuiny

were reduced to swamps or wholly dried up. Some of the i)eat or

muck bogs had their origin in these swamps, while others date from

the commencement of the Champlain era, if not before. The muck
or peat of the Quinnipiac meadows must be mainly of the former,

since in the Champlain era the region was deep under salt water.

Part of what was formed along the borders of the old Quinnipiac

harbor, however, may have begun in that earliir era, and if so, this

part ought to indicate it by the remains of salt water grasses and

infusoria. This remark applies also to the Beaver Pond peat mead-

ows.
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Throu<rl> this eU'vatioii <>t' tlic 'l\'rr:ict' era over New England and (lie

continent, l>y which rivers, lakes, and seasliores were every where

l>orderi'(l hy ti'rraces, millions of scjuare miles of land were raised

from the condition of low flood-gronntls to that of elevated plains,

littid for fields, dwellings, and cities, for which ])nrpose they were

aftt rward to be nsed. The New Haven plain was thus made ready

to become to man a means of hapjiiness and improvement, and also a

source of gratitude tor so goodly a <lwelling jdace, although its larger

river is the (Juinnipiac and not the Connecticut.*

3. Life of till' Terrace or Recent Era.—Of the wild animals Avhich

once inhabited the region in this Terrace era, only a single relic has

yet been found. A stick cut by a beaver, from the Beaver Pond

Meadows, was formerly in the possession of Eli "NV. Blake, Esq., but

it is now lost.

Aboriginal man has left his hea})s qf shells at A'arious points along

the coast. There is a layer of them lieneath the turf, on the shore of

the bay between Ilalleck's j>lace and Oyster Point. Others occur at

intervals in a similar situation at the top of the terrace bordering

West River above Oyster Point, as far as the cut made for the New
York railroad ; in West ITaven, along the terrace near the mouth of

West River; also, on and near the bay south of the mouth of West

River, where the fields for a considerable distance from the shore are

underlaid by them, so that the surface is thickly sprinkled with frag-

ments of shells alter ploughing; on Grape Vine Point; at the top of

the high terrace on the west side of the Quinnipiac north and south

of Fair Haven; also on the east of the Quinni])iac at various points,

one of them at the corner of Church and Prospect streets in Fair

Haven, just east of the Episcopal church, where a bed of this kind

was laid open in digging a cellar for the house recently built on the

spot.

The shells are either those of oysters, or the round-clam, and not of

the long clam. Below Halleck's, and on Grape Vine Point, they are

mostly of the round-clam ; and at one place in the former region, many

of the shells appear to have been burnt, and occur with fragments of

charcoal. On the east side of West River, near the New York rail-

road, and on the west side along the terrace at its mouth, and also

just south of the West Haven ship yard, oyster shells are most abun-

* See page 47. Saybrook has the mouth of the Connecticut river to which New
Haven had a Triassic title ; and New Haven lias Yale College which Sa3'brook lost, after

16 years of possession from its foundation. If New Haven bay were now the mouth of

the Connecticut, the site of the New Haven plain would be part of the bottom of the bay.
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darit ; but farther south along the coast of West Haven clam shells

prevail. At Fair Haven, the shells are mainly oyster shells.

I have looked among these heaps thus far in vain for flint arrow

heads and other Indian relics.

Along the West Haven shore on the hay broken shells of the scal-

lop {Pecten irradians) and of the large '•winkle" {Fvhjur carica), are

occasionally met with. Two bones were found among the shells that

had fallen from the edge of the terrace, which T have put into the hands

of Professor Marsh, our pala'ontologist, for examination. One he re-

ports is from the leg of a deer, and the other is probably from that of

a wild goose. Xo distinct traces of charcoal or of burnt shells have

been observed, except along the coast south of Halleck's place. The

Indian evidently ate his clams as well as oysters in general without

cooking. This is evident also from the broken condition of the clam

shells. They look as if they had been treated like walnuts.

The shell beds often lie directly upon the brown or yellow sand or

gravel of the drift formation, evincing that the Indian inhabited the

plains before the alluvium had been covered with, or converted at

top into, soil. But no instance is yet known of their occurrence

beneath any of the beds of the stratified drift, or under the drift of the

hills. They carry back the appearance of man in the region to the

commencement of the Terrace or Recent era ; and not beyond this.

7. "Wells in' the Xew Havex plaix.—Hard-pax bexeath the bat.

There are two series of facts bearing upon the geological struc-

ture of the New Haven region which should be here alluded to,

although the subjects require fi^rther investigation. One relates to

the depth and source of the subterranean waters; and the other to

the existence and nature of a compact layer, or hard-pan, beneath

the muddy bottom of the bay and the beds of the adjoining parts

of the rivers.

1. Wells.—The following facts with regard to the subtcrra)ieri7i

loaters of the plain^ as illustrated by its wells, I have from ^Ir. D.

W, Buckingham, and Mr. Philo Chatfield, whose personal observa-

tions in this direction have been extensive.

(1.) The water is spread widely beneath the plain, and is not

collected in local channels ; this accords with the sandy nature and

horizontality of the deposits that afford it.

(2.) The height of the water varies with the degree of humidity

of the seasons, the extreme difference amounting to about two feet

;

it is ordinarily about three years in reaching its lowest levil, and

as many in regaining its highest.
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(3.) In di<j<;inLr wells, water is not usually fniiiiil until a firm grav-

elly layer is reached.

(4.) Over the central portion ol" the New llav(.n |»laiu, aljout High

street, back of the College grounds, and to the north, water is obtain-

ed wherever the height is near 40 feet, at a depth of about 26 ieet

—

in other words, the upper limit of water, or the water-])lain, is here

about 1 4 feet above mean-tide level ; and the height of any spot over

this region being ascertained, the number of feet of excavation re-

quireil to reach water is at once almost exactly known. To the south-

eastward the water-|)lain di]»s toward tlii' bay ; its height at the cor-

ner of Church and Chapel streets, one-fourth of a mile from High

street, (where the height of the surface is 20 feet) is 6 feet, or 14 be-

loAv the surface ; and one-sixth of a mile farther southeastward, in

State street near Cha])el (where the height of the surface is 14 feet),

it is about 3 feet, or 11 below the surface. Through Chapel street,

between Church and State, and over the region either side, the depth

to Avater is 12 to 14 feet, and in State street 11 to 12 feet. On the

southwestern border of the High street region, along Oak street, the

course of the old West Creek channel, water rises nearly to the sur-

face, or to a level of 12 or 13 feet above the sea, the land here being

low. Again in Grove street, on the other margin of the High street

area, near the Cemetery, in the old East Creek channel, the water-

plain is 20 feet above the sea ; Sachem's ridge is near by.

In contrast with the above, we find that to the northwest of what

we have called the High street region, beyond Dwight street, the

water-plain dips toward West river, and falls even below the mean level

of the water in the river, or that of the bay. Thus out "West Chapel

street, not far from its junction with the Derby Avenue, (where the

plain has a height of 37 to 40 feet), wells are sunk to a depth of 50

feet before water is reached ; the latter depth is 10 feet below the

level of the sea and of the river. I learn from Mr. P. Chatfield that

the excavation for the well at the house now occupied by Mr. G. H.

Scranton, near the residence of Mr. E. Malley, was carried to a depth

of 45 feet. Again, out Wlialley Avenue, at Hamilton Park not far

from West River, the depth to water is 45 feet. But on Hudson

street, west of the jail, on Whalley Avenue, the wells are only 25 feet

to water. Hudson street is therefore within the limits of the central

hif/h-water region of the city, while Norton street is beyond it.

In addition to these facts respecting subterranean waters derived

from wells, there is another having an important bearing upon the

subject connected Avith the great Beaver Pond depression. This ba-
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sin, lyin<? to the north of the High street region and hut three-fourths

of a mile from the Collecre Square, is supplied through springs with

an abundant and perpetual flow of water, making a stream of consid-

erable size, which has its mill privileges like the rivers from the hills

(p. 53.) The level is constant at about 22 feet above the bay. For-

merly, before the deepening of its outlet, it stood at 24 feet, and 50

years since its ponds often aflforded good skating in winter. To what

heiijht the springs would carry the water, if the outlet were dammed

up to a higher level, is not known.

In this position of the Beaver Pond Meadows with reference to the

plain, and in that of the adjoining Beaver Hills, we appear to have a

partial explanation of the facts observed. The Beaver Ponds lie at

the eastern foot of the Beaver Hills, and just southeast of the Pine

Rock ridge. Xow the dip of the sandstone in the Xew Haven region

is almost uniformly either to the eastward or southeastward ; it is

southeastward, as observation shows, in the western part of Pine

Bock; and probably south of east in the layers (now nowhere expo-

sed to view) that underlie the Beaver Hills. There can hardly be a

doubt that the Beaver Ponds owe their waters chiefly to the dip or

inclination of the strata in these hills, this being just such as would

throw the main part of the water that falls upon them in that direc-

tion. Further, the Beaver Hills extend southward and cross Whalley

Avenue in the vicinity of North and Norton streets, and probably

extend under ground much farther south. They consequently make

a western boundary to the northern part of what we have called the

High street area. Hudson street and the jail are east of the line of

the Hills, and therefore, within the high-water area ; while Hamilton

Park is to the icest and far outside of it. It would seem natural there-

fore that this area, having the water works ofthe Beaver Hills and Ponds

on the north to aid the rains that fall over the surface in the wet sea-

son, should be supplied with water freely, and at a considerable height

above the level of the sea; and at the same time that the region to-

ward West River, to the west of the Hills, or of its line, fiiiling of

benefit from the dip of the rocks, or from the Beaver Ponds, (or deri-

ving less benefit, if any) should require deeper excavation to reach

water.

Biit the condition here explained can hardly be the sole cause of

the difftTence between these regions ; for the existence of so free a

supi>ly of water over the former would seem to require a partially

hnrdoiied gravelly, or else a clayey, layer, ("hard-jian,*') beneath to

prevent waste; and the position of this layer would naturally affect
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the level of the water. But on this point we have no facts, since the

wells over the plain have never been sunk so deep as to reach such a

layer, n<»r i-ven below a depth ()^ forty I'eet. If the IJeaver Pond de-

pression was once, as suj)j)osed, a central Icisin of the harboi-, it is

likely that there is such a layer beneath.

Some facts respecting Artesian Wells are mentioned beyond.

2. Hakd-pan of the harbok.—The following observations on the

h((r<l-pan beneath the harbor consist mostly of information obtained

through the driving of piles, and the sinking of Artesian Wells. For

the facts derived from pile-driving I am indebted mainly to Mr. C. R.

Waterhouse, whose occu)»ation has given him numberless opportuni-

ties for observation.

a. xVt the head of the bay, near the foot of Greene street, in preparing

the foundations for the Gas Works, a hard-pan layer was found at a

depth of 31 feet below the level of the sea; the overlying material

being harbor mud. The layer was 3 feet thick. On driving through

it, by way of experiment, the piles went down through 40 feet of mud
or loose sand, without finding another hard layer.

h. In the construction of the Chapel street bridge across the mouth of

Mill Kiver to Grape Vine Point, a little south of the Gas Works, the

piles, starting from mean-tide level, penetrated 33 feet of mud and

struck the hard-pan. The layer was so hard that the piles made but

an inch or two at a stroke, and with 54 strokes did not go through it.

c. At the Steamboat dock, 120 rods farther south, the piles passed

through 25 or 26 feet of mud before reaching the hard-pan.

At the end of Long Wharf, two-thirds of a mile outside of the old

coast line, and near the deep-water channel of the bay, the hard-pan

was reached at a depth of 4.5 feet below mean-tide level ; 13 of the 45

feet being water, and 32 mud.

d. In the construction of the ncAV Long Wharf for the Canal railroad,

situated only twenty rods east of the old Long Wharf, and extend-

ing to the same deep-water channel of the bay, the piles, at the ex-

tremity, and for the greater part of its length, as I leara from Mr.

Yeamans, the Vice-President, were driven down 43 to 45 feet below

mean-tide level, the longest being those between its middle and the land.

In driving other piles over the old Canal basin (which adjoins the wharf

on the north) it was found that a region of very deep mud extended east-

ward not far outside of the present line of yards and buildings, which

was evidently the former submarine bed of the old East Creek chan-

nel (whose waters it will be remembered, had their discharge into this

Canal basin at its head, just east of the old Long Wharf, and close
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by the commencement of the new wharf ). In the eastern comer of

this basin, after crossing this mud-channel, a hard impenetrable bot-

tom was found at 18 to 20 fathoms.

e. In driving piles for the bridge of the New York Railroad, across

West River, toward its mouth, the hard-pan was found at a depth of

35 to 40 feet ; and for the Dej-by Railroad crossing, a little farther

north, at 25 to 30 feet ; in one case 40 feet. In these, and other cases,

the layer was not so thick but that the piles could be driven through

it, and when thus passed, they descended many yards before finding

good bottom again.

f. The ]Diles for the Air-line railroad, over the Quinnipiac meadows,

found a hard bottom at a maximum depth of 40 feet.

g. Last year piles were driven in the West Creek region, near the

southeast corner of Congress Avenue and Oak street, which descended

20 feet before striking a hard bottom.

h. An artesian well sunk by the Messrs. Trowbridge on Long Wharf,

about 350 yards outside of the old coast line, found a supply of fresh

water, but slightly brackish, in a layer of gravelly hard-pan at a depth

of 20 feet, or 14 feet below mean-tide level.

^. Another artesian well, on the same wharf, but 400 yards farther

from the old coast line, made by Mr. Aaron Kilburn, imder the direc-

tion of Capt. S. J. Clark, found water af a depth of 56 feet. The

boring (6 inches in diameter) passed through 28 feet of mud; and

then about the same thickness of earth resembling the ordinary sand

l>eds of the plain, without any large stones ; and the water at first

rose to a height of 6 feet above the top of the wharf. Allowing for

the height of the wharf, and the penetration of the hard-pan to a

depth of 3 feet, the layer here lies 45 to 48 feet below mean-tide level.

The depth consequently was very nearly the same with that ascer-

tained by pile-driving at the end of the wharf.

j. At the Staples Block Factory, on Long Wharf, just north of the

Messrs. Trowbridge, an artesian well was sunk by Mr. Kilburn to a

depth of 45 feet below the surface of the wharf, or 39 feet below

mean-tide level, and perfectly good fresh water obtained. The boring

passed through 32 feet to the bottom of the mud, then through sand

and gravel like that of the New Haven plain, in the course of which

there were 2 feet of hard blue clay, a very hard hard-pan, as Mr. Kil-

burn describes it.

k. In another artesian boring, made by Mr. Kilburn, at the depot of

the New York and New Haven railroad, east of the commencement of

Long Wharf, good water, entirely free from brackishness, was obtained
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at a (U'ptli of G8 feet, or aljout GO feet below mean-tide level. The

boring passed through ^ij fett of harbor mud, and, below this, through

sea-shore or worn sand, which was coarser below. The great depth to

Avatcr at a point so far inside of the Trowbridge and Staples wells, and

also the thickness of the dej)0.sit of mud, are accounted for by the

fact that the place was just within the mouth of the £ast Creek

estuary.

[It may be a<hled ht're, although not exactly relevant, that an arte-

sian boring by Mr. Kilburn in Howard street, op))osite McLagon &
Stevens's factory, descended through UO feet of quicksand, and struck

the solid sandstone rock at a depth of 68 feet. The sandstone was

that of the underground slopes of Sachem's ridge.]

/. In Greene street, at the India Rubber Works, about 50 rods above

the Gas "Works, an artesian well was sunk, under the direction of Mr.

II. Ilotchkiss, to a depth of 250 feet. But the existence of a hard

layer Avas not noted, and is uncertain. The material passed through

was mainly like that of the plain for 140 feet; then followed a bed of

"s2)lendid" clay, 14 feet thick; and below this the same essentially

as above. At the bottom the tubing was badly bent by striking

against something supposed to be rock, and the boring was conse-

quently suspended. It is not known whether the rock was solid sand-

stone or a loose mass.

1. The focts show that a hard layer, called hard-pan, may be reach-

ed beneath the harbor, and the estuary part of the Quinnipiac and

West Rivers, at depths mostly between 30 and 45 feet; that its

depth along the north side of the deep-water channel of the bay is 40

to 45 feet; that this continues to be its depth through nearly two-

thirds of the line of the Canal railroad wharf (which is much farther

shoreward than along that of Long Wharf, owing to the fact that

Lono- Wharf was built out as the extension of a sandy point between

East and West Creeks, while the new wharf is situated off the mouth

of East Creek) ; that toward the shore the depth of the hard-pan gen-

erally decreases.

2. That the hard-pan is one of the layers of the stratified drift,

that is, of that portion of the drift which was deposited over the bot-

tom of the bay and rivers.

.3. That the layer varies in thickness ; that it may generally be pen-

etrated by a continued driving of a pile ; and when passed, the pile

goes easily through a great depth of material before another hard

layer is found ; and that this soft material beneath the first hard-pan
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layer, although sometimes described as mud, is j^robably wet uncom-

pacted sand or gravel.

4. That the hard-pan may be in most cases the same particular

layer of the drift formation ; but that we do not know facts enough

to authorize the assertion that this is true; or enough to establish

satisfactorily its probability. .

5. That the hard-pan in some cases is probably a gravelly layer

firmly compacted. The region north of the head of the harbor, in

the direction of the Canal railroad and the Mill River valley, is un-

derlaid, as has been shown (p. 71) by a very coarse gravel, as the re-

sult of the central tidal flow of the bay in connection with the ciir-

rents of the streams; and it is probable that this gravel-course ex-

tends out beneath the harbor; and this may be the hard-pan layer

that is reached by the piles. It would naturally have an inclination

seaward, following the slope of the bottom of tlie bay. Along the

valley of West River and that of the Quinnipiac, there were doubt-

less similar gravelly layers formed below, through like means, which

may be the hard-pan encountered in the beds of these streams. Yet
this is only a suggestion, to be tested by future examination. Xone
of the hard-pan has ever been brought up to the surface, and nothino-

positive is known as to its nature or the cause of its hardness. It may
owe its hard-pan quality to a partial cementing of tlie material by
means of oxyd of iron, an ingredient always present in the sand and
gravel and the source of the prevailing color, and often causing the

waters that flow through them to become strongly chalybeate ; be-

sides being a common cement among rock strata. But the coarse irrav-

el beneath State street and the Mill River region is in almost all parts

very hard digging, owing to its firmness, and for thick beds perhaps

nothing more in the way of firmness Avould be required than what
here exists.

6. That the hard-pan layer is usually sufliciently water-tight, or

close in texture, to carry fresh-water along it from the land, following

its seaward slope, and thence to become a source of fresh-water for

artesian wells in the harbor. The flow of fresh water in a layer be-

neath the bay is evidence that this layer probably continues inland,

and is a seaward part of a sloping water-bearing layer beneath the

plain. The fact that the wells of the central and lower part of the

New Haven plain generally descend into a gravelly layer is favorable

to the view that the hard-pan is gravelly. Yet a layer of clayey sand

is equally retentive of water, and will as well hold up the fresh-waters

flowing seaward from the land ; and when the wells of the plain as
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well as those of the liarl»<»r are farther investitjateil, it may be found

that there is an iiupervii»us layer of this character beneath the water-

bearing one.

Wi' may adtl here one conclusion respecting East Creek. The facts

teach that this estuary has a deep under-bay channel; and such a

channel as could have been excavated only by fresh waters when the

land was at a higher level tlian now. This era of higher level was

probably that of the old glacier. The 36 feet that were occupied

with mud in the artesian boring at the railroad depot (p. 109, §A-) are

only a part of the whole depth of the excavation ; for the sands and

gravel of the drift must lie beneath. The depth to which the mud ex-

tends here and over the harbor is probably an indication of the depth

of water in the channel and bay, in the later Champlain or earlier

part of the Terrace or Recent era ; and when the mud deposit has

been sounded throughout we shall have some idea of the topography

characterizing the bottom of the New Haven bay at that time.



III.

—

Notes ox American Crustacea. By Sidney I. Smith.

No. I. Ocypodoidea.

Read, December 15th, 1869.

This article, Avhieh is intended as one of a series, is chiefly made up

of notes and descriptions resulting from the study of the higher Amer-

ican Crustacea in the Museum of Yale College and the collection of

the Peabody Academy of Science. Mention is made only of those

species of which I have examined specimens and in regard to which

there are some new or unpublished facts to offer, except where men-

tion of such species seemed needful for the proper understanding of

new or imperfectly described forms. In the genus Gelasirnus, I have

departed somewhat from this course and have given the principal

facts known to me, whether published or not, in regard to all the

American species. I have not attempted to arrange the groups ac-

cording to any zoological system, but have merely taken up the fami-

lies as convenience suggested.

All specimens referred to, unless otherwise stated, are in the collec-

tions of the Museum of Yale College.

Family, Ocypodidje.

Gelasimus Latreille.

The species of this genus, like most terrestrial crabs, seem to have

been neglected by collectors. This fact, together with the difficulty

of distinguishing the species from females or young specimens, and

the impossibility of determining, from the descriptions and figures

alone, what species many of the older authors had in view, has led to

much confusion in the synonymy. Even some of the modern authors

have published very imperfect descriptions of numerous closely allied

species, neglecting to mention the form and ornamentation of the car-

apax or ambulatory legs, which give some of the best characters for

distinguishing the species.

The genus, as at present constituted, is chiefly characterized by the

enormously unequal development of the chelipeds in the male. This

unsymmetrical development is not however confined to the chelipeds,

but extends to almost every part of the animal. The oarapax, in every

species which I have examined, is more or less one-sided, the antero-

TRAxa Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 8 March, 1870.
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lateral angle beinj; more develoj)e(l on the side of the larger cheliped.

The ocular ju-dnncle also is usually longer on this side, and in some

species is terminated by a slender stylet. This ocular stylet is quite

remarkable, and appears to be a constant and im))ortant character of

several species. Desmarest mentions it in a species Avhich he de-

scribes under the much misapplied name of i-ocans, but his descrip-

tion would imply that it was found upon both sides. Edwards, in his

descrijttion of fr. sti/liferus, mentions it, and it is represented in his

tigures, but his words also imply that it was not contined to one side.

In Edwards' llistoirc naturelle des Crustaces, tome ii, p. 50, however,

there is the following foot note:—" Au moment de mettre cctte feuille

sous presse
;
je rejois de 31. T. Bell la communication d'un fait que je

ne puis passer sous silence. Quelques Gelasimes pr^sentent, a iin cer-

tain age, sinon toiijours, nn stylet a Textremite du pudoncule oculaire

du coto de la grosse j)ince, tandis que I'a'il du cote oppose conserve

toujours la forme ordinaire." This observation of Bell agrees with

mv own on quite a number of specimens of two si)ecies described be-

yond, and it is quite probable that this is always the case.

The. described species of Gelash/ms, as limited by Edwards and

other authors, form two very natural and distinct groups, which

should j^erhaps be recognized as genera, but upon wliich, for the pur-

poses of the present paper, it is not necessary to impose new names.

In the first group the front is contracted between the ocular pedun-

cles so that their bases approach very closely, and the peduncles them-

selves are very long and slender. This includes Edwards' section A,

in which the front is sjjatulate, and probably also, all of his section B,

in which the front is very narrow between the eyes but not spatulate.

In some of the species the meral segments of the ambulatory legs are

armed with sharp spines, and with these species I have united the ge-

nus Acanthoplax.

In the second group, which corresponds vnXh the section C of Ed-

wards, the front is broad and evenly arcuate, and the bases of the

ocular peduncles are thus separated by quite a broad space. The

peduncles themselves are much shorter than in the species of tlie other

section. The species are mostly small and exhibit a remarkable uni-

formity in general appearance, so that it is difficult to distinguish

them without careful study.

A single species, described beyond, differs from both these groups,

in having the male abdomen only five-jointed and not narrowed at

the second segment. The carapax is transverse and very little con-

tracted behind. This species is evidently the tyjse of a third very

distinct group.
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The number of American species now known is quite large. Ed-

wards, in his review of the Ocypodoidea in the Annales des Sciences

naturelle for 1852, enumerates, including hia Acatithoplax insignia,

eight species as appertaining to America. In 1855 ^lajor LeConte

described another sj^ecies {G. minax), and in 1859-60 Dr. Stimpson

added three others. In the following pages nine more are described,

making in all twenty-one species known in the American faunae. Of

the species which I have personally examined none are common to the

east and the west coast. Edwards, however, mentions one species

(
G. stenodactylus) as occurring in Chili and Brazil, but even in this

instance there may have been some mistake. The following list will

illustrate the distribution of the species on the two coasts. The local-

ities from which I have examined specimens are followed by an !.

ATLANTIC COAST. PACIFIC COAST.

Section A.

G. platydactylus Edwards.
Guiana.

G. maracoani Latreille.

Guiana, Brazil.

G. heterophthcdmxis, nov.
Central America

!

G. stylifenis Edwards.
Ecuador.

G. heterojoleums, nov.
Central America

!

G. prijiceps, nov.
Central America

!

G. armattis, nov.
Central America

!

G. ornatus, nov.
Central America

!

G. insignis (Edwards, sp.

Chili.

Section B.

G. palustris Edwards.
Antilles.

G. minax LeConte.
Long Island Sound to Florida

!

G. pugnax, nov.
Long Island Sound to the W. Indies

!

G. rapax^ nov.
Aspinwall

!

G. mordax, nov.
Brazil I

G. pngilator Latreille.
Slassachusetts to Florida

!

G. suh-cylindricus Stimpson.
Matamoraa on the Rio Grande 1

G. hrevifrons Stimpson.
Cape St. Lucas

!

G. macrodactylus Edw. et Lucas.
Chih.

G. stenodactylus Edw. et Lucas.
Cliili.

G. Panamensxs Stimpson.
Panama

!

Section C.

I G. gibbostts, nov.

I Central America

'
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A.

—

Species in which ali the sejinents of the abdomen are separated by distinct articula-

tions, and in which the front is very much contracted between the bases of the ocular

peduncles and someichat spatuUite in form.

Gelasimus heterophthalmus, pp. nov.

Plate II, figure 6, 0'. Plate III, figure 1-1 ''.

Male. The earapax is somewhat quail ri hit cral in outline, hut the

antero-lateral angle on the side of the larger eheliped is much produced

laterally, so that the orbit is much longer on that side than on the

other and the lateral border strongly divergent. Ti)e dorsal surface

is smooth and shining, and convex longitudinally but not at all late-

rally. The branchial regions are very slightly swollen, scarcely high-

er than the gastric and cardiac regions, and are separated from them

by slightly marked sulci. The front is spatulate, contracted between

the bases of the ocular peduncles and much expanded below. The

superior border of the orbit is much excavated at the base of the ocu-

lar peduncle, and strongly arcuate in the middle, and has a very slight-

ly upturned and entire margin. The antero-lateral angle on the side

of the smaller cheliped, is angular but does not project either anteri-

orly or laterally, while on the side of the larger cheliped it is broad,

obtuse and projects very much laterally, as described above. The

latei'al margin is obtuse and its posterior part only is indicated by a

faint granulous line. The upper part of the inferior branchial region

is oblique, flat and very smooth, and is separated from the lower por-

tion by a slightly raised line running straight from the antero-lateral

angle to the base of the third pair of ambulatory legs. The inferior

border of the orbit is denticulate with minute, flattened and truncate

teeth. The jugal regions are smooth and shining.

The ocular peduncles are rather slender, slightly enlarged at the

cornea, and the one on the side of the larger chelii)ed is consider-

ably the longer and is terminated beyond the cornea by a very slen-

der filiform stylet, much longer than the peduncle itself, and slightly

flattened and expanded at the tip. There is no trace of a terminal

stylet on the peduncle of the other side.

In the larger cheliped, the anterior surface of the merus is smooth,

narrf»wly triangular in outliiie and considerably convex, the inferior

margin is sharp and denticulate, and the superior margin is anned

with a slight crest which is very low and entire for most of its length

but quite high, and in some specimens slightly dentate, at its distal

extremity. The carpus is short and its upper surface is slightly ver-

rucose. The basal portion of the propodus is rounded and coarsely
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and densely verrucose externally, the superior and inferior margins

are thin and dentate, and the inner surface is nearly smooth, excepting

three, high, tuberculose crests, of which one runs obliquely upward

from the inferior margin, one from the base of the dactylus along the

margin of the depression into which the carpus folds, meeting the

first in nearly a right angle, and another along the margin next the

base of the dactylus, leaving a rectangular, depressed area between it

and the lower crest. Both the fingers are smooth on the inside, quite

long, compressed and high, and the prehensile edges are evenly tuber-

culated and each armed with a single, stout, median tooth. The oute r

surface of the propodal finger is somewhat roughened with irregular,

shallow punctures, the inferior edge is granulated and has a submar-

ginal, granulous line on the outer side, and the prehensile edge is armed

with a stout tooth considerably within the tooth on the dactylus

;

the edge beyond this tooth is straight and closes evenly against the

dactylus, but between the tooth and the base it is deeply excavated,

leaving a short and broad ojjening between the bases of the fingers.

The dactylus is smooth on the outside, except a small space at the

base, its superior edge is entire and smooth, and the prehensile edge

is nearly straight, tuberculated and armed with a stout tooth a little

beyond the middle.

In the smaller cheliped the merus is slender and somewhat trique-

tral, and the superior and exterior angles are sharp. The carpus is

short, ovoid in form, and smooth and rounded externally. The hand

is slender, and the fingers long, flattened at the tips, and the angles

clothed with hairs.

The ambulatory legs are smooth and unarmed.

The abdomen is contracted at the articulation of the first with the

second segment, and the edges are straight from the second segment

to the terminal, which is broad and obtusely rounded at the extremity.

Four sj)ecimens gave the following measurements :

—

Length of carapax,

Breadth of "

Ratio of length to breadth, . - - . ]

Length of larger hand,

Length of ocular peduncle on side of smaller cheliped, 140

Length of ocular peduncle on side of larger cheliped,

excluding stylet, 16

Length of terminal stylet of ocular peduncle,

In nimibers 3 and 4 the ocular stylets are broken ami partly wanting.

Quite a number of specimens are in the collection of the IVabody

1.
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Academy of Scienci", all obtaiiu'd at the Gulf of Fonsoca, west coast

of Central America, l>y J. A, MeNiel.

This species is apparently closely allied to the U. stylifenis, but

the ocular stylets in tliat species are very short, and the hand, as

figured l)y Edwards, is shorter and higher in proportion than in our

species. The description of G. sti/liferus is, however, too short to

permit of a detailed comparison of the species.

G-elasimus styliferus i-Mwards.

Gdasimus platydnctylus Edwards, Rcpne aniinal de Cuvier, 3™* edit., Cnist., pi. 18,

fig. 1 », non Uistoire naturelle des Crust, tome ii, p. 51, 1837, {teste Edwards).

Gdasimua styiferus Edwards, Annales des Sciences naturelle, 3^^ serie, Zoologie,

tome xviii, 1852, p. 145, pi. 3, fig. 3.

The following is the description given by Edwards :
— '• Espi^ce tr6s

voisine du G. plati/dacti/lits, niais ayant le crete marginale du bras

moins developpee et les podophthalmites termines par un petit stylet

comme chcz les Ocypodes.—Guayaquil."

Gelasimus heteropleurus, sp- nov.

Plate II, figure 7. Plate III, figure 2-2^

Male. The carapax is quadrilateral in outline, but the antero-lateral

angle on one side is produced as in G. heterophthalmus. The dorsal

surface is slightly granulous, quite flat anteriorly and only slightly

convex posteriorly. The branchial regions are not at all swollen but

are separated from the gastric and cardiac regions by deep sulci. The

front is spatulate and expanded below the bases of the ocular pedun-

cles. The superior border of the orbit is arcuate in the middle and

has an upturned and slightly crenulated margin. The antero-lateral

angle, on the side of the smaller cheliped, is acute and pi-ojccts slightly

forward, while on the side of the larger cheliped, it projects laterally

as a very prominent obtuse tooth. The lateral margins are angular

and armed with a very marked line of sharj) granules. The upper

part of the inferior branchial region is smooth and nearly perpen-

dicular. The inferior border of the orbit is thin and denticulate with

minute, flattened and truncate teeth. The jugal regions are granulous.

The ocular peduncles are slender, much enlarged at the cornea and

the one on the side of the larger cheliped is much longer than the

other and is terminated by a slender flattened stylet about as long as

the eornea.

In the larger cheliped, the anterior surface of the merus is narrow,

somewhat convex, and srnocjth, its margins are minutely denticulate,

and the superior one is armed with a narrow crest-like process at the
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distal extremity. The superior surface of the carpus is flattened and

gnnmlous. The outer surface of the basal portion of the propodus

is thickly verrucosa, the verruca; near the upper margin being coarse

and tuberculiform, the inner surface is armed only with the oblique

tubercular crest running from the inferior margin. Both fingers are

smooth on the inside, compressed and short, being but little longer

than the basal portion of the propodus ; their prehensile edges are

evenly tubercular, each armed with a tooth a little way from the tip,

and nearly straight, but widely separated at base, leaving a broad,

open sjmce wuthin the teeth, but beyond the teeth, the edges meet

and the tip* hook by each other. The outer sui-face of the propodal

finger is granulous or minutely verrucose and the inferior edge is

minutely tuberculated and has a submarginal crest on the outer side.

The outer surface of the dectylus is granulous like the other finger

and tiie superior edge is somewhat tuberculated or denticulate.

The smaller cheliped and the ambulatory legs are very much as in

G. heteroj^hthahnus.

The abdomen is quite similar to that of G. heterophthalnxus^ but is

more naiTowed toward the tip and the edges are slightly concave.

Length of carapax, .....
Breadth of " .....
Ratio of length to breadth, . . . . i

Length of larger hand, .....
Length of ocular peduucle on side of smaller cheliped,

Length of ocular peduncle on wide of larger chehped, excluding

stylet, .......
Length of terminal stylet of ocular peduncle,

I have seen but two specimens, both obtained, with the other spe-

cies mentioned, by ^Ir. McNiel, at the Gulf of Fonseca (Collection

Peabody Academy of Science).

In the length of the ocular stylet this species agrees witli the G.

styliferux, but the merus and hand in the larger cheliped arc very

difterent, and at once distinguish it from that species.

The Gelasimus vocans of Desmarest (Considerations generales sur

la Class des Crustaces, p. 128) seems to be distinct from any of the

species descibed by recent authors and apparently belongs in this

section, as it is distinctly stated that the ocular peduncles are ter-

minated by stylets. Edwards refers it to his G. palustris, to which it

evidently cannot belong, but, as the character of the front is not

stated, it may possibly belong in section B, forming in that case a sub-

section with ocular stylets.

15-8mm
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Dcsniarest's description is as follows :
—" Carai»aee unie, avec le bord

antorii'ur siimeux ; serro droite onlinairomcnt ]>lus jirandc quo la gauche

;

touti's k'S (It'ux c'tant tiiii'inent chagrinecs en delu)is, avec une ligne en-

fonc6c conrte, pr^s de lenr extremity, et ayant leurs doigts longs,

6troits, tr^s-e(•artes entre eux, mils, com))nmes; pedoncnles oculaires

])ourvus j\ lour exlremite d'une poiute aiguti. Des Antilles."

Gelasimus princ ps, sp- nov.

Plate II, tigure 10. Plate III, figure 3-3^

Male. The eacapax is in the form of a trapezoid nuuh contracted

behind, and the dorsal surface is smooth and shining. The branchial

regions are somewhat gibbous, are higher than the gastric and cardiac

regions and are separated from them by deep sulci. The front is

spatulate and much contracted between the bases of the ocular

j)eduncles. The superior margin of the orbit is strongly curved, the

posterior margin is slightly raised and minutely denticulated, and the

outer angle projects laterally as a very prominent triangular tooth,

which is considerably larger on the side of the greater cheliped than

on tlie other side, so that the carapax is somewhat nnsymmetrical.

The lateral margins are marked by sharply granular lines which

curve slightly inward and rapidly converge posteriorly. The upper

portion of the inferior branchial region is quite oblique, flat and

smooth, and is separated from the lower portion by a slight, granu-

lated line. The inferior margin of the orbit is armed with about

twenty-five small, compressed and truncate teeth.

The ocular peduncles are unequal in length, the one on the side of

tlie larger cheliped being the longer, very slender but considerably

enlarged at the tlie cornea and shorter than the broad, open orbits.

The larger cheliped is enormously developed, the hand being nearly

three times as long as the carapax. The anterior surface of the mcrus

is flat and smooth, and its superior margin jtrojects into a thin, high,

evenly arched and sharply dentate crest, and the inferior angle is

anneil with a line of small and closely set spines. The upper surface

of the carpus is rounded and verrucose and the inner margin is angu-

lar and denticulate. The l)asal portion of the propodus is rounded

and coarsely verrucose externally, the s.i])erior margin projects as a

thin crest Ijcneath which the carpus closes, the inferior margin is

dentate, and the inner surface is smooth, excepting two tuberculose

crests, of which one runs obli(piely uj)ward, from the base of the

dactylus, along the margin of the depression into which the carpus

folds and meets the first crest in a right angle. The fingers are much
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compressed and very long, the inner surfaces are smooth, and the pre-

hensile edges are very tuberculose and each is aimed with a stout

tooth near the middle, the tooth on the dactylus being a little nearer

the base than the other; within these teeth the prehensile edges gape

widely leaving an ovate space, while beyond the teeth, the edges meet

and are nearly straight almost to the tips, which, however, are strongly

curved. The outer surface of the digital portion of the propodus is

nearly smooth but has a submarginal, crenulated crest below, and the

inferior margin is denticulate. The outer surface of the dactylus is

somewhat verrucose and the superior edge is denticulate and slightly

margined toward the base.

In the smaller cheliped, tlie merus is slender and somewhat trique-

tral and the superior and exterior angles are sharp and granulated.

The hand is very similar to that of G. Jieterophthalmxis.

The ambulatory legs are stout and nearly naked and the meral seg-

ments are somewhat compressed and their edges sharp and minutely

denticulate.

The abdomen is broad, tlie basal segment is considerably shorter

tlian the second and third, the edges approach each other somewhat

at the junction of fifth and sixth, and the terminal segment is nearly

twice as broad as long and its extremity is rounded.

Five specimens give the follo^\dng measurements :

—

Length of carapax.
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granules. The juLTJil roLcitms aiv LCiaiuilous. 'V\w i'lu'Ii|KMls roscmble

very miifli tin' sniallor cheliptMl of the males l)ut are rather smaller

in jironortioii. Tlie abdomen is broadly elliptieal and there is a line

ofrjranules on tlie basal seu^ment.

Two of these speeimens give the following measurements :

Length of ciirapax.
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cheliped entire, the hand much shorter and the fingers gaping for the

whole length, and wanting the stout tooth on the prehensile edge of

the propodus.

Gelasimus maracoani Latreiiie.

Maracoani, Marcgrave de Liebstadt, flistoire rerum naturaliura Brasilia;, figure.

Ocypoda maracoani LatreUle, Plistoire des Crust, et Insectes, tome vi, p. 46, 1803.

Gonoplaz maracoani Lamarck, Histoire naturelle des aniinaux sans vertebres, 2^ edit.,

tome V, p. 465.

Gelasiynus maracoani Latreiiie, Xouveau Dictionnaire d'Histoire naturelle, 2^ edit

,

tome xii, p. 517, 1817; Encyclopedie methodique, pi. 296, fig. 1; Edwards, His-

toire naturelle des Crust., tome ii, p. 51, 1837 ; Annales des Sciences naturelles,

3me s^rle, Zoologie, tome xviii, 1852, p. 144, pi. 3, fig. 1; Dana, United States Ex-

ploring Expedition, Crust., p. 318, 1852.

Said to inhabit Cayenne and Brazil.

Very likely two or more sj^ecies are still confounded under the

name of maracoani. Neither Edwards nor Dana mention any spines

on the meral segments of the ambulatory legs, while in Latreille's

figure in the Encyclopedie methodique there are short spines repre-

sented on the posterior legs.

Gelasimns armatus, sp. nov.

Plate ir, figure 5. Plate III, figure 4-4^

Male. The carapax is only slightly convex and very little narroAV-

ed posteriorly, and the dorsal surface is naked and deeply areolated.

The gastric and cardiac regions are smooth and shining, and the car-

diac is large and very prominent. The branchial regions are promi-

nent and their surfaces smooth but covered by very distinct, raised,

vein-like markings which branch off in an arborescent manner from a

conspicuous central trunk. The front is small, spatulate, contracted

between the bases of the ocular peduncles and expanded below. The

superior border of the orbit has a strongly raised margin, its edge is

slightly sinuous and the antero-lateral angle prominent, the one on the

side of the smaller hand being directed forward and the one on the

side of the larger hand being more prominent than the other and di-

rected strongly outward. The anterior part of the lateral margin is

longitudinal, so that the breadth of the carapax is scarcely moie be-

tween the antero-lateral angles than a short distance posteriorly ; at

the posteri(>r extremity of this longitudinal ])ortioii, there are two

small, but prominent, marginal tubercles, from which a granulated

line extends to the bases of the posterior legs, where there is another

small rounded tubercle. The posterior margin is straight, smooth and
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uiianiu'd. Tln' iiiti'iiur inar^iii of tlic orliit is :iniU'(l witli til'tecMi to

t'igliti'c'ii sIc'IkIct, cuiiipressi'd ami tnuic'iiU'd tct'tli. The jiiual regions

an- swollen and smooth, but their surfaees are veined somewhat us tiie

regions above.

The ocular peduncles are unequal in length, the one on the side of

tlie larger chelii)ed being the longer, are very slender, but considera-

bly enlarged at the corina, and shorter than tlie broad and open orbits

Avhich they only ])artially iill.

The larger cheliped is enormously developed, the hand being high

and lamellar, and exceeding, in length, twice the length of the carapax.

The ischium is armed al)Ove and below with a small, marginal tuber-

cle. The merus is smooth and rounded posteriorly, the anterior sur-

face is flat and smooth, the inferior angle is armed with scattered tu-

bercles, and the su})erior angle rises into a low crest toward the distal

portion, and is armed with slender tubercles. The carpus is smooth

and rounded, but is armed with one or two small tubercles at the prox-

imal extremity of the iimer margin, and there ai*e several low tuber-

cles on the outer surface. The basal portion of the propodus is short;

the inner surface is smooth and unarmed, except with a prominent tu-

bercle near the middle, from which a line of obscure tubercles extends

along tbe slight, oblique ridge to tlie inferior margin ; the outer sur-

face is covered with very large, depressed, smooth tubercles which are

separated by considerable spaces; and the inferior margin is thin and

armed with dentiform tubercles. The digital portion of the })r()j)odus

is thin and very broad toward tbe base; the inner surface is smooth

and somewhat concave ; tbe outer surface is flat and very coarsely

punctate ; the infex'ior edge is denticulate and slightly margined on

the outside; and the prehensile edge is straight, except a slight exca-

vation at tlie base, is armed with very small marginal tubercles and a

high, tubercular, median ridge, and at the extremity, with a slender

tooth. The dactylus is broadest toward the extremity; the iinier sur-

face is concave and smootli ; tlie outer surface is flat and nearly

smooth; the superior edge is arcuate, thin and slightly denticulate

;

the prehensile edge is straight, closes closely against the propodal fin-

ger, except the slightly excavated portion at the base, and is armed

with three lines of tubercles, like the propodal finger, except that the

inner, marginal line is separated from the median line by quite a wide

space toward the tip, and that one of the tubercles, about two-fifths

of the way from the base to the tip, is much larger than the rest ; and

the tip is armed with a tooth projecting perpendicularly downward.

In the smaller cheliped, the merus is slender and its anterior edge is
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armed with three spiniiles. The hand is slender, and the fingers are

long, flattened at the tips, and the angles clothed with long hairs.

The ambulatory legs are stout. The merus is smooth and unarmed

in the first pair, but in the three last pairs, its posterior edge is

armed with slender spines,—five in the second pair, six or seven in

the third, and three short ones on the fourth or last.

The abdomen is quite similar to that of G. princeps.

Length of carapax, 25-2'""' ; breadth of carapax, 35-5'"'"; ratio of

length to breadth, 1 : 1-41. Total length of propodus in larger cheli-

ped, 60-0™"". Length of dactylus, 45-6'"'"; breadth of dactylus,

11 •8"'".

The only specimen of this species which I have seen is in the col-

lection of the Peabody Academy of Science, and was obtained at the

Gulf of Fonseca, West Coast of Central America, by J, A. McXiel.

The larger hand in this specimen resembles very much the figure of

the hand of G. maracoani given by Edwards in the Annales des Sci-

ences naturelles, 3""^ serie, tome xviii, 1852, pi. 3, fig. 1"', but the car-

apax and ambulatory legs seem to be very different from that species,

as neither Edwards nor Dana mention, in their descriptions of G. mar-

acoani^ the peculiar sculpturing of the branchial regions, the tuber-

cles of the lateral margins or the spines of the ambulatory legs which

are so conspicuous characters in G. armatus. In these characters it

approaches the genus Acanthoplax, as described by Edwards.

Gelasimus omatus, sp. nov.

Plate II, figure 9-9\ Plate III, figure 5-5^

Female. The carapax is narrow and the greatest breadth is be-

tween the antero-lateral angles, it is convex longitudinally, but only

slightly laterally, and the dorsal surface is verrucose, some of the ver-

rucje, especially on the branchial regions, being large and depressed.

The regions are not swollen or protuberant, but the cervical and bran-

chio-cardiac suture is very distinctly indicated. The front is narrow

and spatulate, but only slightly expanded below the bases of the ocu-

lar peduncles. The superior border of the orbit is slightly and regu-

larly arcuate, as seen from above, the margin is slightly raised and

minutely denticulate, and the lateral angle projects forward and out-

ward as a slender and prominent tooth. The antero-lateral margin is

longitudinal for a short distance anteriorly, but the posterior portion

curves inward to the base of the posterior leg, and is ornamented

with eight to ten bead-like tubercles. The latero-inferior, brandiial

regions are nearly vertical, and are divided by a granulated crest
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which starts a little way iVom the antiro-lateral angle and extends

ohliqui'ly backward to the bases of the )»t'miltiiiiate legs. Tlic ])OSte-

rior margin is ornamented with a line ot" low tubercles. The interior

margin of tlie orbit is armed with about iifteen compressed and trun-

cate teeth. The jugal regions are rough and sparsely clothed with

short hairs.

The ocular peduncles are equal in length, slender, slightly enlarged

at the cornea and very little shorter than the broad and very open

orbits.

The chelipeds are like the smaller cheliped of G. armatics, except

that the merus has but one spine and that the ischium has a slight

tooth on the lower side next the articulation with the merus.

The ambulatory legs are quite similar to those of G. armatxis, but

all of them have a tooth or spine on the lower side of the ischium,

and the merus is armed in the first i)air with one or two spines, in the

second with three, in the third with five, and in the last with two or

three.

The abdomen is broadly elliptical, and the basal segment is orna-

mented with a line of small tubercles.

Length of carapax, 26'6"""
; breadth of carapax, 36*0""" ; ratio of

length to breadth, 1 : r35.

The single specimen above described is in the collection of the Pea-

body Academy of Science, and was brought home, with the G. arma-

tus and several of the foregoing species, by J. A. McNiel, but unfor-

tunately has no label to indicate the exact locality from which it came.

It is how^ever undoubtedly from some part of the west coast of Cen-

tral America.

This species is allied to the Acanthoplax insignis Edwards, but is

at once distinguished from it by the verrucose dorsal surface of the

carapax. It has also considerable affinity with G. artnatus^ and it is

possible that it may be the female of that species, but this seems very

improbable, when the great differences in the ornamentation of the

carajjax and in the armature of the chelipeds and ambulatory legs are

considered.

G-elasimus insignis.

Acanthoplax insignis p]dwards, Annates des Sciences naturellcs, Sme serie, Zoologie,

tome xviii, 1852, p. 151, pi. 4, fig. 23; Archives du Museum d'Histoire naturelle,

Paris, tome vii, p. 162, pi. 11, fig. 1, 1854.

Edwards states that this species was known to him only from a sin-

gle, female specimen brought from Chili by M. Gay, but the figures

which he has given in the Annales des Sciences and in the Archives
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du Museum, differ so much tli.nt it would scarcely be supposed that

they were intended to represent the same species, much less the same

specimen.

The only generic characters which are given by Edwards to distin-

guish Acanthoplax from Gelisimus, the proportions of the carapax

and the tuberculation of the branchial regions, appear to me to be of

sliglit importance. In the proportions of the carapax, the difference

between Acanthoplax as figured in the Annales des Sciences and the

ordinary narrow fronted Gelasimi is scarcely, if any, greater than the

difference between the two figures of ^. insignis, for the figure of the

carapax in the Annales is 19*0""" in length and 27*5""" in breadth, giv-

ing the ratio of length to breadth, 1 : 1 "45, while the carapax in the

figure in the Archives du Museum is 25'2""" in length and 32'0""" in

breadth, giving the ratio, 1 : 1-27, and this when both figures are

stated to be of natural size. No measurements are given in the text

in either place. The tuberculation of the branchial regions appears

to be merely a character of ornamentation to which there is a consid-

erable approach in the females of many of the large Gelasimi^ and in

- the male G. armatus described in this article, there is a still closer

approach to it.

The armature of the ambulatory legs, however, may prove to be a

character of some importance, and would unite in one group with A.

tjisignis, G. ornatits and G. armattcs, and perhaps also G. maracoani.

B.—Species in luh ich all the segments of the abdomen are separated by distinct articula-

tions, but in tvhich the front is broad and evenly arcuate between the bases of the oadar

peduncles.

GelasimUS palustris Edwards.

(?) Cancer vocator Herbst, op. cit., Band iii, viertes Heft, p. 1, Tab. 59, fig. 1, 1804.

Gelasimus vocans Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust., tome ii, p. 54 ; et Reone an-

imal de Cuvier, 3me,5clit.^ Crust., pi. 18, fig. 1 (teste Edwards).

Gelasimus palustris Edwards, Annales des Sciences naturelles, S^e gerie, Zoologie.

tome xviii, 1852, p. 148, pi. 4, fig. 13.

(Non Cancer vocans Linne, Systema Naturae editio xii, tome i, p. 1041).

As figured in the Annales des Sciences naturelles, this species is

quite different from any species which I have examined, and is distin-

guished by the form of the terminal segment of the male abdomen,
which is as long as its breadth at base, with the sides straight and
slightly divergent and the extremity broad and rounded, and by the
anterior margin of the orbital border being symmetrical and not more
rapidly curved above the base of the ocular peduncle than on the out-

side, as it is in most of the allied species. It is described in the fol-
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lowing briif tciiiis:—"Crete sourciliere posterieure presque droite,

ranteiieiire ties i-oiirlie; oretes inaiirinalcs tres marguC'es sur les lobes

mes(il»raiu-liian.\'.—Antilles."

It is <iuite apparent that K.lwartls eonfonniled at least two species

under the name ni' jxilitstrts. The figure of G. voccais, which he has

given in the Kegne animal ami whieh he refers to his paluatris^ evi-

dently represents a different and distinct species, as the front is cpiite

narrow, the hasal i)ortion of the propodus of the larger cheliped

much longer in proportion and the terminal segment of the male ab-

domen entirely different in form. It is very likely the same as the G.

vocans of his Ilistoire naturelle des Crustac6s, whieh is said to inliabit

Brazil.

Stimpson, in the Annales of the Lyceum of Natural History, New
York, vol. vii, p. 62, refers the G. x'ocans of Dana and the G. mmax
of LeConte to the jxiliistris of Edwards, and he evidently had more

than one species before him, as he mentions that the tubercles on the

oviter surface of the larger cheliped were minute or obsolete in speci-

mens from the Mexican and Central American shores.

GelasimUS macrodactylUS Edwards et Lucas.

Voyage de d'Orbigii}- dans rAmeriquc meridionale, Crust, p. 27, pi. 11, fig 3, 1843;

Edwards, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 3«ie serie, Zool., tome .xviii, 1852, p. 149.

" Cotes du Valparaiso " (Edwards and Lucas).

Gelasimus minax LeConte.

Gdasimus minax John LeConte, On a new species of Gelasimus, Proceedings Acad-

emy Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, vol. vii, 1855, p. 403.

Gelasimus palustris {pars) Stimpson, Annals Lyceum Nat. Hist., New York, vol. vii,

p. 62, 1859.

Plate II, figure 4. Plate IV, figure 1-1 ^

Male. The carapax is quite convex longitudinally and slightly

transversely, and in large specimens the branchial regions are some-

what gibbous above. Tlie dorsal surface appears smooth, but is very

minutely granulous, and there are a few small tubercles on the ante-

rior part of the gastric region near the lateral margin. The front is

broad and regularly arcuate. The posterior, or \ipper, edge of the

superior orbital border is transverse and nearly straight, and has a

smooth upturned margin. The anterior, or lower, edge is marked by

a sharply raised and minutely denticulated margin which curves rap-

idly downward above the base of the ocular peduncle, then gradu-

ally upward and joins the posterior margin a little way from the an-

I
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tero-lateral angle, which is obtuse and not at all prominent. The lat-

eral border is marked by a sharply upturned and finely denticulated

margin, which is arcuate anteriorly so that the breadth of the curapax

is considerably less between the antero-lateral angles than a little pos-

teriorly, and the posterior portion is strongly incuryed and terminates

opposite the cardiac region. The postero-latcral border is crossed bv

an oblique raised line or plication. The inferior orbital margin is

finely toothed and the jugal region is rough and hairy.

The larger cheliped is stout, and the length of the hand in large

specimens is nearly or quite three times as great as the length of the

carapax. The anterior surface of the merus is smooth, narrowly tri-

angular in outline and its margins are nearly straight, the inferior

armed with minute tubercles, and the superior with slender tubercles

on the distal portion ; the upper surface is roughened with short, irreg-

ular, transverse rows of small tubercles. The superior surface of the

carpus is covered with depressed tubercles, the proximal portion of

the inner edge is tubercular and the inner surfiice is crossed by an ob-

lique ridge armed with tubercles. The basal portion of the propodus

is much shorter than the digital portion, and its superior and exterior

surface is covered with depressed tubercles, which are large and sepa-

rated by smooth spaces on the upper portion, but below are smaller

and crowded, and, along the inferior border, almost obsolete ; the inner

surface is armed, on the inferior border, with a ridge of large tubercles

extending from the base of the propodal finger obliquely upward to

the border of the deep depression into which the carpus folds, and
there are also a few tubercles between this depression and the base of

the dactylus, and a line of tubercles extending upwai'd, from the inner

edge of the propodal finger, parallel to the base of the dactylus ; the

superior edge is tuberculose and has a crenulated margin on the out-

side and the inner margin is curved downward at the extremity of the

depression into which the carpus folds; and finally, the inferior ed^e
is smooth and rounded, but witli a slight margin on the outside. The
propodal finger is nearly straight ; the inferior edge is smoothly round-

ed, the prehensile edge is broad an 1 armed with marginal lines of

small tubercles, and a median one of irregular tubercles, of which one,

about the middle of the finger, is very much larger than the rest; and
the tip has an excavation into wliich the dactylus fits. The dactylus

is much curved, especially toward the tip, which hooks considerably

by the tip of the propodal finger, and the prehensile edge is much as

in the other finger, but the tubercles of the median line are nearly

obsolete, except two or throe large ones near the base, and as many
more between the middle and the tip.

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 9 MARcn, 1870.
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The ambulatory legs are stout and very hairy along tlie edges, and

the meral segments are quite hroad, those of the posterior pair being

nearly three times as long as broad.

The abdomen is sliglitly narrowed at the first segment and is broad-

est at the second and third. The distal margin of the pejiultimate

segment is somewhat excavated for the reception of the terminal seg-

ment, which is much narrower than the penultimate and broadest at

the base, from which the margin is regularly arcuate, forming scarcely

more than a semicircle.

Both in alcoholic and dry specimens the points of the articulation

of the merus with the carpus, the carpus with the propodus and the

propodus with the dactylus, in the larger cheliped, are marked by red

spots, and there are similar, but smaller, spots on the ambulatory legs,

at the articulation of the meral with the carpal segments.

The females difter from the males in being narrower and more evenly

convex above, and in having the branchial regions more swollen and

thickly covered with rounded tubercles.

A number of specimens give the following measurements :

—

Locality.
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Gelasimus brevifrons stimpson.

Annals Lyceum Nat. Hist, New York, vol. vii, p. 229, 18G0.

Of this species, which was found in a lagoon at Todos Santos, near

Cape St. Lucas, Lower California, I have seen only a single, female

specimen, which was kindly loaned from the collection of the Chicago

Academy by Dr. Stimpson.

As far as can be judged from the female alone, it is very distinct

from any other species Avith which I am acquainted and seems to be

most closely allied to G. minax. It differs from the female of G. rai-

nax, in having the carapax broader in proportion and not nearly so

much narrowed behind, and the dorsal surface less convex ; the cari-

nse of the lateral margins are more prominent and, from the form of

the carapax, are not so much curved ; the front is shorter and more

pei*pendicular, and the anterior margin of the orbital border is more

convex, leaving a broader space between it and the posterior margin

;

and finally, the meral segments of the ambulatory legs are much nar-

rower in proportion, and are marked with conspicuous, transverse pli-

cations.

Length of carapax, 17'5""°; breadth of carapax, 25'0'"'"; ratio of

length to breadth, 1 : 1*43.

G-elasimus pugnax, sp. nov.

Gelasimus vocans (pars) Gould, Report on the Invertebrata of Massachusetts, p. 325,

1841 ; G. vocans, var. A, DeKay, Natural History of New York, Crust, p. 14, pi. 6,

fig. 10, 1844 {non Cancer vocans Linne).

Gelasimus pugilator LeConte, loc. cit., p. 403 {non Bosc).

(?) Gelasimvs palustris (pars) Stimpson, Annals Lyceum Nat. Hist., New York, p. 62,

1859 (non Edwards).

Plate II, figure 1. Plate IV, figure 2-2^'.

Male, The carapax is quite similar to that of G. minax but it is

broader, the dorsal surface is smooth and there are no tubercles on

the branchial regions, the front is narrower and projects farther down-

ward, the antero-lateral angle is sharp and the anterior part of the

lateral margin is not at all, or only very slightly, arcuate.

In the larger cheliped, the anterior surface of the merus is usually

somewhat granular or finely tuberculosc, especially along the inferior

border, its outline is triangular and much broader toward the carpus

than in G. minax, and the distal portion of the superior margin is

high and arcuate and not tubcrculated as in that species. The superior

surface of the cai-pus is covered with small, rounded tubercles and the

inner surface is crossed by an oblique, and more or less tubcrculated,
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ridge. The basal i)ortion of the propodus, even in quite small speci-

mens, is shorter than the digital ])oi-tion and its siiperior and exterior

suilac-c is covered with small, depressed tubercles of unequal sizes

and so thickly crowded together that there are scarcely any spaces

between them, the oblique ridge on the inferior border of the inside

is armed with nunierous very small tubercles, the whole space between

llie upper portion of this ridge and the base of the dactylus is finely

tuberculose, and the inferior edge is very distinctly margined on the

outside. Both the propodal finger and the dactylus are more slender

than in G. minax but offer no distinctive characters.

The ambulatory legs are rather stout, very hairy along the edges

of the carpal and propodal segments and the meral segments are

broad, those of the posterior pair being about one and a half times as

long as broad.

The abdomen is scarcely at all narrowed at the basgil segments.

The terminal segment is very much as in G. minax but slightly

broader in proportion and very similar to that of G. pugilator, figured

by Edwards in the Anuales des Sciences naturelles, 3""^ serie, tome

xviii, 1852, pi. 4, fig. 14'', and not at all like his figure of G.palustris,

fig. 13^ on the same plate.

The females differ from the males in being slightly narrower in

proportion and in having the dorsal surface of the carapax more con-

vex and minutely granulous.

In life, the dorsal surface of the carapax of the male is very dark

greenish olive, the middle and anterior portion, mottled with grayish

white, the front, between and above the bases of the ocular peduncles,

light blue varying somewhat in intensity in different specimens, and

the anterior margin tinged with brown. The larger cheliped is

lighter than the carapax, is marked with pale brownish yellow at the

articiilations and along the upper edge of the dactylus, and both

fingers are nearly wldte along the prehensile edges. The exposed

portions of the the ocular peduncles and the eyes are like the dorsal

surface of the carapax. The smaller cheliped and the ambulatory

legs are somewhat translucent and thickly mottled and specked with

dark grayish olive. The sternum and abdomen are mottled ashy

gray. The females differ from the males in having the dorsal surface

of the carapax less distinctly mottled with whitish and in wanting

the blue on the front. This description of the colors was taken, in

November, from about a dozen specimens from New Haven.
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A series of specimens give the following measurements :

—

Locality.
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ditfcM's only in being somewhat smaller and in having the fingers

slightly more incurved at the tips so as to tit nicely the buccal area.

Length ofcarapax, 11-2"""; breadth ofcarapax, 16-4""" ; rato, 1:1-46.

Length of left cheliped, 25 -O""". Length of right cheliped, 21-0""".

The specimen, which was examined while alive, was very active and

used both hands with equal facility.

With this single remarkable exception, I have found only the

slightest variations in examining carefully more than a hundred

specimens.

Gelasimus rapax, sp- nov.

Plate II, figure 2. Plate IV, figure 3.

Male. The carapax is very much like that of G. puffnax, but the

front is narrower, the upper edge of the superior orbital border is

sinuous and not so transverse as in that species, being directed some-

what backward, the border itself is wider and its lower edge is not

so abruptly curved above the base of the ocular peduncle.

In the larger cheliped, the anterior surl'ace of the nierus is smooth.

The superior surface of the carpus is minutely tuberculose and the

inner surface is crossed by a slight, oblique ridge which is nearly

smooth. The basal portion of the proi)odus is much stouter than in

G. pugnax and considerably longer than the digital portion, the

superior and exterior surface is thickly covered ^vith small tubercles

and the inner surface is much as in G. pugnax^ but the superior

margin is curved more abruptly, and farther downward at the extrem-

ity of the depression into which the carpus folds, and there is a line

of bead-like tubercles, along the border next the base of the dactylus,

which are very much larger than in G. pugnax. The propodal finger

is short and stout and considerably curved upward, the inferior edge

is smooth and roixnded, and the prehensile edge is much as in G.

pugnax^ but the tubercles are larger. The dactylus is stout, curved

toward the extremity and the tip hooked by tlie end of the other

finger, the superior margin is tuberculose towax'd the base and mar-

gined on the outside for nearly half its length, and the prehensile edge

is as in G. pugnax but there are four or five large tubercles close

together near the base.

The ambulatory legs are quite similar to those of G. pugnax
but seem to be much less hairy.

The abdomen is as in G. pugnax.

Length of carapax, 12-6"""; breadth of carapax, 190'"'"; ratio,

1 : 1-51. Length of hand, 28-2"""
; breadth of hand, 10-8'"'".
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I have seen but a single specimen, which was collected at Aspinwall

by F. H. Bradley. Although closely allied to G.m,inax and pifrynax,

it is very different from any specimens which I have seen, of either of

those species, and is readily distinguished from them by the very short

and stout fingers, the tubercles on the basal portion of the upper mar-

gin of tlie dactylus, the long basal portion of the propodus and the

line of bead-like tubercles along its border next the base of the

dactylus. The differences in the carapax are however very slight, and

it may possibly prove to be a variety of G. pugnax.

Gelasimus mordax, sp. nov.

Plate II, figure 3. Plate IV, figure 4, 4\

Male. The carapax is convex both transversely and longitudinally

The dorsal surface is ]>unctate and the space between the puncta is

smooth and naked, but the puncta themselves give rise to short hairs

which are very easily removed. The front is much less deflexed than in

the allied species, its dorsal surface is divided by a distinct median sul-

cus and its inferior surface, between tlie margin and the epistome, is

quite high. The upper edge of the superior orbital border is directed

somewhat backward as in G. rapax, but is straight and not sinuous
;

the border itself is much more oblique than in the allied species, so

that it appears very large as seen from above. The anterior part of

the lateral margin is thin and projects somewhat laterally.

In the larger clieliped, all the segments are more elongated than in

the allied species. The anterior surface of the merus is smooth, nar-

row in outline and its margins are tuberculose. The superior and

exterior surface of the carpus is obscurely tuberculose, and its inner

surfiice is crossed by an oblique ridge which is nearly smooth. The

basal portion of the propodus, as seen in front, is narrowed toward the

articulation of the carpus and is very much shorter than the digital

portion ; the superior, and the upper part of the exterior, surface is

obscurely tuberculose while the lower portion is smooth ; the oblique

ridge on the inferior border of the inside, is much higher and extends

farther back toward the articulation of the carpus than in tlie allied

species, and is thickly covered with very large, roundeil tul)ercles,

and all the space between its upper portion and the base of the

dactylus is covered with depressed tubercles; the superior edge is

somewhat carinated, slightly tuberculose and margined on the outside,

and the inner margin is turned abruptly downward at the extremity

of the depression into wliich tlie carpus folds; and finally, between

this abruptly curved portion and the base of the dactylus and just
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below tlie superior margin, there is an oblong, depressed space which

is very conspitnioiis as seen t'roni above. This depression exists in

G. rninux but is not at all conspicuous. The propodal finger is very

long and slender, curved upward at the extremity, and the prehensile

edge armed with a large tubercle near tlie middle and another near

the tip, which is deeply excavated for the reception of the dactylns.

The dactylus is very slender, the basal portion nearly straight, the

extremity strongly hooked downward and inward, the superior edge

smooth, and the prehensile edge armed with several large tubercles.

The ambulatory legs are long and much more slender than in the

allie<l species, the meral segments being cpiite narrow.

Tlie abdomen is quite similar to the abdomen of G. pugnax, but is

somewhat naiTOwer.

Tlie females dilTer from the males in having the carapax narrower

and more convev, and in the branchial regions being tuberculose along

the lateral margins.

Several sjiecimens give the following measurements :
—

Sex.
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highly polished, dorsal surface of the caranax, and T)y the inner sur-

face of the l)asal portion of the propodus of the lariijer cheliped being

evenly rounded and beset with small scattered tubercles, but with no

indication of an oblique tuberculosa ridge. From G. subcyliiidricus,

it is readily distinguished by the carapax being narrower and its pos-

terior margin straigiit, by the hand in the larger cheliped of the male

being margined with a slight crest on the outside of the superior

edge, and by the narrow male abdomen.

It seems to be abundant from the Gulf States to Massacliusetts.

At New Haven, Conn., it is very common upon muddy beaches, but

is not usually associated with G. pug it ax, which prefers salt-marshes.

There are specimens in the Museum of Yale College, collected at

Egmont Key, West Florida, by Col. E. Jewett, and at St. Augustine,

by Col. W. E. Foster and II. S. Williams ; and in the collection of

the Peabody Academy of Science, there are specimens from Savan-

nah, Georgia, from Bluffton, South Carolina, and from Nantucket,

Massachusetts, those from the last locality collected by Dr. A. S.

Packard, Jr.

A series of specimens give the following measurements :

—

Locality. Sex.

"West Florida. Male.
U (I

New Haven, Conn. "

'. carapax.
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Male. The dorsal sui-face of tlie carapax is minutoly ucranulous,

very convex lon<j;itudinally and swollen along the branchial regions,

which, however, do not project above the middle of the carapax, and

the regions are not separated by distinct sulci. The front is evenly

rounded and strongly deflexed. The superior border of the orbit is

nearly perpendicular, and its posterior, or upper, margin is sinuous,

curving forward in a slight prominence in the middle. The antero-

lateral angle is obtuse and not at all prominent. The lateral margins

converge slightly anteriorly and are only faintly indicated on the

postero-lateral border. The posterior margin is divided into two

broad lobes by a very marked median immargination. The inferior

border of the orbit is slightly curved and finely denticulate.

The external maxillipeds are proportionately smaller than in the

allied species, the ischium is only very slightly wider than the merus

and its outer margin is nearly straight. Corresponding with the form

of the external maxillipeds, the buccal opening is smaller and more

rectangular than in the other species.

In the larger cheliped, the angles of the merus are obtuse and

granulous and the anterior surface is slightly convex. The outer sur-

face of the carpus is slightly granulous. The basal portion of the

propodus is nearly as long as the digital portion ; the inner surface is

not armed with a tuberculose ridge along the inferior margin, that

portion being rounded and only obscurely tuberculose, but on the

border next the base of the dactylus, there are two, sharp, tubercular,

jjarallel ridges, the inner one highest and separated from the other by a

deep, narrow groove ; the outer surface is densely covered with small,

depressed tubercles which are more uniform in size and more promi-

nent than in G. puffnax, or G. 2yugilator / the superior edge is tuber-

culose but not distinctly margined on the outside as in G. minax,

piKjnax^ Viwd jy^igilatur ,' the inferior edge is armed with a prominent,

tubercular margin on the outside, and the flat, oblique space between

the inner and outer margins is smooth and shining, while in G. piKjil-

ator it is covered w'ith rounded granules. Tlie propodal finger is

considerably curved upward, its outer surface is armed, on the basal

portion, with a distinct, median ridge, the inferior margin is smooth,

and the ])rehensile edge tubercular and armed with a single, large

tooth near the middle. The dactylus is strongly and evenly curved,

the superior margin is smooth and the prehensile edge is tubercular

and armed with several larger tubercles toward the base. The smaller

cheliped and the ambulatory legs do not differ notably from those of

the allied si^ecies.
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The abdomen is very broad, its breadth being fully equal to two-

thirds its length, while, in G.pugilator and allied species, the breadth

is not equal to more than half the length. The terminal segment is

very small, being rather less than half as broad as the penultimate

and very much shorter than broad. The appendages of the first seg-

ment are very stout and nearly straight organs, reaching to the middle

of the penultimate segment, and the tips are horny and slightly hairy,

while in G.pugilator these organs are longer, very slender, and

strongly curved outward at the tips.

The female difiers from the male in having the posterior margin of

the carapax only slightly iramarginate in the middle.

Lenjrtli Breadth Length BjoAAib

Sex. ofcarapiix. of carapax. Batlo. of hand. of hand.

Male. 1211"™ iS-Omm 1:1-53 25-Omm H-Omm

10 5 IGO 1:1-52 20-5 9-0

Female. 10-0 15-5 1 :
1-55

The above description and measurements were made from three of

the original specimens, collected at Matamoras on the Rio Grande,

by M. Berlandier, and loaned by Dr. Stimpson.

Gelasimus Stenodacylus Edwards et Lucas.

Voyage de d'Orbigny dans rAraerique meridionale, Crust, p. 26, p. 11, fig. 2, 1843
;

Edwards, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 3™e serie, ZooL, tome xviii, 1852, p. 149.

" Trouve sur les cotes du Valparaiso par M. d'Orbigny," (Edwards

and Lucas). In the Annales des Sciences naturelles, Edwards gives

the habitat as, " Chili, Bresil," but there is very likely some mistake

in regard to the latter locality for very few, if any, species of Crusta-

cea are common to Chili and Brazil.

Gelasimus Panamensis Stimpson.

Annals Lyceum Nat. Hist., New York, vol. vii, p. 63, 1859.

Plate IV, figure 5.

Stimpson had only the young of this species and did not give the

characters of the larger cheliped of the male, but a good series of

specimens collected at Panama by 31 r. Bradley, shows that it is very

different from any of the east coast species and is not allied to any

fi-oni the west coast, unless it be to G. stenodcatylus wliich I h:ivo

not seen.

Male. The carapax is broadest between the antero-lateral angles

and is much less convex than usual. The dorsal surfjice is very

minutely granulose, and there are a few coarse granules or small

tubercles on the front and on the :uiterior part of tlio branchial region
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near th" lateral niarLjiii. TIk' upp.M' edge of the superior orbital

border is sinuous ami the bonier itself is quite narrow. The antero-

lateral anixles are sharp aurl ])rojeet p:ominently forwanl. The

inferior orbital mar^^iii is thin ami sharply dentate and its outer angle

is prominent anil angular, and is separated from the superior margin

by a deep ami broadly rounded siinis.

In the larger chelipe I, the merus is slender, and its anterior surface

is narrow and smooth and the margins are unarmed and rounded.

The carpus is evenly rounded and nearly smooth externally. The

basal portion of the propodus is smooth or microscopically granu-

lose and flat and entirely unarmed within ; the depression into

which the carpus folds is very short, not extending half way to the

base of the dactylus ; and the superior and inferior margins are evenly

rounded. The propodal finger is slightly upturned at the tip, the

inferior edge is perfectly smooth and evenly rounded, and the tuber-

cles of the prehensile edge are nearly obsolete except a large de-

pressed one near the middle. The dactylus is strongly curved down-

ward at tip, the superior edge is smooth and rounded and the pre-

hensile edge is obscuraly tubercular In very young specimens the

hand is quite granulose above but becomes smooth with age.

In the sjnaller chelipe i the tips of the fingers are densely clothed

with soft hair.

The ambulatory legs are slender, smooth and almost entirely naked.

The females differ fx*om the males in the carapax being a little

narrower in proportion, and in the branchial regions being slightly

inflated and more granular or even tuberculose.

Several specimens give the following measurem3nts :
—

Locality.
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little contracted behind, and, in general form, a short cylinder trun-

cated at each end. The chelipeds and ambulatory legs are slender

and elongated.

The dorsal surface of the carapax is naked, smooth and shining,

com-ex longitudinally, deeply areolated and nearly symmetrical. The

cervical suture is slightly curved and very distinctly marked by a

deep sulcus. The median portion of the gastric region is triangular,

and is separated from the antero-lateral lobes by very distinct but

shallow sulci, which meet in an acute angle on tlie front. The cardiac

region is large, quite prominent and distinctly separated from the

gastric. The branchial regions are very prominent and swollen, pro-

jecting much above the median regions, and a narrow portion next

the cervical suture is cut off by a straight and sharp sulcus. The

front projects well forward and is quite narrow, but not contracted

between the bases of the ocular peduncles. The superior border of

the orbit is nearly on a plain with the anterior part of the carapax,

its anterior edge is strongly arcuate and is marked by a very slight,

but sharply raised and continuous margin, and the posterior edge is

.marked by a faintly raised line, which is transverse and nearly

straight toward the front, but, toward the side of the carapax, falls

off posteriorly, so that the antero-lateral angle, which is right-angular,

but not at all prominent, is considerably posterior to the rest of the

anterior margin. The faintly margined lateral borders are parallel

anteriorly but approach slightly posteriorly. The inferior border of

the orbit is denticulate, the teeth being very minute on the portion

toward the front but much larger, and very slender on the outer

portion, and round into the external hiatus. The jugal regions are

much swollen and are separated from the buccal area by a deep

depression.

The ocular peduncles ai'e quite stout and as long as the orbits,

which they nearly fill.

The ischial segments of the external maxillipeds are very broad

and the outer edges are arcuate to fit the expanded buccal area, and

thus resemble the species of section A.

The larger cheliped is remarkably developed for so small a species,

the merus being as long as the carapax, while the hand is almost three

times as long, and nearly tAvice as long as the breadth of the carapax.

The anterior surface of the merus is smooth, flat and quite narrow,

and its angles are smooth and unarmed. The superior and exterior

surface of the carpus is evenly rounded and very slightly granulous,

and the inner margin is sharp and dentate. The basal portion of the
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propodiis is sliort ami eompressed, the outiT surface is flat and irraim-

lous, tlu' iiifi'vidr I'dije is aiiLTular and lias a very sliirlit, granidar

margin on the outside, tlie superior edge is rounded and granulated,

and the inner surface is armed with a slight, oblique, tuberculose

ridire exten<ling from the inferior edge to the short depression into

which the carpus folds. The digital portion of the propodus is much

compressed, straight and very slender, the inferior edge is nearly

smooth, the prehensile edge is only very ol)scurely tuberculate and

has a single, very slight tooth near tlie middle, and the tij) is slender,

acute and slightly upturned. The dactylus is compressed, very

slender, straight for two-thirds its length and the terminal portion

regularly curved downward, the superior edge is rounded and slightly

granulous toward the base, and the prehensile edge is as in the other

finger, except that the tooth is smaller and nearer the base.

The smaller cheliped is smooth and unarmed, the merus is slender

and triquetral, the carpus is short and rounded, the basal portion of

the propodus is quite short and thick, and the fingers are slender.

The ambulatory legs are long, very slender and nearly naked, and

the meral segments are very narrow.

The sternum is very broad and very convex. The abdomen is

scarcely at all contracted at the second segment, audit tapers slightly

to the extremity of the sixth ; the first and second are very short, the

the third is about twice as broad as long, the fourth, fifth and sixth

are completely anchylosed into one piece, and the seventh, or last,

forms very nearly a semicircle.

Length of carapax, 8-5"'"'
; breadth of carapax, 14-4'""'

; ratio, 1:1-79.

Length of hand, 24-8""" ; breadth of hand, 8-2'"'".

I have seen only one specimen, which was collected at the Gulf of

Fonseca, west coast of Central America, by J. A. McNiel (Collection

Peabody Academy of Science).

Family, Gecarcinid^.

CardiOSOma Latreille.

In this genus the abdominal appendages of the male present, in

some cases at least, good specific characters. In all the species which

I have examined, the appendages of the first segment are very stout

and nearly straight organs reaching beyond the middle of the abdo-

men, articulated at their bases with a large and hard semicircular

plate, which arches round the intestinal canal and joins the abdomen

on each side, and armed at their extremities with slender, horny tips.
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The appendages of the second segment are small and inconspicuous,

and their slender tips are flexible and folded within a little groove on

the inside of the bases of the appendages of the first segment.

Cardiosoma guanh-umi Latreiiie.

Cardisoina guanhumi Latreiiie, Encyclopedic methodique, tome x, p. 685, 1824, {teste

Edwards); Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust, tome ii, p. 24, 1837; Regne

animal de Cuvier, 3^^ edit., pi. 20, fig. 1 ; Annales des Sciences naturelles, Sn^e gerie,

Zoologie, tome xx, 1853, p. 204, pi. 9, fig. 1; Gibbes, On the Carcinological Col-

lections of the United States, Proceedings American Association, 3d ileeting,

p. 179, 1850; Stimpson, Proceedings Academy Xat. ScL, Philadelphia, 1858, p. 100;

Saussure, Crustaces nouveaux des Antilles et du Mexique, p. 21, 1858.

Ocypode {Cardisoma) cordata DeHaan, Fauna Japonica, Crustacea, p. 27, 1835 (non

Cancer cordatus Linne).

Ocypoda ruricola FreminviUe, Annales des Sciences naturelles, 2^ serie, Zoologie,

tome lii, 1835. p. 217 {non Cancer ruricola Linne).

Ocypoda gigantea FreminviUe, loc. cit, p. 221, 1835.

Plate V, figure 3.

The abdomen of the male is broadest at the third segment, from

Tvhich the margins converge rapidly to the sixth, which is considerably

longer than broad. The terminal segment is narrow and its extremity

is rounded. The first pair of abdominal appendages reach to the

middle of the sixth segment, are triquetral, straight and stout, and

their tips are rounded and slightly flattened laterally, and each is

armed with a very small, scale-like appendage directed obliquely out-

ward, and on the upper edge, just above this appendages, there is a

small process which is straight and does not reach beyond the rounded

extremity of the thickened portion of the organ.

A male from the Florida Keys gives, length of carapax, eo""""
;

breadth of carapax, YS'""" ; ratio of length to breadth, 1:1-20.

Length of merus in right cheliped, 31"""; in left cheliped, 49""",

Length of right hand, 45"*°^
; breadth, 19. Length of left hand, 88'"'°

;

breadth, 44.

Cardiosoma quadratum Saussure.

See these Transactions, vol. ii, p. 16.

Plate V, figure 4.

In this species the male abdomen and its appendages are almost ex-

actly like those of C. guanhumi except that the horny extremities of

the appendages of the first segment are a little longer and more slen-

der. There is a remarkable difterence between the male abdominal
appendages of this species and the species from the west coast of
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Alrit-a, witli wiiidi it is compart'*! on page 16 of tliis volume. In the

Airican spcnies the first pair of these appendages are very much Uke

tliose of the foHowing species, the horny tips being long, slender and

somewliat spiral, and the process on the upjjcr edge extending much
beyond the thickened portion of the organ.

Cardiosoma crassum, sp nov.

Plate y, figure 5.

In general appearance this species is closely allied to C. quadraturn.

Tlie carina of the lateral margin of the carapax is, however, much

more strongly marked and the ambulatory legs are clothed with long

hair, while in C. quadrntum they are nearly naked. The male abdom-

inal appendages ai"e entirely unlike iu the two species.

The dorsal surface of the carapax is naked, very minutely granu-

lous, regularly and strongly convex longitudinally, but only slightly

transversely, and the areolation is not strongly marked, the cardiac

region and the median portion of the gastric alone being indicated
;

the anterior extremity of the mesogastric lobe, however, is distinct,

long and slender and reaches nearly to the front. The front is broad

and high and the epigastric lobes protuberant, leaving, between them

and the front, a depressed space which is thickly covered with coarse

granules. The superior margin of the orbit is slightly sinuous, as seen

from above, and the lateral angle projects forward as an angular tooth.

Just back of this tooth the antero-lateral margin is broken by a sharp

notch, above which the carina of the lateral margin begins in a sharp

prominence. This carina through its entire length is very high and

distinct, being much more strongly marked than in C. quadraturn.

The epistome and nasal lobe are very much as in C. quadraturn., but

the labial border of the epistome is armed with a line of granules

which is more sharply raised and composed of smaller granules than

in that species. The jugal regions are densely clothed with short, soft

liair. The inferior branchial regions are naked, but are roughened

with numerous, short, sharp rugoi.

The chelipeds are very unequal in both sexes, and the ischial seg-

ments are armed, on the anterior side, with a few small tubercles. In

the larger cheliped, the merus is triquetral, very stout and reaches

slightly beyond tlie lateral margin of the carapax, the anterior sur-

face is flat and both its margins are armed with very large and prom-

inent tubercles directed forward, and on the outer surface and the pos-

terior angle, which is obtuse, there are short granulous ruga3 which

are very conspicuous on the angle. The larger hand is veiy short and
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stout, the breadth being about equal to four-sevenths of the length
;

the outer surface of the propodus is flattened and smooth ; the inner

surface, in the middle and toward the base of tlie dactylus, and the

margins, are armed with scattered tubercles ; and finally, the fingers

are very stout, the outer edges are armed with small horny tubercles,

and the prehensile edges gape but slightly, and are armed with large,

irregular teeth. In the smaller cheliped, the merus is more slender

and does not quite reach the lateral margin of the carapax, and the

hand is very much smaller and more slender.

The ambulatory legs are stout and the carpal and propodal seg-

ments, and the meral on the angles below, are clothed with long black

hairs, which are very consjncuous and fasciculated on the carpal and

propodal segments of the first and second anterior pairs.

In the male, the abdomen is broadest at the third segment, from

which the margins converge regularly to the sixth, which is nearly or

quite as broad as long and only slightly narrowed for most of its

length, but sharply contracted just before the articulation Avith the

small and narrow terminal segment. In the female, the abdomen is

. broadest near the articulation of the fifth with the sixth segment, and

the margins of the sixth segment are arcuate and converge rapidly to

the small, obtusely triangular terminal segment.

The first pair of male abdominal appendages reach to the middle

of the penultimate segment of the abdomen, and their extremities

are slightly flattened laterally, thickly clothed with hair on the out-

side and terminated by a long, slender, hard and homy tip, which

curves outward for nearly half its length, then rapidly upward, and

again outward at the end, forming thus about the third of a very

elongated spiral. From the under edge, just below the base of this

horny tip, there is a stout, straight process, which is soft and flex-

ible, and clothed at the extremity with hair.

Four specimens give the following measurements :

—

Sex.
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I'aiiiily, JiosciAD.E.

Pseudothelphusa Saussure.

Potamia Latreille, Cours il'enu-niolutfie, p. ;!38, 1831 {teste Edwards); Edwards et

Lucas, Voyage de d'Orbigny daus TAnierique meridionale, Crust., p. 22, 1843;

White, List of the Crustacea in the Britisli Museum, p. 30, 1847 ; Daua, United

States Exploring Expedition, Crust., p. 293 ; Saussure, Crustaces noveaux des An-

tilles ct du Mexique, p. 19, 1858 («o« Robineau-Desvoidy).

Boscia Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust , tome ii, p. 14, 1837 ; Annales des Sci-

ences naturelles, S^e scrie, Zoologie, tome xx, 1853, p. 207 ; A. Edwards, Annales

de la Society entomologique de France, 4J^^ serie, tome vi, 1866, p. 203.

Psevdothelphusa Saussure, Revue et Magasin de Zoologie, 1857, p. 305 {teste Saus-

sure).

Latrcille's name, Po^amm, given in 1831, was properly rejected by

Edwards on account of its previous use, in 1830, by Kobineau-Des-

voidy, for a genus of Diptera, but the name J^oscia, proposed by

Edwards in 1837, is quite as objectionable, having been used, accord-

ing to Agassiz's Xomericlator Zoologicus, by Leach, in 1813, for a

genus of CiiTipedia, by Schweigger, in 1820, for a genus of Polyps,

and by Leach again, in 1824, for a genus of Coleoptera. Pseudothel-

phiLf^a., although at first jiroposed as a new genus, does not difler es-

sentially from the species of Edwards' Boscia which have no superior

frontal crest, and was finally united with Potamia by Saussure him-

self, so that it may properly be adopted for the genus as defined by

Edwards.

Pseudothelphusa, as here limited, includes the following American

species :

—

P. Americana Saussure, from Hayti.

P. gracilipes (Poscia gracilipes A. Edwards, Annales de la Societe

entomologique de France, 4'"^ serie, tome vi, 1866, p. 204), from Haute

Vera-Paz, Gautemala.

P. plana, sp. nov., from Peru.

P. macropa {Boscia macropa Edwards, Archives du Museum
d'Histoire naturelle, Paris, tome vii, p. 175, pi. 12, fig. 3), from Bo-

livia.

P. Chilensis {Potamia Chilensis Edwards et Lucas, Voyage de

d'Orbigny dans I'Amerique meridionale. Crust., p. 22, pi. 10, fig. 1),

from Lima, Peru.

P. denticulata {Boscia denticulata Edwards, Annales des Sciences

naturelle, Zoologie, 3"''^ serie, tome xx, 1853, p. 208), from Guiana.

P. Bocourti, {Boscia Bocourti A. Edwards, loc. cit., p. 203), from

the River Coban, Haute Vera-Paz, Gautemala.
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P. dentata (Boscia dentata Edwards, Histoire naturelle des Crust,,

tome ii, p. 15, pi. 18, fig. 14-16), from the West Indies.

The only other described species is the P. sinutifrons {Boscia sinvr

tifrons A. Edwards, loc. cit., p. 205), tlie habitat of which was not

known.

Pofamia latlfrons Randall (Journal Academy Xat. Sci., Philadel-

phia, vol. viii, p. 120, 1839), supposed to have come from Surinam or

the West Indies, probably belongs here, but the description is too

indefinite to determine its affinities with any degree of certainty.

Pseudothelphusa plana, sp. nov.

Female. The carapax is very broad and its dorsal surface is flat in

the middle and posteriorly, but convex along the anterior border, and

is punctate, but the surface between the widely separated punctures

is glabrous. The gastric region is undivided, except by a short and

shallow median sulcus, which separates the slightly indicated anterior

lobes and extends down the front. The anterior portion of the cer-

vical suture, from the median lobes of the gastric region to the antero-

lateral margin, is well indicated by a straight, broad and deep sul-

cus. There is no sulcus between the gastric and hepatic regions.

The branchial regions are very prominent and undivided. The front

is deflexed and the narrow inferior margin is perpendicular, and has

a distinct submarginal groove. The orbits are well filled by the

stout ocular peduncles. The antero-lateral margin is evenly and very

strongly arcuate, and its edge is sharp and finply denticulated. The

postero-lateral margin is concave in outline.

The external maxillipeds, as well as the sternum, are punctate like

the carapax but the punctures are much larger.

A single cheliped is quite small ; the merus scarcely reaches beyond

the carapax, is triangular, the anterior angle slightly dentate, and the

posterior angle rounded and granulated ; the upper side of the carpus

is punctate like the carapax, evenly rounded and armed with an angu-

lar tooth on the inner margin ; the basal portion of the propodus is

punctate, slender and evenly rounded ; and finally the fingers are long,

slender, cylindrical, nearly straight, and slightly toothed within.

The ambulatory legs are naked, slender and rounded, and the

dactyli are nearly straight, cylindrical and sparsely spinulose.

The color of alcoholic specimens is uniform dark olive brown above

and lighter beneath.

Breadth of carapax. Ratio.

22-4°»m 1: 1-65

27-7 l:lfi7

Sex.
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There are two rather bailly preserved si)eeimens, collected atPaita,

Peru, by Prof, James Ortou, in the Museum of Yale College. The
smaller specimen wants both chelipeds, and the larger specimen, one.

This sj)ecie8 is closely ;illii'<l to P. macropa, but is easily distin-

guished fn»m it l)y the denticulated autcro-Iateral nuirgin, by the short

merus <»f the chelipeds, and by the Hattened carajjax—the carapax of

P. macro})a being represented in Edwards' iigure as quite convex

transversely, while in P. jilana it is flat in that direction. ^Moreover

the front seems to be much more detiexed in our species, the orbits

are much smaller and are well filled by the eyes, and the antero-lateral

margin is not " creuses en dessous d'un sillon bien marque." In the

depressed form of the carapax, it is apparently closely allied to P.

gracilipes, but the ambulatory legs are not longer in proportion than

in P. macropa, and the front is almost straight, as seen from above,

and not lobed as in P. Americana,, with which the Iront of P. gra-

cilipes is compared. In the denticulated antero-lateral margin it re-

sembles P. C'hilensis, but in the form of the carapax, and in other

characters it is much nearer to P. macropa.

Opisthocera,* gen. nov.

The carapax is much as in Pseudothe/jyhusa / the dorsal surface is

not distinctly areolated ; the front is deflexed, smooth and unarmed,

and the edge is not reflexed beneath a superior crest as in £pilobocera

and Potamocarcinus ; and the lateral margins are not aimed with

strong teeth or spines.

The ei)istome is deeply channeled transversely and the labial bor-

der is divided into three very prominent lobes projecting far forward,

and of which the lateral ones are bilobed at tip and are separated

from the antero-lateral angles of the buccal opening by broad and very

deep efferent orifices.

The external maxillipeds are as in Epilohocer((,, the merus trans-

verse, the anterior margin rounded, and the palpus goniarthroid.

In the single species upon which the genus is based, there is a long

and slender spine projecting from the upper side of the expiratory

canal near the external orifice.

In the character of the front, this genus agrees with the species of

Pseudothelplmsa which have no su])erior frontal crest and differs from

Epilohocera, while, in the position of the antenna?, it agrees with JEpi-

lohocera and differs from Pseudothelphusa.

* 'OKiade, pone; Kepag, carnu.
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Opisthocera Gilmanii, sp. nov.

Plate V, figure 1,

Male. The dorsal surface of the carapax is evenly convex in two

directions and nearly smooth, hut very minutely granulated and con-

spicuously punctate with widely scattered punctures. There is no

indication of areolation except two minute lunate impressions in the

middle. The front has a smooth, revolute margin, which is continu-

ous with the upper margin of the orbits, and a distinct, submarginal

groove, which extends slightly along the inner portion of the supe-

rior orbital border. The orbits are large, open and shallow, only par-

tially filled by the ocular peduncles, and the inferior margin is sharp

and minutely denticulate. The antero-lateral margin is evenly con-

vex in outline, is broken by a small, oblique groove near the angle of

the orl)it, and its edge is sharp and very slightly and obtusely dentic-

ulated anteriorly, but smooth posteriorly. The postero lateral mar-

gin is concave in outline and rounded. The inferior lateral regions

are naked and smooth. The labial border of the epistome is deeply

divided ; the lobes are very prominent, and nearly horizontally, the

median lobe being longest and its extremity triangular.

The external maxillipeds are nearly smooth externally, but are

marked with a few scatteix'd punctations.

The chelipeds are very unequal ; in both, the merus is triquetral, the

inferior angle rounded, but armed with a few small tubercles toward

the carpus, and the superior angles are obtuse and armed with numer-

ous tubercles, which are somewhat spiniibnn on the anterior angle

;

the carpus is smooth and rounded externally and has a prominent

spine on the inner margin. The basal portion of the propodus in the

larger hand, is very stout, the superior margin is qiiite high, but

rounded, and the inferior margin is armed with a few small tubercles

near the base, the fingers are long, rather slender, and irregularly

toothed within, and the dactylus is strongly curved so that tlie fingers

gape very widely. The smaller hand is quite slender, the fingers are

nearly cylindrical, very long, nearly straight, and but slightly gaping.

The ambulatory legs are slender, naked and nearly smooth, the

meral segments are narrow, and the dactyli are armed with three rows

of spines above and two below.

The abdomen is Avidest at the third segment, and the first and sec-

ond segments are only slightly narrower; from the third segment, the

margins converge quite rapidly to the sixth, which is nearly twice as

broad as long and its lateral margins only slightly conver<xiniX ; the

terminal segment is much broader than long and its extremity sum
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what acutely arcuate. Tlic a])])cn(lai;os of the first sojjment are very

stout ami nearly straight on;ans reacliiiig to the middle of the sixth

segment, and articulated at their bases to a hard jtlatc, which arches

round the intestinal canal nnich :is described un<lcr the genus Cardi-

osoina. A deep groove extends from the l)asal articulation along the

inside of each of these organs, curving round to the outside and ter-

minating at the tip, which is truncate, turned sharply outward and

armed with sharp, hooked spinules, and, on the inferior edge, with a

small, curved process. The appendages of the second segment are as

long as those of the first, are widely separated at their bases, and the

terminal portions, which are lodged in grooves in the ajipendages

of the first segment, are long, very slender and taper to acute points.

The color, in alcohol, is uniform dirty yellowish brown, lighter

beneath.

Length of carapax, 38 -7"""
; breadth of carapax, 57'2"""; ratio,

1:1-48. Length of larger hand, 61-0"'"'; breadth, 24-5; length of

dactylus, 37'0. Length of smaller hand, 41-0"'"'; breadth, 12*8;

length of dactylus, 245.

The single specimen, which furnishes the above description, is in

the collection of the Boston Society of Natural History, and was col-

lected in a small stream near the center of the Isle of Pines by S. H.

Scudder and Winthrop S. Gilman, Jr. At the suggestion of Mr.

Scudder, the species is named for his friend.

Epilobocera stmipson.

Epilobocera Cubensis Stimpson.

Annals Lyceum Nat Hist., New York, vol. vii. p. 234, 1860.

This species, discovered in fresh water streams on the Island of

Cuba, near Santiago, has close generic relations with the last species,

but the character of the front and of the epistome is very different.

I have seen only a single, imperfect, female specimen loaned by Dr.

Stimpson. In this specimen, the dorsal surface of the carapax is arm-

ed, along the lateral border, with small, tuberculiforni granules, and

the infeiior lateral regions aiv arme<l, toward the lateral margin, with

similar gramdes which are conspicuous on the anterior part of the in-

ferior branchial region. The superior frontal crest projects consider-

a1)ly beyond the inferior one and is divided into two, slightly convex

lobes by a well marked, median sulcus which extends back upon the

carapax to the raesogastric lobe. The inferior margin of the front is

straight, as seen in a front view, and its edge is slightly crenulated.
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The inferior margin of the orbit is finely crenulated, and the crenula

lions cease near the external angle, but there is. no hiatus.

The labial border of the epistunie has a prominent, triangular tooth

in the middle and smaller ones each side ; they all project downward

and very slightly forward, and the median one has one or two small

denticles toward its base. There is a quite broad, but very short, pro-

cess projecting from the upper side of the expiratory canal, nearly in

the position of the slender spine in Opisthocera.

The abdomen is very similar to that of the male Opisthocera just

described, except that the first.and second segments are scarcely nar-

rower than the third. It is remarkably narrow for a female, and the

specimen is probably a sterile individual of that sex.

Epilobocera armata sp. nov.

Plate V, figure 2.

The carapax is flattened above and the dorsal surface is nearly

smooth, but very minutely granulous and punctate with widely scat-

tered punctures. The epigastric lobes are just indicated by slight ele-

vations and are separated by a very distinct, broad and shallow me-

dian sulcus which extends forward and breaks through the superior

frontal crest in a smooth sinus. There are no other marks of areola-

tion except two minute lunate impressions in the middle of the cara-

pax. The superior margin of the front projects slightly beyond the

inferior one, is nearly straight, as seen from above, but curved down-

ward in the middle, as seen in a front view, and is closely armed with

conspicuous, rounded tubercles. The inferior margin of the front is

straight and its edge is raised into a prominent crest and is distinctly

crenulated. The superior margin of the orbit is continuous with the

inferior margin of the front and is crenulated like it, and, at the outer

angle is armed with one or two spiniform tubercles. The inferior mar-

gin of the orbit is finely dentate and is broken beneath the outer angle

by a broad, smooth sinus. The antero-lateral margin is separated from

the angle of the orbit by a slight hiatus and is armed with sharp,

spiniform teeth, which are ])rominent and slender on the anterior por-

tion, but decrease in size posteriorly and are quite small at the broad-

est portion of the carapax. The postero-lateral margin is coiuavo in

outline, as seen from above, smooth and rounded.

The labial border of the epistome is divided into three lobes as in

the last species. The median lobe is very prominent, projects out-

ward nearly as fiir as the superior crest of the front, is acutely trian-

gular and armed with two or three spiniform tubercles on each side,
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of which the ones towanl tlie base are very prominent. The lateral

lobi'S are obtusely rounded, tlu'ir outer ni:iru;iiis are unarmed and the

inui-r niar<jins are armed somewliat as tlie median lobe, but the tulii'r-

eles at the bases arc sliixhtly se])arated from the loV)es, and stand par-

tially between the lateral and median. There is a ])roeess j)ro-

jeetini; from the upper side of the expiratory eaiial, as in tlu- last spe-

cies.

The external ma\illii»eds, the ehelipeds, and the ambulatory legs

are very much as in K. Cuhenxis.

The abdomen is very broad, nearly covering the whole sternum,

the greatest breadth being at the tifth segment, and the fourth and

sixth but little narrower.

Sex.
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carapax, including teeth, 34*6; ratio, 1 : 1*19. The carapax in our

specimens is somewhat broader and the lobes of the front, as seen

from above, are more prominent and their summits nearer together,

leaving the orbit larger, than in the figure. The propodi and dactyli

of the ambulatory legs are thickly ciliated along both edges, while

EdAvards' figures 2^= and 2'' represent only a few cilia on the posterior

edges ; in the text, however, the dactyli are said to be '' a bords cilies."

The abdomen is quite remarkable for a female, the third and the three

following segments being united into a single piece, as in the figure of

the male abdomen, given by Edwards,* but, unlike the figure, it is

broadest at the middle and the margins are convex in outline.

Family, Grapsid^.

G-lyptograpsus, gen. nov.

The carapax is much broadei- than long and the dorsal surface is

distinctly areolated. The front is arched and nearly horizontal above

the antennae and antennulae, but excavated and deflexed in the mid-

dle. The lateral margins are strongly arcuate and are dentate ante-

riorly.

The epistome is high and nearly perpendicular and is crossed trans-

versely by a sharp groove, and the labial border is straight, as seen in

a front view, but broken by a distinct notch in the middle, as seen

from below. At the sides of the epistome, in the antero-lateral angle

of the buccal area, there is a decj) and narrow notch, which serves as

an efiln-ent orifice. There are no longitudinal ridges on the palate.

The basis of the antenna is movable and fills the whole space be-

tween the small, triangular, inner suborbital lobe and the front, and

its summit is excavated on the inner side for the reception of the suc-

ceeding segments, which are within the orbit.

The external maxillipeds are not crested and their inner margins

are closely approximated ; the ischium and nierus are of nearly equal

length and are both very broad, the merus being broader than long,

and its antero lateral angle not expanded.

The ambidatory legs are long and the dactyli are quadrangular and

the angles armed Avith spines.

None of the segments of the male abdomen are anchylosed.

* This figure is marked 3 on plate 14, as if it belonged with fiir. ''•. D. splnifer. and

on p. 180 it is referred to under that species, but in the explanation of the plates on p.

192, no fig. 36 is mentioned, while under D. pictus is placed, "Fig. 2*^'
. Abdomen du

male," yet there is no fig. 2c on the plato. and 3*' is the only abdomen tliere figured.

The abdomen is not referred to in the description of Z). pictus.
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Thi> aspect of the siiiufle 8j)L'fii'S \\\)in\ which this genus is founded

is quiti- peculiar. The body is thick, the dorsal surface is uneven and

the lateral niarti;in is armed witli tive tveth (including the angle of the

orhit), the last and smallest of which is on the postero-lateral margin.

The form of the carapax, the arching of the front above the antemm-

laj, and the number of teeth on the lateral margin, recall the genus

Cn/ptoijriipnus, from which, however, it is widely separated by the

form of the external maxillipeds and of the epistome. In the form

of the maxillipeds it is allied to Ileterograpsus. The form of the

epistome and the peculiar, deep efferent orifice are very marked and

distinctive chai'acters.

Glyptograpsus impressus, sp- nov.

Male. The dorsal surface of the carapax is uneven, with numerous,

irregular, shallow punctures, and along the lateral borders, with small,

tuberculose elevations. Tlie cervical suture is indicated by a very dis-

tinct sulcus. The' median portion of the gastric region is separated

from the protogastric lobes by deep sulci, which unite between these

lobes and extend down the front as a broad and deep depression.

The epigastric lobes are very prominent and tlieir anterior margins

are transverse and precipitous. The protogastric lobes are well indi-

cated, and an outer lobule is separated as a small, but very distinct,

tuberculiform elevation opposite the inner angle of the orbit. The

epibranchial lobes are uneven and partly separated from the meso-

branchial by well marked, but short, depressions. The posterior por-

tion of the branchial region is divided by a longitudinal ridge into a

flat inner area and a broad precipitous portion between the ridge and

the lateral margin. The front, as seen from before, is very sinuous,

and broken in the middle by a broad, deep, rounded sinus; its outer

angles, as seen from above, are obtusely rounded, and the margin is

continuous to the inner angle of the orbit, where it passes abruptly

downward beneath the ocular peduncle as a sharp ridge, leaving a dis-

tinct notch, above wliich the margin begins again and is continuous

to the acutely triangular antero-lateral tooth, which is prominent and

directed straight forward. The second tooth of the lateral margin is

broad and obtusely rounded and situated al)ove the plain of the ante-

rior tooth ; the third and the fourth are slender and acute ; the last is

on the })Ostero-lateral margin and is small, acutely pointed and some-

what below the level of those just in front of it. The inferior margin

of the orbit is straight and finely dentate. The inferior lateral re-

gions are granulous and slightly hairy.
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The chelipeds are short and very unequal ; in both, the merus is

short, not extending beyond the margin of the carapax, and trique-

tral, with the angles denticulate, and the carpus is small and its outer

surface granulous and slightly margined on the inner edge. In the

larger hand, the propodus is short and very stout, the outer sui-face is

convex and finely granulous, and the digital portion is very short, and

its prehensile edge directed obliquely downward; the dactylus is

straight, rather slender, and granulous like the propodus ; both fin-

gers are obtusely tubercular on the jji-ehensile edges and have horny,

slightly excavated tips. The smaller hand is slender, somewhat cylin-

drical, the basal portion is granulous externally, and the fingers are

very slender, T\T.th the prehensile edges minutely toothed and the tips

as in the larger hand.

The ambulatory legs ax-e nearly naked ; the meral segments are flat

and each is armed with a small spine on the anterior edge near the

distal extremity ; the carpi are slightly bicarinated along the anterior

edges; the propodi are broad, somewhat expanded in the middle, the

anterior edges carinated like the carpi, and the posterior edges spinu-

lous. The dactyli are slender, slightly curved, somewhat flattened,

and the angles armed with sharp spinules.

The abdomen is broadest at the base, from whicli it tapers to the

last segment, which is longer than broad and rectangular, except that

the extremity is slightly rounded.

Length of carapax, including lobes of frontal margin, 12 •4"^'";

breadth of carapax, including lateral teeth, lo'O"'™; ratio, 1 : r21.

Breadth between antero-lateral angles, 1 1 -S"^™. Length of ambula-

tory legs, first, 19"""
; second, 25 ; third, 25 ; fourth, 21.

I have seen only a single specimen, which was collected at Acajutla,

west coast of Central America, by F. H. Bradley.

The appendages of the first abdominal segment in the male are

widely separated at their bases, which are articulated to a slender

plate arching round the intestinal canal, and converge toward their

tips, but do not meet, although they extend to the middle of the sixth

segment. Each of the organs is nearly straight and rather stout for

two-thirds its length, and the terminal ])ortion i^ suddenly constricted

on the under side and curved outward and strongly downward to the

tip. The appendages of the second segment are small and are lodged

in grooves at the bases of the first pair.
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Sesarma ^:iy.

Sesarma reticulata -^^av.

Ocyp'idf (Sesarma) relkulatus Say, Jdiiriuil A.';KkMuy Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, vol. i, p.

73, 7G. pi. 4. fiff. G. 1817, and p. 442, 1818.

Sf^'Jflrma re<icutata Gibbcs, Prococdinfrs American Association, 3d mooting, p. 180,

1850 ; Ed\vard.<», Annalcs des Sciences natnrelle.«i, 3>no serie, Zoologie, tome xx, 1853,

p. 182; Stimpson, Annala L3-ceuni Nat. Hist., New York, vol. vii, p. 66, 1850.

This species is found at Xew Haven, Conn., inhal)iting salt-marshes

and associated with Gelasitnns pur//iax.

6ex.
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broad depression and is somewhat separated from the rather broad

mesogastric lobe, which extends forward, in the median sulcus between

the protogastric lobes, nearly to the front. This median sulcus is

broad and very deep, with precipitous sides and cuts through the

whole height of the frontal crest. The branchial regions are trav-

ersed by sharp transverse plications. The front is i:)erpendicular and

low, and the inferior margin is bi-oken hj a broad excavation in the

middle, where it scarcely projects beyond the epistome ; above the

antennulae the edge projects, but toward the orbit slopes off again.

The antero-lateral margin is armed with two stout teeth (including

the angle of the orbit) and with the trace of a third. The first tooth

is acute, directed forward and situated below the level of the rest of

the margin, the second is prominent, acute, and projects forward par-

tially over the deep, rounded incision which separates it from the first

tooth, and the third is only indicated by a slight emargination.

The chelipeds are equal and rather small ; the merus is rough ex-

ternally, the angles are sharp and the anterior ones seiTate ; the car-

pus is very granulous externally ; and the hand is slightly compressed,

smooth externally, and the superior margin armed with a sharp crest.

The ambulatory legs are stout and much compressed, the meral seg-

ments are very broad, the breadth being equal to half the length, and

rough with short transverse plications, the propodi and dactyli are

hairy along the edges, and the dactyli are stout, curved and acumi-

nate.

Length of carapax, 25-0™'"; greatest breadth of carapax, 3 TO'"";

ratio of length to breadth, 1:1-24. Breadth of carapax between

antero-lateral angles, 29'5'"'". Breadth of front, 16-4™'" ; height of

front, .3-4""i'.

The single specimen described was obtained at Corinto, west coast

of Nicaragua, by J. A. McXeil, and is in the collection of the Pea-

body Academy of Science.

Sesarma cinerea Say.

Grapsus cinereus Bosc, Histoire natxirellc des Crust., tome i. p. 20-4, pi. 5. fig. 1. 1S02

;

Latreille, Histoire natiirelle des Crust, et Insects, tome. \\. p. 72, 1S03.

Grapsus (Sesarma) cinei-eiis Say, Journal Academy Nat. Sci., Pliiladelphia, voL i. p.

442, 1818 {non Grapsus cinereus Say, loc. cit., p. 99, 1817).

Sesarma cinerea Edwards. Histoire naturclle des <>ust., tome ii. p. 75, 1837; Annales

des Sciences naturelle, 3™® serie. Zoologie, tome xx. 1853. p. 182 ; Gibbes. Proceed-

ings American Association, 3d meeting, p. 180, 1850; Stimpson, Annals Lyceum

Nat Hist, New York, vol. vii, p. 65, 1859.
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TluMV :iro spec'iiiK'iis be-fore me coUecteJ at EsTinont Key, west coast

of Florida, l>y Col. K. Jewett; at Blufllton, South Carolina, by Dr. J.

H. Mi'llirhamp (collection Peabody Academy of Science), and at Fort

Monroe, \'iri;inia, by Dr. Kneelaiid.

Several specimens !.jive the tbllowing measurements:

—

Locality.
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the carpus ; the carpus is thickly beset externally with sharp gran-

ules ; the basal portion of the propodus is short, and the outer surface

is evenly rounded and very granulous and the superior margin is

armed with a sharp crest ; and finally, the dactylus is granulous on

the upper side at base.

The ambulatory legs are rather slender, the meral segments are

sharply granulous above, and the propodi and dactyli are clothed with

a few short, stiff hairs along the margins.

Two males give the following measurements :

—

Length of Breadth of Breadth at Breadth Height
carapax. carapax. Ratio. orbital angles. of front. of front.

ll-6mm 13-inim 1:1*13 12"9™™ 7-Onim 2M™™
15-8 17-6 1:112 16-9 94 30

I have seen only two specimens, both males, which were collected

at Acajutla, west coast of Central America, by F. H, Bradley.

Although closely allied to S. cinerea^ it is very readily distinguish-

ed from all specimens of that species which I have seen, by the gran-

ulous anterior regions of the carapax, the coarsely granulous front,

and by the crested and granulous hands. The carapax also is more

convex anteriorly and along the branchial regions.

The male abdomen and its appendages are almost exactly as in S.

cinerea, except that the last segment of the abdomen is somewhat

larger in proportion.

Sesarma angustipes Dana.

United States Exploring Expedition, Crust., p. 353, pi. 22, fig. 7, 1852; Stimpson.

Proceedings Academy Nat. Sci., Philadelphia, 1858, p. 106; Annals Lyceum Xat.

Hist, New York, vol. vii, p. 66, 1859.

Six specimens give the follo^^^ng measurements :

—

Locality.
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and the aiiti'rior portion of tlit' meso-gastric lohc oxtends forward,

almost to tlu' line of tin." front, as a very narrow ridi^e in the deep sul-

cus between the protoijastrie lohes. The nie<lian and j)Osterior rei^ions

are punctate with irrei;ular, coarse punctations, and the Ijranchial re-

gions are slightly plicate transversely. The front is nearly perpen-

dicular, but low and \ ery concave, the superior crest projects almost

as far forward as the inferior margin, and is divided into four equal

lobules by a deej) median groove and slight lateral ones, and the infe-

rior maigin is strongly reflexed, its edge sinuous, as seen from above,

with a broad and shallow sinus in the middle, and a very slight one

each side. The antero-lateral tooth is nearly riglit-angular, and pro-

jects but slightly forward. The lateral margin is straight and eutire.

The chelipeds are equal and very small, the merus and carpus are

sharply granulous exteriudly, the hand is about half as long as the

breadth of the front, slender, the inferior edge evenly rounded, and

the superior edge more angular and sparsely granulous, but not crest-

ed, and the fingers are slender, nearly cylindrical, and very slightly

toothed within.

The ambulatory legs are very long and slender, even longer than in

S. angustipes, and the meri and propodi are rough above.

Length of carapax, from its posterior margin to superior lobes of

the front, 14-1"""
; breadth of carapax, 13-8"""

; ratio, 1 : 0'98. Breadth

of carapax between antero-lateral angles, 13 •6"'"'. Breadth of front,

7-2; height of front, rs. Length of ambulatory legs, first, 22*0;

second, 28'4; third, 32*0; fourth, 25-0. Length of propodus in first

pair of ambulatory legs, 5'6; second pair, 8-0; third i)air, 9-0; fourth

pair, 6*6.

1 have seen only one specimen, a female, collected at the Pearl Isl-

ands, Bay of Panama, by F. H. Bradley.

It is readily distinguished from all the other described American

species of the genus by the narrowness of the carapax, the low, per-

pendicular and excavated front, and the great length of the ambula-

tory legs.

GONOPLACID^.

Prionoplax Kdwards.

Prionoplax ciliatiis, sp- nov.

A species similar to P. xpinicarpus Edwards, Archives du Museum

d'llistoire naturelle, Paris, tome vii, p. 1(37, ])1. 11, fig. 3.
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Male. The carapax is very convex longitudinally, but scarcely at

all transversely. The dorsal surface is thickly beset with small, tuber-

culiform granules, but the space between the granules is smooth and

shining. The areolation is similar to that of P. spinicarpits ; the cer-

vical suture is indicated by a very distinct, smooth sulcus, which is

sharp and deep in the longitudinal portions in the middlt of the cara-

pax ; the mesogastric and the metagastric lobes are united ; there

are no distinct sulci between the protogastric lobes and the hepatic

regions ; the branchial regions are undivided and only indistinctly

separated from the cardiac. The front is lamellar, very strongly de-

flexed and its edge divided into two prominent, rounded lobes, which,

when seen in a front view, project below the inferior margins of the

orbits. The antero-lateral margin is thin and is divided by deep

rounded sinuses into four slightly upturned lobes or teeth, of Avhich

the anterior, the hepatic, and the epibranchial are broad and truncate

and their truncated edges finely denticulated, while the posterior, or

mesobranchial, is acutely pointed. The inferior lateral regions are

granulous like the dorsal surface, and, along the lateral borders, are

clothed with long cilia which project beyond the margins. There are

also, some hairs along the lateral margins of the dorsal surface, but

they are very easily removed.

The outer surface of the external maxillipeds is minutely granulous.

The chelipeds are stout and slightly unequal. The merus is trique-

tral and aimed with a spine on the posterior angle near the distal ex-

tremity. The upper side of the carpus is flat, somewhat roughened,

and armed on the middle of the inner side with a long spine. The
hands are stout, slightly compressed laterally, and perfectly smooth

;

the upper edge is angular, but not crested, and the fingers are com-

pressed, deflexed, somewhat incurved, coarsely and irregularly toothed

within, and do not gape.

The ambulatory legs are slender and thickly hairy along the edges,

especially on the dactyli, which are long, very slender, and cylindrical.

The sternum is granulous like the carapax, only more minutely.

The abdomen is smooth ; the first and third segments are very much
wider than the second, and the penultimate is much broader than lono-

and its lateral margins are deeply concave in outline. The appenda-

ges of the first segment are long, slender, triquetral, and nearly

straight organs reaching almost to the extremity of the abdomen.
The appendages of the second segment are short and inconspicuous.

I liave seen only males.

Trans. Connecticct Acad., Vol, II. 11 April, 1870.
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Lenfrth of carapax, IS-J""" Breadth of carapax. 22-9""n Ratio, 1 : 144
" " " 15-5 " " " 23-9 " 1: 1-47

Collected at Panama by F, II, Hra<lley.

This species is closely allied to P. spinicarpus, and it may possibly

prove to be identical with the species from Panama mentioned under

that name by Stimpson, Annals Lyceum Nat. Hist, New York, vol.

vii, p. 59. Edwards states, however, that, in his species, the teeth of

the antero-lateral margin are " aj)laties et aigues," and they are so

figured on his plate, while in our species, all, except the posterior one,

are broad, truncate and denticulated. The carapax in his figure is

considerably broader, and the chelipeds seem to be much less robust,

than in P. ciliatus. Moreover, there are no hairs or cilia indicated in

the figure, on the carapax or the ambulatory legs, and they are not

mentioned in the description.

The specimens, when received, were com])letely covered with fer-

ruginous mud. Their cylindrical form is well adapted for living in

holes, and this is quite probably the habit of the species, as it is of

Speocracinus^ according to Stimpson.

Euryplax Stimpson.

Euryplax nitidus Stimpson.

Annals Lyceum Nat. Hist., New York, vol. vii, p. 60, 1859.

Of this species, there is a specimen, in the Museum of Yale Col-

lege, collected at Egmont Key, west coast of Florida, and there is

another in the collection of the Peabody Academy labeled New Or-

leans, but probably from some part of the Gulf of Mexico.

Both these specimens are adult males and agree perfectly with

Stimpson's description. The pit on the anterior surface of the merus

is e.vactly alike in both chelipeds and in each specimen. The antero-

lateral margins converge anteriorly so that the breadth of the cara-

pax between the anterior angles, is very much less than between the

posterior teeth. The anterior angle is obtuse, the second tooth is tri-

angular, but blunt, and the last is slender and acutely pointed.

The male abdomen is broadest at the second segment, the sides of

which extend in narrow projections quite to the cox» of the posterior

legs. The first segment is narrow and is only exposed in the broad

excavation of the posterior margin of the carapax. The third seg-

ment is very broad and its sides project in acute angles, over the chan-

nel between the sixth and seventh segments of the sternum, nearly to

the coxae of the posterior legs. From the third segment, the abdo-
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men is narrow and tapers to a very narrow terminal segment, which

is two-thirds longer than broad, and obtuse at tip. The appendages

of the fii'st segment extend a little beyond the sixth segment. They

are widely separated at base, strongly incurved till they meet a little

way from the tips, which are again curved strongly outward. They

are slender and taper to slender and acute tips, and the terminal third

is shining black in color. The appendages of the second segment are

situated within those of the first, are short, slender, straight, and

white.

Alcoholic specimens are pale yellowish white, and the fingers white

at tips.
Length of Breadth of Breadth

Locality. Sex. carapax. carapax. Ratio. of front.

Florida. Male. IS-^mm 22-Omm 1 : 164 10-2n'ni

New Orleans? " 14-6 240 1 : 1-65 10-4

Eiiryplax politus, sp. nov.

This species is allied to the last, but wants wholly the pits on the

meral segments of the chelipeds, and the antero-lateral margins are

parallel instead of converging anteriorly.

Male. The carapax is glabrous, convex longitudinally and very

slightly transversely. The dorsal surface is not distinctly areolated,

although the cervical suture can be traced by a slight depression.

The front is nearly straight and has a distinct marginal groove upon

the upper edge and is deeply notched each side at the insertion of the

antennae, as in E. nitidiis. The antero-lateral margins are parallel,

very short, and each is armed with three acute teeth. The postero-

lateral margin is slightly incurved. The posterior margin is slightly

concave in the middle.

The chelipeds are nearly equal, stout, smooth and glabrous. The

merus is armed with a small spiniform tooth, as in E. nitidus, and

the carpus, with a small tooth within. The hands are slightly swol-

len, the superior margins are quite high, but smooth and rounded,

and the fingers are slender and slightly deflexed.

The ambulatory legs are smooth, nearly naked, and very slender.

The abdomen is quite similar in form to that of JE. nitidus, and the

appendages are very much as in that species, but those of the first

segment are not as strongly curved at the tips, and the terminal por-

tion is brown instead of black.

An alcoholic specimen is pale yellowish white, Avith the fingers

brown at tip.

Sex

Male

A single specimen was collected at Panama by F. H. Bradley.

Sex
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This species agrees perfectly with all tlu' cliaracters assigned to tlie

genus Eury/ihix hy Stimpsoii, except in wanting wholly the jiit on

the front side of the nierus of the cliclipeds. This character might,

perhaps, be considered generic, hut, in the alisence of any knowledge

in regard to its functional importance, it seems hest to refer this spe-

cies to Euryphix^ and especially, since it agrees so closely in most of

its specific characters with the type of that genus.

GlyptoplaX, gen. nov.

The carapax is cancroid in form and similar to Eucratopsis.* The

dorsal surface is deeply areolated, the front is prominent and nearly

horizontal, and the antero-lateral margin is dentate and about as long

as the postero-lateral.

The basis of the antenna is long and joins a slight process from the

side of the front.

The epistome is much as in Panopeus. There is a sharp carina on

each side of the palate, along the efterent canal, but it is interrupted

a little way from the border of the epistome.

The external maxillipeds are approximated along their inner mar-

gins. The ischium is longer than broad, and its anterior extremity

projects farther forward on the inside than the outside. The merus is

somewhat triangular, the antero-lateral angle is very prominent, the

anterior margin is very short and nearly parallel with the inner mar-

gin, which slopes otf rapidly toward the antero-lateral angle. The

palj)us is endaithroid.

The chelipeds are short, but the hands are very stout. The ambu-

latory legs are slender and smooth.

The seventh segment of the male sternum is exposed on each of the

abdomen. The verges pass from the coxai of the i)Osterior legs to the

abdomen, through canals beneath the sternum. The sides of the first

segment of the abdomen extend in triangular projections to the coxib

of the posterior legs; the second segment is much narrower than

either the first or the third ; the sides of the third segment do not

reach the margins of the sternum; and the third, fourth, and fifth seg-

ments are anchylosed.

This genus is allied to Eiicratopsis, but differs very much from it in

the form of the external maxilHpeds, in the more prominent and hori-

zontal front, and in the longer antero-lateral margins of the carapax.

From Speocarcinics Stimpson (Annals Lyceum Nat. Hist., New York,

* Eucrate Dana. See these Transactions, vol. ii, p. 35.

1
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vol. vii, p. 58), it differs in the approximation of the external maxilli-

peds and in the form of the carapax.

Glyptoplax pugnax, sp. nov.

Male. The dorsal surface of the carapax is slightly convex longi-

tudinally, but not at all transversely, and is thickly granulous. The

raesogastric lobe is not distinct from the metagastric, but is well sep-

arated from the protogaatric, and its anterior portion is narrow and

extends well forward. The protogastric lobes are prominent and un-

divided, and are not distinctly separated from the epigastric, which

are very slight elevations separated by a marked median sulcus. The

hepatic region is prominent, undivided, and separated from the gastric

and branchial regions by deep sulci The mesobranchial and meta-

branchial lobes are separated by a very slight sulcus, and the anterior

portion of the branchial region is divided into three lobules,—one at

the base of the epibranchial tooth, a larger one just within this, and

a small, indistinct one next the gastro-cardiac sulcus. The front is

thin and horizontal, its edge is slightly convex, as seen from above,

and divided by a very slight notch in the middle. At each side of

the front, there is a deep antennal notch, above which, the inner angle

of the superior orbital border projects as a prominent tooth. The

superior margin of the orl)it is divided by two deep notches. The

anterolateral margins are arcuate. The outer angle of the orbit pro-

jects only slightly beyond the second tooth and is separated from it

by a slight sinus. The remaining portion of the margin is divided

into three, prominent, triangular teeth, of which the middle one, or

epibranchial, is most prominent.

The ocular peduncles are armed with a granulous tubercle on the

anterior side near the cornea.

The chelipeds are slightly unequal and the hands are very large.

The merus does not project beyond the lateral margin of the carapax.

The carpus is short and the outer surface is granulous, has a slight

groove along the margin next the propodus, a tooth upon the inner

margin, and a small tubercle near the articulation of the propodus.

The hand is compressed, very broad, and nearly smooth. Tlie basal

portion of the propodus is slightly convex on both sides, the lower

edge is rounded, and the upper edge is slightly crested ; the digital

portion is very broad at base and very much deflexcd, so tliat the j)re-

hensile edge is parallel with the margin at the base of the dactylus,

the inferior edge is slightly margined on the outside, and the tip is

slender and upturned. The dactylus is long and slender, the upper
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ed'JTO is slightly crested ami tl)e ti)) is liooked by the tip of the pro-

potliis. Tlio preliensile edges of both fingers are sharp, very slightly

dentate, and do not gape, or only very sliglitly.

Tlie ainhulutory legs are slender and minutely gruinilous ; the pro-

podi are slightly hairy on the i>osterior edges ; and the dactyli are

slender, slightly compressed, those of the posterior i>air considerably

shorter than the others, and all clothed with very short hair.

The sternum is minutely granulous. The terminal segment of the

abdomen is about as broad as long, and the extremity is obtusely

rounded. The appendages of the first abdominal segment are long,

slemler, nearly straight, and reach to the terminal segment. The

apiiendages of the second segment are short and very small.

The females difi*er from the males in being more convex and in the

front being less prominent and very slightly detlexed. The young

males approach the females in these characters.

The fingers are black in both sexes.

Length of carapax. Breadth of r.arapax.No.
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second pair in the female, and the tips of the others in both sexes

with a very short and close, clay-colored pubescence, looking much
like a uniform coating of mud.

Female. The carapax is very strongly convex in all directions

and the dorsal surface, beneath the pubescence, is smooth and shining.

The cardiac region is protuberant and is separated from the gastric

region by a conspicuous sulcus, and from the branchial regions, by
very marked and deep depressions, which extend along the cervical

suture to the hepatic region. The branchial regions are protuberant

along their inner sides. The front is not protuberant, is strongly

deflexed, and has a slight median depression.

The external maxillipeds are more longitudinal and of a firmer con-

sistency than is usual in the genus. The merus is short and broad,

and the inner margin is angulated in the middle, the portion toward

the base fitting the anterior margin of the sternum and the distal por-

tion being slightly concave and fitting closely the terminal segments of

the palpus. The second segment of the palpus is large, broadest in

the middle at the attachment of the terminal segment, and the outer

surface is flattened. The terminal segment is slightly spatulate in

form and reaches almost to the tip of the second segment.

The chelipeds are equal and very stout and the hands are long and

nearly cylindrical. The fingers are somewhat cylindrical, nearly

straight almost to the tips, which are hooked by one another, and the

prehensile edge of the dactylus is armed, near the base, vriih. a small

tooth, which fits a slight excavation in the propodal finger.

The ambulatory legs are stout and all the ischial segments, and the

posterior margins of the propodi and dactyli in the last pair, are

clothed with a long, woolly pubescence. The dactyli in the three

anterior pairs are short, curved, and pubescent nearly to the tips,

except in the right leg of the second pair, where the propodus is con-

siderably longer than in the corresponding leg on the other side, and

the dactylus very long, almost straight, and entirely naked. In the

posterior legs, the dactyli are long, straight, slender, and pubescent.

The anterior margin of the sternum is excavated into a broad,

rounded sinus for the reception of the tips of the palpi of the exter-

nal maxillipeds.

The abdomen is orbicular and completely covers the sternum.

Male. The only male which I have seen is much smaller than the

females, and is not so thickly pubescent. The cardiac and branchial

regions are less protuberant and are separated from the gastric by a
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sliirlit «liM>rossion only. The front projects slightly ami is not so muoh
di'tU'.\i'(l as in tlu' feinak-.

Tlu' c'helipc'ils and arabuljitory loijs arc like those of the female,

cxeept that the ambulatory legs of the ri«j:lit side are like those of the

V-W.

The ahdomen is broadest at the third segment, from the third to

the sixtli, the margins are straight and converging, the sixth is

abruptly contracted, and the terminal segment is nearly square. The
appendages of the first segment are rather stout organs, somewhat
hairy along the margins, and reach to the terminal segment. They
curve inward for about twothirds of their length and then outward
again to the tips. The appendages of the second segment are short

and are lodged in grooves at the bases of the first ]>air of appendages.

Locality.

Pearl Islands.
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than in the corresponding leg of the left side, but are not as long as

in the female.

The abdomen is not broader than in the male, but the margins are

slightly convex, it is not contracted at the sixth segment, and the

extremity is rounded.

Length of cirapax, Simmj breadth of c^irapax, 5-3mm; ratio, 1 : 104.

Pinnotheres Lithodomi, sp. nov.

Female. The carupax, in the single specimen examined, is much

crushed out of shape, but the dorsal surface is smooth and naked.

The merus of the external maxilliped is broadest at the distal

extremity, and both margins are nearly straight.

The chelipeds are equal, smooth, and naked. The hands are cylin-

drical, and the fingers are short, nearly straight, the tips are slightly

hooked by each other, and the prehensile edge of the dactylus is

armed, near the base, with a small tooth, which fits a slight excava-

tion in the propodal finger.

The ambulatory legs are very slender and wholly naked, except

the dactyli. In the first pair, the dactyli are very short and only

slightly curved ; in the second, they are considerably longer than in

the first, and nearly'straight ; in the third, they are very long, being

nearly as long as the propodi, slender, and slightly curved ; and in

the posterior pair, they are about as long as in the second and are

ciliated along the posterior edges.

Breadth of carapax, about, 4'""'.

The only specimen seen, was found in a specimen of Z,ithodo)nxis

aristatus Forbes and Hanley which was in its excavation in the shell

of a Spotidi/lus collected at the Pearl Islands by F. II, Bradley.

Although the specimen is very small, it has a large number of

eggs beneath the abdoinen.

Ostracotheres Edwards.

Ostracotheres politus, sp. nov.

Female. The carapax is depressed, naked, smooth, and shining.

The dorsal surface is flat and the borders are smoothly r<ninded.

There is a short median sulcus on the front, and a very sliglit l"-shapod

one extending from the orbits to the middle of the carapax. The

front does not project beyond the anterior margins.

The external maxillipeds are smooth and almost entirely naked, and,

in form, are considerably like the figure of O. ajfi/i is given by Edwards

(Annales des Sciences naturelles, 3""^ s6rie, Zoologie, tome xx, 1853,
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pi. 11, fii;. 11), but the raerus is wider at tho distal end and tlio outer

mariiin is not so arcuate.

The ehelipeds are equal ami all the segments are rounded, smooth,

and glabrous. The hands are small and much compressed. The fin-

gers are shorter than the basal portion of the jiropodus, do not gape,

and the dactylus is slightly curved and is anned, near the base, with

a small tooth, which fits a slight excavation in the propodal finger.

The ambulatory legs are short, slender, cylindrical, and smooth.

Those of the first pair are shorter than those of the second, and the

dactyli, in both the first and second pairs, are very short and curved,

and close against the expanded end of the propodus, which is clothed

at that point with a little tuil of short, stiff hair. Those of the third

pair are about the length of those of the second pair, and the dactyli are

short and curved, but the distal ends of the propodi are not expanded

for their reception. The posterior legs are shorter than those of the

second or third pair, are much more slender than any of the others,

and the dactyli are only slightly curved and are very long and slen-

der, their length being about equal to that of the propodi.

The abdomen is very broad and covers the whole sternum.

Length of carapax, 5-4n"n; breadth of carapax, 7"3"™; ratio, 1 : 1'35

" " " 6-3 " " " 8-3 " 1:1-32
" " " 6-4 " •' '• 8-5 " 1:1-33

Collected at Callao, Peru, by F. H. Bradley.

The integument is quite thin and yielding, and the species undoubt-

edly lives protected wathin some bivalve moUusk (probably Mytilus

algosus Gould). It appears to ditfer remarkably from the other species

of the genus in the depresse<l carapax and naked ambulatory legs,

and I refer it to Edwards' genus with some doubt, although it agrees

in the two-jointed palpus of the external maxillipeds.

The other described species of Ostracotheres are:

—

0. Savlgnyi

Edwards {Pinnotheres veterum Savigny), from the Red Sea ; 0. Tri-

dacnip. Edwards (Ruppell), also from the Red Sea; and 0. affinis

Edwards, from the Isle of France.

Pinnaxodes neiier.

Pinnaxodes Chilensis Smith.

Pinnotheres CAifen^w Edwards. Hiatoire naturelle des Crust, tome ii, p. 33, 1837;

Edwards et Lucas. Voyage de d'Orbigny dans I'Amerique meridionale, Crust, p.

2.3, pi. 10, fig. 2, 1843.

Fdbia Chilensis Dana, United States Exploring Expedition, Crust, p. 383, 1852.

Pinnaxodes hirtipes Heller, Reise der osterreichischen Fregatte Novara um die Erde,

p. 68, pi. 6, fig. 2, 1865.

Pinnaxodes Chilensis Smith, in Verrill, American Naturalist, vol. iii, p. 245, 1869.
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The parasitic habits of this species have been fully described by-

Prof. Verrill.* It inhabits Euryechinus imhecillis Yemll, living in a

sac formed by the distention of the intestine near the anal orifice.

The females, after they have arrived at any considerable size, must

remain pennanently within the same echinus, since the anal orifice is

much smaller than the body of the crab.

I have examined quite a number of individuals obtained from spe-

cimens of the Euryechinus collected by ]Mr. Bradley at Paita and

Callao, Peru, and by Prof. James Orton at Paita, and have little

doubt that the species figured by Edwards and Lucas and by Heller

are identical, although the figures given by these authors are quite

different. The specimens before me agree very well with the figure

in the work of Edwards and Lucas, except that the outer margin of

the carpus of the external maxillipeds is not quite so much curved

toward the distal extremity as in the figure. On account of the soft

and yielding nature of the carapax, many of the specimens do not

show distinctly the sulci in the dorsal surface. The figure given by

Heller seems to have been drawn from such a specimen, for no sulci

are represented. The carpus in the figure of the external maxilliped

in Heller's work, is quite different from Edwards' and Lucas' figure

;

but the figure of the latter authors represents the whole maxilliped

removed from the rest of the animal, while Heller's figure represents

only the exposed portion, and was evidently drawn from the maxilli-

ped while in place, and, if the carpus were seen in a slightly oblique

position, it would account for its narrower form in his figure. The

dactyli of the ambulatoiy legs, as represented in Heller's figure, are

somewhat longer than in our specimens.

The peculiar habit is also a confirmation of the identity of the spe-

cies. Heller's specimens were from Ecuador, and he says of them :

—

"Diese in zwei weiblichen Examplaren vorliegende Art soil nach Dr.

Scherzer in einer Echinus-Art vorkommen." Neither Edwards nor

Edwards and Lucas give anything in regard to the habits of the spe-

cies, but merely state that it was found at Valparaiso. Dana, how-

ever, mentions it as " from an Echinus on the coast of Chili, near Val-

paraiso."

A single specimen of a male, which evidently belongs to this spe-

cies, was found upon the outside of an echinus which contained within

it a female. This male is very small, the carapax is rather narrower

* These Transactions, vol. i, p. 306, American Journal of Science, 2d series, vol. iliv,

p. 126, 1807, and American Naturalist, vol. iii, \\ 245, 1869.
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than in the female, the (lu'liitc'ds are stouter in proportion, and the

ambulatory legs are somewhat less hairy. The carapax is of the

same weak consistency, and the external maxillipeds of the same
form, as in the female. The abdomen is quite narrow and all the seg-

ments are distinct. The marijins are very straight to the sixth seg-

ment, which is slightly contracted, and the extremity is broadly

rounded.

A numl»er of specimens give the following measurements, which are

only approximately correct, on account of the soft and flexible nature

of the carapax.

Locality.
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tion or emartrination, and is continuous with the lateral margin of the

buccal area, which is broad behind as in the Pinnothertdce. The pal-

ate is not divided longitudinally either by lateral ridges or even by a

median one, so that the efferent passages are not distinctly separated

at their external orifices.

In the external maxillipeds, the ischium is coalescent with the

merus as in the Pinnotheridce, and the palpus is composed of only

two segments, of which the terminal one is large and spatulate.

The chelipeds are small and equal and the hands short and rounded.

The ambulatory legs are small and slender and the dactyli in the

three anterior pairs are short and deeply bifurcate, while those of the

posterior pair are simple and slender.

In the male, the sternum is flat and very broad, the breadth between

the posterior legs being much more than twice as great as the breadth

of the basal segments of the abdomen.

The male abdomen is narrow and only three-jointed, the first and

second segments anchylosiiig into one piece, the thu-d, fourth, fifth,

and sixth into another, and the termmal being free. The verges are

sternal and the appendages of the first segment are large and stout,

while those of the second segment are very small.

Dissodactylus nitidus, sp. nov.

Male. The carapax is broad posteriorly, the breadth at the poste-

rior margin being but little less than that between the lateral angles,

and the posterolateral margins are about as long as the antero-lateral.

The dorsal surface is naked and polished, and is slightly convex in

front and along the lateral margins, but flat in the middle and poste-

riorly. The antero-lateral border is slightly arcuate and is armed

with an upturned margin which curves suddenly inward at the lateral

angle, and extends a third of the way to the middle of the carapax.

The postero-lateral border is nearly straight and is armed with a slight

upturned margin.

The merus in the external maxillipeds is of about equal width at

base and summit, the inner and outer margins are nearly straight, and
the angles at the summit are rounded. The segments of the palpus

are quite long, and, when folded down, the tip reaches to the anterior

margin of the sternum; the terminal segment is spatulate and its dis-

tal end quite broad and squarely truncated.

In the chelipeds, the merus extends but little beyond the mar>xin of

the carapax; the carpus is short, smooth, and unarmed; the hands

are smooth, rounded, somewhat swollen, and the fingers are slender
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acutelv pointctl. slightly ck'liexed, and the prehensile edges minutely

dentate. There is a small tutl ot' dense pubescence on the interior

edge of the propodal finger near the base.

The ambulatory legs are slightly hairy along the edges, and the

meri, carj>i, an«l propodi are somewhat compressed. In the first, sec-

ond, and third pairs, the dactyli are smooth, naked, and divided half-

way to the base; the divisions are cylindrical, acutely pointed,

slightly curved, and the anterior one of each leg somewhat longer

than the other. In the posterior pair, the dactyli are nearly straight,

slightly compressed, sulcate above and below, and naked.

The first and second segments of the abdomen are narrower than

the third and are completely anchylosed, but the suture which sepa-

rates them is slightly shown for a little space in the middle and each

side. The succeeding piece, composed of the third, fourth, fifth, and

sixth normal segments, is slightly expanded at base, considerably con-

tracted at the distal end, and does not show the slightest trace of any

sutures. The terminal segment is small and forms a nearly equilate-

ral triangle.

The appendages of the first segment reach almost to the terminal

segment, they are straight for the basal two-thirds, and the terminal

portion is turned sharply outward at an obtuse angle. The basal j)or-

tion is hairy along the outer edge, and the terminal portion, on both

edges.

The color, in alcohol, is dirty white, the carapax marked with irreg-

ulai-, transverse bands of purplish brown, and the divisions of the

dactyli in the first and third pairs of ambulatory legs tipped with

dark brown.

Length of carapax, 4*7"""; breadth of carapax, 5-1"'"'; ratio of

length to breadth, 1 : 1 -08.

Collected at Panama by F. H. Bradley.

Unfortunately only a single specimen was sent home by Mr. Brad-

ley, and on this account, as well as from the minuteness of the species,

the description is not so complete as might be wished. Although so

small, the integument is firm and indurated, and the sexual organs are

fully developed, so that it is evidently an adult. The structure of the

endostome shows a very remarkable approach to the Oxystomata.

The efferent canals do not, however, issue in a deep and narrow median

opening as in that group, but seem to be spread out over the whole,

broad, concave surface of the endostome, while the external maxilli-

peds retain the form peculiar to the Pinnotheridte. The form of the
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carapax, the minute eyes, the peculiar, Ostracotheres-like, external

maxillipeds, the broad male sternum with the verges arising from it,

and the narrow male abdomen, shoM* close affinity with the Pinnothe-

ridae, but the union of so many segments of the male abdomen sepa-

rates it again from that family.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate II.

All the figures are natural size, except 2, 11, and 11* and all are copied from photo-

graphs, except 6* .

Figure 1.— Gelasimus pugnax. Carapax of a male, from New Haven.

Figure 2.— G. rapax. Anterior portion of the carapax of the male, seen partly in a

front view and enlarged two diameters.

Figure 3.— G. mordax. Carapax of a male, from Para.

Figure 4.— G. minojx. Carapax of a male, from New Haven.

Figure 5.

—

G. armatus. Carapax of the male, from the Gulf of Fonseca

Figure 6— G. heterophthalTmis. 6, carapax of a male, from the Gulf of Fonseca. 6"
r

terminal portion of the ocular peduncle, on the side of the larger cheliped, with its

stylet, seen in a front view.

Figure 7.— G. heteroj^leurus. Carapax of a male, from the Gulf of Fonseca.

Figure 8.

—

G. princeps. Carapax of a female, from Corinto.

Figure 9.— G. ornaius. 9. carapax of the female. 9^ . facial region of the same
specimen.

Figure 10.— G. princeps. Carapax of a male, from Corinto.

Figure 11.— G. giibosus. 11, carapax of the male, enlarged two diameters. 11* out-

line of the front of the same specimen, enlarged two diameters.

Plate III.

All the figures are natural size, and all from photographs, except 4^ . 5, and S^

.

Figure 1.— Gelasimus heterophthalmvs. 1, outer surface of the hand of the larger cheli-

ped. 1*
,
inner surface of the hand of another specimen. 1^ , anterior surface of

the merus of the same cheliped as figure 1

.

Figure 2.

—

G. heteropleurus. 2, outer surface of the hand of the larger cheliped. 2"

,

inner surface of the hand of another specimen. 2'' , anterior surface of the merus
of same cheliped as figure 2* .

Figure 3.— G. princeps. 3, outer surface of the hand of the larger cheliped. 3*
, ba-

sal portion of the inner surface of the hand of another specimen. 3^ , anterior sur-

face of the merus of the same cheliped as figure 3* . S^i, external maxilliped.

Figure 4.— G. armatus. 4, outer surface of the hand of the larger cheliped. 4*
.

anterior surface of the merus of the same cheliped. 4'' ,
4c

. 4<1 , ambulatory lesrs

of the posterior, of the third, and of the second pair in the same specimen.

Figure 5.

—

G. ornatus. 5, outer surface of the hand of the female. 5» , 5^ ,
5c

, ambu-
latory legs of the posterior, of the third, and of the second pair in the same specimen.
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Platk IV.

All the flijures arc natural size, and all from photographs, except 2'', &^, 7», 8* and 9.

Figure 1.

—

Gelasimus minax. 1, inner surface of the hand of the larger cheliped of a

male, from lUufllon, S. C. 1", anterior surface of the nierus of the same cheliped.

1^, outer surface of the hand of the larger cheliped of a male, from New Haven,

(from the same specimen as figure 4 on plate II).

Figure '1.— G. pugnax. 2, inner surface of the hand of the larger cheliped of a male.

2«and 2'', outer surface of the liand of the larger cheliped in two males. 2^
, ante-

rior surface of the morus of the larger cheliped of a male. 2^
, abdomen of a male.

All the specimens from New Haven.

Figure 3.

—

G. rapax. Irmer surface of the hand of the larger cheliped of the male.

Figure 4.

—

G. mordax. 4, inner surface of the hand of the larger cheliped of a male.

4» , outer surface of the hand of the larger cheliped of a young male. Both speci-

mens from Para.

Figure 5.

—

G. Panamensis. 5, inner surface of the hand of the larger cheliped of a

mide, from Panama. 5"* , anterior surface of the merus of the same specimen.

Figure 6.— G. suhcylindricxis. 6, outer surface of the hand of the larger cheliped of a

male, from Matumoras. 6* , mner surface of the basal portion of the same hand.

&^
, abdomen of the same specimen.

Figure 7.— G. pugilator. 7, outer surface of the hand of the lai^er cheliped of a male.

7* , abdomen of a male. Both specimens from New Haven.

Figure 8.— G. gibbosus. 8, outer surface of the hand of the larger cheliped of the male

from the Gulf of Fonseca. 8» , abdomen of the same specimen.

Figure 9.— G. princeps. Abdomen of a male from Corinto.

Plate V.

All the figures are natural size. Figures 1, 1», 2, and 2* are copied from photographs,

all the others from drawings.

Figure 1.— Ojmthocera Gilmanii. 1, dorsal view of the whole animal 1*, facial

region. 1^, abdomen. I*', one of the first pair of abdominal appendages. 1^,

one of the second pair of abdominal appendages. All the figures from the male

collected at the Isle of Pines.

Figure 2.

—

Epilobocera armata. 2, facial region of one of the female specimens in the

collection of the Boston Society of Natural History. 2» , outline of the antero-late-

ral margin of the carapax of the same specimen. 2^ , external maxilliped.

Figure 3.— Cardiosoma guanhumi. 3, one of the appendages of the first segment of

the abdomen of a male, from the Florida Keys. 3* , side view of the same.

Figure 4.— Cardiosoma quadratum. 4, one of the appendages of the first segment of

the abdomen of a male, from Pemambuoo, Brazil. 4* , side view of the same.

Figure 5.— Cardiosoma crassum. 5, one of the appendages of the first segment of

the abdomen of a male, from the Gulf of Fonseca. 5" , side view of the same.
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IV.

—

On some alleged specimens of Indian Onomatopceia.

By J. Hammond Trumbull.

Professor D. Wilson, in " Prehistoric Man " (2d ed., p. 63), has

remarked, that " primitives originating directly from the observation

" of natural sounds are not uncommon among the native root-words

" of the New World." In proof of this, or as " specimens of Indian

onomatopoeia," he has given twenty-six names of animals, which he

had " noted down chiefly from the lips of Indians speaking the closely

allied Chippewa, Odahwa and Mississaga dialects of the Algonquin

tongue."

Such evidence, introduced on so respectable authority, is of suffi-

cient importance to invite scrutiny. Its importance was evidently

not underrated by Prof. Wilson himself, for he tells us that, in " the

" names of animals clearly traceable to imitation,"—" this nearest ap-

" proximation to verbal creation,"—is to be found that which " car-

" ries us back to the very foundation of language, and helps to solve

"one of the profoundest problems in philology." {Tb.^ p. 55).

The position that onomatopoeic primitives are not uncommon in

North American languages, will be generally conceded,—even by
" those who share Prof Wilson's conviction that " the onomatopoeic
" theory will neither account for the origin of language, nor supply a

"complete series of roots/b;* any portion of the vocabularyT (p. 66).

So far, then, as these selected specimens serve to establish that posi-

tion, it matters little whether they are well or ill chosen. But so ser-

viceable a collection is not likely to escape the notice of those who
maintain, with more zeal and less discretion than the author of Pre-

historic Jfan, the universality of the imitative principle in languaije.

Several of Pi-of Wilson's examples have already been approj)riated

by a well-known writer (the Rev. F. W. Farrar, in his Chapters on

L<mgu(ige, pp. 24, 25,) to sustain the position, that, in the vocabulary

of almost every savage nation, ''almost every name for an animal is

a striking and obvious onomatopcaia.''"^ To this sweeping generali-

zation, I shall have a word or two to say, presently. First, however,

I propose to examine sotne of Prof. Wilson's specimens, for the pur-

* This assertion is quoted by Mr. Wedgwood in his volume " On the Origin of

Language," (p. 29).

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Yol. II. 12 July, 18V0.
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])<iso t)f ostiinatiiiu; the value of the wliolc collection, as evidence of

tiie predominance of the onomatopcpic element in the vocabulary of

the North American languages.

These languages, it must be premised, have—even in their principal

dialects—been so superficially studied and are so imperfectly known,

that it is not always possible to trace derivatives to i)rimitives, even

when the fact of derivation is ol)vious,—or to prove the negative -

against every assumed onomatopoeia, by exhibiting the true etymol-

ogy. Of some of the names under consideration, I can say no more

than that their onomatopoeic origin is not, prhnd facie, apparent, and

that they are quite as likely to be proved holophrnstic or descriptive,

as mimetic. Of others, I can more positively affirm that they have

not the least claim to inclusion with specimens of onomatopoeia.

Take first, the name " /coo-Jcoosh, the sow." This is specially no-

ticed by Dr. Wilson (p. 62) as " jmrely onomatopoeic." It is, in fact,

one of a considerable group of derivatives from a well-defined Algon-

kin root. When the hog was introduced by European colonists, the

Algonkin tribes of the Atlantic coast adopted its English name,

—

modified by the characteristic affixes of the Indian animate-nouns.

In Eliot's translation of the Bible in the language of Massachusetts,

' swine ' is rendered by pigs for the singular, j^W^-og for the plural.

Roger Williams, in the Narragansett, wrote, sing, hogs, and pigs

;

pi. h6gs-uck, pigs-iick ; Rasles, for the Abnaki, jnkess, pi. ^:>iA's-r^A'.

Sometimes, however, the Indians transferred to this (as to other newly

introduced species) the name of some animal previously known,

which the new-comer was thought most nearly to resemble, or they

compounded a new name which denoted such a resemblance. The

Narragansetts occasionally called swiue by the name of the Wood-

chuck or Ground Hog, Ockqufchaun,—which R. Williams describes

as " about the bigness of a pig and rooting like a pig?'' {Indian Key,

ch. xvii.) This name signifies 'buiTower' or 'digger.' Similarly,

the Shyeunes—an off-shoot of the Algonkin stock—call the pig, the

'.sharp-nosed dog' {ekusis'totum), and the domestic cat 'the short-

nosed dog ' {ka es'io turn).

Koo-koosh is a Chippewa form of a descriptive name which was

perhaps first used l)y the Del awares or Nanticokes, It is found (as

kw8 kus) in the vocabulary of New Sweden compiled by Campanius

before 1696. The root, k6 or koo, has its place in nearly all Algon-

kin languages. It signifies ' shai*p-pointed.' Hence, in the Massa-

chusetts as written by Eliot, k6-us, 'a thorn, or briar;' kd-uhquodt,

'an arrow' \lit. 'sharp-tipped,' or 'sharp at the end,'j and k6v;a

(Narr. c6 waw ; Del. cu we), ' a pine tree,' named, as in other Ian-
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guages, from its pin-like leaves. Hence too, the Algonkin name of

the only native animal "which has a pin-like or bristly covering,—the

porcupine. [Abn. Jcannis^ ' thorn,' ' spine ;' kanniah^ a porcupine's

skin, lit. 'pin skin;' Cree, kaiok'wd, porcupine; Chippewa, kaugk

;

Blackfoot, ka'i, ska.^ In nearly all dialects, the affix 'sA (strongly aspi-

rated) denotes aversion or depi'eciation. For example, in the Chip-

pewa, chimaun means ' a canoe ;' chimaunish, ' a bad or worthless

canoe ;' kaugk, ' a porcupine,' and kuugk-bsh [gcg-osJi, Baraga,] ' a

bad porcupine.' This name is etymologically identical with ^koo

koosh,'' a hog,—and the latter, so far from being a tnie specimen of

onomatopoeia, is seen to be built up, from its monosyllabic piimitive,

to describe " a bad animal with a bristly (or, pin-like) skin."

Only one other name of a quadruped appears in Dr. Wilson's list

:

" Pe-zhew or Bi-zhew, the Lynx or Wild Cat." The Indians of Mas-

sachusetts called the domestic Cat poopohs* and Dr. Pickeringf

thought that this name might have been "formed from the English

poor puss.'''' But Roger Williams gives pi(ssdi(gh as the XaiTagansett

name of the Wild Cat, and Rasles's Abuaki Dictionary has p>esouis

for ' Chat,'—which, again, Dr. Pickering thought might be a coiTup-

tion of " the familiar English ^^t^s or^ji^ssy." Without accepting this

derivation, it seems plain enough, at least, that the Xarr. pussough
and Abnaki p>esouis are equivalents of the modern Chippewa ^:>e shoe

OT p)e zhew, 'the Wild Cat,' and of the Menomenee jt)ay shay eic. The
Chippewa name of the Panther is mis'si-pe zhew^ ' great pezhew ' or
' great Cat.' It is not impossible, certainly,—but it is hardly proba-

ble, that a name which appears in so many foi-ms and which has been
given to the domestic Cat, to the Lynx, and to the Panther, origma-

ted by imitation of the cry of one or another of these animals.

Those who maintain the universality of onomatopoeia, are entitled to

the benefit of the doubt.

Of the twenty-six specimens presented, nineteen (or nearly three-

fourths) are names of birds. Four or five of these are apparently

mimetic ; six or seven are p)ossiUy so ; and nearly all the rest are

demonstrably derivative, and independently significant. As might
have been anticipated, the names of Owls and of the Crow are among
those which are least doubtfully onomatopoeic. The Chipjiewa ko-ko-

ko-o (Mass. kook kook haus ; Narr. koko' kehom ; Mohawk, o-ho-ho-

wah ; Onondaga, kekoa ;) represents very nearly the call of the Cat

* Cotton's Vocabulary, 3 Mass. Hist. Coll., ii. 156.

f In note to Rasles' Abnaki Dictionary, s. v. Chat
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Owl {Stn/x Vir<jiniana). " Kah kah he' s/ia, the Screech Owl " ought

not however to he separately counted as an ' onomatopoeic primitive,'

for it is merely the diminutive of the name which Dr. Wilson writes

" <7^//< kan ban* a small owl which repeats the cry gah kau^''—perhaps

the Loug-eai'ed Owl (»S'. otns). So also, " Oo-oo-me-see^^'' another

* screech owl,' is a regularly formed diminutive,—'the little Oo-oo^—
denoting probably the Gray Screech Owl {^8. ncevia).

" Aand a gosh' kwan, the crow " and " Gah gau ge shiti, the raven,"

are both derivatives, in the dialect of the Saginaw Chippewas, from

the primitives ahn d<ng and ka get gi. The former is perhaps onoma-

topoeic ; the latter, obviously so.

" Tchin dees, the blue jay," and ^^ Dend dai, the bull-frog," are

counted as two specimens. The former (in Chippewa proper, dain

da' see or tin dese), is a diminutive of the latter; and the jay is the

" bull-frog bird." So, of the two names of ' the gull,' one ' gah yaush

ko shan ' is a derivative of the other, gai ashk (or, as Dr. Wilson

writes it, kuh yaitshk), the more common Chippewa form, which may
or may not be onomatopoeic.

The first specimen in the list (and the first which is borrowed by

Mr. Farrar,) is

" Shi sheeb, the duck." In the Massachusetts language, Cotton

wrote this name ' se sep? It has the same sound in the Cree, ' see' seep?

In Chippewa, both sibilants are aspirated, ' shee sheeb ' or, as Dr. Wil-

son has it, ' ski sheeb.'' The root, seep or sheeb enters into the compo-

sition of the names of several species of water-birds or divers. In

the Labrador dialect one species of duck is called masheshep [i. e.

' great sheeb '] ; Cotton gives qunusseps [evidently compounded of

qunni 'long' and sep\ as one name for ' duck:' in the Chippewa, mMk

udachib (from mukuda, 'dark' or 'black,' and sheeb), is the name

of the ' black duck,' and was the title of a famous warrior of that

nation, on the Upper Mississippi, some fifty years ago ; and in the

same language, the cormorant is called k<(-ga-gi-xrie sheb, or ' raven-

like duck;' &c. Shee'-sheeb, or se-fiep, is the frequentative or inten-

sive form ; and, in some of the western Algonkin dialects, this receives

one or more additional syllables, as in the Shawnee, see' see' bah ; Sag-

anaw-Chippewa, shi shee' be an,—both which forms are unmistakably

verbals. The root, sep, signifies primarily, to extend, to stretch out,

and secondly, to f?/?^e. (Eliot wrote ^ se sep a' eu,'' 'he stretches him-

self.') The Massachusetts ' se sep,' the Cree see seep, the Chippewa

* " Noctua lucifugans cucubat in tenebris."—Auct. Philomda.
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shee' sheeh, and the Shawnee see' see' bah^ are names of a diving

bird,—literally, a diicJc. Compare, Lat. mergus from mergere ; Dutch

duycker (a dob-chick) from duycken (to bow the head).

The name ' ah dh wa^ a diver, a kind of duck,' is less doubtfully ono-

matopaeic. This bird is the totem of one of the principal families of

the Chippewa nation, fi'om which have come some of their most

renowned sachems.

Dr. Wilson supposes that the " l\ai-pau-say
.,
the common spotted

woodpecker," is so called " from the sound it makes in striking a tree

with its bill." Perhaps so; but, to uncultivated ears, the name does

not so exactly reproduce the sound as to compel belief in its mimetic

origin. He describes the woodpecker as " spotted." Why may not

the Indian have fixed upon the same distinguishing mark ? Paupau
say is the Sagauaw name. In the Menomenie, we find pahpjah nch

for the woodpecker, j'j)a/i j9aA ?iay e^6' for the robin, 2iX\(i pahpequoh
hah for the toad. In the Chippewa,^«A he! ko dairi dai is the " speck-

led toad " {dain-dai meaning 'toad ' or ' frog '). In the Delaware, p>a

pa chees (as Zeisberger wrote it), is 'woodpecker,' and pjopocus.,

'partridge,' or quail. In the Abnaki, the verb pepesagh i gou signi-

fies 'he is spotted'' (" il est mouchete," Rasles). The modern Cree,

papa tay oo, has the same meaning. If paujyau say is onomatopoeic,

it is certainly descriptive, as well,—and marks a ' sj^otted ' bird.

" Moosh-Jcah-oos, a kind of crane which frequents marshy places,

" and makes this sound, with a choking cry, in the evening." Jloosh-

kah-oos, or mooshkowes^, is the Chippewa name of the bittern {Ardea

lentiginosa). "Frequenting marshy places," it derives its name from

Chip, niahs koosch, ' a marsh or bog,' or moos-keeg, ' a swamp,'—both

words being nearly related to m,ush-koo-deh, a meadow or prairie, and

more remotely to Chip, mush koos ieic or tnezh usk, ' green grass.'

Why " No-710-no-caiis-ee^'' as a name for the Humming Bird, is put

amcoig specimens of onomatopoeia, is not easily guessed. Was it sup-

posed to ' imitate ' the little creature's length of bill ? Xo polysylla-

bic name in any American language is less doubtfully synthetic and

independently significant. The root nok, or nonk (with on nasal), is

nearly equivalent to the Latin tener. It means ' tender,' ' delicate,'

'soft;' hence, 'light of weight' {levis), 'slender,' and sometimes,

' young.' Roger Williams translates nduk-i, by ' light.' Cotton's

Vocabulary has nonk-ke, and (as a prefix or in composition) nonk-,

for ' light.' Eliot wrote noohk-i [it is], tender, or soft ; with an ani-

mate subject, noohk-esu, [he isj tender, or soft,—applied to the flesh

of a young animal, as in Genesis xviii. 7 : and in composition, ho
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wroto iiunk--o»ip {= litrht male, or young male) for ' l)oy,' or stripling.

Tht' moilern Chippewa has nearly the same form of the animate verb-

adjective, iio-kt-see, which, by intensive reduplication, becomes no-no-

/i'c'-see, ' he is rery tender, or liglit.' So, in the old Alnaki, we find

nan-nxnk-es-es-oo [= no-nok-es es-u], ' il est leger ' (Rasles). In a Chip-

jiewa Vocabulaiy published by Schoolcraft {Histori/, <bc. of the Indian

Tribes, v. 599), I find " no no' kair se, the humming bird." With the

double augment, as Dr. Wilson wrote it {)io-no-no-cans-ee), the name

becomes a superlative, and denotes " an exceedingly light, or slight, or

delicate creature,"—as if we should say, 'the tiny-taiC7iiest little crea-

ture.'

If we pros.^cuted our examination through the whole list of names,

we should find that not more than one-fourth of them could be fairly

set down as onomatopoeic. And if this is ti*ue of a few carefully

selected specimens, gleaned from three dialects, how much less is

likely to l)e the proportion of such names, in the whole vocabulary

of any one tribe?

It may be safely aftirmed, that by far the greater number of names

of animate beings are not, in any Algonkin language, onomatopoeic

primitives, but are descriptive derivatives from predicative roots

;

that some names of birds, reptiles and insects are ajypiarently foi'med

by imitation of natural sounds, but that the species so named are

generally those which are more often heard than seeri, and conse-

quently more easily indentified by their cries, or by sound, than by

peculiarities of form, color, or habit ;* and finally, that it is yet

doubtful if any Indian name of a quadmped can be shown to be

purely onomatopoeic.

Of many animal-names, the composition or derivation is sufficiently

obvious. Of others, the forni of word or observation of changes

which it has undergone in passing from dialect to dialect, enables us

to say confidently that they are compounds or derivatives, and. not

primitives formed by imitation.

How utterly unfounded is Mr. Farrar s assertion of the universality

of onomatopoeia in the vocabularies of savage nations, may be shown

by a few examples taken for the most part from eastern Algonkin

dialects.

* Thoreaii, in an account of a canoe-voyage up the Penobscot, remarked that his

guide (an Abnaki Indian) " sometimes could not tell the name of some small bird which

[Thoreau himself] heard and knew, but lie said, "I tell all the birds about here,

—

this country; cmCt tdl littlum noise, but I see 'em, then I can telV—Maine Woods,

p. 172.
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The Beaver (Mass. tummunk ; NaiTag. tummOck ; Abn. tema

'•koue;) is a ' Cuttcr-off ' or ' Feller ' [of trees]. Another name (Abn.

ameskou; Del. amochk ; Cree amisk; Chip, amik ;) signifies the ani-

mal which ' puts his head out of the water,' i. e. the air-breathing

water-animal.

The Otter (Narr. nkeke ; Alg. nikik ;) is a 'Biter,' or rather, 'He
' who tears with his teeth.' The Delaware name {gunnamochk, Zeis-

berger) means ' Long beaver-like animal.'

The Raccoon, was called by the Delawares ' Soft hands ' {wtacker

Ihische, Zeisb.), and ' Scratcher' {nachenum). The latter name is the

equivalent of the Altnaki areskan'e^ and the Virginian aroughcun or

arocoun^ corrupted by the English to ' Raccoon.'

The Bear was sometimes called a ' night-walker ' (Narr. pauk'dn-

naicmo) ; and the same name was given to the constellation Ursa

Major, perhaps because it was seen to ' travel by night ' about the

pole star. Another and the more common name of the Bear, signifies,

I think, the ' Hugger ' or ' Squeezer ' (Cree, mixskwah ; Mass. mosq ;

Chip, makwd / Del. machk) .

The Panther, in some eastern dialects, was ' Long Tail ;' in Chip-

pewa and other western languages, he was the ' Great Lynx.'

The Moose (Abn. moos; Xarr. moos;) was a ' Smoother ' or ' Trim-

mer ' of trees ; so called from his manner of feeding by strippmg the

young bark and the twigs from the lower branches.

The Oppo^sum, in Delaware, was ' White Face,' or ' Great "White

Face.'

The Horse received fi-om the Lidians of New England and Dela-

ware a name which might pass, better than some of Dr. Wilson's

specimens, for onomatopoeic (Narr. nay-nay-o-Hm-e-^ot^ R. W. ; Mass.

nah-nai-ye-um-oo-adt^ Cotton) ; but it is in fact a verbal, and signifies

" one who cariies on his back an animate burden." The Chippewas

called him " The animal with undivided hoofs," and sometimes " my
"servant" or "my domestic animal," par ixcellence {ndi). The

Blackfeet named him " elk dog" {pu no kd mi ta), and the Sioux, the

" marvellous (or supernatural) domestic animal."

The Bald Eagle was ' White Tail ' (Del. tcoajjalartJie, Zeisb.).

The Red-tailed Hawk, F". borealis, was ' Red Tail ' (Del meechga-

lanne, Z. ; Mass. niashquanon). The Swallow-tailed Hawk, K {Xau-

clenis) furcat.KS, was the DelaAvare 'F'ork tail ' [rJinmcalanne) proba-

bly, which Zeisberger calls " an Eagle with a forked tail."

The Turkey, in eastern dialects was ' Scratcher ' (Al>n. ne he me ;

Narr. neyhom).
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The Kint;-l)ml, Tyranntis intrej^idus, -was called by the Narra^an-

setts and other New Enulaiid trihes, " the Sachem."

Examples might be multijilied to hundreds, but enough have been

given to answer the present i»urpose.

If time j)ermitted, I would direct attention to some curious features

of Indian nomenclature of animals and ]»lants that are not without

interest to students of language. Just now, I will mention only one

of these, namely, the f/c/ieric affix, or formative, by means of which a

specific or individual name is referred to a known class, family or

group. For example ; the names of certain aquatic air-breathing

animals, such as the Beaver, the Otter, the Muskrat, &c., receive, in

some dialects, a common suffix, derived from a verb which signifies

" to put the head out of M'ater " or " to come to the surface ;" some

rodents are characterized by a generic affix as "biters," and others

are, in the same way, classed with " scratchers " or " tearers." In

the Algonkin, these generics follow, in some other languages they

are 2)refixed to the specific names. Thus, in Dakota nouns, the prefix

ta- lunits the signification to ruminating animals ; wa-, to animals of

' bear kind ;' ho-, to ' fish kind.'* Similar affixes are employed for

the classification of vegetables and plants. One distinguishes such

fruits (melons, cucumbers, squashes, etc.) as may be ' eaten I'aw ' or

'before they are ripe;' another {min or minne), which may be

regarded as an inseparable noun-generic, makes part of the names

of edible ripe fruit, grain, nuts, &c.,—especially of berries and other

small fruit ; a third refers to one class all plants which produce edible

tt(bers, (potatoes, the several species of ground-nuts, &c.) ; and so on.

It is true that the American languages are deficient in general names,

but it is likewise true that this deficiency is in great measure com-

pensated by the number of inseparable generics which enter into the

composition of specific names. Sometimes this affix is purely gram-

matical,—the formative of the participial or verbal which is used as

a noun,—and has no independent significance. Such is the termina-

tion -gun or -jegiin, which characterizes a numerous class of nouns in

the Chippewa and other nearly-related languages. This is the forma-

tive of a participle of causative verbs, and denotes the instriDntnt by

which the action of the verb is caused or efiected. Mr. Schoolcraft

was led into the error of regarding this terminal -gu7i or -jegun as a

primitive noun, " denoting, in its modified forms, the various senses

implied by our words ' instrument,' ' contrivance,' ' machine,' &c.*

* Ripgs, Dakota Grammar, § 62.

f Information respecting the Indian Tribes, &c., vol. ii, p. 390.
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Mr. Farrar, in Chapters on Language^ (p. 34), has fallen into a worse

mistake. In illustration of the assumed fact that, "in some cases the

" onomatopoeic instinct is so strong, that it asserts itself side by side

^^with the adoption of a name " from a foreign language,—he tells

us that " the North American Indian will speak of a giin as an ut-to-

toA-gun, or a j^aush-s/ce-zl-gmV Ut-to-tah-gun, as Mr, Farrar might

have learned by a more cai-eful reading of the page of ' Prehistoric

Man ' from which the word was borrowed, signifies

—

7iot ' a gun,' hut
' a bell.' Moreover, the final -gun which Mr. Farrar mistook for au
' adopted ' English name was, as I have pointed out, merely the

formative of the instrumentive participial. The Chippewa name for

'gun,'

—

jKtush-kiz'-zi-gun, litcYsdlJ ' instiniment of explosion ' or 'ex-

ploding instrument,'—is not more indebted to the English for its last

syllable than is (in the same language) optoaiigun, ' a tobacco pijje'

[smoking instrument], ne bau gun, ' a bed,' ^:)r<(7 gi mau gun, ' a war
club ' [striking instrument], or ni mi bagun, ' a water pail.' It would

be easy to prove that neither ut-to-tah-gun nor i^dush-Hz-zl-gun is

directly or purely onomatopoeic, but the demonstration is uncalled

for. It is plain enough that as illustrations of the exercise of " ono-

matopoeic instinct," Mr. Farrar's examples were not well taken.
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On Tin: Moi.luscax Fauna of the later Teetiaky op

Peru.* By Edward T, Nelson, Ph.D.

TaE following pages gi\e the results of an examination of a collec-

tion of fossil. Mollusca from Zorritos, Peru, presented to the Museum

of Yale College, in 1S67, by :Mr. E. P. Larkin and Prof. F. H. Bradley.

The paper is simply a preliminary one, giving a catalogue of the

genera found in the collection, with descriptions of a part of the species.

It is to be hoped that other collections may be received from that very

interesting region, both in order to complete the fauna and to afford

the means for the description of many species, which, in this collection,

are too imperfectly preserved for satisfactory description.

GASTEROPODA.
Bulla, sp. iud.

A single specimen was found, resembling Didla Adantsii Mke., but

differing in the following points. Shell less convex above and propor-

tionally broader at the extremities. Aperture, below, also appears

broader than in any specimen of B. Adamsii that I have seen. Fur-

ther specimens may prove this to be a distinct species. The outer lip

is slightly broken, and hence the following measurements are only

approximate. Length 24-6 millim.; breadth 16-G millim.

Callopoma lineatum, sp. nov.

Plate VI, figure 2.

Shell turreted; spire elevated; whorls six (?), convex. Upper

whorls slightly depressed in front, marked by a few, strong, subnodu-

lous ridges, alternating with finer revolving lines.

Body whorl very convex, marked above by two strong tuberculose

ridges, and laterally and below by a few revolving lines, varying in

size, as on the upper Avhorls. Whole surface marked by very fine and

numerous longitudinal lines, rather broader than the spaces between

them. Aperture not observed.

Length (4 whorls) 15*8 millim.; breadth 13-8 millim.

* A graduating thesis presented at the Sheffield Scientific School, July, 1S69,
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This beautiful species, although quite distinct, closely resembles

both Callopoma saxosicm Wood and (Jallopoma Jlnctuosuni Mawe.
From C. saxosum it may be distinguished by liaving the whorls

less flattened above ; lacking the row of tubercles at top of the body

whorl; and in having much finer and smoother longitudinal lines.

From C. fluctKOSum it may be distinguished by lacking the strong

rows of tubercles near the base of the body whorl ; by having fewer

revolving lines, and stronger and more distinct longitudinal ones.

Callopoma, sp. ind.

I refer to this genus a very large east found with the preceding

species. It gives the following apj^roximate measurements : length

105 millim.; breadth 95 millim.

Calliostoma noduliferum, sp. nov.

Plate VI, figure 1.

Shell conical and elevated ; whorls six, moderately convex ; sutures

very distinct. Surface of spire marked by a few nodulous or beaded

lines, six to eight on each whorl, well elevated and about half the

wddth of the spaces between them. Body whorl convex above, keeled

below, marked by the beaded lines and intermingled finer nodulous

ridges. Aperture subquadrangular ; outer lip sharp; cohmiellar lip

covered thickly by callus.

Length (4 whorls) 8-8 millim,; breadth 10*9 millim.

The marking of the body whorl is very peculiar and characteristic.

The strong elevated lines bear on their summits a row of nodules

resembling beads, while alternating with these lines there are finer

ridges, also nodulous. This species is leas elevated, has more distmct

sutures and fewer stria? than Calliostoma lima Phil., the nearest

related species.

Uvanilla, sp. ind.

I refer very doubtfully to this genus a specimen too poor for identi-

fication. It is mostly in the state of a cast and bears resemblance

to this genus. External characters mostly wanting.

Breadth 77*2 millim.

Crepidula, sp. ind.

Genus represented by six casts. The generic relation was proven

by breaking open one of the casts, when the transverse partition

became apparent.
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Crucibulum inc-rme, sp. uov.

Most of tlio specimens of this genus are also casts, but a fortunate

break laid open tiie interior of one and showed the "cup" of a Crucib-

ulum. The shell is oblong-oval, twice as long as high, and smooth

externally, thus dilFering from all knoAvn s)»ecies of the West Coast.

The cup is large, semi-lunar, and apparently strongly attached to the

shell along the whole of the convex side. On the free margin the cup

is depressed, with a shallow sinus similar to that in C. spinosus Sby.

The following are the approximate measurements: shell, length

24 millim. ; height 11'6 millim ; cup, length 13"4
; height 8 millim.

Vermetus, sp. ind.

I refer to this genus, doubtfully, a mass of irregular tubes which

may, perliaps, be those of a species of Serpula. In the size of the tubes

and manner of growth it resembles somewhat the species now living

on the West Coast, but no characters remain for identification. The

size of the tubes varies from six to eight millimeters.

Turritella plana, sp. nov.

Shell elongated, turreted, with from 13 to 19 (?) nearly flat whorls,

gradually tapering to a point. Whorls flat above, slightly convex

below, marked by fine, equal revolving lines, 20 to 25 in the space of

5 millim. Sutures deeply impressed and broad. Two lower whorls

much more convex than the upper ones ; revolving lines stronger and

crossed by distinct lines of growth.

I have not seen a perfect specimen of this very interesting species,

and hence measurements and the number of whorls can only be given

approximately. A specimen consisting of the 8 lower whorls gives

the following measurements: length 117*4 millim.; breadth 34-6 mil-

lim.; breadth of upper whorl 1:J"4 millim. A fragment belonging appa-

rently to the same specimen gives for the length of the upper seven

whorls 35 millim.

The species may easily be distinguished from any with which it

might otherwise be confounded, by its nearly flat whorls and equal,

thickly crowded, revolving lines; its impressed sutures; and the con-

vexity of the two lower whorls.

Turritella suturalis, sp. nov.

Shell turreted, whorls twelve to fifteen ; upper ones regularly con-

vex ; lower ones most convex about one-fourth from the bottom of the

whorls ; marked by four to seven strong, sharp revolving lines, which

are strongest on the lower whorls. Above and below the point of
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greatest convexity the strong lines are supplemented by finer and

moi'e numerous ones.

Sutures very deeply impressed. Xo perfect specimens found except

young shells. A specimen with six whorls measures: length 76"90

millim. ; breadth 25 millim. ; breadth of upper whorl 12 "6 millim. X
young specimen measures: length -'iO"! millim. ; breadth 10"6 millim.

This species seems almost as variable as abundant. Some of the

specimens resemble T. tigrina Kien., but may easily be distinguished

from that species by the greater convexity of the whorls, and

stronger revolving lines. On all mature specimens the finer striation

of the lower part of each whorl is very characteristic, but in younger

specimens the striations appear nearly uniform from base to apex.

Some few specimens show occasional fine lines, intermediate between

the larger and stronger ones. The place of greatest convexity of the

whorls varies in a few specimens, owing to a flattening of the whorls.

Lines of growth very distinct on some specimens.

Turritella bifastigata, sp. nov.

Shell turreted, slender ; whorls twelve to sixteen, flat or slightly

concave, except the body whorl, which is regularly convex ; whorls

bordered on each side by a strong obtuse ridge.

Intermediate spaces ornamented by fine raised, nearly equidistant,

revolving lines, about ten in the space of five millimeters. Sutures

small and narrow, or rendered indistinct by the development of the

bordering ridges. Body whorl somewhat convex, except in young

shells ; strongly wrinkled by the lines of growth, which, on well pre-

served specimens, are sharp and acute. Base of this whorl marked by

from seven to ten lines, nearly as strong as the ridges of the upper

whorls. Aperture rounded; outer lip thin an I slightly produced

below. A specimen consisting of the seven lower whorls gives the

following measurements: length 61 millim.; breadth 19*1 millim.;

breadth of upper whorl 7 millim. Xine whorls from a younger

specimen gives: length 39*05 millim. ; bi'eadth lO'G millim.; breadth

of upper Avhorl 3*2 millim.

This interesting species shows some resemblance both to T. plana

Nelson and T. goniostoma Val. But T. plana is a much stronger

shell, and lacks the bordering ridges, so characteristic of this species.

T. goniostoma Val. has only one bordering ridge, viz., on the lower

side of each whorl, while a central ridge gives to the whorl a slight

convexity, which this species lacks.
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Turritella, sp. iud.
.

Shell elongated, turreted ; whorls broad and very concave ; sutures

indistinct. Surface just above each suture marked by a very strong

ridge. Intermediate surface marked by a few distinct concentric

lines, live to seven on each whorl. If the characters just given be

constant, this species is very distinct irom any of those described

above, and fiom any now living on the West Coast. It is perhaps most

nearly related to 7! bifastiguta Nelson, but has the whorls more concave

and lacks one of the bordering ridges. Only four specimens of this

species were found, all so badly worn and covered by Bryozoa and
SerpuUe that it is impossible to give a more detailed description.

Eight whorls measure : length G 3*4 millim. ; breadth 19"4 millim.

;

breadth (basal, along the ridge) 26*2 millim.; breadth of upper whorls

5 "6 millim.

Aphera Peruana, sp. nov.

Plate VI, figure 3.

Comp. Cancelloria tessellata Sby., Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., ]832; Kiener, Iconog.. p. 32,

pi. 9, fig. 4.

Aphera tessellata Adams; Chenu, Manuel Conch, et pale., iL p. 276.

Shell elongated, sub-fusifonn ; spire short, pointed, formed by five

or six moderately convex whorls. Body whorl large, three-fourths

the length of the shell, ventricose. Surface marked by nearly equal

longitudinal and transverse ridges, which form strong raised cancella-

tions, and are so arranged as to form blunt, obtuse granulations at

the point of contact.

Longitudinal lines finer, and much crowded near the outer lip.

Aperture oblong-oval, narrow, half as long as the shell. Lijis covered

with callus, which is continuous above and below the aperture. Callus

of columella lip strongly reflexed over the shell, much broader above

than below, almost completely covering the umbilicus. Outer lip

thick, and reflexed above, furnished within with a few rather strong

teeth. Inner lip with two plaits near the center, the upper one being

much the stronger. There is also a plait at top of the lii:>, small

but quite distinct. Canal wanting. Aperture prolonged into a short,

open sinus. Length 17*4 millim. ; length of spire 4*4 millim. ; breadth

10 millim.

This species closely resembles Aphera tessellata Adams, but is dis-

tinguished from that species by its less slender form, stronger cancel-

lating ridges, by its shorter and more open aperture, and by the third

fold at the top of the columellar lip.
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Cancellaria triangularis, ^^ nov.

Plate VI, figure 10.

Shell ovate, veiitricose, spire elevated acuminate, composed of five

or six whorls. Three upper, are regularly convex, and marked by

prominent ribs and lines ; the remaining whorls are very angular,

flattened and depressed above. Body whorl large, veiy triangular,

nearly two-tliirds the whole length of the shell, strongly depressed.

Sutures distinct, but not prominent.

Ribs strong, ten to twelve on each whorl, and well marked on the

top of each whorl. Whorls of spire are marked just below the su-

tures by two or three distinct but fine lines, and much depressed in

front of them ; and marked laterally by three strong ridges, the upper

one nodulous. Body whorl with the ribs strong above, gradually

disappearing below, and with nine to eleven transverse, nearly equal

lines, which form, with the ribs, quadrilateral cancellations, averaging

4* millim. by 1*8 millim.

Aperture long and naiTow ; outer lip thin. Columellar lip covered

by a thin callus, strongly reflexed over the whorl above, and having

within two strong plaits, the upper one much the larger. Um-
bilicus small, nearly covered by callus, surmoimted by a prominent

keel. Canal short, nearly straight and open. Length 25-4 millim.

;

length of spire 7*6 millim. ; breadth 17 millim.

Cancellaria spatiosa, sp. nov.

Shell ovate, ventricose; spire short, elevated, acuminate; sutures

distinct, especially the one separating the spire fi'om the body whorl.

Whorls seven, convex. Body whorls very convex and ventricose,

three-fourths the length of the shell, broadest near the center of the

shell and rising into more or less of a shoulder above the aperture.

Surface of upper whorls not examined. Remaining surface smooth,

except the markings of the lines of growth.

When the outer surface is removed there is seen a series of strong

transverse lines, about five or six in the space of 10 millim. Aper-

ture semi-oval, nearly as long as the body whorl ; outer lip shar]>,

marked within by rather distant teeth, which extend well into the

interior, but gradually thin out. Columellar lip covered by a strong

thick callus, which spreads over the convex surface of the whorl, and

over the umbilical region, rising within the aperture into three strong

plaits, the upper being much larger than either of the others. Canal

short, open, slightly reflexed, and surmounted by a prominent keel.

Our largest specimen measures: length Go "4 millim.; length of spire
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15 millim. ; Lreadth 4845 millim. Second spt'ciiiK'n measures: length

6r'2 millim. ; longtli of spire 12-2 millim. ; breadth 42-2") millim.

Cancellaria Bradleyi, !*p. nov.

Plate VI, figures 8, 9.

Shell thick, ovate ; spire turreted, elevated, and acuminate, com-

posed of six convex whorls, slightly depressed above. Whorls sepa-

rated by distinct sutures, and marked by from 13 to 15 strong, nearly

equal ribs to each wliorl, and four or five revolving elevations.

Body whorl somewhat ventricose, convex ; ribs more distant and

accompanied on some specimens by lines of growth. Aperture oblong-

oval, prolonged into a short, open, and slightly reflexed canal. Outer

lij) thick and smooth. Columellar lip covered by callus, almost

covering the uml)ilical region; furnished within the aperture with

two strong folds, the upper much the largest. Umbilical ridge strong

and rugose.

Length 27*1 millim. ; length of spire 8*4 millim. ; breadth 16*75

millim.

Cancellaria Larkinii, ^p- nov.

Plate VI, figure 7.

A fifth species of Cancellaria has the spire elevated and turreted

;

whorls slightly depressed above. Sutures deeply impressed. Body
whorl ventricose, three-fourths the length of the shell ; ribs strong

above, but absent over the base of the whorl ; transverse ridges

strong and distinct. A row of strong, acute tubercles covers the

center of each upper whorl, and the jioint of greatest convexity of the

body whorl. Outer lij) very thin, and furnished within with a few

strong teeth. Columellar lip with two nearly equal plaits, and a third,

quite indistinct one, below. Umbilicus small, covered by a deposit of

callus. Umbilical keel very strong. Canal short, open, and slightly

reflexed. Owing to the bad state of preservation of our specimens it

is impossible to give exactly the measurements or number of whorls.

Our most perfect specimen gives, for four whorls, these measurements :

length 27 millim. ; breadth 18 millim. A much larger specimen

measures (5 whorls) length 40-1 millim. ; breadth 23 millim.

Strombus, sp- ind.

This genus is represented by four specimens in the condition of casts,

which bear strong resemblance to the young of S. Peruvianvs Swain.

Outline conical, reflexed below. The largest specimen has the outer
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lip i^roducerl above the top of the shell. These characters, together
^^•ith the general form, lead me thus to refer the specimens, although
specific determination is impossible.

Myurella tuberosa, sp. nov.

Shell turreted, slender and acuminate ; whorls eight to ten, depressed
or slightly concave, except the body whorl ; sutures indistinct. Cinc-
ture broad, elevated, with obtuse tubercles, not as wide as the spaces
between them. Longitudinal ribs distinct. Whorls marked by from
four to six nearly equal transverse ridges, which rise into strong tuber-
cles over the ribs.

Body whorl large, over one-third the length of the shell, depressed
above, convex below, rising in the middle into more or less of a
shoulder. Shoulder marked by two or three concentric ridges, cov-
ered by tubercles much larger than those of the others. Base
nearly destitute of tubercles, but with the concentric lines very dis-
tinct. Whole surface, on well preserved specimens, marked by fine,

minute, longitudinal lines. Apeiture elongated-oval; outer lip

sharp; columella plicated; canal well reflexed, with the keel only
moderately elevated. Only three specimens of this species were
found, all having the apex slightly broken. Seven whoris jrive the
following measurements: length 25-2 millim. ; breadth at shoulder
8-4 millim. ; breadth at upper whorl 1-95 millim.

Myurella, sp. ind., A.

A badly wom and broken specimen apparently represents another
species. Whorls convex. Cincture scarcely raised above the level of
the whorls, marked by rather small tubercles, and separated by deeplv
impressed sutures. Longitudinal ribs strong. Body whorf evenly
convex and without a shoulder, concentric lining indistinct. Four
whorls, giving the following measurements, show this to be a less
slender species than M. tuberosa Nelson. Length 28-45 millim.

;

breadth 10 '4 millim. ; breadth at upper whorl 8-4 millim.

If the characters given above be constant, the specimen is quite
distinct from the M. tuberosa, but it has not characters suflieient
for complete specific determination.

Myurella, sp. ind., B.

A single specimen differs from the species described above in havincr
only slightly convex whoris and indistinct sutures. Cincture elevated
above the level of the whorl. Longitudinal ribs strong; transverse
ridges broad. Three whoris measure: length 20-2 millim.; breadth
98 millim.

; breadth at upper whorl 7 -45 millim.
Te.\ns. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 13 jjtly. 1S70
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Pleurotoma, sp. ind.

I refer to this genus three specimens too imperfectly preserved for

specific determination or measnrement. They agree in form and

details with this genus, but further specimens will be necessary to

settle the question accurately.

Conus, sp- ind., A.

Three species of Conus occur in this collection. The first resem-

bles C. mahognni Rve., and might at first sight be confounded with

that species. But the two may easily be distinguished by the whorls

of the spire. In C mahogani the spire is regularly conical, and the

whorls have all an equal slope, while in this species the whorls are slight-

ly turreted. The transverse lines of the body whorl are also slightly

narrower and extend further up the side of the whorl. This species

is a very abundant one, both as casts and well preserved specimens.

Length 20 millim. ; length of spire 5-05 millim. ; breadth 8'95 millim.

A larger specimen measures: length 36*2 millim.; breadth 16 -J

millim.

Conus, sp. ind., B.

Our second species more closely resembles Conus purpurascens

Bred., but has the spire more elevated than the average of that

species ; whorls more depressed above, and the transverse striae less

distinct or wholly wanting. Body whorl not examined. Length 7 3 "4

millim. ; breadth 39*2 millim.

Conus, sp. ind., C.

This species, represented by four specimens, is remarkable for the

very short spire. The shell is nearly flat above, except the last three

or four whorls, which at the summit rise into an acuminate spire.

Sutures very distinct. Our largest specimen gives the following

measurements : length 75 millim. ; length of spire 6 millim. ; breadth

47 '8 millim.

Solarium sexlineare, sp- nov.

Plate VI, figure 11.

Shell circular, depressed ; whorls seven to eight, moderately convex,

separated by distinctly marked sutures, ornamented by broad, sub-

equal revolving lines. Body whorl large, two-thirds the heighth of

the shell, marked with four revolving lines, of w^hich that next the

suture is the broadest, the remaining ones nearly equal in size. The

line which forms the edge of the whorl is double the width of the
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others. Base marked by six revolving lines. First narrow, separated
by deeply marked sutures. The next four form a series, narrowing
toward the interior, or umbilical region. The last, forming the waU
of the umbilicus, is broad and deeply notched Umbilicus widely
open. Three specimens, only, of this species have been found, all
slightly worn

;
it is therefore impossible to state the superficial mark-

ings of the upper whorls. The species, however, appears to have
been notched transversely. Length 13-8 millim. ; breadth 25-2
millim. This species resembles S. gramdatum Lam., but that species
has seven lines on the base of the body whorl, instead of six as in
our species.

nov.Polinices subangulata, sp.

Plate VI, figures 4, 12, 13.

Shell varies from obliquely oval to sub-globular, moderately heavy
and ventricose

;
spire short and pointed ; whorls from six to seven,

convex
;
body whorl large, nearly seven-eighths the length of the

shell, convex, slightly produced anteriorly, broadest about one-fourth
from top. From this point the whorl slopes, becoming very much flat-
tened and presenting a marked angular appearance. Surface marked
by distinct but irregular lines of growth. Sutures quite indistinct,
except when the epidermis is slightly worn off. Aperture semi-lunar'
half as wide as long, broadest a Uttle below the middle. Outer lip
sharp and thin. Columellar lip covered by a very thick callus, which
rises into a more or less prominent ridge at the broadest part of the
shell. UmbUicus small

; in most specimens reduced to a mere chink
by the callus, whicli is prolonged below. Young, medium sized,
and full grown specimens give the following measurements

:

First, Length, 12-6 miUim. Breadth, 9-4 miOim.
Second, " 28-2 " 22-2

Third, " 47-4 « 39-2

This is the most common species in the collection. In manner of
growth it resembles P. uher Val. sp., and is as variable as that species.
Young specimens of the two might easily be confounded. The young
are obliquely-oval; by growth the body whorl becomes ventricose,
and the flattening of the upper part becomes more distinct and
prominent. The umbilicus also varies greatly. In some specimens
it is open and almost circular in outline, while in others it is almost
completely closed by a thick covering of callus. All full grown
specimens, hence, may easily be distinguished from any species with
which they might be confounded, by the short spire, the flattening or
angularity of the body whorl, and the small umbilicus.
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Malea, pp- in*!-

1 relor, vi'vy (loubtfully, to tliis genus tliivc casts, which resemble

somewhat the young of 3f. ringens Sby. Further specimens are

necessary to settle their relations accurately.

Argobuccinum Zorritense, sp. nov.

Plate VII, figures 1, 2.

Shell slender, ventricose ; spire elevated, conical ; whorls about

seven, moderately convex, and depressed above. Sutures distinct, but

not deeply impressed. Surface marked by strong, flattened revolving

ribs, varying in width. Spaces between the ribs well marked, as

wide or wider than the ribs (except on the body whorl), smooth,

or ornamented with fine revolving lines. Upper ribs of each

whorl somewhat nodulous, forming a more or less distinct shoulder.

Body whorl large, more than half the length of the shell ; ribs

wider than the spaces between them ; upper ribs forming a dis-

tinct shoulder, depressed above, and forming a strong angulation with

the rest of the shell; lines of growth strong, giving to the whorl

somewhat of a cancellate appearance. Aperture oblong, regularly

ovate, and broadest just above the center, one-third as long as the shell.

Outer lip sharp and having within numerous teeth, extending

well into the interior of the shell, nearly equidistant, about one-

fourth as wide as the spaces between them, and ten in the space of

5 millim. Columellar lip covered thinly by callus, which is thickened

below into a distinct ridge. Umbilicus wanting. Umbilical keel

strong and rugose. Canal open, short and reflexed. A large speci.

men measures: length 51-2 millim.; breadth 29 millim. A smaller

specimen gives the following measurements: length 35*4 milUm. •

length of spire 18 millim. ; breadth 19"2 millim.

This species, one of the finest of the whole collection, is very abund-

ant, especially in the condition of casts. One cast measures : length

59 millim., by "breadth 30 millim. On all mature specimens the

nodulous character of the top of each whorl is very characteristic.

On the body whorl these nodules rise into obtuse tubercles, about ten

or twelve to the whorl. In mature specimens, also, the lower whorl is

produced in front, having its greatest width near the central line of

the whorl, and causing the aperture, when viewed obliquely, to

appear somewhat quadrilateral. Young specimens differ in lacking

the teeth of the outer lip, and the tubercles of the body and adjacent

whorls.
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Mitra, sp. ind.

Three sjjeeimens have been found, which I refer to the same species,

and to this genus. The spire is very elongated. Sutures distinct,

whorls moderately convex. Body whorl slightly depressed and

angulated above. Outer lip sharp and thin, Columellar lip covered

by callus and furnished with four strong plaits. The two upper are

nearly equal in size and much larger than the lower ones. The speci-

mens are so badly worn and broken that it is impossible to give any

characters except those mentioned above. Our largest specimen, of

five whorls, gives as measurements : length 98'2 millim. ; breadth

34-2 millim.

Marginella incrassata, sp. nov.

Plate VI, figures 5, 6.

Shell large, conical, ovate, two-thirds aS wide as long, thick.

Spire rather short and acuminate. Sutures indistinct. Body whorl

regularly conical, very convex, broadest one-fourth from top, forming

a well rounded shoulder, and tapering rapidly from this point to en<l of

spire. Aperture linear and narrow. Outer lip with the margin thick

and broad, Columellar lip with four nearly equal, well developed

plaits ; the two upper more widely separated than the lower ones.*

Measurements as follows

:

Young, Length, 20-60mm Length of spire, 2 -GOmm Breadth lO-iO™™

Medium, 23-05 2-65 U-0

Mature, 2'7-8 3-0] 18-6

This large and fine species may easily be distinguished from any

now living on that coast by its proportionate measurements, by its

thicker outer lip, great prominence of the top of the body whorl, and

the short spire.

Oliva, sp. ind., A.

This genus is represented by a specimen slightly resembling

0. palpaster Mke., but the body whorl is less regularly convex
; i)ro-

portionally broader near the top of the whorl and hence more coni-

cal. Our specimen gives the following measurements: length 37-4

millim. ; length of spire 5*3 millim.; breadth lO'l millim,

Oliva, sp. ind., B.

A badly worn specimen differs from the preceding in having a shorter

spire, and the body whorl proportionally broader. Xo other charac-

ters observed. Length 41-2 millim.; length of spire 3-4 millim.;

breadth 24 millim.

* The upper plait is not represented in tlie figure.
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Cuma altemata, sp. nov.

Plate VII, figures 3, 4.

Slicll slender, fusiform ; spire elevated, turreted and pointed ; wliorls

six or seven, eonve.v, sei)arated 1>y well-marked sutures and orna*

mented by a series of rather prominent ridges, about eight to each

whorl. Ridu^es rise in the middle of each whorl into obtuse tubercles.

The 1)ody Avhorl is large, someAvliat ventrieose, about two-thirds the

length of the shell, very convex, broadest about one-fourth from the

top of the whorl or near the middle of the shell. Ridges on this

whorl are very distinct, but gradually disappear as they approach the

suture, and are entirely wanting over the lower half of the whorl.

Surface marked by raised revolving lines, arranged in two series
;

between every two of the larger ones there are from one to five

smaller, nearly equal ones ; about six of the larger in the space

of 5 millim. Striations much larger on the lower part of body whorl.

Aperture oblong-oval, half as long as the shell. Outer lip with a row

of small, equidistant teeth, about six in the space of 5 millim., but

which do not extend into the interior of the shell. Coluniellar lip

smooth and overspread with callus. Canal wide, open, and reflexed.

Umbilicus small, reduced to a mere chink in most specimens, bordered

by a lai'ge well defined keel. Length 52 millim. ; breadth 3
3
'4

millim.

This species, which must have been very beautiful when living,

may easily be recognized by the concentric striations, which difi^er

notably from any other species known to me. Three species have

been described from the Panamian fauna, all of which have stronger

lines than the C. altemata.

This species is distinguished from Cuma tecta Wood, by its more

strongly marked sutures ; by its less sharp and angular tubercles;

by lacking the tooth of the columellar lip ; by finer teeth on the

outer lip ; and by its more orbicular mouth. From Cuma Jclosqui-

forrnis Duel., it differs in having less pointed tubercles ; by lacking

the loose laminae of growth which cover the sutures of tliat species,

and by the longitudinal imbricating lines.

Strombina lanceolata Shy. sp.

Columbella lanceolata Sowerby, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., p. 116, 1832
;
Kiener, Iconog.,

pi. IB, fig. 2.

Strnmhina lanceolata Carpenter, Rep. Britisli Assoc. 1856; Chenu, Man. de Conch.

et palo., 1859.

Shell slender, fusiform, and turreted; spire long and tapering;

whorls seven or eight, moderately convex, flattened above. Sutures
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distinct. Surface of upper whorls, marked by a row of strong tuber-

cles, eight to ten on each whorl. Body whorl large, ventricose, and

triangular in shape, half the whole length of the shell ; arched in

front and quite depressed above ; marked by one strong tubercle on

the back just below the suture ; by a strong transverse oblique ridge

on the left of the aperture ; by a more or less distinct ridge along the

outer lip ; and by a low ridge connecting with the large tubercle.

Base of the whorl marked by a few concentric lines. Aperture long,

narrow, and slightly winding. Columellar lip covered by a thin

callus. Outer lip thickened "wdthin and marked by a few strong teeth.

Canal open and nearly straight. The following are the measurements

of this species: length 27 millim. ; breadth 11*4 millim.

I have been unable to find any differences between the specimens

of StromMna in this collection and specimens of S. lanceolata in the

Museum of Yale College, and I therefore, without hesitation, pro-

nounce them the same. This is a very interesting circumstance, for

the majority of the species, though closely allied, are very clearly

distinct from the species now living on the west coast.

Clavella solida, sp. nov.

Shell oval, ventricose, and heavy ; spire moderately elevated and

tapering. Whorls five to seven, more or less depressed above.

Sutures distinct. Body whorl large, more than two-thirds the length

of the shell, regularly convex, depressed above the shoulder, which

is large and strong, and forms a very distinct ridge, extending more

than half around the shell.

The upper whorls are marked by a series of longitudinal ridges,

eight or ten to a whorl, and crossed by strong, equidistant, revolving

lines. The two lower whorls are destitute of the ridges, but orna-

mented by revolving lines, which become more or less indistinct on

the body whorl in mature si:)ecimens. The base of the body whorl is

marked by much stronger lines. Variable in size. Aperture oblong-

oval ; outer lip thin. Canal long and slightly reflexed. Umbilical

chink bordered by abroad keel. Measurements as follows : length 43*2

millim. ; breadth (at shoulder) 30-G millim. ; breadth (below shoulder)

28 millim.

This species bears strong analogy to C. distorta Wood, but is a

stronger shell, has a shorter spire, and finer and more numerous revolv-

ing lines on the upper whorls.

The slioulder is convex above in C. distorta, but depressed in C.

solida.
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LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.
Pholas, sp- ind.

This genus is represented by one very badly broken specimen.

Generic cliaracters quite distinct, V)ut not sufficient for specific deter-

mination. Lengtli (from umljo to middle of ventral margin) 30"4

millim, ; breadth 32 millim. ; lieight 32 millira.

Pauopaea, ^p- ind.

A broken valve, apparently belonging to this genus, occurs in this

collection. No species of this genus has been described from the

Panamic fauna, and only one species from the west coast, the

P. generosa Gould, from Puget Sound. Our specimen, if perfect,

would liave had a length of perhaps 15 centim. and a breadth of

7"50 centim.

Corbula Bradleyi, sp. nov.

Shell very ventricose ; wedge shape, umbos large, convex, incur-

ved over the hinge area. Anterior margin rounded ; lunule very

deeply impressed ; ligament area twice the length of the lunule

;

strongly angulated with the posterior margin. Hinge tooth large,

recurved; fossette triangular and deeply impressed. Surface of

shell marked by strong, convex, concentric lines, separated by nar-

row but well marked spaces,- about five of the lines in live millim.

Length 18-8 millim. ; breadth 20 millim.

The triangular shape is very chai'acteristic, as also the angulation

of the posterior margin ; beak very prominent.

Corbula, sp. ind.

A single valve of this species was found ; it differs from the pre-

ceding species in being much less elongated and having much finer

concentric striation. Shell oval ; beak small. Anterior margin

rounded
;

posterior acuminate and elongate ; tooth large, straight

;

fossette rather small. Length 10 millim. ; breadth 14*8 millim.

Solecnrtus, ^v- ind.

This genus is represented by two broken specimens of a species

allied to S. affinis C. B. Ad. It differs from that species in having

the callosity of the ligament much more evenly extended, and not so

acute, and the shell is more evenly elevated behind than S. affinis.

Our specimens are casts, except the posterior extremities. Length 26

millim. : breadth 66* millim.
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Tellina, sp. ind., a.

I I'efer to this genus a badly broken specimen, having the general

form of a Tellina^ though no characters remain for its determination.

If perfect, our specimen would have about the following measure-

ments : length 33 millim. ; breadth 55 millim.

Tellina, sp. ind., b.

A sjjecimen, of which it is impossible to see the hinge, I also refer

to this genus. It is proportionally broader than the last species.

Surface marked by fine, nearly equal, flat strite. Length 8 "8 millim.
;

breadth 15*40 millim.; height 3*4 millim.

Mactra Zorritensis, sp. nov.

At least two species of Mactra are found in this collection. The

shell of the first is ventricose. Umbos convex, j^rominent, incur-

ved. Anterior margin long, sloj^ing; posterior margin strongly

angulated with the lateral margin, and depressed. Hinge line nearly

straight ; fossette impressed and triangular ; cardinals divergent,

forming a prominent V; laterals very large, well developed. Length
16*1 millim. ; breadth 21 millim.; height ir05 millim.

Mactra, sp. ind.

This species may be told from the preceding, which it very much
resembles, in being broader, having less prominent umbos; and

being less convex; posterior margin not so angulated. Length 12

millim.
; breadth 18-2 millim. ; height 7*6 millim.

? Harvella, sp. ind.

I refer to this genus, doubtfully, some large specimens, which are

mostly casts. From lack of specific characters it is impossible to

settle the relations definitely. Our best specimen shows the umbos
convex and impressed; ligament area very deep; surface of shell

marked by strong concentric ribs.

Dosinia grandis, sp. nov.

Shell large, solid, sub-equilateral ; length and breadth nearly

equal; broadest just above the middle line. Beaks elevated, nearly

central, curved inward and forward. Lunule heart-shaped, very

deeply impressed, two-thirds as wide as long, marked by striations?

which become finer as tliey pass into it. Anterior end short. An-

terior and posterior ends nearly equally rounded. Ligament large

;

scar long, striated longitudinally. Surface covered by a thick epider-
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mis, nml marked by broad, flat, concentric ri])s, which become larger

and smoother over tlie middle of the sliell, but not wholly obsolete.

With the epidermis removed the shell still shows the striations,

especially about the beaks. Hinge line nearly straight, very broad.

The median tooth (cardinal) of the right valve is large and pointed

;

posterior cardinal deeply bifid. Lateral tooth large, nearly as long

as the posterior cardinal, and ])arallel with it. In the left valve the

median cardinal is bifid throughout the upper half of its length.

Hinge area forming a very obtuse angle with the ligament area.

Muscular scars and palial impression not observed. A young and a

full grown specimen give the following measurements

:

Young,
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Chione, sp. ind., B.

A species closely related to Chione amathusia Phil., is represented

by three specimens in very poor condition. In form it agrees very

closely with the typical forms of Chioiie amathusia^ hut it appears to

have been a thicker shell ; the lunule is proportionally broader, the

breadth nearly equaling the length. The " concentric frills " are much

more numerous, but as the hinge line can not be seen the exact rela-

tions of this species can not be made out.

Length 46 millim.; breadth 54*4 millim.; height 34-6 millim.

Crassatella gibbosa Sby.

C. gibbosa Sowerby, Proc. Zool. Soc, London., p. 56, 1832.

Plate VII, figure 9.

Shell oval, very gibbous, marked by strong, flat, concentric lines

;

surface smooth. Umbos depressed, undulate. Anterior margin

regularly rounded, short, with the lunule very deeply impressed.

Posterior margin longer, distinctly angulate, and strongly ridged;

ligament area very long and narrow. Hinge line nearly straight;

teeth divergent ; cardinals bifid ; surface between cardinals coarsely

crenulate ; remaining surface of hinge area finely nodulose ; fossette

large and triangular. Young shell depressed and surface undulate.

Three specimens give the following measurements

:

Length, 10-4 millim. Breadth, 15-2 minim. Height, undetermined.

" 20-0 " " 26-4 '•
" "

" 63-1 •' " IQ-i " ' 39-4 millim.

This species is of special interest. I have been unable to find any

constant characters of difierence between our specimens and those of

C. gibbosa Sby., in the Museum of Yale College. Difierences observed,

also, are mostly due to age. The shells are more gibbous ; lunule more

deeply impressed; and ligament scar straighter and proportionally

longer than in any living specimens which I have examined. But as

they agree so closely in all other respects, even to the crenulations of

the teeth and the nodulous character of the depression of the right-

valve, into which the corresponding lateral tooth fits, and the annular

markings of the muscular scars, our species can not be regarded as

anything more than a variety of C. gibbosa. Our specimens are larger

than the type of Sowerby, or any of the specimens of that species in

the Museum of Yale College.

Cardium, sp. ind.

Shell oval, large, very convex ; ribs strong and rounded, well ele-

vated, as broad as the spaces between them, about six in the space of
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10 iiiillim. Beak, (.'levateil, large; cardinals quite curved and diver-

gent.

Lengtli 45 milliin. ; breadtli 41 inilliin.

Hemicardia affinis, sp. nov.

Two specimens were found, belonging to this genus, and related to

//. ohovalis Carp,, but may easily be distinguished from that species

by the following diftereuces. Ribs much finer, more elevated, and

the spaces between them broader. Tlie two species differ also in the

proportional measurements.

Length 19-1 millim. ; breadth 104 millim. ; height 10 millim.

Area Larkinii ^p- uov.

Plate VII, figures 5, 6, 7.

Shell tliick and heavy. Anterior extremity short and rounded

;

posterior more or less produced. Beaks widely separated, raised and

very prominent. Ligament area large, about half as broad as long.

Surface marked by from 30 to 33 radiating ribs, which are rounded

and broader than the spaces between them. Ribs ornamented l)y

rounded tubercles and crossed by immerous fine lines of growth.

Teeth numerous, strong, nearly straight, equidistant, except at the

extremities of the hinge line, where they become divergent and much
stronger. The margin of the shell is deeply scalloped by the extremi-

ties of the exterior ribs and grooves. Just above the marginal teeth

the inner surface of the shell is marked by fine radiating lines, from one

fourth to one half of an inch in length. Anterior muscular scar

almost circular
;
posterior elongated and narrow\

Length 27*4 millim.; breadth 29*6 millim.; height 25'8 millim; be-

tween umbos 5 '8 millim.

The specimen, whose measurements are given above, is the largest

perfect one, and perhaps the most characteristic.

Fragments and single valves of much larger specimens are abun-

dant. A large specimen gives the following approximate measure-

ments: length 35-4 millim.; breadth 3V'4 millim.; height 35 millim.;

between umbos 8 millim.

This species bears strong analogy both to Area grandis Brod. and

Sby., and Area tubereulosa Sby. It agrees with the former in general

habit of growth, with the latter in form and tuberculose characters

of the ribs. It niay, however, be distinguished from A. grandis by

its more numerous, rounded ribs, less crowded teeth, and more oblong
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posterior muscular scar. From Area tuberculosa it may be distin-

guished by its very broad muscular scar.

I take pleasure in dedicating this species to Mr. E. P. Larkin, to

whom, and Prof. F. H. Bradley, the collection is due.

Scapharca, sp. ind.

A single specimen I refer to this genus, although its true relationship

can not be made out, as it is impossible to see the hinge line. In ex-

ternal characters it resembles S. mix Sby., and might at first glance,

be confounded with that species. The shell is less elongated; ribs

broader and the spaces between the ribs narrower than in S. nux.

Length 15-2 millim.; breadth 17-2 millim.; height 11'85 millim.

Leda acuminata, sp. nov.

Plate VII, figure 8.

Shell oblong. Anterior margin slightly produced, but rounded;

posterior produced and acuminate. Umbos prominent, very convex

above, incurved below. Surface marked by broad, flat ribs, sepa-

rated by narrow, but well marked spaces. Hinge line slightly curved
;

teeth numerous and subequal. Shell slightly depressed posteriorly,

foi-ming indistinct angulations with the lateral margins. Three speci-

mens measure as follows

:

Length, 6-2 millim.
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The depression for the animal is long and narrow ; muscular scar
deeply impressed. The length of this specimen is over 20 centim.

;

breadth 12-70 centim.; altitude of single valve 8'89 centim.

Ostrea, sp. iud., b.

Two valves were found, representing another species of this genus.
Shell is very narrow and long ; ligament scar broad and furrowed.
Length 144- millim. ; breadth 54'2 millim.

Anomia, sp. md.

Single broken valves of a species of this genus occur in moderate
abundance, but without characters for determination.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate VI.

Figure 1.— Calliostoma noduliferum Nelson.

Figure 2.— CaUopoma lineatum 'Nelaon.

Figure 3.

—

Apfiera Peruana Nelson.

Figure 4.

—

Polinices subangulata Nelson, young.
Figure b.—MarginelUi incrassata Nelson. The upper fold of the columella is not

showTi
;
the edge of the out«r lip in perfect specunens is evenly rounded.

Figure 6.

—

Ma/rginella incrassata Nelson, dorsal view.
Figure 7.— Cancellaria Larkinii Nelson.

Figure 8.— CanceOaria Bradleyi ISoimu.

Figure 9.—Dorsal view of the same.

Figure 10.

—

Cancellaria triangularis Nelson.

Figure 11.

—

Solarivm sexlineare Nelson.

Figure 12.

—

Polinices subangulata Nelson.

Figure 13.—Ventral view of the same.

Plate VII.

Figure 1.

—

Argohucdnvm Zorritensis Nelson.

Figure 2 —Ventral view of the same.

Figure S.— Cuma alternata Nelson.

Figure 4.—Dorsal view of the same.

Figure 5.-Arca Larkinii Nelson. The umbos are denuded, showing thin, acute rib«
Figure 6.—Lateral view of the same, in perfect preservation.
Figure 7.-Interior of the same. The ligament area is denuded, ahowmg radiating

r
Figure 8.

—

Leda acuminata Nelson.

Figure 9.— 0rassatella gibbosa Sowerby.
All the figures are natural size, from photographs made by Mr. Sidney I. Smith.
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ERRATA.
Page 1, line 13, for "Flordia." read Florida.

" 11, " 35, " " immargination," read emargination.

" 16, " 26, " " spistome," read epistome.

" 31, " 18, " '' Podopthalmia," read PodophthcUmia.

" 35, " 9, " '• Eucrete,'" TQ&di Eucrate.

" " last line but one, for "margin," read margins.
"

106, 4 L from foot, for Norton Street, read Blake Street.

"
108, 11 L from foot, for twenty rods, read tweniy-one rods.

"
138, line 11, for "immargination," read emargination.

"
139, " 11, " "immarginate," read emarginate.

"
153, first line of foot note, for " is marked 3," read is marked 3^

.





VI. On the Direction and Force of the Wind, with the Fall
OF Rain and Snow, at Wallingford, Connecticut, from Ob-
servations MADE BY Benjamin F. Harrison, M.D., and reduced
BY Francis E. Loomis, Ph.D.

Read Jan. 18th, 1811.

The observations described in the following Article were made at

Wallingford, Conn., a town situated about twelve miles north of New
Haven, in lat. 41° 20' N., long. 4"^ Slf" W. of Greenwich. The appa-

ratus employed in the observations was located on or in the immediate

vicinity of Dr. Harrison's house, which is situated on a ridge of land

extending nearly north and south, Avith a valley on the west. The ele-

vation of the house above tliis valley is about 70 feet, and its elevation

above the sea is about 130 feet. Both on the east and west sides of

the valley is a moderate range of hills extending nearly north and

south. In order to indicate to what extent these hills obstruct the

horizon of Dr. Harrison's house, the angular elevation of the most

prominent points was measured witli a small graduated quadrant fur-

nished with a plumb line, and the following is the result :
—

Direction.

North.
N.E.

E. by N.
East.

Distiuce.

7 miles.

4 «

^4

Angular
elevation.

2°

2

If
2

Direction.

S.S.K
s.w.

W.N.W.

Distance.

1^ miles.

4 «

li "

Angular
elevation.

2i°
2

2*

Within about one hundred feet of the house on the south side, is a

small church, but the ridge of the roof is less elevated than the vane

and anemometer. These facts indicate that the vane employed in the

following o\)servations had a pretty fair exposure, and it is inferred that

the direction of the wind was not greatly intiuenced by the neighbor-

ing inequalities of the earth's surface.

Direction of the Wind.

The direction of tlic wind was measured by a self-recording vane

havhig a general resemblaneo to that employed by Dr. Cliarles Small-

wood,* of Montreal, but with some moditications by Dr. Harrison.

* A description of Dr. Smallwood's meteorological observatory and apparatus is

contained in the Smithsonian Report fi>r 1856, p. 311.

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II, Part 2. 13 Jan., 1871.
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The following figiuv shows tlu' loriu of the vjitu',

^ff e

ami its (liiiK'iisions arc as follows:

—

Length, // to 1= 10 ft. 8 in. ; o to /= 5 ft. :} in.

Bivadth, <ib =: 10 in. ; cd =. :i in. : e/':= (jh =z 1^ inch.

ThickiR'ss, f/ to A' = 1^ inch. ; k to I tapers to ^ inch.

The vane is of hard wood, and halaneed by a leaden ball at (/h. It

M'as elevated about 50 feet from the ground, and su]»])orted l)y a mast

erected on the back part of the house ; while the shaft passed verti-

cally through the roof down to a closet conveniently situated foi- ob-

servation. A vertical cylinder, 3 ft. 8 in. high and 2f inches in diam-

eter, was firmly attached to the shaft, so as to follow its slightest mo-

tion. Near the cylinder was placed a seven-day clock,. whose weight

(a loaded box descending in a groove) carried a pencil through a ver-

tical height of 42 inches in seven days, being at the rate of one-fourth

inch per hour. The pencil was pressed by a spring against a paper

pasted upon the the cylinder, and Avhen the cylinder was stationary

described a vertical line upon the paper. The vertical motion of the

pencil combined with the movement of the cylinder when the wuid

was irregular, traced a zig-zag line ui)on the paper. The direction of

the meridian was determined by setting up a series of stakes in the

range of the pole star. These observations were made with the naked

eye, and no care was taken to select the instant when the ])ole star

was on the meridian. The error arising from this latter source might

amount to two degrees. The vane having been set in the meridian,

the points of the compass were marked upon the cylinder, and thus

the directions denoted by the zig-zag line could be readily determined.

The observations on the direction of the wind commenced July 1st,

1857, and were continuous to June 9th, 1862. From July, 1857, to

January, 1^59, only the eight cardinal points were employed by Dr.

Harrison in the copy of his record from which the following reductions

were made; but from January, 1859, to June, 1862, sixteen points

were employed. To determine the mean direction of the vane for

each hour during each month of the year, the number of hours that

each direction occurred during the month for the first hour, for the

second hour, etc., was counted, and the Fum of the corresponding
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numbers for the five years was taken. These numbers are given in

Table I.

[See Table I, pages 212-225.]

In order to deduce from these numbers the mean direction of tlie

wind, the sums of the hours during which each wind prevailed were

regarded as distances traveled, and the numbers were resolved into

two rectangular components by means of a traverse table, in the same

manner as we resolve a traverse in na\agation. The sum of all the

southerly motions was then subtracted from the sum of all the north-

erly ; also the sum of all the eastCirly motions from the sum of all the

westerly ; and the resulting direction was obtained by the principles

of ti'igonometry. A similar computation was made for each of the

twenty-four hours for each month. The results are given in Table II.

[See Table II, page 226.]

In order to exhibit the results of this Table palpably to the eye, the

numbers are represented by curved lines on Plate viii. Beginning

with January, the wind's direction at 1 a.m. was set off with a pro-

tractor, and a line drawn ^ inch in length ; from the extremity of this

line the wind's direction at 2 a. m. was set off, and another line drawn
of the same length as before; and in the same manner were set off the

directions for each of the 24 hours. Thus we obtain a broken line

which may be regarded as representing the average progress of a par-

ticle of air for each hour of the day through the month of Januarv,

supposing the wind's velocity to be the same at all hours. In like

manner the curves for each of the 12 months were constructed. Tiie

points of the compass are indicated upon the margin of the chart.

These curves show a decided diurnal change in the direction of the

Avind for each month of the year; while for the six warmer months

the diurnal change is unexpectedly large. The following comparison

with similar observations made at Hudson, Ohio, Philadelphia, Penn.,

and Toronto, Canada, will show the remarkable character of these

results. From a discussion of seven years' observations at Hudson,

Ohio,* Prof E. Looinis obtained for the mean direction of the wind

at 9 A. M. and 3 p. m, for each of the twelve months, the results given

in the first half of Table III. In the last half of the same Table are

given the corresponding results for Wallingford.

* Am. Jour. Science, vol. xlix, 1845, p. 276.
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Taiu.k T.—Direction of the Wind, Wallingford, Conn.

JANUARY.

hi*
North.

1858
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Tablk I.

—

Direction of the Wind, WoUingford, Conn.

JANUARY (continued).

t- I » loi !-H

i
— -C 1 ,j:3

! I—1 1 1—I , d
\A \xi '^

South.
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862

Sura

1
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Taui.i: I.

—

Dircrtioii <>f t}u Wiml^ WalUni/ford, Conn.

FEBRUARY.

J= jS ^ 5 ® " I
North.

0-. ^ — — — -^ — — -< ir-< ie>4ie^
i^

1858
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Table I.

—

Direction of the Wind, WalUngford, Conn.

FEBRUARY (continued).

Lc; o >-i 2 Ifo i'«j(io-£i I— lOO C5 ici— |ci Iro .•^
:C5 !i—1 1^ ;a ^—' i>—iln-(l-« i^nl-^ 1-^ Icq esijCi 'S<1 Ici

South.
1858
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Taiu.k I.— Direction of lh> Wind, Wnllingford^ Conn.

MARCH.

Us |j= i.c 1 =

North.

;-G 'JZ '— '.C i— I
-= '.4XOJ jo — loj ICO 'I'— .•— IM I?)

I e>i I c^ iiM

1858 6
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Table I.

—

Direction of the Wind, Wallingford., (Jonn.

MARCH (continnedj.
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T.vr.i.K I.

—

Direction of th> Whul, WalUngford, Conn.

APRIL.

I„- 'j= 'j3 'A u- , ^ 1-
00 Ol — — o —

North.

,00 05 iO
I
—

1858| 3

1859 5

1860 6
I861I 4

I862; 8

Sum 126

4
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Table I.

—

Direction of the Wind, Wallingford, Conn.

APRIL (continued).
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Tai!Lic \.—Dir<,-fi<>n of tin H7//f/, ]Vaf/iti</f<>rd, Conn.

La La La —. —
,

I ifl lolt- loo 'Oi'i-i ''^

MAY.
^ — i^a .J= 1J= ja M= —
it- 100 35 lO — e^ ?" '^
|_ 1^ I,- \<fi Im lev) le^l<M

1858 7| 8i
1859^ 4 4

1860; 2| 2

1861 5; 5

1862! 7| 9

Sum'25 28i

10^10*12*
5 5'l 7

3

5

9

i32i

3 5

6 5

3lii37i

1213

7

5

5

8

38 38''38

IHl 9 9

8i
5

4
9

North.

4; 4
4 3

4 4
9 8

30 28 23 18* l.H ^H
North-north-west.

9*! 8

2

1

1

T 7

1858

1859; 1

1860| 0|

18611 3 3

1862l_3|j^

Sum 6 5

1S58
1859
1860
1861

1862:_0

Sum! 8

5i 6

3 2

ol

I
u

North-west.

44
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Table I.

—

Direction of the Wind, Wallingford, Conn.

MAY (continued).

Lr: ;^ ',G o ^
lt~ !0O 'C5 1^ —

South.
1858
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Taisi.k 1.— hirn'tioti of lilt Win<i^ WdUincfford, Con//.

JUNE.

lo i-H ,^ la ! —
North.

l.sf>8
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Table I.

—

Direction of the Wind, Wallingford, (Joan.

JUNE (continued).

•* lO CO r- 00
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Tmm K I.— J>irei'tii>ii of' t/ii' Wind, WiiHiiitjforfJ, Conn.

JULY.
.s -A (.C ,x

18*7

1858
1859

18G0
1861

Sum

1857

1 858
1859

I860
1861,

Sum i

n57i
1H58
1S59

1 H60
1S61

Slim

North.
2 4 5
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Taijle I.

—

Direction of the Wind, Wallingford, Conn.

JULY (continued).

loo \Qi lr-( li-l

South.
1857|15-^

1858'l5
1859' 6

1860J 6

186l|l3

Sum '55^

16 113

13^12
4

I
4

5 ! 5

12 llO

14 13 12 13 |12

110 9i;10 ilOHl

I

3' 3 1 2
I

1

I
4' 4 5

I

4
'8 9 7 7

10 12^
12

1

4
7

13 |14i
12^

]

6

5

50i!44 :39,38i!36 ',35^36 31 3Gi'37 '39 '39*42 45 149^52^58^

18 in^'is

12i
3

17:134^!13

1615 il7

6 6 i 6

10 10 110

11 13 13

14 \\

16

6

8

11

60 5h'59~i58|I56'

17A

6

13

South-south-east.
1857
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Tabm: I.

—

Directio?i of the Wind^Walliugforcf^ Conn.

AUGUST.

1857 4 1 4
1858 11 '10

1859 9i 10

1860, 3 3

18Gi; 5

1:3

5i
10

11

5

(S !i is \'^

North.

:xi |.c 1^

5i! 7

llj

13

5

9

7

IH
13

6

7
I

7

11 111

12 11

9

11

lOi
6

6

8

8A-

Sumi32i32 36 40^ 44^ 45^ 46* 50 49 47 II MtU 'J I A J'JA 2U 17i 13AI13 14 14^15 •21 25i 27i
North-north-wrest.

Sum 3 4 4 3
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Table I.

—

Direction of tlw Wind, Wallingford, Corm.

AUGUST (continued.)

•^ -O
I
—

South.
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861

Sum

6
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Tabi,k I.—Direction of lli> Wiml, Wallingford. Conn.

SEPTEMBER..
a \A \Ji •.=. \JZ
g rc |-* lo

I

CO
\Ji -A \JZ

Ic4 Ico
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Table I.

—

Dirnclioii of the Wind, WalUugfvrd, Conn.

SEPTEMBER (continued).

:~ !J2 '~

1— l(M i<M lo ICl lc>J
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'lV\Mi.K 1.

—

Direction of tlw Wiinl^Wdllingford, Conn.

OCTOBER.
|J3 iJS 1^ \Ji
00 9> O —

1857 9 9A 12

185813 13 {12i

1859} 4 I 4
I

3

1860 8 10 12

1861
j

l4 i
l4 14^

Sum 148 50^53^

13 13

55~i57"

12^12 11 V^

12iill 12 10

5ij
7' 5

12 lOl 8

14 14|13

North.
14 12A IJi lUll

,
7

12 il2

56^15449 i49" 45 30A ^:>\ 3U'29

North-north-west.

H
7

I

2

2

3

23^|22il21

6 10 1 8^1 9

13 113

2 3

5 5

6 7

34ii37~

9 10
21 2

2 3

3| 6

22i3r

1857
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Table I.

—

Direction of th<' Winrl., Wallingford, Conn.

OCTOBER (continued.)

us Lc Lc \x.
1 00 i « i i^ -' a --
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Tahi,k I.

—

Direct Ion of tfii WinJ, Wall/'/if/ford, CoHN.

NOVEMBER.

1— Im
1-^ 1— 'a
I® -^ !

185" 6^
1858 11

1859 3

1860 7

18G1 9

7 ! 7

13

5

8

9^

IH
4
8

10

7

94
5

8

9

38*

m 8

11

7

7

8

11

6

7

9

4U

9

lOi
8

I 7

I

9

8^1 8

11 11

9

7

9

44^

North
8 8 G I

11 ilO
I

9

10 8 ' 8

8
I

7 ' 5

7
I

7 1_5

46 If'io 3^"

North-north-west

5
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Table I.

—

Direction offjie Wind, Walli/igford, Conn.

NOVEMBER (continued).

U3 Li= L£3 Jin !cn Th iS iS It- [oD fS .© —
1— i«-i i-H l-H I— 1« !^ ici Ic^
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TaBLK I.

—

JJinctinn of tfn Wind, \\'(f/li/)i//orf/, ('onil.

DECEMBER.

Ls La x: \jq Lc
1^ Ipj \!f) 1^ !lO

1857 11 lU It lOA 11 Iljr2iil2i
1858 12^15' 14il3il2 13 13 111

1859 9
I

9 9 ' 9 9
,

911 11

I86OI1O 11 11 111 !l3 1414 13

18611 7 7
I
8 8 jlO ilO 9 7

\Xi ,43 jX |,C3
\
—© —

> c^ m -ti

lc>i le>» IN In !n

13 ]11

10 9

11 10

14 \U
7 I 6

North.

9f 7^: 841 8

9 9 |10

12 13 12

12 10 t 8

5
I
4 ! 3

5i| b\ 5

8^1 9' 9

10 10; 9
8! 7

sl 4

10 10^
10

I

9

8
I

8

8 8

4
: 5

10 110^

10iil2i
9 . 9

9 I 9 10

5
I
5 5

Sum 49i 53A 51 52 55 5759^544 55 50 474 4:U 4U 39 35 35 34 34

North-north-west.
U1857
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Table I.

—

Direction of tin Wind, Wallingford, Conn.

DECEMBER (continued).

^ U3
\c: — —

18571 34-

18581 5|

1859J 2

1860
1861 1

4
I
4

5 I 5

2 I

I

1 I
1

Sum 12 12 10

4 4 2ij
3 3* 4
01

11 1

2 1

10 10 9i^ 8iH0

2i; 2

6*1 7

IB .^- I'"

South.
4
6

10 11 l-> 13

South-south-east,

— —I ! i^ ! e^ , c-j cj I c-i

2 2*

5i 5

1 1

i

4 3

mill

14^
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'1'ahi.i: II, Part 1.

—

Hourly Means.— Direction of the Wind.,

WaUlngford^ Conn.
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If we combine the northings and southings, eastings and westings,

for the several months, so as to obtain the latitude and departure for

the entire year, and hence compute the mean direction for the year,

we shall obtain for a result N. ol°-7 W. If we take the arithmetical

mean of the twelve monthly directions, we sliall obtain N. 74° W.
The large difference arises from the greater uniformity in the wind's

direction during the colder months, when the direction is most

northerly.

The numbers in Table TI, ])art 2, were obtained as follows: After

computing the mean direction of the wind for each hour, as described

on page 211, the absolute length of the line indicating its direction

was computed, and this number was divided by the numl)er of the

observations for that hour without regard to direction. These result-

ing numbers, ther('ff)re, repi-esent the ratio of the wind's progress, in

the mean direction to its entire motion; and a com])arison of these

numbers sliows at what liour the direction of the wind was most

uniform, and at wliat hour it was most variable.

Table III.

Mean Direction of the Wind.

Hudson, Ohio.



2:?S Mean Direction of the Wind.

T.ihlc MIT ixivfii llu' iMtnvs|)(iiiiliiiii' munl)t'rs tor Ttiroiito, (.'iinada.*

Tai;i.k IV, I'.irt — Ifonrh/

Philodelph

Mecntt.

i'/. Pa
— Direction of the Wind.,

, 1842.

Ih
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The numbers in l)otli tabk-s represent degrees eounteil from the

noi*th point aroiuid the eirele l)y the west and south.

The diurnal fluctuation at Philadelpliia during I lie cold months

is greater than at Wallingford, but during the warm months it is

decidedly less. Tlie tiuctuations at Philadelphia appear greater in

consequence of the shortness of the i)eriod of comparison (one year).

In order to discover what would be the effect of extending the period

of comparison, that month was selected, (May), which at Walling-

Ibrd, showed the most remarkable diurnal fluctuations. Table V
shows the results of the Philadelphia observations for the month of

May, for a period of four years.

Table V.

—

Hourly Means. Direction of the Wind for May at

Philadelphia.
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of temporatniv over iu'iu;hltoriiiiX portions of tlie oartli's surface; and

that at Wallini^fonl, as wt-ll :is at Toronto, tiie Ljrt'at cliangfs in the

warmer niontlis are iliu- to the proximity of a lar«;i' surfaee of water.

The diurnal ehaiiire at WalliiiLiford eaimot he aserihed simply to the

inequalities of tiie earth's surlaee. This eause mi«flit atfeet the mean

direction of the wind, hut couhl not produce a cliange in the wind's

direction from hour to hour. Moreover, the facts stated on pa<;e 209,

show that tlie horizon at WalHiiijford is but little obstructed by hills
;

while the great regularity in the dianges shown by the curves on

Plate VIII, indicates that the inequalities of the earth's surface do

not here greatly atfeet the wind's direction.

We propose, then, to inquire whether tlie diurnal changes in the

direction of the wind at Wallingford, can be explained by the influ-

ence of the diflference of temperature of the hind and the neighboring

water. For tins comparison we will take the temperature of New
Haven as the standard for the temperature of the land at diiterent

periods of the day and year, and for the water we will take the

numbers derived from Maury's thermometrical charts of the Atlantic*

In Table VI, column second shows the mean temperature of the

diftereut months at New Haven ; column third shows the mean tem-

perature of the warmest hour of each month ; and column fourth

shows the mean temperature of the coldest hour of each month.

Table VI.— Tem])erature of Yeio Haven eind Ocean compared.

;
New Haven. Ocean.
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here 20 miles in breadth, is distant only ten miles. It is presumed

that the temperature here given for the .Vtlantic Ocean would not

differ greatly from the temperature of Long Island Sound for the

corresponding months.

Near the parallel of 40° N. lat. the average wind is from a point

a little S6utli of West. We will call this the normal wind, and

inquire whether the temperatures shown in Table VI, will enable us

to explain the departures from this normal direction shown in the

observations at Wallingford. Beginning with the month of January,

we find the temperature of the land, even at its maximum, to be

many degrees lower than the neighboring Avater. This cause should

then produce a deflection of the normal wind in the direction from

the land toward the water ; and this should continue throughout the

24 hours, but should be most decided during the colder half of the

day, wliich conclusion corresponds very closely with the observed

facts. The same remark is applicable to the mouth of Februarv,

excej^t that during the warmest pai-t of the day, the temperature of

the land difl^ers from that of the ocean less than in January, and the

deflecting force should be less ; which conclusion also corresponds

very well with tlie observed facts. The phenomena for January and

February are therefore a ery well explained l)y the unequal tempera-

ture of the land and the neighboring water, without ascribing any

influence to the more distant and warmer water of the Gulf Stream.

For the month of March, the same remark is applicable during the

colder half of the day; but about the hour of maximum heat the

temperature of the land and that of the neigliboring water is about

the same, while observation shows the wind still tending from the

northwest. This would seem to indicate that the heat of the Gulf

Stream was the principal deflecting force; but perhaps tlie facts mav
be explained from the inertia of the air set in motion from tlie north-

ward, because the neighboring water is warmer than the land

during nearly the entire day, and the slightly higher temperature of

the land continuing but for an hour or two, is insutticient to arrest this

steady current from the north. The piienomena for ]\Iarch are easilv

explained by reference to the higher temj)erature of tlie Gulf Stream;

and may, pei'haps, be explained without ascribing any very important

influence to this more remote body of water.

During the month of Aju-il, the mean temperature of the land is

higher than that of tin* neighboring water; aiul even at the coldest

hour of the day, the land cannot be miu-h colder than the water.

Nevertheless, observations show a strong deflecting force from the
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North prt'vailiiiii- mure tli.ni lialf tlic diiy. It does not appcni- lunv

this tac't can 1h' t-xplaiiu-d, i-xccpt l»y :is( rihiui;- it to tlic infliUMicc of

the wanner water of tlie (inlf Stream.

'Die iiortlicily wiml, wliicii prevails dmiiiif a considerable itortion

of the day in the month of .May, eaniiot he aserihed to tlie intlueiice

of tlie iieisflihorinLj water, hut is easily explained by the higher tem-

perature of the Gulf Stream; while (Iniing the principal part of tlie

day, the temperature' of the land rises so much above that of the

iuighl)oriu<; water, that a breeze springs up from the colder water

toward the land.

The northeily wind which prevails during a portion of the day in

the month of Jjuie, seems also to imlicate the influence of the (Julf

Stream, while the southerly wind, whit-h i)r(vails during more than

half the day, is explained as in the month of May.

Ill July the northerly wind abnost entirely disappears, for now the

land is not only warmer than the neighboring ocean, but during a

considerable part of the day is warmer even than the Gulf Stream.

The strong southerly wind which generally prevails, is a current flow

ing from the cooler water toward the land.

In the months of August and September the land is warmer than

the neighboring water during al)out half of the day, and colder during

the other half; and we And accordingly that the northerly current

prevails for about half of the day, and the southerly for the other

half

In the month of October the circumstances are nearly the same as

in March, while in November and December they are nearly the same

as in January and February.

We find, then, that most of the observi-d facts can be accounted

for from the imequal temperature of the land and the neighboring

water; but some of the facts, especially those in A])ril, May and June,

seem to indicate a decided influence of tlie Gulf Stream ; and if the

influence of the Gulf Stream is api)reciable during certain months of

the year, its influence must be exerted during the remaining months

of the year, although partly masked by being blended with other

causes.

If the causes which we have here assigned for the changes in the

wind's direction at Wallingford are correct, they ought to produce

similar eftects at other stations similarly situated; that is, at places

all along the Atlantic coast of the United States within the belt of

prevalent westerly winds. Obsei-A'ations at such places may then

afford a test of the accuracy of the explanation here given.
;
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From a series of hourly observations of the wind, we may infer the

best method of dediu-ing the wind's mean direction from observations

made at a limited number of hours. For nine months of the year at

Wallingford, the direction of the wind at 1 p. m. corresponds very

closely with the mean of the 24 hours, while for the other three months

(3Iay, June and July) this direction is not attained until 5 p. m. The
other hour of the day when the wind's direction coiTCSponds most

nearly with the mean of the 24 hours, is about an hour after mid-

night. At Toronto, the two hours when the Avind's direction con-es-

ponds most nearly with the mean of the 24 hours, are 9 a. m. and G

P.M. At Philadelphia they are 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. These critical

hours appear, therefore, to vary consideral)ly Avith the locality.

The hours most generally selected for observations of temperature

are 7 a. m., 2 and 9 p. m., and the best result which can be deduced from

these observations is obtained by adding twice the 9 o'clock observa-

tion to the sum of the other two observations, and dividing the result

by four. The same rule gives the true mean direction of the Avind at

Toronto within less than one degree, although the mean diurnal ranoje

amounts to 65 degrees. At Philadelphia also the rule gives an equally

accurate result.

At Wallingford this rule is considerably in error, owing to the fact

that the critical hours occur much later than at Toronto; l)ut during

the six colder months, the mean of the 7 a. .ai. and -1 p. m. observations

corresponds very Avell with the mean of the 24 hours, while during the

other six months, the 2 p. .ai. observation does not differ greatly from

the mean of the 24 hours.

At most observatories where hourly observations uf the Avind are

made, the observations are not reduced Avith sufficient accuracy to

enable us to test the preceding method of deducing the mean direction

from a limited number of observations; but at Oxford, England, the

rule above given for Toronto furnishes a A^ery accurate result.

Tlie record at Wallingford shows several cases in which the vane

indicated the same direction uninterrujitedly for tAvo days or more.

The following examples are selected from the first two years of the

observations; because during this period the force of the Avind was
recorded, and we are able to distinguish between the period during

which the Avind blew with considerable force, and that during Avhich

the air was nearly or quite calm. Until Jantiary, 18,50, the records

employed only the eight cardinal points; I)ut sui»sc(|uently sixteen

points were employed.

The following Table shows first, the direction indicated by the vane;

second, the date at which this direction i»egan to be recorded; tliinl,
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till' i»eriocl (hwiiiu whic-li tlio ivcoril iii(lic:itt'<l identically the same

direction of the wind; and lastly, the number of hours durinu; this

interval when the pressure apparatus showed the wind to blow with a

force of at least ei<iht ounces on a j»late ten inches square.

Tahlk \\\.— I/isfa/ici's of niuiirkdhly stiady Wiudn.

Direction ol Wind.



Mean Direction of the Wind. i.'4.5

was employed, the record showed a permanent change, indicating

either a change in the elasticity of the spring, or a change in the a]j-

paratus by which the motion of the pressure plate was transmitted to

the recording pencil.

The observations on the force of the wind commenced 1857, Se])t.

7d, 7h, and continued to 1859, July 11th. Until tlic month of April,

1S58, pressures less than ten ounces seem to liave lieen recorded

with as great fidelity as the higher pressures. Alter Apnl 5th, 1858,

no pressures were recorded less tlian ten ounces on a plate ten inches

square. AVjout this time, eithei- the spring or the recording apparatus

must have sustained some injury. It is impossiV)le now to determine

why the apparatus subsequently failed to record the smaller pressures;

nov can we determine whether the higher pressures recorded before

April, 1858, are comparable with those subsequently recorded. This

failure of the anemometer to record the low jiressures imi)airs some-

what the value of the observations; nevertheless, the results are so

consistent with each other, and with similar observations made else-

where (as we shall see hereafter), that the observations are considered

worthy of preservation.

Other observers have experienced simUar difficulties with tlie pre>s-

ure apparatus of Osier's anemometer. At the Observatory of Toronto,

Canada, during the years 1840, '41 and '42, in |»ressures of less than

one pound, the pressure plate of the anemometer either did not movt-

at all, or the record of its motion was very uncertain. In hinher

winds the insii-ument worked well, but tlic spi'ing was insufficient to

bring the pencil back again to the zero, so that mitil corrected bv

hand, the pencil might continue to mark high jtressuros after the wind

had lulled. A similar imperfection was found in the Osier's aiu'moin-

eter employed at the Girard College Observatory in 1S4(»-4.t.

Table VIII exhibits in detail the entire series of observations at

Wallingford, an<l shows the recorded force of the wind estimated in

ounces u)»on a surface of 100 s(juare inches, for each hour of the d:iv

during two years. The average force of the wind is thciue oI)taint'd

for each hour of each month.
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Table VIII.—Force of the Wind, Wallingford, Conn.
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Table VIII.

—

Force of the Wind, Wallinc/ford, Conn.
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Table ^'lll.

—

J^hrcc of the Witiil, Walliityford^ Conn.

itS t^ 00 ySi S '~ c5 M \-t
li—I li-^ li-H Ir-I ie<« ,C^|C>» l(N l<M

Observntions begin 7.30 A. M., Sept. 7.
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Tablk V'in.

—

Force <>/ the Wind^ Walling^ord^ Conn.
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The rune lines upon Plate IX represent the mean force of the wind

for each hour of the day, and eaeh month of the year. The hour of

the day is indieated at the top and bottom of the page. The space

between the horizontal lines represents a diflference of one ounce upon

the pressure plate. Since the zero of pressure is different for each

curve line, the absolute value of the horizontal lines could not be in-

dicated upon the chart without creating confusion ; but a reference to

the average results in Table ^'^III, will readily indicate what the zero

is. These curves exhibit strikingly to the eye the diurnal change in

the wind's force.

The time of maximum pressure varies from 1 to 4 p. m. ; occurring

generally at 2 r, M. in winter; 3 p. M. in spring and autumn; and at

4 p. M. in summer. Tliese hours, during the colder part of the year,

corresjiond very closely with the time of maximum temperature, but

during the warmer part of the year they occur from one to two hours

later.

The average time of minimum pressure is 2 a. m., but varies from

10 p. M. to 7 A. M., between which hours the average change of press-

ure is quite small.

The general form of the curves of pressure at Wallingford is similar

to that of the curves representing the observations at Girard College,

Philadeli)hia, but the absolute pressure is diiferent. Table IX affords

a comparison of the extent of the diurnal change at the two jdaces.

Column second shows for each month the pressure for the hour when

it was least at Wallingford, and column third the pressure at the hour

when it was greatest Column fourth shows the minimum pressure

at Philadelphia, expressed hi pounds per square foot, and column

fifth shows the same numbers reduced to the standard of Wallingford,

viz: ounces of pressure on a surface of 100 square inches. Columns

6 and 7 show the maximum pressure at Philadelphia similarly ex-

pressed. The results given for Philadelphia are the means of 2^

years of observations.

Table IX.

—

Montldy Mamma and Mini)na of pressure at Walling-

ford and Philadelphia.
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The mean of the maxima for the year is nearly one-half greater at

Philadelphia than at Wallingford ; and the mean of tlie minima is

more tlian douLle. The ratio of the maxima to the minima is nearly

one-half greater at Wallingford than at Philadelphia.

Mean direction of the Wind's progress.

In considering the circulation of the atmosphere for the entire globe,

it is important to know for each place, the average direction of the

wind's progress, and this is not necessarily the same as the average

direction of the wind, for its progress depends upon velocity as well

as direction. If we could construct a polygon, all of whose sides but

one should represent the successive directions of the wind for any

assumed time, and the lengths of those sides should be proportional

to the wind's force in these several directions, the remaining side ol

the polygon would represent the direction and amount of the wind's

progress for that time. In order to reduce the Wallingford observa-

tions upon this principle, the angles given in Table II, Part 1, were

regarded as the directions of a ship's course, and the numbers repre-

senting the wind's force for the given hour and month, as shown in

Table VUI, were regarded as the distances sailed. For these courses

and distances, the Northings and Southings, Eastings and Westings

for each hour were taken from a traverse table, and the total difference

of latitude and departure for each month were computed. The result-

ing course was thence deduced by the principles of Trigonometry.

The following table shows the results of this computation.

Tajble X.

—

Mean direction of the Wind's progress.

Month.
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ployed is a cylindrical nu'tallic vessel 11^ inches in diameter, and 8

inches deep. Near the iniddh- of its height is a metallic diai»hragm,

designed to preserve the interior iVom objects fallint;- iijjon the upper

surface, while allowing the water to pass freely. It also prevents

animals from drinking the fallen water. The gauge was placed on

the surface of the ground, in the yard of Dr. Harrison's house, where

there is a tolerably free exposure. To nu'asure the amount of rain or

melted snow there is a glass jar properly graduated to show inches,

tenths and hundredths. The snow gauge is also 1 1;^^ inches in diam-

eter, and is two feet deep. It is placed on the top of a fence, at an

elevation of about three feet from the surface of the ground, in a

tolerably free exposure.

Table XI shows the total fall of rain and melted snow in inchep for

each month of the years observed ; also the monthly means derived

from twelve or fourteen years of observation, aiul the total annual

fall of rain and snow. The average annual fall of rain and melted

snow, derived from twelve and a half years of observations, is 5 1 "26

inches ; and this amount is distributed not very unequally through

the different seasons, being in spring 13-78; summer i;V54; autumn

12-07; and winter 11-87 inches.

Table XI.

—

Fall of rain and tnelted snow^ in i7iches^Wallingford, Ct.

Year
;
Jan.
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Table XII.

—

Fall of snow, in inches, WalUngford, Conn.
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to 18G2, oxccimIs tlu' totals for the subscqiu'iit \a'ars. The averai^e

nuinhor of <lays eacli year when rain or snow falls is 92; or almost

exactly one tlay in four. The cfreatest munber of rainy days occurs

in May, and the li-ast in Sej>tenil>er. Coniparinu; Table XIII Avith

Table XI, we see that the amount of the rain for ditt'erent months is

not exactly proportional to the number of rainy days; for while dur-

ing the three Avinter months the number of days of rain or snow is

somewhat greater than for either of the other seasons, and is decidedly

greater than for tlie autumn months, the amount of the precipitation

is sensibly less.

The following Table slu)ws the eases in which the fall of rain was

unusually great. The extraordinary rain of October 3d and 4th, 1869,

caused an extensive flood, which occasioned no little destruction of

property.

Table XIV.— Unusual falls of rain.

Rain began.







Plate IX. Diurnal change in the force of the wind,- Wallingford Conn.
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VII. Design for a Bridge across the East River, New York,
AT Blackwell's Island.

It is proper to say that the design for a bridge crossing the East

River at Blackwell's Island, New York, described in the following

paper, was intended only as a solution of a special problem in Engin-

eering, applicable to long spans in certain localities ; and that it does

not assume to be more than a suggestion in connection with the

actual execution of a bridge across the East River. It is intended

to show that if objections to such a project shall arise on account of

the popular apprehension of the defects of the ordinary suspension

bridge, there is still a practical form of structure which may be era-

ployed with equal and perhaps greater advantage for bridges of

long span.

The suspension system, although apparently the only one available

beyond the limits of the straight girder and arch, presents inherent

defects, which to say the least are a constant source of popular appre-

hension. It is, however, the only system possible for veiy great

spans, and the object of the form of bridge which I wish to present,

as particularly applicable to the case presented at Blackwell's Island,

is to supply a link between the straight girder, or tube, and the sus-

pension system. There is an interval in the lengths of spans beyond

the practicable limits of the single girder, which I think this form of

construction will fill with advantage in stability, strength, and stifl-

ness over the suspension bridge, and advantage in economy over the

simple girder.

The bridge at Blackwell's Island, when completed, must become a

great thoroughfare between two populous districts, and should not

only possess the elements of strength and stability, but of stiffness, or

unmobility, under passing loads, under the action of high winds, and

under the influences of changes of temperature.

BlackAvell's Island divides the East River at New York into two

channels, each about 600 feet in width. At the location deemed most

favorable for a high bridge, opposite 70th street, the east channel is

(300 feet in width from high-water mark to high-water mark, the west

channel being at the same point about 670 feet. This being a point

at which the section of the water-way in depth is greater than it is

either above or below, it will be practicable, if deemed desirable, to

uuike both spans of the bridge 600 I'eet, one of the piers of the west
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channel hciiif? built a slijjht distance out from the shore line. With
the spans first mentioned, however, all the piers may be built without

expensive eotter-ilams and with rock beds for foundations.

For these spans, taking into consideration also the great altitude of

the roadway re(|uired (135 feet), it appears evident that single straight

girders either of the lattice or tubular form are inapplicable, both on

account of the excessive weight recpiired and the difficulty of erecting

them.

The system or design which I suggest is represented in elevation in

sketch 1. The design may perhaps be appropriately classed with

cantilever constructions, although differing in essential points from

any existing structures of long span. It may l)e explained in detail

by reference to sketch 2, which represents a half span.

This sketch rei)resents a half span of one of the channels. P repre-

sents the ])ier 150 feet long, 60 feet broad, and 135 feet high, built of

masoiu-y, but not necessarily solid throughout. AB represents the

vertical elevation of a tubular clK)rd or strut extending from A, the

middle of the span, across the pier, and resting upon it, to B. There

are three of these chords or struts, one at each side, and one in the

middle of the l>readth of the pier. These chords being designed to

sustain thrusts only, will be about 4 feet square in cross section, of a

tubular form, made of iron plates ; and as the thrust towards the pier

will increase uniformly from A, where it is 0, to the pier, the section of

the material will be increased towards the pier by adding plates to

the interior of the tubes.

Upon these three tubes or chords, and forming part of them, will be

built three iron towers (T), firmly braced laterally to each other.

These towers will be 150 feet high. ATandBT represent iron sus-

pension or stay-rods, placed at distances of about 10 feet apart; each

rod A T having a corresponding stay-rod B T. The lower ends of

each pair of rods, ATandBT, are firmly attached to the tubes or

chords and the upper ends to short pendulums, the design of which

is to insure equality of strain in the corresponding rods A T and 15 T.

At the points where the rods BT are attached to the tubes, anchor-

ing-rods attached to the tube pass doAvn into the pier through well-

holes, at the bottom of which they are secured, by cross bars, to the

masonry.

The widths of the towers at the base is such as to secure perfect

stability, the downward thrusts always striking near the centre of

the base of each tower. There are two sets of parallel rods AT, and

two sets B T, in pairs, for each tube or chord, making six sets of 1

7
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each, or 102 rods A T and 102 rods BT. The rods for the outer tubes

are 2f inches diameter, and those for the inner tube 3^ inclies diame-

ter. These latter being heavier, because double weight, or half the

weights of both roadways will l)e borne by the middle system of rods.

The rods are all kept from deflection under the action of their own
weight by braces, shown best in sketch 2. The object of this will be

exjilained in the proper place.

It will now be seen that the structure A T 13, consisting of the lower

chords, the towers and the stay-rods (all of wrought iron) constitute

a homogeneous structure entirely independent of the pier, but resting

upon it—the i)ier, througli the anchoring rods, foraiing the counter-

weight, which prevents the overturning ^f the half-span when it is

loaded.

This structure is first to be examined wider the action of its own

weight.

1. The horizontal choi'd from A to D is sustained by the stay-

rods A T, and there will be developed in this chord neither a bending

movement nor shearing force, or rather the shearing force will be dis-

tributed equally along the chord at the points of suspension, and the

only strains or stresses that need be taken into account in this chord

are the thrusts which increase uniformly fi-om A to D. In a strut of

this length the yielding under pressure is apt to take place by bend-

ing. The bending cannot take place laterally, because the three hor-

izontal chords are firmly braced by diagonals in this direction.

Neither can the bending take place downwards at any point ; and

the only yielding that can occur will be from the rising of the middle

of the chord. To counteract this tendency, a light truss shown in

tlie drawing is placed u])()n each chord, forming part of it. These

trusses form at the same time the side railings or guards of the bridge.

The tension or stay-rods A T will evidently sustain all the perma-

nent load, iuclutliug their own weights, this load being transferred to

the pier through the action of the co)uiter-rods BT and the anchoring-

rods. The tensions of these rods will all be equal, if we neglect the

weights of the rods ; and the stresses upon the lower chords, the tower,

and any stay-rod, Avill be relatively as the sides of the riglit-angled

triangle formed by the stay-rod, the chord at bottom, and the tower.

For the longer rods the ujjper joints or sections should be increased

sliglitly in diameter, since they have to bear, as a part of the perma-

nent load, their own weights, lender this condition of things no

cross strain can conu' upon the tower, and the thrusts will diminish

uniformly from tlu' top to the bottom.

19
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2. If tlie lower chord be uniformly loaded^ the sunu' ])rinciples

ami reasiniinLC apply. If loaded at separati' j>()iiits, it will be i)bserved

that the strains arisiui:- from any load will be transmitted through the

stay-rods nearest it directly to the anchoring-rods in the jtier; and

thus it will be impossible for several loads to concentrate their etiects

uj»on any one, two, or three sets of rods. This ctmdition will give

stittness, or freedom from vertical vibi-ation, under moving loatls. The

only vertical oscillation that can arise under these circumstances will

occur from the stretching of the rods under the tensions brought upon

them. This will be so small in amount as to be inappreciable. In some

suspension bridges this elasticity of stay-rods is a dangerous element,

however, because the shorter rods may be stretched beyond their limits

of elasticity, from the greater extension of the longer rods. This cir-

cumstance has not usually been taken into account in suspension bridges,

and frequent disasters have occurred from the unaccountable giving

way of the stay-rods. Long rods will stretch more than short rods,

of the same diameter, in the exact proportion to their greater length,

and even more on account of their additional weight ; and if two such

rods of greatly unequal lengths support equal loads, this element of

elasticity should be taken into account. There are two modes of

doing this ; one is to increase the diameter of the longer rods with

especial reference to this stretching, and the other to permit the plat-

form of the bridge to yield to accommodate itself to the increased

length of the rods. This plan is adopted in the construction under

consideration. The stay-rods being all parallel, and not being all

brought from the toj) of the tower, the stretching of the rods under

passing loads will increase from the pier, where it is nothing, out-

ward to the point A, and this end being unattached, all the points

of sus])ension from the i)ier outward may move in proportion to the

stretching of the rods, in small arcs of circles having a common cen-

ter at the pier. Thus the movement of the platform so adjusts itself

that the limits of elasticity will be reached at the same instant in all

the stay-rods ; and no injurious bending or shearing strain can be

thrown upon the platform near the pier.

3. Action under change of Temperature.—This is one of tlie most

important considerations in all iron bridges of long span. In this

structure it is evident that the only effect of change of temperature

will be to cause an outward or inward movement of the points A and B,

and an upward or downward movement of the point T, without dis-

turbinor the lines of direction or causing a movement of sliding hori-

zontallv on the ))ier, the structure A T li being homogeneous and inde-
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pendent of the pier. No deflections and no hurtful sliding raove-

ments are therefore possible from change of temperature. In the sus-

pension bridge both of these consequences follow a change of tempe-

rature. To secure this important condition, perfectly, the deflections

of the stay-rods by their own weights are prevented by a system of

braces shown in sketch 2, the only object of which is to keep the

stay-rods in right lines, and thus preserve the true triangular struct-

ure. The weight of these supporting braces adds only about 12 tons

to each span of 600 feet.

4. The lateral stability of the structure is provided for by diagonal

bracing between the horizontal chords and between the three iron

towers ; and also by light ties of wire rope between the stay-rods.

The above description refers to a half-span of 300 feet. To complete

the span another similar stn;cture is erected on the opposite side, as

shown in sketch 1, the ends of the half chords at A not being joined

together., but an opening of 4^ inches being left for the free movement

from expansion. This opening is covered by the string jjieces of the

road-way and by light slip joints along the sides, which act merely as

guards.

To erect this bridge the opposite piers are first built U]j, during the

erection of which the materials for the superstructure are made ready.

These will be in duplicate, as the half spans are precisely similar.

When the piers are completed, the half spans are built by first erect-

ing about ten, twenty or thirty feet of the towers. Proportionate

lengths of the chords are then built outAvard, overhanging the

river, and the suspension and stay-rods attached. Another sec-

tion of the tower is then built up, and a second section of the

chords added. By this process the successive sections may be

tested as the work progresses, and the lines of the structure ]>erfectly

adjusted. The stay-rods are made in sections or parts, united by
screw turn buckles for this purpose, and thus the whole of a half

span may be built out until the two half spans meet. An important

feature in this process is that the strains encountered in the erection

are precisely those which the structure will afterwards be subjected

to, and no abnormal strains are brought to bear by uniting the half

spans.

It will be seen on inspection that the complete structure is analo-

gous to a combination of two large fixed derricks or cranes, exam-

ples of which have been so thoroughly tested in this country in the

use of the famous Bishop's Derrick, which lias been subjected to the

most severe tests. In this bridge, however, there are arrangements

of detail which do not occur in any existing structure, as far as I can
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loani. Tlio roadway is supported u]»<mi lioht trussctl Lraiiis tlmnvn

across hotwooii the chords about nine tcct apart. These heanis have

a depth of tV)ur feet, and a s|)an of ahout 23 feet, and are huilt of T
and anole iron. I'lion these tlie striiiL;: pieces of the roadways are

laid. It is unnecessary to (U'scril)e the manner of buihlintr tlie ap-

proaches, as they are in(h']»endent of the spans. To recapituhite tlie

advantages of this construction. They are

—

1. Siinjdicity.

2. The avoidance of cross strains in all pieces of the bridge.

3. Freedom of expansion and contraction fiom change of tempe-

rature, bv which detlections and sli ling motions are avoidcfl.

4. Stability and strength, with the least amount of material.

5. Freedom from vertical oscillations from passing loads or high

winds.

6. Lateral stiffness from the horizontal diagonal In-acing of the

towers and chords.

7i The distribution of strains among a large number of stay-rods,

and the parallelism and independent connections of these rods.

8. The avoidance of separate anchoring abutments distinct from

the piers.

9. Facility of construction and facilities for testing the strength as

the work progresses.

An application of this system of construction might be made with

great advantage at the crossing of the Niagara River, where the pres-

ent suspension bridge is built. Sketch 3 represents the valley or

gorge of the Niagara River at this point spanned by such a struc-

ture. The present suspension bridge is thrown across between two

points of the crest B B, distant from each other about 800 feet, while

the width of the river at the water level, 250 feet below, is only 382

feet. If from the water's edge piers were erected of masonry to the

height of the crests, on each side, giving the proper batter, these piers

would be about 400 feet ajiart at the top. This is not a long span.

The longest tuV)e of the ^Nlenai bridge is 460 feet, and trains cross that

at full speed. It would l)e very easy to construct eacli half s])an

from A to B on the land, in the i)rolongation of the bridge, and when

these half spans should be completed to ])ush them out until they

should meet in mid-channel ; then to unite them firmly as a single

girder. This girder might have the tubular form, and the bridge

would then possess all the elements of strength and stiffiiess of the

Menai bridge, with the additional security of the counterbalanced

half spans.
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HaVEX, CoXX. ; FROM AX EXTEXDED SERIES OF ObSERVATIOXS

reduced by Fraxcis E. Loomis, Ph.D., Pr(jfessor of Physics

IX Cornell Uxiversity, Ithaca, N, Y.

Direction of the Wind.

A meteorological jonrnal has been kept at New Haven since 1V79,

and is well nigh contit)uons to the present time. These observations

are the result of the labors of a large number of individuals, and the

system of observation has been repeatedly changed. Nearly every

observer made some record of the direction of the wind, but on

account of the looseness of many of the observations and the frequent

change of the hours of observation, it is difficult to deduce from

them satisfactory results. There are, however, two series of observa-

tions made with such care that the results deduced from them are

tliought to be of considerable value.

The first series of observations extends from 1804 to 1820. These

observations were made by Rev. J. Day, D.D., at that time Professor

of Natural Philosophy in Yale College ; but the direction of the wind

was estimated only for the eight cardinal points of the compass. The

observations were made three times a day, and recorded under tbe

headings ]M., N. and E., abbreviations for morning, noon and evening;

and they are supposed to have been made at about the same time

as the observations of temperature, viz: sunrise, 1 r. m. and 10 p. m.

The direction of the wind was probably indicated by an ordinary

vane on some church spire in the immediate vicinity of Yale College.

The second series of observations extends from 184-4 to 18o'2, durin*;

which time the observations were made five times a day, and the

directions were estimated to 32 points of the compass. The observere

were Col. Enos Cutler and Mr. Francis Bradley. Occasionally during

the summer months the observations were suspended, so that while

for certain months the reciu'ds are pretty complete for eight or nine

years, for other months the records are complete for only five years.

The hours of observation were not ])erfectly uniform, but did not

vary greatly from 6 and 10 a. m., 2, G ami 10 v. m. The mean hours

of observation for the different years are stated in the Transactions

of the Connecticut Academy, \'ol. I, Part I, page 225, etc. It is pre-

sumed that the direction of the wind was derived from a vane placed

ujion some convenient church spire, and it is probable that tlie same

vane was not employed throughout the entire series of observations.
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Direction of the Wind, New Haven, Conn., 1804-1820.
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Ill onU-r to (IftiTiiiiiic the mc.iii ilircction of tlii' wind for cacli of

till- lioiirs ol' olisiTvatioii I'oi i-.-uli inoiitli of t lie yt';ir, t he imiiibor ot

tiriK's that fucli dirt'i'tion oc-ciincd <liiriiii; tlu' iiioiitli lor I'licli ol' tl»e

hours of ol)sri'\ atioii was counti'd, ami tlic sum of tho convspomling

mimlicrs for the iiitiro ]it'rio(l of years was taki'ii. These numbers

are Ljiveii in 'ral)le 1, panes 270-273, ami Tahle II, jiat^es 274-2fi5.

The mean (jirection of the wind for each of tlie hours of observa-

tion was obtained by sol\ in^ a traverse in which the mimber of times

tliat each wind was recorded was renarded as the distance traveled.

The mean direction of the wind thus obtained for each of the hours

of observation, and for each month of the year, is niven in Tal)le III.

The anu;les are reckoned from the North point around the circle

throu<;h the West and South.

Table III also shows the ratio of the wind's jirogressive motion in

its mean directictn to the total distance traveled, for each hour of

observation. These mimbers were obtained as follows: Having com-

puted the mean direction of the wind for each hour, the absolute

lenu'th of the line indicating its direction was comj)Uted trigonometri-

cally, and the number rei)resenting this line was divided by the

number of observations for that hour, without icgard to direction.

When these ratios are large it shoAvs that the direction of the wind

was comparatively steady; when the ratios are small it shows that

the direction of the wind was extremely variable.

If we compare the direction of the wind as deduced from the first

sei'ies of observations with the direction as deduced from the second

series, we shall find considerable discrepancies. Table IV, Part 1,

shows the result of such a comparison. From the month of October

to the month of March inclusive, the directions in the first series are

more westerly in every instance, except for March at 6 p. m. During

the remaining six months of the year the two series present still

greater discrepancies. These difl^erences are larger than was antici-

pated, and are not easily explained. The observations of the second

series were principally made at a station about half a mile nearer the

harbor than the first series; but this circumstance does not seem

sufficient to account for so large difl^erences as appear in the results.

It is suspected that in the first series of observations the direction

of the wind recorded for M. and E. was not designed to give the

direction noticed at any fixed hour, but rather the preiHilent direction

for the forenoon and afteraoon. Such a result, deduced, as it probably

was, not from several recorded observations, but from casual obser-

vations of the vane loosely jnx'served in the memory, could not claim
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much precision ; and tliat no great precision was aimed at is shown V)y

the fact tliat tlie ^^'ill(ls were only I'ecordecl for eight points of the

compass. There is no doubt that the second series of observations is

more reliable than the first, ior the directions were estimated to

thirty-two jjoints of the compass, and the precise time of each obser-

vation was carefully stated.

Table III.—Hourly Means.—First Series.

Direction of the Wind, New Haven, Conn., 1804-1820.
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H A. M. was set dtt' Ity moans of a j)n>tractor (a vcitii al line upon the

pa|ti'r hciiiLC taken to ivpivsiMit the meridian), ami a line liall" an inch

in len<;;th was ilrawn in this tlirection. From tlie extremity of this

line the wind's din-ction fur 10 a. Nt. was set ott', an<l another line

drawn of the same lenifth as Itefore. In like manner were drawn the

direetions for each of the hoiirs of ohservation. We thns ohtain a

broken line, which may he reijanhMl as representini; the average

progress of a jiartiele of air for each hour of ohservation throngli the

month of January, supposing tlie wind's velocity to he the same at

all hours. In liki- manner the curves for each of tlie twelve months

were constructed.

Table IV, Part 1.

—

JM^'erences betireen the tnean directions of the

^Vind at Netc Haven, Conn., an determined by the two series of
observations.

6 A.M.

2 P.M.

6 P.M.

Jan. Feb. Slar. I Apr. Mar. June. July. Aog. Sept. Oct. Not. Dec

+ 10-8 +16-4 + 6-6+ 2-6 +28-1

+ 9-3, + 16-9 +17-0|- 9-1 —15-3

+ 9-2i+18-4|— 7-5;— 52-3|— 62-2

- 1-4

+ 3-2

— 12-8

+ 21-5

+ 5-3

-261

+ 30-8 +12-5
— 12-7 —25-5
—424— 20-1

+ 36-9

+ 64-2

+ 59-2

+ 16-7 -f 23-7

+ 16-6 +18-8
+ 111-1-16-3

Table IV, Part 2.

—

Differences betxreen the mean directions of the

Wind at New Haven and Wallingford, Conn.
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uarv and seven degrees more westerly in P'ebruary. In 3Iarch the

resemblance of the two curves is not quite so close, hut the mean

direction for tlie two stations is identically the same.

We thus see that for the six colder months of the year the curves

at the two stations are quite similar, but there is a difference in the

mean direction of the Avind, which changes from month to month with

such regialarity that we cannot ascribe it to errors of <d)servation.

This will appear from the following table, in which column second

shows the average difference in the direction of the wind at Xew
Haven and Wallingford for each of these six niontlis, and column

third shows the differences between the numbers in column second.

N. H. — W. Difference

October, . .

.

November,

December,

January, ..

February, .

March,

+ 24°-5

+ 7-1

— 6-2

-16-3

— 6-8

00

ir-4

13-3

101
9-5

6-8

The regularity in the change of direction at the two stations is so

great, as to indicate the operation of some physical law. Can these

differences be reconciled with the explanation of the winds at Wal-

lingford, given on page 249 ? It is somewhat hazardous to express

an opinion upon this subject until we ha^"e observations from a

sufficient number of stations to enable us to eliminate the effects due

to purely local causes. We might expect that since New Haven is

nearer to the ocean than Wallingford, the deflecting influence due to

the warmer temperature of the ocean would be stronger at New
Haven than at Wallingford, whereas the observations seem to in<licate

that during the winter months the contrary is true. The following ex-

planation of these seeming anomalies is suggested : 1st, the (nilf Stream

exerts an influence upon the <lirection of the winds in the vicinity

of New HaA'eii, which is more powerful than that of tlie nearer but

cooler ocean; 2nd, the difference in the distances of the (.Tulf Stream

from New Haven and Wallingford is so small that this cause ouglit

to operate with sensibly the same energy at both stations ; but 3rd,

New Haven is situated in a basin near the level of the sea, while

Wallingford is elevated al)OUt 180 feet above the sea, and has a very

free exposure. The winds at Xew Haven are therefore frequently

mere sui-face winds of limited extent, whih^ tliose at Wallinirford

correspond more nearly with tlie general drift of the atmosphere in

this region.
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'PIk'si' coiicliisioiis aiijirar li> lie roiiHrriuMl l»y a companson of the

(lirt'i-tioiis ottlii' wind at New IInvcii ami WalliiiLTtortl <lurinjj: tlic six

wariiUT lUdiitlis ot the yi*ar. In tlie iiioiiths of A]»ril and Si-ptember

the diurnal clian^e of direction is much <;reater at New Haven than

at \Vallin«ftord, the wind heint; ahnost exaetly North in the morning,

and nearly South at the liottcst jtartot'the day. In May and August

till' wind al hotli stations is nearly North in the nioi'ning and South

in thr afternoon, hut with this dirt'erence, that at Wallingtord the

Westerly motion exeeeds tlie Easterly, while at New Haven tlie

Easterly motion exceeds the Westerly. It seems probable that the

latter effect is eontined to jilaees but little elevated al)ove the level of

the sea. In June the eurves at the two stations are quite similar

;

while in July the diurnal change is much the greatest at New Haven.

We conclude therefore that the New Haven observations are not

inconsistent with the explanaticni heretofore given of the winds at

Wallingford, an<l that the j)eculiarities of New Haven result from

local causes, among which are to be enumeratetl its low position, an<l

perhaps also the shallow water of Long Island Sound, with Long

Island on the south <)f it. It is suspected that these local winds at

New Haven are of the nature of counter currents, analogous to the

counter currents observed along the banks of ra[»id rivers, especially

where the banks are considerably indented.

Velocity of the Whid.

In the year 1860, a Robinson's anemometer, made by L. Casella of

London, was ]>rocured by Prof. Elias Loomis for Yale College. The

hemispheres are three inches in diameter, the distance between the

centers of the opposite ciips is 13 '5 inches, and the distance traveled

by the wind is recorded up to 500 miles. The anemometer was

erected upon one of the towers of Graduates' Hall at an elevation of

65 feet from the ground, where the exposure was entirely unob-

structed. In December, 1868, regular observations were commenced

by Prof. Loomis, and have been continued to the jiresent time. The

observations Avere made at intervals of one, two or three days,

according as was found convenient, the object being sim|)ly to deter-

mine the average velocity of the wind for each month of the year.

It was soon found that the velocity indicated by the observations was

smaller than had been ex])ected, and it was suspected that the instru-

ment was not entirely reliable. After the ol>servations had been

continued for two or three years, Prof. Loomis decided to procure a

second instrument Irom a different nuiker. He accordingly requested
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Table V.— Velocity of the Wind, New Haven, Conn.

5
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Mr. Glaislier, who has charge of the Meteorological Department of

the Greenwich Observatory, to select an anemometer similar to one

of those in use at Greenwich, to set it up in projjer position and

observe it carefully for a sufficient time to determine its error as

compared with the Greenwich instruments. Mr. Glaisher promptly

acceded to this request, and selected a Robinson anemometer made

by Negretti & Zambra of London. The diameter of the cups was 3-8

inches, the distance between the centers of the opposite cups was 13 'S

inches, and the instrument recorded the wind's progress up to one

thousand miles. From a comparison continued for several weeks Mr.

Glaisher concluded that the readings of this instrument needed to be

increased in the ratio of 93 to 100, in order to make them accord

with the Greenwich standards. This anemometer was received 'in

New Haven in the winter of 1867, and was immediately set up on

the same tower as the former instiniment, and distant fi'om it sixteen

feet. Both instruments have been observed regularly to the present

time, the observations having been made chiefly by Prof. E. Loomis.

It is found that the results obtained from the two instruments diifer

but slightly. When the velocity of the wind is small, the Xegretti

anemometer gains somewhat upon Casella ; and when the velocity is

great, Casella gains somewhat upon Xegretti ; but in the results of

an entire year, the difference between the two instruments is entirely

inappreciable.

Table Y contains a summary of the distances traveled by the wind

for each month since the observations commenced, according to the

indications of each anemometer. In column 3rd are given the

dates of the observations corresponding most nearly to the beginning

and end of each month ; column tth shows the included interval of

time expressed in hours; column 5th shows the distance traveled by

the wind during the preceding interval according to Casella's ane-

mometer, and column 6th shows the distance for the same interval

according to Negretti's anemometer ; columns 7th and 8th show the

mean hourly velocity deduced from the observations with the separate

instruments. The following table affords a comparison of the indica-

tions of the two instruments, the velocities given for the Casella

anemometer being the mean velocities determined for the years of

observation when both instruments were employed.

Comparison of Casella's and N'egretti's Anemometers.

Jan.

5-82

5-85
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I'"<tr the entile \v:\\\ tlu' av('r.iL;;c dirtlTt'iici' lictwccii tlic two instru-

ments is less than one lunithvtltli of a mile, and tlieir indications may
be reuar<led as idi'ntieal. The hist eolunin in Talde V shows the

mean velocity <d' tiie wind tor each nmntliot' tlie vear as derived

from the indications of both instruments c-omhineil, and increased in

the ratio of 93 to 100, or a littU' over seven i)er cent.

Table \'I.—Examples of Hiyli W in <(s observed at New Haven, (Joim.

Beginning.
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Table VII.

—

Mean velocity of the Wind at various statiotis.

Greenwich, England.

29o
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Tahlk VII- jiitiiiiiod.

Brussels, IkUjiuin.
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Table VJI—concluded.

WaUingford, Conn.
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t'X|)n'ssi'(| ill P:iri> t'ci't |>i'r sccom', w li'u'li lia\i" Itccii ri'(lucc<l lo miles

|irr Inmr. 'I'lu' ri'siilis lur Madras, India, wiTO derived tVoin Osier's

aneinoineter, and were taken from the " .Matlras Meteorolosjical

Observations.'" Tiie pn-ssures expressed in pounds per scpiare foot

have been rediieed to velocities in miles per hour l>y Loomis'' Table.

The results for the CajK' of (iood Hope were derived from Osier's

anemometer, and were taken from the tirst number ol" the " .Meteoro-

lo»jjieal Pajiers of the lioard of Trade, London, 1857." The results

are given in |)ounds pressure per square foot, and have been reduced

to velocities in miles per hour. The Philadelphia observations were

made with Osier's anemometer, and are taken from the " Magnetic

and Meteorological Observations at Girard College." The results,

whicli are given in pounds per square foot, have been reduced to

velocities in miles per hour. The results for Wallingford, Conn.,

were deri\ed from Osier's anemometer, and are given in ounces of

pressure (»n a surface of 100 square inches, which have been reduced

to velocities in miles per hour. The observations for New York City

were made with Robinson's anemometer, and are taken from the

" Thirteenth Annual Report of the lioard of Commissioners of the

Central Park." The observations at Toronto, Canada, were made

with Robinson's anemometer, and are derived from the " Abstracts of

Meteorological Observations made at Toronto from 1854 to 1859."

Table VIII.

—

Mean 3Ionthl>/ and Annual Velocities of the Wind,
in miles per hour.







IX. Notes on the Geology of the Island of Yesso, Japan,

FROM Observations made in 1862. By W. P. Blake.

Read February 21, 1872.

The salient features of the geology of the Island of Yesso, Japan,

are volcanic. Symmetrical cones, snow-capped for a great part of

the year, are the first landmarks that greet the eyes of the marine,

as he approaches the coast, and are the last to disappear as he leaves

it behind. The cone of Esan, in a solfotaric condition, forms the east-

ern and southern headland of the island, not far distant from the port

of Hakodadi and from Komangadaki Mountain, another solfataric

cone which rises conspicuously upon the southern shore of Volcano

Bay, at about the same distance from Hakodadi. This last mentioned

mountain was in a state of violent eruption a few years ago, and threw

out an enormous quantity of ashes, pumice, and hot water. Further

north, beyond Volcano Bay, the beautiful cone of Shiribets is j.-.-ouped

with several others, but all of them are remarkable for their symmetry

and grandeur. Most of these volcanic mountains may be regarded as

extinct, though many yield quantities of sulphur and emit steam. At

an early period their activity must have been prodigious, for almost

everywhere throughout the island, or at least the southern portion of

it, so far as explored, there is a vast deposit of fragments of trachyte,

lava, scoriae and volcanic debris. These materials are generally in

the form of a stratified brecciated conglomerate, sometimes alternating

with finer materials, such as beds of sandstone and of volcanic ashes.

A coarse conglomerate of this formation is found bordering the

island from Esan nearly to Komangadaki, and extensively upon the

western coast, as in the neighborhood of Iwaiiai. It is also found

extensively developed in the interior.

Older and stratified formations appear to form tlie basis or founda-

tion for the volcanic formations. At Ota, on the west coast, granitic

and metamorphic rocks, in well defined outci-ops, form a rugged

coast. In tlie interior they form tlie ]n-incipal watrrslied, and give

rise to many rivers, in the beds of whiili gold is fi)und in deposits

which can be profitably worked. These metamorphic strata are

uplifted, and generally trend northwest and southeast, and show

flexure and bending exactly as in other and hotter known regions-

Slates, sandstones, and limestones are found also at Esan, Shuokobi, and

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 22 Deckmbkr, 1S72.
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m-ar Ivakiiini, and al tin- Icail mims of I>liiii(i\\ atari and I ru|». The

rocks at the two last-naini'd places arc not as much u]ilil'tc<l and nu'tanior-

plioscd as tlie i^ranit ic and anrilcrous rocks, l»ut tlicv arc proWahlv parts

oi tlu'sanic scries of" lorniat ions. 'I'lieonly rccoLcni/abIc fossil found is

apparently a t'ra anient of a calainitc, U'ailiuL; me t(» suspect that the beds

are ot" C'arhonifcrous ai^i-; l>ut tliis ishy no means certain, and although

diligent search was madenootln'r e\ idenceof tlie age ot" these format ions

could l»e found. Near Iwanai tliere are beds of good coking coal in

strata tliat have no lithological resemblance to the auriferous series,

but they are uplifted at a high angle. Fossils apparently of Creta-

ceous or Jurassic age are found in the eastern part of the island.

The next stratified formation of interest is marine Tertiary or Post-

tertiary, which rests unconformably upon the older stratified beds,

and is highly charged in some places with well preserved fossils

scarcely distinguishable from the mollusca now existing upon the

coasts. In these deposits, and in later terrace-like formations, there is

abundant evidence of the comj)aratively recent uplift of the whole

island, and the same evidences are found upon the island of Nipon,

Dynamically, the formation of greatest interest is without doubt

the volcanic conglomerate and the associated beds of finer volcanic

materials. They record the most energetic volcanic action at an

early period before the recent uplift, for it is almost certain that the

mass of the conglomerate was deposited under water. It seems as if

there had been a series of violent subaqueous eruptions, perhaps at

the time the now-existing cones began to be formed. It is most

probable that the island has been gradually formed by the rising of

these separate cones above the sea, thus giving at first a group of

islets, each a volcano, similar perhaps to those which can now be seen

off the coast and at the entrance to the Bay of Yeddo. One is repre-

sented opposite the western coast on the Japanese maps.



X. Comparison' of the Muscles of the Chelo^-ian asv Human
Shouldek-girdles.* By Henry Shaler Williams.

Presented January, 1872.

The object of the following paper is to show the importance of the

positions and relations to each other, and to the axes of the bones, of

the areas of origin and insertion of muscles.

While comparing the muscles of the Chelonians with those of man,

the writer observed that while the bones were found to differ much in

shape and proportions, and the size, form and number of the muscular

bundles, and their relations to each other, were often found to differ,

the relations of the areas of origin to each other were found to be

remarkably constant. Hence in dissecting out the muscles of the Che-

lonians from the body outward, or, in other words, tracing the mus-

cles from the origin of motion to the part moved, it was observed

that the areas of origin numbered 1, 2, 3, &c., on each bone, as they

were exposed, belonged to muscles which were, in final action, very sim-

ilar in all, however much they might differ in their size and strength

and shape, and even insertion, in the different genera. Then came

the assumption that the fundamental reason why muscles in different

vertebrate animals should receive the same name is that they per-

form the same functions, or thaC their final action is the same ; and in

conclusion, we reach the rule that the areas of origin (or, in general, of

the attachment) of muscles furnish the most exact means for deter-

mining the homologies existing in the muscular systems of difierent

forms of animals.

To apply and illustrate this rule, we take the unique shoulder-gir-

dle of the Chelonians and compare it with that of man.

The shoulder-girdle of man is composed, on each side, of a scap-

ula (PI. 12, figs. 1 and 2), which alone supports the fore limb, and a

clavicle which articulates with a process of the scapula and connects

it with the sternum. From the scapula there arises a process from

the median line of its posterior surface, called the spine (PI. 12, fig. 1,

s.), which extends outward into a process called the acromion process

(PI. 12, fig. 1, a.).

From the superior border, next the glenoid fossa, another process

* Abstract of a portion of a Thesis presented to the Slieffield Scientific School, when

a candidiito for tlu' di><;n>o of Ph 0.. .Inlv. 1S71.
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extends u|i\v;ir<l ami t'orw anl, calKd tin- citracoul |»i-(>cc'ss (IM. I'J, tig. 1,

('.). The axillary border of the scapuhi (1*1. 12, lig. l,b.) is thickened,

and is connected with the "s]iiiie" by a thin sheet of bone. The

"acromion ])rocess" is articiilalcil with the clavicle which jiasses

from it to tlic stci'iiiiMi. The ciaxiclc is also attached tctthe " cor-

acoid |)roces8" by a li>j;anient.

The shonlder-ujirdle of the C'heloiiian (1*1. l:i, liij;s. 1 and 2) is com-

posed of three shafts of bone, diverjijing fnmi the glenoid cavity. One

(Pi. i:{, iig. I, b'.) is attached proximally to the nnder side of the ante-

rior ]»art of the carajKtce by a ligament near to the first dorsal verte-

bra. The other two lie in a horizontal |tosiliou, the one (1*1. !•'{, tig.

1, a'.) iniining from the articular end of the gii'dle to the anterior i)art

of the U|»i»er sidi- of the plastron, and attached to the latter by a

strong ligament at its medial line; the third part runs oblicpiely

toward the center of the plastron, its |)i-o.\inial or medial end being

more or less free.

Ill hoiiiologi/.iiig the elements of these shoulder-girdles, the follow-

ing results have been reached. The perjiendicular shaft (PI. 13, figs. 1,

2, b'.) of the Chelonian is regarded as the representative of the "exter-

nal " or "axillaiy"" border of the human scajmla (1*1. 12, lig. l,b.),

and may be called the scitpuld projier.

The second anterior horizontal shaft of tlie girdle (1*1. 1;^, figs. 1, 5, G,

a'.) represents the "spine" and "acromion process" togetlier, of the

human scapula (PI. 12, fig. 1, a. s.), and may be called tlie acromion.

The third, or posterior horizontal element (PI. 13, fig. 1, c), repre-

sents the " coracoid process," and may be called the coracoid.

From the "posterior" surface of the human scapula and its pro-

cesses arise six or seven distinct muscles. Let us consider them sep-

arately, in their relations of origin and insertion.

The "teres major" arises from near the medial end of the axillary

border of the scapula (PI. 12, fig. 1, i): part of the "latissimus dorsi"

sometimes arises from the extreme end of this border (PI, 12, fig. 1,2):

the direction of these two muscles, as well as their action and areas

of insertion on the humerus,'are closely related. The corresponding

muscle in the Chelonians (PI. 13, fig. 1, 1), called " teres major" by most

all writers on the subject, arises from the anterior face of the scapula,

the area of origin being a narrow line extending from the medial end

to the acromio-scapular angle. It is inserted into the neck of the hume-

rus together with the representative ofthe " latissimus " (PI. 1 3, fig. 7, 1).

There is considerable difference in the positions of the areas of

insertion of this muscle, here and in man, the discussion of which

will not be introduced at this jilace.
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The muscles "teres minor" and "infraspinatus" (PI. 12, fig. 1, 3, 4)

arise from the more distal or articular half of the " axillary " border,

and from the tliin lamina of bone connecting this border with the

" spine." These two muscles are intimately associated in direction of

action, as well as in their jjoints of origin and of insertion, both being

inserted on the more dorsal side of the greater (of anthropotomy), or

radial tuberosity (PI. 12, fig. 4, r., 4, 3). If these two muscles are rep-

resented in the Cheloniaiis, I have little doubt but that the thin sheet

of muscle arising from the angle formed l)y the scapula and acromion

(PI. 13, fig. 1, 3, 4), and inserted into the humerus on the dorsal side

of the lateral tuberosity (PI. 13, figs. 4 and 7, 3, 4), is the true one.

I have called this the ntiisculus scajndo-aci'omiofiurneralis, and

am sti'ongly inclined to consider it the true representative oi the

"teres minor" of anthropotomy. The "infras])inatus " may be con-

sidered as wanting, or as fused with the "teres minor"—to form this

bundle. The assumption is that the lamina of bone connecting the

''axillary border" wnth the "spine" in the mammalian form of sca-

pula is not developed in the Chelonians, and that the element called

acromion in the latter is the representative of the ridge called " spine "

and the " acromion process " of the former, as will be further explained.

In the human scapula we observe again a strong muscle arising

from the "spine" and acromion process (PI. 12, fig. 1, 5), called the

deltoid. The area of origin for this muscle is on the edge and sur-

face of the spine and acromion, opposite the coracoid process, and

reaching from the medial bordoi* of the scapula to the end of the acro-

mion, where it articidates with the clavicle. It is inserted into the

shaft of the humerus, near its middle, on a line with the greater or

radial tuberosity (PI. 12, fig. 3, 5).

The representative of this muscle in the Chelonians arises from the

anterior side of the acromion ; its area of origin extending from near

the scapulo-acromial angle (where it is quite continuous with the mus-

culus scapido-acronno-humeralis, this fact quite agreeing with the

idea that this latter muscle is the representative of the " infrasjunatus

and teres minor,") to near the medial extremity of the acromion (PI.

13, fig. 1, 6).

Its insertion is into the radial tuberosity on its dorsal side (PI. 13,

figs. 4 and 7, 5). It will be observed that all the humeral motors in tlie

Chelonians are inserted high up, close about the proximal head of the

humerus, to the neck and tuberosities, so that we may not look for

exact homologies in regard to their insertional areas.

The muscle next to be noticed is the "supraspinatus," which arises

from the surface of the scapula beyond the spine, and between it and

the coracoid (PI. 12, fig. 1, 0).
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If our lioiiKiloi^iziiiy <il' till- ("lu'ldiiiaii slioiildcr-ixinllt' '>i' correct,

till' ropri'st'iitutivo of this miist-li' sliould arise from between tlie eora

eoid and acromion elements. Its insertion sliould he into the exter-

nal or radial tuberosity. Now let us see how nearly these require-

mi-nts are met. In thi' Chelonians there are two, more or less distinct

bundles of muscle arising from the (icronilon and coracoid—from the

edges facing each other and from the lower surfaces (PI. 13, figs. 1, 5

and 0, 0, 6'', e',). In some genera these two bundles are (juite distinet

and separate tliroughout all their fleshy portion, and in others they

are continuous, forming a broad but thin Ijundle, filling up the space

between the acroi/u'o/i and coracoid, even to their medial extremities

—

the fibers forming tlie middle ])art of the bundle arising from the cor-

aco-aeromial ligament ; but, in all cases observed, the two bundles

have a common inscrtional tendon, w^hich is inserted into the head of

tlie radial (the "greater" in anthropotoni)'^, the "lesser" of Cheloni-

ans) tuberosity of the humerus (PI. 13, figs. 3 and 4, e). These two mus-

cles are the M. acroinio-humeralis secundtis, and the M. coraco-hiane-

ralis secitndiis. It will be observed that the insertion of their com-

mon tendon is near the insertion of M. scapido-acroniio-Jmmeralis, the

representative of the " infraspinatus" and "teres minor," the relation

between them being almost jirecisely that which is oliserved in anthro-

potoiny.

The only other humeral motor arising from this surface of the

human scajmla is the " coraco brachialis." In man this muscle arises

from the extreme end of the coracoid process, together with one

head of the triceps (PI. 12, fig. 1, "). In its course it lies outside of

the " subscapularis," and is inserted into the shaft of the humerus

near its middle, in a line with the lesser or ulnar tuberosity (PI. 12, fig.

3, 7).

In the Chelonians we find a muscle arising from the upper surface

of the coracoid (PI. 13, fig. 2, ?), passing outside of the rejiresenta-

tive of the ^^ subscapularis,^'' and inserted into the humerus on the

head and lower edge of the ulnar tuberosity (PI. 13, figs. 3 and 4, 7),

which is here greatly developed, so that it is larger than the radial

one. This is the M. coraco-humeralis primus, and must be regarded

as the representative of the " coraco-brachialis," if the assumptions

already made be correct.

The " biceps " of anthropotomy arises by two heads ; one area of

origin covers the rim of the glenoid cavity at the l)ase of the cora-

coid (PI. 12, fig. 1, 9); the other area, in connection with that for the

"coraco-brachialis," covers the end oi the coracoid process (oa). The
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two heads run together on the under side of the ai-m, to he inserted by

a single strong terete tendon into the ulna, near its proximal end.

In most Chelonians tliis muscle (PI. 13, figs. 2, 6, 9) is repre-

sented by two distinct muscles, the M. coraco-idnarlH and 31. coraco

radialis ; the former arising from the more distal part of the posterior

edge of the coracoid, being inserted into the ulna near the prox-

imal end ; the other arising from the medial half of the same edge of

the coracoid, being inserted into the radius and outer side of the

wrist, and sometimes running as far as to the thumb. In one genus

(
Chelonia) the second part of the muscle is represented by only a

tendonous i-ibbon continued on from the outside of the lower end of

the first, and inserted in the region of the wrist.

There are two muscles remaining which have a scapular origin in

man, the " subscapularis," and the long head of the " triceps."

The area of origin for the "subscapularis" (PI. 12, fig. 2, s), covers

the anterior surface of the human scapula, its fibers converging toward

the head of the humerus. Its insertion is into the lesser or ulnar

tuberosity (PI. 12, fig. 3,8).

In the Chelonians this is represented by two more or less distinct

bundles {M. M. scapido-humeralis secundiis and tertius)^ arising from

the scapula and inserted into the internal (ulnar) tuberosity (PI. 13,

figs. 1 and 2, sa, 8^). The area of their origin covers the greater

part of the shaft of the scapula from the origin of the " teres major "

(PI. 13, fig. 1, 1), extending around in front and on the posterior side

quite to the inner side of the shaft. On account of the small size of

the shaft, the origin, ends, and body of these muscles are pretty well

fused together, but toward their distal ends two bundles may, in

some cases, be made out, and in Ptychemys, of which the most care-

ful dissections Avere made, two distinct insertions were made out,

one on the outer, the otlier on the inner side of the ulnar—that is the

greater, or internal, tuberosity (PI. 13, figs. 3 and 4, so, sb). The lower

part of the insertion of the M. coraco-humeralis priuins,—the repre-

sentative of the " coraco-brachialis" (figs. 3 and 4, :), separates these

areas.

From the rim of the glenoid cavity on the outer side, at the base of

the scapida (PI. 13, fig. 1, ii«), arises, by a tendon, a muscle which is

joined by a stronger bundle, having a humeral origin, and wliicli it

overlies for its whole length. It is inserted into the proxinuil head of

the ulna, on its dorsal side, and acts as an extensor of the forearm.

I presume there will be no hesitancy in regarding this as the repre-

sentative of the long head of the " triceps " of authropotomy.
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This closes the list of nmscles arising iVoni the scajaila ami its pro-

cesses in man, and acting npoii tlie arm.

There is some reason for believing the eitistenial |ilatis to he the

representatives of tlie "clavicles" of aiitlnopotomy. A portion of the

representatives of the deltoid arises from the above mentioned ele-

ments. The acromion is attached to it ligamentoiisly. The repre-

sentative of the "sternocleido-mastoid" does not arise from it in any

cases I have observed, but generally only from the medial edges of

the "liyosternal plates," when they meet, or from the middle of the

cartilaginous part of the sternuin, wlu ii these i»lates do not meet at

the medial line.

If we are to presume that the Chelonians have a rej)re8entativc of

the mammalian clavicle, I think the episternal plate ])resents more
characters homological with those of the clavicle than does any other

element of the skeleton.

The anterior horizontal element of the shoulder-girdle, it will be

remembered, is, in this ]>a})er, considered to be the re}>resentative of

the spine and acromion ])rocess of the mammalian scaj)ula, and not

the clavicle, as Riidinger and some others regard it.

Parker, in his work on the Shoulder-girdle and Sternum, regards

the episternal element of the plastron as the representative of the

clavicle. (See Parker's Mongr. on Shoulder-girdle and Sternum,

1868, pp. 133, &Q.)

In the Chelonians there are no muscles, now remaining to be consid-

ered, which arise from the shoidder-girdle proper and act upon the paits

of the fore-limb. In the genus Clielonia a few special bundles were

observed arising from the base of the scapula and acth)g upon the

humerus; but they must be regarded as "special muscles," as they

were observed in no other specimens dissected.

In the Chelonians a long muscle arises from the anterior etlge of

the coracoid (PI. 13, figs. 1, 5, lo), and i-uns forward imder the neck to

the hyoid apparatus.

It arises in man from the "superior" (coracoidal) border, at the

base of the coi-acoid process (PI. 12, fig. 1, lo), and is inserted into

the hyoid apparatus. The relations which the areas of origin for this

muscle, the "su])raspinatus" and the " coraco-brachialis," bear to

each other, is too closely followed in the Chelonians to be passed over

as of no importance.

The areas of attachment of the muscles thus help in the determina-

tion of the bones, while they furnish the means, probably the most

accurate, for determining the muscles themselves in the study of com-

parative anatomy.
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I think it will 1)0 granted, after tlie comparisons already made, that

the area of origin for the "omohyoid" in the Chelonian shoulder-gir-

dle would find its true position on the coracoid or acromion, rather

than on the scapula, and considering the origin of the representative

of the " supraspinatus "—from l)otli the acromion and the coracoid,

—

we are not so much puzzled to find where the representative of the

former should arise, as we are surprised at the accuracy with which

our rule is carried out.

The muscles 'which are inserted into the shoulder-girdle cannot be

homologized so easily, nor should we expect them to agree so

closely in diifereut types of structure, since the attachment of the

shoulder-girdle to the body is not by close joints, but by loose mus-

cular and ligamentous attachments. Nevertheless a muscle arising

from the edge of the carapace and inserted into the ends of the sca-

pula (PI. 13, fig. 2, li), and attached by a thin sheet to the side of the

same as far as to its base, then continued on to the end of the coracoid

(PI. 13, figs. 2 and 5, li^), may certainly be considered as a repre-

sentative of the "serratus anticus major" and " pectoralis minor," and

though presenting slight variations, these are not nuire than the great

modification of the whole ari-angement of the shoulder-iiirdle of the

Chelonians would demand.

The above considerations have suggested a theoretical explanation

for the unique relation that the slioulder-girdle bears to the general

frame-work of the skeleton in the Chelonians, wliicli will, however

be deferred to some future time.

I have avoided making mention of the inter])retatioiis that other

authors have given to the muscles under consideration, reserving this

matter till the close. In the first place, I had access to only one

original work on the subject (Riidinger's Muskelen, ttc), and his in-

terpretation of homologies did not satisfy me, and I also had difficult v
in making out with certainty how much of the descrijttions and deter-

minations was original and how much had been taken from other

writers, T left them all, therefore, and with scalpel and j.encil under-

took to work out the problem for myself

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 2H April, 1S73.



Explanation of the Plates.

Plate Pi.

FifT. 1. Outer surface of the left Human scapula.
" 2. Imier " " " " " "

" 3. Anterior view of the left Human humerus.
" 4. Posterior " " " "

Plate 13.

Fig. 1. Anterior view of the left shoulder-girdle of a Chelonian {Ptychemys rwjosa).

The upper end of the scapula points downward in the figure.

Fig. 2. Posterior view of tlie same.
Fig. 3. Left humerus; showing the ulnar side of the upper half of the bone.
Fig. 4. Left humerus ; sliowiug the radial side of the u])per half of the hone.
Fig. 5. Superior view of the left shoulder-girdle of tiie same.
Fig. 6. Inferior view of the same.
Fig. 7. Dorsal view of the left humerus of the same.

Explanation op the Figures.

The dotted lines mark out the areas of attachment of the several muscles to the

bones. The round dots, thus , are used to define the areas of origin, and the
elongated ones, thus , are used to define the areas of insertion.

In the following list the names in the first row are those in common use in antliro-

potomy ; those in the second row are names applied by various authors to correspond-

ing parts in Chelonians.

The same numbers are used in both plates to designate parts, or areas, considered to

be liomologous.

M. teres major.

M. latissimus dnrsi.

1. Musndus teres major,

9.

10.

11.

12.

I2b.

latissimus dorsi,

teres ininiir,

infraspinatus,

deltoideits,

suj)raspinatv£,

coraco-brachialis,

suhscapularis.

biceps,

omohyoideus,

triceps,

M. serratus magntis. }

M. pecUrralis mirurr.
\

M. deltaideas.

j 6/^, M. claviculo-brachialis Riid.

( G'j, M. caraco-brachialis proprius anticus Riid.

M. coraco-brachialis Riid.
'
8rt, r M. subscapularis Riid.

J
M. claviculo-brachialis Boj.

I
M. supraspinatus, anon.

I
1^ M. subscapularis Oken.

[ Sb, M. infraspinatus Riid.

M. biceps brcKhii Riid.

M. coraco-hyoideus Riid., omohyoideus Boj.

11a, 116, M. triceps brachii.

j 2)ars M. serratus anticus major Riid.

I
S. M. costo-scapularis Riid.

2Mrs M. serratus anticus major Riid.

126. -J S. M. costo-coracoideus Riid.

5^. M. ptctondis minor Riid.

pars M. serratus anticus major Riid.

1 2 c. -I S. M. subclaveus Riid.

/ S. M. costo-claviciUaris Riid.

12a.

1 3. musculus pectoralis major.

14. " trapezius.

a, Acromion process of scapula.

b, Axillary border " "'

c, Coracoid process " "

s. Spine " "

g. Glenoid cavity " "

1, Coraco-acromial ligament.

r. "Radial," or "greater" tuberosity

u, "Ulnar," or "lesser" tuberosity,

h, Head of humerus.

a , acromion,

h', scapula.

c, coracoid.

Radial," " lesser," or

the humerus.
Ulnar," "greater," or "inner

outer " tuberosity of

tiiberositv-
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XI. Grapuicai- Methods in the Thekmodynamk s ok Fiaids.

By J, WiLLARI) GiBBS.

Although geometrical representations of propositions in the tlier-

modynaniic's of iinids are in general use, and have done good service

in disseminating clear notions in this science, yet they have by no

means received the extension in respect to variety and generality of

which they are capable. So far as regards a general graj)hical

method, which can exhibit at once all the thermodynamic properties

of a fluid concerned in reversible processes, and serve alike for the

demonstration of general theorems and the numerical solution of par-

ticular problems, it is the general if not the univeisal practice to use

diagrams in which the rectilinear co-ordinates represent volume and

pressure. The object of this article is to call attention to certain dia-

grams of diflerent construction, which afibrd graphical methods co-

extensive in their applications with that in ordinary use, and prefer-

able to it in many cases in respect of distinctness or of convenience.

QUANTITIES AXD RELATIONS WHICH ARE TO BE REPRESENTED BY THE DIAGRAM.

We have to consider the following quantities :

—

?', the volume,
^

the pressure,
J ^ • i , •

, , . , , oi a given bo<ly ni aiiv
the (al)sohite) temperature, r

^ .

^ ^ ^ state,
the energy, I

the entropy, J

the Avork done, )
l)y the body in passing from one

the heat received,* S state to another.

These are subject to the relations expressed by the following differ-

ential ecpiations :

—



;i|i> 7. II'; (Hhfisini firaphlral Mit/iodK in tht'

<t ll'ir: (\jtih\ (a)

<h= i)<in—dw, (1))

d,i= ~
,

(c)

wlioro a and ft arc constants (Icjjcndinfj; npon tlie nnits l)y wliich y, />,

ir and Jl [wv mcasnrcd. We may snpposc our units so cliosen tliiit

(\^l and ft^l,j ami wiite' our equations in the simpler form,

dt = dll—d Ii; (1)

dW— pdc, (2)

dH^ tdif. (3)

Eliminating d \V and dlF^ we have

dF r= )^'/// — pdv. (4)

The quantities y, /), t, f and /; are determined when the state of the

l»()dy is given, and it may he permitted to call X\\<}n\ functions <>f the

strife of the hodif. The state of a hody, in the sense in w liicli the

term is used in tlie thermodynamics of Huids, is capable of two inde-

pendent variations, so that hetween the five (piantities v, ^>, ^, f and ?;

there exist relations expressible by three finite equations, different in

giMieral for different substances, but always such as to be in liarmony

with the differential equation (4). This equation evidently signifies

that if f be expressed as function of w and /;, the partial differential

co-etticients of this function taken with respect to v and to // will be

e({ual to —p and to t respectively.

J

* Equation (a) may be derived from simple meclianical considerations. Equations

(li) and (c) may be considered as dnfii^iivr tlio enerp:y and entropy of any state of the

body, or more strictl}'' as defining tlie differentials c/r and di]. Tliat functions of the

state of the body exist, the differentials of wliich satisfy these equations, may easily

be deduced from the first and second laws of thermodynamics. The term entropy, it

will be observed, is here used in accordance with the original suggestion of Clausius,

and not in the sense in which it has been employed by Professor Tait and others after

his suggestion. The same quantity has been called by Professor Rankine the Thermo-

dynamic function. See Clausius, Mechanische Wilrmetheorie, Abhnd. ix, §14; or

Pogg. Ann., Bd. cxxv (1865), p. .390; and Rankine, Phil. Trans., vol. 144, p. 126.

f For example, we may choose as the unit of volume, the cube of the unit of lengtli,

—a.s the unit of pressure the unit of force acting upon the square of the unit of

length,—as the unit of work the unit of force acting through the unit of length,—and

as the unit of heat the thermal equivalent of the unit of work. The units of length

and of force would still be arliitrary ag well as the unit of temperature.

\ An equation giving e in terms of 7) and v, or more generally any finite equation

between f, rj and v for a definite quantity of any fluid, ma}' be considered as the funda-

mental thermodynamic equation of that fluid, as from it by aid of equations (2), (3) and

(4) may be derived all the thermodynamic properties of the fluid (so far as reversible
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On the other hand W and II are not functions of the state of the

body (or functions of any of the quantities u, /), t, e and ?/), hut are

determined by the whole series of states through which the body is

supposed to pass.

FUNDASIENTAL IDEA AND GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE DIAGRAM.

Now if we associate a particular point in a plane with every separ-

ate state, of which the body is capable, in any continuous manner, so

that states differing infinitely little are associated with points which

are infinitely near to each other,* the points associated with states of

equal volume will form lines, Avhich may be called lines of equal

vohime, the different lines being distinguished by the numerical value

of the volume, (as lines of volume 10, 20, 30, etc.) In the same way
we may conceive of lines of equal 2)ressure, of equal temperature^ of
equal energy., and of equal entropy. These lines we may also call

isometric, isojnestic, isothermal, isodynamic, isentrojne,^ and if neces-

saiy use these words as substantives.

Suppose the body to change its state, the points associated with the

states through which the body passes will form a line, which we may
call the path of the body. The conception of a path must include the

idea of direction, to express the order in which the body passes

through the series of states. With every sucli change of state there

is connected in general a certain amount of work done, W, and of heat

received, II, which we may call the work and the heat of the p<fth.l

processes are concerned,) viz : the fundamental equation with equation (4) gives the

three relations existing between v, jh '. £ and ?/, and these relations being known,

equations (2) and (3) give tlie work W and heat H for anj- change of state of the

fluid.

* The method usually employed in treatises on thermodynamics, in which the

rectangular co-ordinates of the point are made proportional to the volume and pressure

of the body, is a single example of such an association.

f These lines are usually known by the name given them by Raukine, adiahatir.

If, however, we follow the suggestion of Clausius and call that quantity entropy, which

Rankine called the thermodynamic function, it seems natural to go one step farther,

and call the lines in wliich this quantity has a constant value isentropic.

X For the sake of brevity, it will be convenient to use language which attributes to

the diagram properties which belong to the associated states of the body. Tims it

can give rise to no ambiguity, if we speak of the volume or tlie temperature of a point

in the diagram, or of tlie work or heat of a line, instead of the volume or temperature

of the bod}^ in the state associated with tlie point, or the work done or the heat re-

ceived by the body in passing through the states associated with the points of the

line. Tn like manner also we may speak of the body moving along a line in the dia-

gram, instead of passing througli the series of states represented by the line.
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Till' valiu' (>r t licsi' (|ii:iiil it ics iii:iy Itc cMlciilatrd iVoiii ciiuat ions (li)

:m»l (:{),

</ir=/V/»

,111= tdll,

i. e., \V=J)kIij (5)

// =ftdn, (6)

tlu' iiitt'Ljration Wt'liiij; t-aniecl on from tlie heginnini;- to tin- on«l of the

path. If the tlirrction of tlic path is reversed, IT and // chaniic

tlu'ir signs, remaining the same in absolute value.

If the changes ol" state of the hody form a cycle, i. e., if the final

state is the same as tlu' initial, the path l)eeomes a circuit, and the

work done and heat received are equal, as may be seen from equation

(1), which when integrated for this case becomes 0-=zJf— W.

The circuit will enclose a certain area, which we may consider as

positive or negative according to the direction of the circuit wliich

circumscribes it. The direction in which areas must be circum-

scTibed in order that their value may be positive, is of course arbi-

trary. In other words, if ./' and t/ are the rectangular co-ordinates,

we may define an area either as fi/dx, or ixsfxdi/.

If an area be divided into any number of parts, the work done in

the circuit bounding the whole area is e<pial to the sum of the work

done in all the circuits V)ounding the partial areas. This is evident

from the consideration, that the work done in each of the lines which

separate the partial areas appears twice and A\dth contrary signs in

the sum of the work done in the circuits bounding the partial areas.

Also the heat received in the circuit bounding the whole area is equal

to the sum of the heat received in all the circuits bounding the partial

areas.*

If all the dimensions of a circuit are infinitely small, the ratio of

the included area to the work or heat of the circuit is independent of

the shape of the circuit and the direction in which it is described, and

varies only with its position in the diagram. That this ratio is

independent of the direction in which the circuit is described, is evi-

dent from the consideration that a reversal of this direction simply

changes the sign of both terms of the ratio. To prove that the ratio

* The conception of areas as positive or negative renders it unnecessary in proposi-

tions of this kind to state expUcitly the direction in which tlio circuits are to be

described. For the directions of the circuits arc determined by the signs of tlie areas,

and the signs of the partial areas must be tlie same as that of the area out of which

they were formed.
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is independent of the sha})e of the circuit, let us suppose the area

ABODE (fig. 1) divided up by an infinite number of isometrics w,!?,,

VqV^, etc., witl) equal differ- p.- j

ences of volume dv, and an

infinite number of isopiestics

P\P\->P2P2i 6tc., with equal dif-

ferences of pressure dj). Now
from the principle of continuity,

as the whole figure is infinitely

small, the ratio of the area of

one of the small quadrilaterals

into which the figure is divided

to the work done in passing

around it is apjiroxiraately the

same for all the different quad,

rilaterals. Therefore the area

of the figure composed of all the complete quadrilaterals which fall

\\"ithin the given circuit has to the work done in circumscribing this

figure the same ratio, which we will call y. But the area of this

figiire is appi-oximately the same as that of the given circuit, and the

work done in describing this figure is a})proximately the same as that

done in describing the given circuit, (eq. 5). Therefore the area

of the given circuit has to the work done or heat received in that

circuit this ratio y^ which is independent of the shape of the

circuit.

Now if we imagine the systems of equidifterent isometrics and

isopiestics, which have just been spoken of, extended over the whole

diagram, the work done in circumscribing one of the small quadri-

laterals, so that the increase of pressure directly precedes the increase

of volume, will have in every part of the diagram a constant value,

viz., the product of the differences of volume and pressure {dvXdp),

as may easily be proved by applying e<iuation ('2) successively to its

four sides. But the area of one of these quadrilaterals, which we

could consider as constant within the limits of the infinitely small cir-

cuit, may A%ary for difterent parts of the diagram, and will indicate

proportionally the value of y, which is equal to the area divided by

dvXdp.

In like manner, if we imagine systems of isentro]>ics and isother-

mals drawn throughout the diagram for equal differences </// and dt,

the heat received in passing around one of the small quadrilaterals,

so thnt the increase of f sliall dirt'ctly preoeeil that of ;», will be the

constant product diiXdt^ as may be proved by etpnition (;>), and the
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value of ;', which is I'ciual to ihi' area divideil l)y thi' htat, will be

imlicated jn-o|»ortioiially by the areas.*

This (juaiitity ;', whieli is the ratio (»f the area of an intiiiitely small

ciriMiit to the work done or heat received in tliat circuit, and which

we may call the scale on which work and heat are represented by

areas, or more briefly, the scale of irork and heat^ may have a

constant value throutjjhout the diagram or it may have a varying

value, Tlie diagram in ordinary use affords an example of the first

ease, as the area of a circuit is everywhere ])roportional to the work

or heat. There are other diagrams which have the same property,

and wc may call all such diagrams of constant scale.

In any case we may consider the scale of work and heat as known

for every point of tlie «liagram, so far as we are able to draw the

isometrics and isi>irK'stics or the isentrojiies and isothermals. If we

* The indication of the vahie of y by systems of equidifferent isometrics and isopies-

tics, or isentropics and isothermals, is explained above, because it seems in accordance

with the spirit of the graphical method, and because it avoids the extraneous consider-

ation of the co-ordinates. If, however, it is desired to have analytical expressions for

the value of y based upon the relations between the co-ordinates of the point and the

stiite of the body, it is easy to deduce such expressions as the following, in which x

and y are the rectangular co-ordinates, and it is supposed that the sign of an area is

determined in accordance with the equation A =J ydx

:

—
1 dv dj) dp dv dr/ dt dt drj

y dx dy dx dy dx dy dx dy^

where x and y are regarded as the independent variables ;—or

dx dy dy dx

dv dp dv dp

where v and p are the independent variables;—or

dx dy dy dx

dv di di] dt

where >/ and / are the independent variables ;—or

_ d'e

\
dvdr)

~^~ dx dy _dy dx,

dv dv dv drj

where v and v are the independent variables.

1

These and similar expressions for - may bo found by dividing the value of the work

or heat for an infinitely small circuit by the area included. This operation can bo

most conveniently performed upon a circuit consisting of four lines, in each of which

one of the independent variables is constant. E. g., the last formula can be most

easily found from an infinitely small circuit formed of two isometrics and two iscn-

tropics.
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write (5 TFand Sll^or the work uiid he:it of an infinitessimal circuit,

and SA for the area included, the rehitions of these quantities are

thus expressed :
—

*

6W=i6n=-6A. (7)
y

We may find the value of TFand Sior a circuit of finite dimensions

by supposing the included area A divided into areas SA infinitely

small in all directions, for which therefore the above equation will

hold, and taking the sum of the values of 611 ov 6W for the various

areas dA. Writing W^' and H^ for the work and heat of the circuit

C, and 2*^ for a summation or integration performed within the

limits of this circuit, we have

W^=H<^'—:2^ i 6A. (8)
y

We have thus an expression for the value of the work and heat of a

circuit involving an integration extending over an area instead of one

extending over a line, as in equations (5) and (6).

Similar expressions may be found for the wcirk and the heat of a

path Avhich is not a circuit. For this case may be reduced to the

preceding by the consideration that TF=0 for a path on an iso-

metric or on the line of no pressure (eq. 2), and 11=0 for a path on

an isentropic or on the line of absolute cold. Hence the work of any
path S is equal to that of the circuit formed of S, the isometric of

the final state, the line of no pressure and the isometric of the initial

state, which circuit may be repi'esented by the notation [/S, v'\ />", w'J.

And the heat of the same j)ath is the same as that of the circuit [aS, /;",

^"j ?/]. Therefore using TF"*' and H^ to denote the work and heat of

any path 8, we have

W'^=^'''"''"'''^LSA,
(9)

//^=it^''''''"^|.M,
(10)

where as before the limits of the integration are denoted by the ex-

* To avoid confusion, as dWand dH are generally used and are used elsewhere in

this article to denote the work and heat of an infinite short path, a slightly different

notation, (5H^and 6H. is here used to denote the work and heat of an infinitely small

circuit. So ^A is used to denote an element of area whicli is infinitely small in all

directions, as the letter d would only imply that the element was infinitely small in one

direction. So also below, the integration or summation which extends to all the ele-

ments written with 6 is denoted by the character 2, as the character /" naturally

refers to elements written with d.

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. 11. 24 April, 1S7:?.
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jirc'ssion occupyiiiu; the place of an index to the sign ^".* These

e<|natinns evitli'iitly inchide e<|nation (S) as a j)artieuhir ease.

It is I'.isy to tunii a material conceiitioii of these relations. It" we

iniaLriiu', for example, mass inlien iit in the plane of the diagram with

a varying (sniterticial) <lensitv represented Ity then ^ -8A will
^

•
^ y y

evidently denote tlie mass of the part of the ])lane included witliin

the limits of integration, this mass being taken jtositively or nega-

tively according to the direction of the circviit.

Thus far we liave made uo supposition in regard to the nature of

the law, by which we associate the jioints of a plane with the states

of the body, except a certain condition of continuity. Whatever law

we may adopt, we obtain a method of representation of the thermo-

dynamic ])roi)erties of the body, in w'hich the relations existing

between the functions of the state of the body are indicated by a

net-work of lines, while the work done and the heat received by the

l)ody when it changes its state are represented by integrals extend-

ing over the elements of a line, and also by an integral extending

over the elements of certain areas in the diagram, or, if we choose to

introduce such a consideration, by the mass belonging to these areas.

The ditlerent diagrams which we obtain by different laws of asso-

ciation are all such as may be obtained from one another by a process

oi deformation^ and this consideration is suflBcient to demonstrate

* A word should be said in regard to the sense in which the above propositions

should be understood. If beyond the limits, within which the relations of v, p, t, e

and r/ are known and which we may call the limits of the known field, we continue the

isometrics, isopiestics, &c., in any way we please, only subject to the condition that the

relations of v, p, t, e and 7/ shall be consistent with the equation df=-td7j—j)dv, then in

calculating the values of quantities Wand //" determined by the equations dW:=pdv

and dH=tdri for paths or circuits in any part of the diagram thus extended, we may

use any of the propositions or processes given above, as these three equations have

formed the only basis of the reasoning. "We will thus obtain values of W and H, which

will be identical with those which would be obtained b}' the immediate application of

the equations d W=pdv and dH=tdr] to the path in question, and which in the case of

any path which is entirely contained in the known field will be the true values of the

work and heat for the change of state of the body wliich the path represents. We
may thus use lines outside of the known field without attributing to them any physical

signification whatever, without considering the points in the lines as representing any

states of the body. If however, to fix our ideas, we choose to conceive of this part of

the diagram as having the same physical interpretation as the known field, and to

enunciate our propositions in language based upon such a conception, the unreality or

even the impossibility of the states represented by the lines outside of tlie known field

cannot lead to any incorrect results in regard to patlis in the known field.
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tlu'ir jiroperties from the well-known properties of the diagram in

which the volume and pressure are represented by rectangular co-

ordinates. For the relations indicated by the net-work of isometrics,

isopiestics etc., are evidently not altered by deformation of the sur-

face upon which they are drawn, and if we conceive of mass as belong-

ing to the surface, the mass included within given lines will also not

be effected by the process of deformation. If, then, the surface upon

which the ordinary diagram is drawn has the uniform superficial den-

sity 1, so that the work and heat of a circuit, which are represented

in this diagram by the included area, shall also be represented by

the mass included, this latter relation will hold for any diagram

formed fi'om this by deformation of the surface on which it is drawn.

The choice of the method of representation is of course to be deter-

mined by considerations of simplicity and convenience, especially in

regard to the drawing of the lines of equal volume, pressure, tempera-

ture, energy and entropy, and the estimation of work and heat. There

is an obvious advantage in the use of diagrams of constant scale, in

which the work and heat are represented simply by areas. Such dia-

grams may of course be produced by an infinity of different methods,

as there is no limit to the ways of deforming a plane figure without

altering the magnitude of its elements. Among these methods, two

are especially important,— the ordinaiy method in which the volume

and pressure are represented by rectilinear co-ordinates, and that in

which the entropy and temperature are so represented. A diagram

formed by the former method may be called, for the sake of distinc-

tion, a volume-pressure diagi-am,—one formed by the latter, an entropy-

temperature diagrf.m. That the latter as well as the former satisfies

the condition that ;^=1 throughout the whole diagram, may be seen

by reference to page 313.

THE EXTROPT-TEMPERATURE DIAGRAM COJIPARED WITH THAT IN' ORDIXARY USE.

Considerations independent of the nature of the body in queMion.

As the general ecpiations (1), (2), (3) are not altered by interchang-

ing r, —p and — W with ?/, t and 7/ respectively, it is evitlent that,

so far as these equations are concerned, there is nothing to choose

between a volmne-pressmT and an entro])y-temperature diagram. In

the former, the work is rei)resentcd by an area bountled by the path

which represents the change of state of the body, two ordinates and

the axis of abscissas. The same is true of the heat received in the

latter diagram. Again, in the former diagram the heat received is

represented by an area bounded by the path and certain lines, the
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charactrr i>t' wliich (U'|iciitls ii|»()ii thr nature ol" the IkkIv uikUt fon-

si<k'ratit>ii. Kxccpt in tlio case (»f an ideal body, the properties of

Avhieli arc ileti-rniinetl Ity assumption, these lines are more or less

unkni'W 11 in a part tit" their course, ami in any case the area will gen-

erally extend to an infinite distance. \ eiy much the sanu' inconven-

iences attach themselves to the areas representintr work in the entropy-

temperature diai^ram.* There is, however, a consideration ot" a gen-

eral character, which shows an ijiiportant advantage on the side of

the entropy-temperature diagram. In thermodynamie j)roblems, heat

received at one temperature is by no means the equivalent of the

same amount of heat received at another temperatuie. For example,

a sujiply of a million calories at 150' is a very ditlerent thing from a

supply of a million calories at 50'. lint no such distinction exists in

regard to work. This is a result of the general law, that heat can

only pass from a hotter to a colder body, while woi-k i-an be transferred

by mechanical means from one fluid to any other, whatever may be

Fig. 2.

* In neither diagram do these circumstances create any serious diflBculty in the esti-

mation of areas representing work or heat. It is always possible to divide these areas

into two parts, of which one is of finite dimensions, and the other can be calculated in

the simplest manner. Thus, in the entropy-tem-

perature diagram, the work done in a path AB
(fig. 2) is represented bj' the area included by the

J3
patli AB, the isometric BC, the Hne of no pressure

and the isometric DA. The line of no pressure

and the adjacent parts of the isometrics in the

case of an actual gas or vapor are more or less

undetermined in the present state of our knowl-

edge, and are likely to remain so ; for an ideal gas

the line of no pressure coincides with the axis of

abscissas, and is an a-symjitote to the isometrics.

But, be this as it may, it is not necessary to examine the form of the remoter parts of

the diagram. If we draw an isopiestic MN, cutting AD and BC, the area MNCD, which

represents the work done in MN, will be equal to ii{v"—v'), where p denotes the pre-

sure in MN, and v" and v' denote the volumes at B and A respectively (eq. 5). Hence

the work done in AB will be represented by ABNM+juCw"— vO- 1° the volume-

pressure diagram, the areas representing heat may be divided by an isothermal, and

treated in a manner entirely analogous.

Or, we may make use of the principle, that, for a path which begins and ends on the

same isodynamic, the work and heat are equal, as appears by integration of equation

(1). Hence, in the entropy-temperature diagram, to find tlie work of any path, we may

extend it by an isometric (which will not alter its work), so that it shall begin and end

on the same isodynamic, and then take the heat (instead of the work) of the path thus

extended. This method was suggested by that employed by Cazin (Theorie ('Ic'men-

taire des Machines a Air Thaud, p. 11) and Zeiiner (Mechanische Warinetheorie, p. 80)

in the reverse case, viz: to find tiie heat of a iiatli in the volume-pressure diagram.
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Fig. 3.

A

the pressures. Hence, in thermodynamic proVjlems, it is generally

necessary to distinguish between the quantities of heat received or

given out by the body at different temperatures, while as far as work

is concerned, it is generally sufficient to ascertain the total amount

performed. If, then, several heat-areas and one work-area enter into

the problem, it is evidently more impoitant that the foiTner should be

simple in form, than that the latter should be so. Moreover, in the

very common case of a circuit, the work-area is bounded entirely by
the path, and the fonn of the isometrics and the line of no pressure

are of no especial consequence.

It is worthy of notice that the simplest form of a perfect thermody-

namic engine, so often described in treatises on thermodynamics, is

represented in the entropy-tempera-

ture diagram by a figure of extreme

simplicity, viz : a rectangle of which

the sides are parallel to the co-ordi-

nate axes. Thus in figure 3, the

circuit ABCD may represent the se-

ries of states through which the fluid

is made to pass in such an engine,

the included area representing the

work done, while the area ABFE ^^ E F t?

represents the heat received from the heater at the highest tempera"

ture AE, and the area CDEP"" represents the heat transmitted to the

cooler at the lowest temperature DE.

There is another form of the perfect thermodynamic engine, viz:

one with a perfect regenerator as defined by Rankine (Phil. Trans.

vol. 144, p. 140), the representation

of which becomes peculiarly simple

in the entropy-temperature diagram.

The circuit consists of two equal

straight lines AB and CD (fig. 4)

parallel to the axis of abscissas, and

two precisely similar curves of any

foi"m BC and Al). The included

area ABCD represents the work

done, and the areas ABba and CDdc
reproseut respectively the heat re-

"* ^"
'' ''

ceived from the heater and that transmitted to the cooler. The beat

imparted by the fluid to the regenerator in passing from W to C, and

afterward restored to the fluid in its passage from D to A, is repre-

sented bv tlic areas UC^-l) and I) And.

Fig. 4.

t

D
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It is nrti'ii :i matti r of t lie first iiiipdrtaiicc in tin- st udv ot" any tluT-

inotlyiiainic eiii^ine, to i'oni|)arc it with a piTiV-ct t'n<j;iiK'. Such a coiu-

parisoii will o1»\ iotisly 1>c nmch facilitatod by tlu' use of a nu'tliod in

which tlu' perfect t'li^iiie is i-e|(reseiite(l liv sucli siiii]iK' forms.

The metliiMl in which the co-ordinates represent vohirne and pressure

has a certain advantairi' in tlie sinijde antl eU'inentary character of the

notions u]ion wiiich it is liased, and its anah»!^'y with Watt's indicator

has doulitk'ss cont ril)Uted to render it |>opuhir. On tlie otlier hand,

a mi'tliod invohinii' the notion of < /</roy></, the very existence of which

(h'pends npon the second law ol' t hermodj'namics, will donhtless seem

to many far-fetched, an<l may repel beginners as obscuie and ditlicult

of comprehension. This inconvenience is perhaj)S more tlian counter-

balance(l l»y the ailvantages of a method which makes the second law

of thermodynamics so prominent, and gives it so clear and elementary

an expression. Tlie fact, that the different states of a Huid can be

represented by the positions of a point in a plane, so that the ordi-

nates shall represent the temperatures, and the heat received or gi\ en

out by the Huid shall be represented by the area bounded by the line

representing the states through which the body passes, the onlinates

drawn through the extreme points of this line, and the axis of abscis-

sas,—this fact, clumsy as its expression in words may be, is one which

presents a clear image to the eye, and which tlie mind can readily

grasp and retain. It is, however, nothing more nor less than a geo-

metrical expression of the second L-uv of thermodynamics in its a))i)li-

cation to fluids, in a form exceedingly convenient for use, and from

which the analytical expression of the same law can, if desired, be at

once obtained. If, then, it is more important for purposes of instruc-

tion and the like to familiarize the learner with the second law, than

to defer its statement as long as possible, the use of the entropy-

temperature diagram may serve a useful purpose in the jiopularizing

of this science.

The foregoing considerations are in the main of a general character,

and independent of the nature of the substance to which the graphical

method is applied. On this, however, depend the forms of the iso-

metrics, isopiestics and isodynamics in the entropy-temperature dia-

gram, and of the isentroi)ics, isothermals and isodynamics in the

volume-pressure diagram. As the convenience of a method depends

largely upon the ease with which these lines can be drawn, and u])on

the peculiarities of the fluid which has its jiroperties represented in

the diagram, it is desiral)le to compare the methods under considera-

tion in some of their most inij)ortant ajiplications. We will commence

with the case of a perfect gas.
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Case of a perfect gas.

A perfect or ideal gas may be defined as such a gas, that for any

constant quantity of it the product of the volume and the pressure

varies as the temperature, and the energy varies as the temperature, i. e.,

pv r=z at, (a)*

e = ct. (n)

The significance of the constant a is sufficiently indicated by equation

(a). The significance of c may be rendered more evident by diiFeren-

tiating equation (u) and comparing the result

de ==. c dt

with the general equations (1) and (2), viz:

d€ = dll - d ir, dW=p dv.

If dv — 0, d W=: 0, and dn= c dt, i. e.,

(fl = ^-t (c)

i. e., c is the quantity of heat necessary to raise the tcnijtcrature of the

body one degree under the condition of constant volume. It will be

observed, that when diiFerent quantities of the same gas are consid-

ered, a and c both vary as the quantity, and c-^a is constant ; also,

that the value of c-^a for diflfcrent gases varies as their specific heat

determined for equal voliuues and for constant volume.

With the aid of equations (a) and (b) we may eliminate j) and t

from the general equation (4), viz

:

d€ = t di] —
fj dv,

which is then reduced to

and by integration to

dE 1 a dv

€ c c V
'

log f :ri - - - log v.X („)

* In this article, all equations which are designated by arabic numerals subsist for

any body whatever (subject to the condition of uniform pressure and temperature), and
those which designated by small capitals subsist for any quantity of a perfect gas as

defined above (subject of course to the same conditions).

f A subscript letter after a differential co-efficient is used in this article to indicate

the quantity wliich is made constant in tlie differentiation.

\ If we use the letter e to denote the base of the Xaperian svsteiu vi lotrarithnis

equation (d) ma)* also be written in the form

V _a
c

, c

This may be regarded as the fundamental thermodynamic oquatiun of an ideal gas. See
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' TIr' coiistMiit t'l' iiiicLiriitioii Incomes 0, ii" we call tin- cntroiiv (i foi-

till' state of wliieli tlu- volume and eiieri^y :ire Itctth unity.

Any otiu'i' e(iua(ions wliicli subsist l)etween *',/>, t, f and // may l)e

derived iVoin the tliiee independent e(|uations (a), (n) and (i»). If we
eliminate t from (n) and (d), we have

// •=. n loij V -\- e log t 4" t- log c. (k)

Eliminating r from (a) and (k), we have

// = ("-|-'') l'*g t — II log^> -|- ' If'J? '" + " l">g fi- (k)

Kliminating t from (a) and (k), we have

If :z= ("+ ') log V -\- C logy> -}- C log —

.

((;)

If V is constant, equation (e) becomes

if:^c log t + Const.,

i. e., tlie isometrics in the entropy-temperature diagram are logarith-

mic ((lives identical Avitli one another in form,—a change in tlu' value

of I' having only the cftect of moving the curve parallel to the axis of

//. \{ }) is constant, etpiation (f) becomes

// = {<'-\-<') log t -f jL'onst.,

so that the isopiestics in this diagram have similar properties. This

identity in form diminishes greatly the labor of drawing any consid-

erable number of these curves. For if a card or thin board be cut in

the form of one of them, it may be used as a pattern or ruler to draw-

all of the same system.

The isodynamics are straight in this diagram (eq. b).

To find the form of the isothermals and isentropics in the volume-

pressure diagram, we may make t and /; constant in equations (a)

and (<;) respectively, which will then reduce to the well-known equa-

tions of these curves :

—

pv =z Const.,

and j>>'^«« + ^ = Const.

The equation of the isodynamics is of course the same as that of the

isothermals. Xone of these systems of lines have that ])roperty of

identity of form, which makes the systems of isometrics and isoj)ies-

tics so easy to draw in the entro[)y-temperature diagram.

the last note on page 310. It will be observed, that there would be no real loss of

generality if we should clioose, as the l)ody to which the letters refer, such a quantity

of the gas that one of the constants a and r should be equal to unity.
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Case of condensable vapors.

The case of bodies which pass from the liqni<l to tlie ijaseous condi-

tion is next to be considered. It is usual to assume of such a body,

that wlien sufficiently superheated it approaches the condition of a

])erfect gas. If, tlien, in the entropy-temperature diagram of such a

l)0(ly we draw systems of isometrics, isopiestics and isodynamics, as if

for a perfect gas, for proper values of the constants a and c, these will

be asymptotes to the true isometrics, etc., of the va])or, and in many
cases Avill not vary from them greatly in the pai't of the diagram which

represents vajjor unmixed with liquid, except in the vicinity of the

line of saturation. In the volume-pressure diagram of the same body,

the isothermals, isentropics and isodynamics, drawn for a perfect gas

for the same values of a and c, will have the same relations to the true

isothermals, etc.

In that part of any diagram which represents a mixture of vajjor

and liquid, the isopiestics and isothermals will be identical, as the

])ressure is determined by the temperature alone. In V)oth the dia-

grams which we are now comparing, they will be straight and parallel

to the axis of abscissas. The form of the isometrics and isodynamics

in the entropy-temperature diagram, or that of the isentropics and

isodynamics in the volume-pressure diagram, will depend upon the

nature of the fluid, and probably cannot be expressed by any simple

e<|uations. The following property, however, renders it easy to con-

struct equidiflerent systems of these lines, viz : any such system will

divide any isothermal (isopiestic) into equal segments.

It remains to consider that part of the diagram which represents

the body when entirely in the condition of liquid. The fundamental

characteristic of this condition of matter is that the volume is very

nearly constant, so that variations of volume are generally entirely in-

appreciable when represented grajthically on the same scale on which

the volume of the body in the state of vapor is represented, and both

the variations of vobnne and the comiected variations of the connected

quantities may be, and generally are, neglected by the side of the

variations of the same quantities which occur when the body passes

to the state of vapor.

Let us make, then, the usual assumption that v is constant, and see

liow the general equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) are thereby aflected.

We have first,

dv = t),

then d \V= 0,

and ds := t dti.

If we add dir = t di/,

Trans. Conxecticit Acad., Vol. II. 23 .VrRu., 1S73.
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these lour e(|ii:itioiiR will evidently Ite ecjuivaleiit to tlie three inde-

peinleiit ecjuations (1), ('_») and (3), e()niliine<l with the asswni|>ti()n

which we have just made. For a ru|uitl, then, f, instead of being a

function of two (juantitics v and //, is a function of // alone,

—

t is also

a function of// alone, beini; equal to the ditf'erenlial co-efficient of the

tunction t \ that is, the value of one of the three quantities <, t. and ;/,

is sufficient to determine the other two. The value of y, moreover, is

fixed without reference to the values of /, f- and // (so long as these do

not ])ass the limits of values possible for licjuidity)
; while p does not

enter into tlie equations, i. e., p may have any value (witliin certain

limits) withoiit art'ectinir the values of t, f, // or v. If the body chant^e

its state, contimiintj always liquid, the value of TFfor such a chanLije

is 0, and that of // is determinecl l)y the values of any one of the

three (luantities ^, ^ and //. It is, therefore, the relations between <, f,

?/ and //, for which a graphical expression is to be souglit; a method,

tlierefore, in which the co-ordinates of the diagram are made equal

to the volume and pressure, is totally inajtjdicable to this particu-

lar case; r and^> are indeed the only two of the five functions of the

state of the body, v, p, f, f and ;/, which have no relations either to

each other, or to tlie other three, or to the (piantities IT and H, to be

expressed.* The values of v and jj do not really determine the state

of an incompressible fluid,—the values of t, e and // are still left

undetermined, so that through every point in the volume-pressure

diagram which represerits the liquid there must pass (in general) an

infinite nund)er of isothermals, isodynamics and isentropics. The

character of this part of the diagram is as follows:—the states of

liquidity are represented by the points of a line parallel to the axis of

pressures, and the isothermals, isodynamics and isentropics, whicfi

cross the field of partial vai)ori/,atioii and meet this line, tuiii u|)\vard

and follow its course.f

In the entropy-temperature diagram the relations of t, e and // are

distinctly visible. The line of li<iuidity is a curve AH (fig. 5) deter-

mined by the relation between t and //. This curve is also an iso-

* Tliat is, V and p have no such relations to the other quantities, as are expressible

liy equations; p, however, cannot be less than a certain function of t.

\ All these difficulties are of course removed when the differences of volume of the

liquid at different temperatures are rendered appreciable on the volume-pressure

dia^am. This can be done in various ways,—among others, by choosing as tlie body

to which V, etc., refer, a sufficiently large quantity of the fluid. But, however we do it,

we must evidently give up the possibility of representing the body in the state of vapor

in the same diagram withoiit making its dimensions enormous.
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Fig. 5.

metric. Every point of it lias a definite volume, temperature, entropy

and energy. The latter is indicated hy the isodynamics E,E,, P^2^^2»

etc., which cross the region of par-

tial vaporization and terminate in

the line of liquidity. (They do not

in this diagram tui'n and follow the

line.) If the body pass Irom one

state to another, remaining liquid,

as from jM to N in tlie figure, the

heat received is represented as usual

by the area MXnm. That the work

done is nothing, is indicated by the

fact that the line AB is an isometric.

Only the isopiestics in this diagram

are superjjosed in the line of fluidity,

turning downward where they meet

this line and following its course, so

that for any point in this line the pressure is undetermined. This is,

however, no inconvenience in the diagram, as it simply exj)resses the

fact of the case, that wlien all the quantities u, t, £ and // are fixed,

the pressure is still uudetennined.

DIAGRAMS IN WHICH THE ISOMETRICS, ISOPIESTICS, ISOTHERMALS, ISODYNAMICS AXI)

ISENTROPICS OF A PERFECT GAS ARE ALL STRAIGHT LINES.

There are many cases in which it is of more importance that it

should be easy to draw the lines of equal volume, pressure, tempera-

ture, energy and entropy, than tliat woi'k and heat should be repre-

sented in the simplest manner. In such cases it may be expedient to

give up the condition that the scale {y) of work and heat shall be

constant, when by that means it is possible to gain greater sim])licitv

in the form of the lines just mentioned.

In tlie case of a perfect gas, the three relations between the quanti-

ties V, p, t, f and ?/ are given on page 321, equations (a), (v.) and (n).

These e<|uations may be easily be transformed into the three

log ji> -|- log r — log t =. log <t, (ii)

log € — log t = log c, (i)

?/ — '• log f — a log V := ; (.i)

so that the three relations between the <]uantities log >\ loi; />, lo<; ?,

log f, and 7/ are expressed by linear equations, and it will be possible

to make the five systems <)f lines all rectilinear in the same diagram,

the distances of the isonu'tries iieing ]>r<)])orti<>nal to the dineri-nces
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of till- loi^aritliins of the volumi's, the tlistiiiices of the isopiestics being

j»ro|»orlioiial to thi- dirti'iviK-cs of the h)i!::irithins of the pressures, aiwl

so with the isotheniials and tlie isotiyiiaiiiics,—the <listaiK'es of the

iseutro|iies, however, being prop«)rti<tMal to tlie (lilfereiiees of entro}ty

sinijily.

The seaU' nt' work and heat in sueh a diagram will vary inversely

as the temperature. For if we imagine systems of isentropics and iso-

thermals drawn throughout the diagram for e'|ual small flifferenees of

entropy and temperature, the isentropics will be ecjuidistant, but the

distances of the isothennals will vary inversely as the temperature,

and the small (piadrilaterals into which the diagram is divided w ill

vary in the same ratio: .*. ;/ cd \-^t. (See page 318.)

So far, however, the form of the diagram has not been completely

defined. This may be done in various ways: e. g., if x and // be the

rectangular co-ordinates, we may make

X =z log V, ( X = //, i X =z log V, .= ' or J
" or J *= ' etc.

y =: log ;> ;
ly=z\ogt; {y=n\

Or we may set the condition that the logarithms of volume, of pres-

sure and of tCTuperature, shall be represented in the diagram on the

same scale. (The logarithms of energy

are necessarily represented on the same

scale as those of temperature.) This will

require that the isometrics, isopiestics and

isothennals cut one another at angles of

60°.

The general character of all these dia-

grams, which may be derived from one

anotlier by projection by parallel lines,

may be illustrated by the case in which

P x=i log v, and y rr log^>.

Through any point \ (fig. (J) of such a

^t' diagram let there be drawn the isometric

vv', the iso]>iestic pp", the isothermal tt'

'' and the isentropic ?///'. The lines pj)' and

vv' are of course parallel to the axes. Also by equation (n)

--^-=(:l),=(;^f),=->.

Fig. 6.

and by (<;)

tan "v=(t)=(:
I log p
d log n

c-\-a

c
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Therefore, if we draw another isometric, cutting ////', tt', and jtp' in

B, C and D,

BD _ c+a BC _ ^ CD _ c

CD ~" ~^' CD ~ 7' BC ~ a

Hence, in the diagrams of different gases, CD -^ BC will he ])ropor-

tional to the specific heat determined for ('(|ual volumes and for con-

stant volume.

As the specific heat, thus determined, has probahly the same value

for most simple gases, the isentropics will have the same inclination in

diagrams of this kind for most simple gases. This inclination may

easily he found by a method which is independent of any units of

measurement, for

i. e., BD -^ CD is equal to the quotient of the co-efficient of elasticity

under the condition of no transmission of heat, divided hy the co-

efficient of elasticity at constant temperature. This quotient for a

simple gas is generally given as 1.40S or 1.421. As CA-4-CD:=

>\/2 = 1.414, BD is very nearly equal to CA (for simple gases), which

relation it may be convenient to use in the construction of the diagram.

In regard to compound gases the rule seems to be, that the specific

heat (determined for equal volumes and for constant volume) is to the

specific heat of a simjjle gas inversely as the volume of the compound

is to the voliune of its constituents (in the condition of gas) ; that is,

the value of BC-^CD for a compound gas is to the value of BC-^-CD

for a simple gas, as the volume of the compound is to the volume of

its constituents. Therefore, if we compare the diagrams (formed by

this method) for a simple and a compound gas, the dif«tance DA and

therefore CD being the same in each, BC in the diagram of the com-

pound gas will be to BC in the diagram of the simple gas, as the

volume of the comjiound is to the volume of its constitHients.

Although the inclination of the isentropics is independent o^ the

quantity of gas under consideration, the rate of increase of // will vary

with this quantity. In regard to the rate of increase of t, it is evident

that if the whole diagram be divided into squares by isojiiostics and

iBometrics drawn at equal distances, and isothermals In- drawn as

diagonals to these squares, the volumes of the isometrics, the jtressures

of the isopiestics and the tenq)eratures of tlie isothermals will each

form a geometrical series, and in all these serii-s the ratio of two con-

tiguous terms will be the same.
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Tlu' |ini|u'rties ol' llir (li;i<i;raiiis ()l»t:iim'<l l»y the ot Ikt iiK'tliods iiu'il-

tioiRMl oil pagt* ;<20 <1<» iKit (lirt'cr t'ssuiitially trom tliosc just (k'scribod.

For oxampk', in any sncli diagram, if tliioiiLjli any ]>(iiiit wv draw an

ist'iil ro|ti(', an isotlui iiial and an is(t|iic'stic, w liicli rut any isometric

not jiassini; tlii"ou<;li iIk- sauii' |)oint, tlir ratio of tin.' sr«ji;iiu'nts of the

isoiiu'trir will have the value whicli has ])een found for 1>C : CD.

In treating the ease of vapors also, it may he eonvenieiit to use

diagrams in whieh x z=. loi; r and if ==. h)i; y, or in whieli a! = // and

y = log ( \ hut the diai^rams formecl l»y tliese methods will evidently

be radieally ditlerent from one another. It is to he observed that each

of these methods is what may be called a method of definite settle for

work and heat; that is, the value of y in any part of tiie diagram is

independent of the properties of the fluid considered. In the first

method )'= -
7 , in the second y =:—. In this respect these methods

have an advantage over many others. For examjjle, if Wf should

make .'• := log y, y =: //, the value of y in any part of the diagram

would depend ujjon the j)roperties of the fluid, and would probably

not vary in any case, except that of a perfect gas, according to any

simple law.

The conveniences of the entropy-temperature method will be found

to belong in nearly the same degree to the metliod in which the co-

ordinates are equal to the entropy and the logarithm of the tempera-

ture. No serious difticulty attaches to the estimation of heat and

work in a <liagram formed on the latter method on account of the

variation of the scale on which they are represented, as this variation

follows so siin])le a law. It may often be of use to remember that

Fig. ?.
such a diagram may l>e reduced to an entropy-

temperature diagram by a vertical compression

or extension, such that the distances of the iso-

thermals shall be made ])ro|>ortional to their

differences of temperature. Thus if we wish

to estimate the work or heat of the circuit

>0 ABCD (fig. 7), we may draw a number of equi-

distant ordinates (isentropies) as if to estimate

the included area, and for each of the ordinates

take the differences of temperature of the pohits

where it cuts the circuit; these ditterences of temperature will be

equal to the lengths of the segments made by the corresponding

circuit in the entropy-temperature diagram upon a corresjionding

system of e(|uidistant onlinates, and may be used to calculate the
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ai-ea of the circuit in the entropy-temperature diagram, i. e., to find

the work or heat required. We may find the work of any patli by
applying the same process to the circuit formed hy the jtatli, tlie iso-

metric of the final state, the line of no pressure (or any isopiestic ; see

note on page 3 1 8), and the isometric of the initial state. xVnd we may
find the heat of any path by a])plying the same process to a circuit

formed by the path, the ordinates of the extreme points and the line

of absolute cold. That this line is at an infinite distance occasions no

difficulty. The lengths of the ordinates in the entro})y-temperature

diagram which we desire are given by the temperature of points in

the path determined (in either diagram) by equidistant ordinates.

The properties of the part of the entropy-temperature diagram rep-

resenting a mixture of vapor and liquid, which are given on page 323,

will evidently not be altered if the ordinates are made i)roporti«»nal to

the logarithms of the temperatures instead of the temperatures simply.

The representation of specific heat in the diagram under discussion

is peculiarly simple. The specific heat of any snl)stance at constant

volume or under constant pressure may be defined as the value of

(dHx (dH\ . ; di) \ I di) \

\w) ""A-di] '^-^"Uiogl "McncTg-J'

for a certain quantity of the substance. Tlierefore, if we draw a dia-

gram, in which x=z7] and y = log t, for that quantity of the substance

which is used for the determination of the specific heat, the tangents

of the angles made by the isometrics and the isopiestics with tlie

ordinates in the diagram will be equal to the specific heat of the

substance determined for constant volume and for constant ])ressure

respectively. Sometimes, instead of the condition of constant volume

or constant pressure, some other condition is used in the determination

of specific heat. In all cases, the condition will be represented bv a

line in the diagram, and the tangent of the angle made by this line

with an ordinate will be equal to the specific heat as thus defined. If

the diagram be drawn for any other quantity of the substance, the

specific heat for constant volume or constant pressure, or for any other

condition, will be equal to the tangent of the proper an>rle in the

diagram, multiplied by the ratio of the quantity of tlie substance for

which the specific heat is determined to the qnantitv for which the

diajrram is drawn.*

* From this general property of tlie di:iirrani, its oliaracter in tlie ease of a perfect

gas might be immediatel)' deduced.
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THK VniA'ME-ENTROI'V DIAUKAM.

Tlic iiii'tliod of loprfsi'utatioii. in w liicli tlu- cn-onliiiatt's of tlu' i)()iiit

ill iIk' diagram :iri' iiiatlo c'(|u:il to tlu- voluiin' and entropy of tho

Imdy, jiivscnts c-i'itaiii clianK-tcristics whicli ciititk' it to a sctnu'wliat

detailed eousideratioii, and lur sdine juirposcs give it substantial

advantages over any uiiier inethod. We niiglit antiei|tate some (f

these advantages from tlie simple and symmetieal form of the general

e([uations of tliermodynamics, when volnme and entropy are ehosen

as inde]>endent variahles, vi/. :
— "*'

d ]V-=. J)
dv^

dll = f di/.

Kliminating p and f we have also

de
d]Vz= - ^r-(fv, (1=^)

dv

dH=:^^drj. (14)

The geometrical relations corresponding to these equations are in

the volume-entro]>y diagram extremely simple. To fix our ideas, let

tlie axes of volume and entropy be horizontal and vertical respec-

tively, volume increasing toward the right and entropy uj)ward.

Tlien the pressure taken negatixely will equal the ratio of the <liffer-

ence of energy to the difference of volume of two adjacent points in

the same horizontal line, and the temperature will equal the ratio of

the difference ot energy to the difference of entropy of two adjacent

points in the same vertical line. Or, if a series of isodynamics be

draw^n for equal infinitessimal differences of energy, any series of hori-

zontal lines will be divided into segments inversely proportional to

the pressure, and any series of vertical lines into segments inveisely

proportional to the temperature. We see by equations (13) and (14),

that for a motion parallel to the axis of volume, the heat receiv^d is

0, and the work done is equal to the decrease of the energy, while for

* See page 310, equations (2), (3) and (4).

In general, in tliis article, where difTerential co-efiBcients are used, the qiiantitj' which

is constant in the differentiation is indicated by a subscript letter. In this discussion

of the volume-entropy diagram, however, v and r) are uniformly regarded as the inde

pendent variables, and the subscript letter is omitted.
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a motion parallel to the axis of entropy, the work done is 0, and the

heat received is equal to the increase of the energy. These two

propositions are true either for elementary paths or for those of finite

length. In general, the work for any element of a path is equal to

the product of the pressure in that part of the diagram into the hori-

zontal projection of the element of the path, and the heat received is

equal to the product of the temperature into the vertical projection

of the element of the jjath.

If we wish to estimate the value of the integrals yp<?y 2in(\. ftdt],

which represent the work and heat of any path, by means of measure-

ments upon the diagram, or if we wish to appreciate readily by the

eye the approximate value of these expressions, or if we merely wish

to illustrate their meaning by means of the diagram ; for any of these

purposes the diagram which we are now considering will have the

advantage that it repi-esents the ditferentials dv and dt] more simply

and clearly than any other.

But we may also estimate the work and heat of any path by means

of an integration extending over the elements of an area, viz: by the

formulae of page 315,

y

In regard to the limits of integration in these formula?, we see that for

the work of any path which is not a circuit, the bounding line is com-

posed of the path, the line of no pressure and two vertical lines, and

for the heat of the path, the bounding line is composed of the path,

the line of absolute cold and two horizontal lines.

As the sign of }'-, 'is well as that of 6A^ will be indeterminate until

we decide in which direction an area must be circumscribed in order

to be considered positive, we will call an area positive which is cir-

cumscribed in the direction in which the hands of a watch move.

This choice, with the positions of the axes of volume and entro})y

which we have supposed, will make the value of y in most cases posi-

tive, as we shall see hereafter.

The value of y^ in a diagram tlrawn according to this method, will

depend upon the properties of the body for whiih the diagram is

drawn. In this respect, this method ditters from all the othei-s which

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 20 April, 1S7h
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liavr l»tH'ii (liscussod in <k't:iil in this article. It is easy to iiiul an

expression for ;/ (lepeudinij simply upon the variations of the energy,

„. , by eoniparinLT the art-a and the work or
Fig. 8. ....

,)
lu-at of an infinitely small eireuit in the

form of a rectangle having its sides

parallel to the two axes.

Let "N jNoN.tN^ (fig. s) l.e such a eir-

euit, and let it be described in the order
N, N« ,. , , , ,

. •

I 1

oi tlie numerals, so that the ai'ea is posi-

I 1^ tive. >\lso let f,, e^, fg, e^ represent
* ''

the energy at the four corners. The
work done in tlu- four sides in order

commencing at N,,will be fj — f2»^>

fg — f^, 0. The total work, therefore,

V for the rectangular circuit is

Now as the rectangle is infinitely small, if we call its sides do and di/,

the above expression will be equivalent to

d^£
7 7

z—i- dv dn.
dv dij

Dividing by the area dv di/, and writing y^, for the scale of work and

heat in a diagram of this kind, we liave

1 d'^e dj) _ dt

y dv dtj d)f do'

The two last expressions for the value of l-r-j^^ ^ indicate that the

value of y^ „ in ditferent parts of the diagram will be indicated pro-

portionally by the segments into which vertical lines are divided by a

system of equiditferent isopiestics, and also by the segments into

which horizontal lines are divided by a system of equiditterent iso-

thermals. These results might also be derived directly from the

propositions on page 313.

As, in almost all cases, the pressure of a body is increased when it

receives heat without change of volume, ^ is in general positive, and

the same will be true of y^, under the assumptions whic-h we have

made in regard to the directions of the axes (page 330) and the defini-

tion of a positive area (page 331).

In the estimation of work and heat it may often be of use to con-

sider the deformation necessary to reduce the diagram to one of

constant scale for work and heat. Now if the diagram be so deformed.
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that each point ivmains in the same vertical line, hut moves in this

line so that all isopiestics ]>ecome straight and horizontal lines, at

distances proportional to their differences of pressure, it will evidently

become a volume-pressure diagram. Again, if the diagram be so

deformed that each point remains in the same horizontal line, but

moves in it so that isothermals becomes straight and vertical lines at

distances proportional to their differences of temperature, it will

become a entropy-temperature diagram. These considerations will

enable us to compute numerically the work or heat of any path which

is given in a volume-entropy diagram, when the pressure and tempera-

ture are known for all points of the path, in a manner analogous to

that explained on page 328.

The ratio of any element of area in the volume-pressure or the

entropy-temperature diagram, or in any other in which the scale of

work and heat is unity, to the corresponding element in the volume-

entropv diagram is represented by — or =—=-. Tlie cases in

which this ratio is 0, or changes its sign, demand especial attention,

as in such cases the diasrrams of constant scale fail to sfive a satisfac-

tory representation of the properties of the body, while no difficulty

or inconvenience arises in the use of the volume-entropy diagram.

. d^e dp . 1 • • 1 1 . , , ,As — -ri—=- z=. ~f-, its value is evidently zero in that riart of the
dv di] dry "^ ^

diagram which represents the body when in part solid, in part liquid,

and in i)art vapor. The })roperties of

sucli a mixture are very simply and ?/

clearly exhibited in the volume-entropy

diagram.

Let the temperature and the pressure

of the mixture, which are independent

of the proportions of vapor, solid and

liquid, be denoted by t' and />'. Also

let V, L and S (fig. 9) be points of the

<liagrain which indicate the volume and

entropy of the body in three perfectly
^

defined states, viz: tliat of a vapor of temperature t' and pressure^)',

that of a liquid of the same temperature and pressure, and that of a

solid of the same temperature and pressure. And let Vy, tfy, Vj,, t}^,

?7,y, ;/,s'
denote the volume and entropy of these states. The ]>osition

of the point which represents the body, when part is vapor, part

liquid, and part solid, these parts bring as //, r, and 1 — //— r, is

determined by the e<iu:iti(>iis
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v= K i'i + V /'/. -|-(i - n - I') vs,

fl= /' 'lv-\- I' 'II +('-/'-»') 'As',

wlidt' /' and // arc the voluinc and t-ntiojiy of tlio niixturc. The
trntli of the firHt equatinn is evident. 'V\\v second may be written

'/ - 'Is = /t i'/y- 'As) -|- '' (///. - 'As).

or nmltiplying l»y f\

<' (V - 'As) = /' f ('/r - '/,s) + y t' ('/A - '/,v).

The first niend»er of tliis equation denotes tlie lieat necessary to bring

tlie body from the state S to tlie state of the mixture in question

under the constant teni]»erature t\ while the terms of tlie second

niend>er denote separately the heat necessary to vaporize the part //,

and to liquefy the part v of the body.

The values of u and // are such as would give the center of gravity

of jnasses //, v and l—fx—v placed at the points V, L and S.*

Hence the part of the diagram wliicli represents a mixture of vapor,

liquid and solid, is the triangle VLS. The pressure and temperature

are constant for this ti'iangle, i. e., an isopiestic and also an isothermal

here expand to cover a space. The isodynamics are straight and

(U
equidistant for equal difterences of energy. Yor - - =r — ^^', and

(Is , . .

-^r— =: t\ both of" which are constant throu<irhout the triangle.
(h)

' '=' *'

This case can l)e but very imperfectly represented in the volume-

pressure, or in the entropy-temperature diagram. For all points in

the same vertical line in the triangle VLS will, in the volume-

pressure diagram, be represented by a single point, as having the

same volume and pressure. And all the points in the same horizontal

line will be represented in the entropy-temperature diagram by a

single point, as having the same entropy and temperature. In either

diagram, the whole triangle reduces to a straight line. It must

reduce to a line in any diagram whatever of constant scale, as its area

must become in such a diagram. This must be regarded as a defect

in these diagrams, as essentially dift'erent states are represented by

the same point. In consequence, any circuit within the triangle

* These points will not be in the same straight line unless

t' ('/r - V.s) • t' {i}i, - 'As) .-.Vy — v,s : v^ - w,s,

a conflition very unlikely to l)o fulfilled I)y any .suljstanco. The tir.st and second terms

of this proportion denote the heat of vaporization (from the solid state) and that of

liquefaction.
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VLS will be represented in any diagram of constant scale by two

paths of op})osite directions superposed, the appearance being as if a

body should change its state and then return to its original state by

inverse processes, so as to repass through the same series of states.

It is true that the circuit in question is like this combination of pro-

cesses in one important particular, viz: that 7F=^= 0, i. e., there

is no transformation of heat into work. But this very fact, that a

circuit without transformation of heat into work is possible, is worthy

of distinct representation.

A body may have such properties that in one })art of the volume-

i, e., ~— is positive and in another negative.entropy diagram —

These parts of the diagram may be separated by a line, in which

-~ = 0, or by one in which -^ changes abruptly from a positive to a

negative value.* (In part, also, they may be separated by an area in

which y- r= 0.) In the representation of such cases in any diagram

of constant scale, we meet with

a difficulty of the following na-

ture.

Let us suppose that on the

right of the line LL (fig. 10) in

a volume-entropy diagram, ~-

is positive, and on the left nega-

tive. Then, if we draw any cir-

cuit ABCD on the right side of

LL, the direction being that of

the hands of a watch, the work

and heat of the circuit will be

positive. But if we draw any

circuit EFGH in the same direc-

tion on the other side of the line

LL, the work and heat will be negative

1

For

TT- 11= ^
rv,r,

SA=^f-6A,
dij

* The line which represents tlie various states of water at its maxinnini density for

various constant pressures is an example of the first case. A substance which as a

liquid has no proper niaxinnun density for constant pressure, hut which expands in

solidifying, affords an example of the second case.
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Fig. 11.

and tlir iliri'ftioii of tlic circuit.'^ makes tlu' aiH-as positive in l)otli

cases. N(»\v if wo should clianife this diau;rani into any diagram (»f

constant scale, the an-as of \\\v eireuits, as re|iresentin<^ i)roi)t)nion:illy

tlie work dont- in each ease, must necessarily liave o|)]>osite signs,

i. e., the direction of the circuits must he ()|>iK)site. We will suppose
that the work done is |)ositive in the diagram of constant scale, when
the direction (tf the circuit is that of the hands of a watcli. Then, in

that diagram, the circuit AIJCI) would have

that direction, and the circuit EFGII the

contrary direction, as in figure 11. Now if

we imagine an indefinite numljcr of circuits

on each side of \Aj in the volume-entropy

diagram, it will be evident that to transform

such a diagram into one of constant scale,

so as to cliange the direction of all the cir-

cuits on one side of LL, and of none on i\w

other, the diagram must be folded over

along that line ; so that the points on one

side of LL in a diagram of constant scale do

not represent any states of tlie body, while

on the otlier side of this line, each point, for
'^

^ a certain distance at least, represents two

different states of the l)ody, which in the vohuiie-entropy diagram are

rej)resented by points on op}»osite sides of the line LL. We have thus

in a part of the field two diagrams superposed, which must be care-

fully distinguished. If tliis be done, as by the help of difi'erent colors,

or of continuous and dotted lines, or otherwise, and it is remend)ere<l

that there is no continuity between these superposed diagrams, excci)t

along the bounding line LL, all the general theorems which have l)een

developed in this article can be readily apj)lied to the diagram. But

to the eye or to the imagination, the figure will necessarily be much

more confusing than a volume-entro])y diagram.

If -f- =i for the line LL, there will be another inconvenience in
dij

the use of any diagram of constant scale, viz: in the vicinity of the

d})

will be very greatly reduced in the diagram of constant scale, as com-

j)ared with the corresponding areas in th<! volume-entro2)y diagram.

Tlierefore, in the former diagram, either the isometrics, or the isen-

tropics, or both, will be crowded together in the vicinity of the line

LL, so that this part of the diagram will be necessarily indistinct.

line LL, -^-, i. e., l-r-yv v ^^'" have a very small value, so that areas
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It may occur, however, in the volume-entropy diagram, that the

same point must represent two different states of the l)ody. This

occurs in the case of liquids which can be va- _. ,„^ Fig. 12.

porized. Let MM (fig. 12) be the line repre-

senting the states of the liquid bordering upon

vaporization. This line will be near to the

axis of enti'opy, and nearly parallel to it. If

the body is in a state represented by a point

of the line MM, and is compressed without ad-

dition or subtraction of heat, it will remain of

course liquid. Hence, the points of the space

immediately on the left of INIM represent sim-

ple liquid. On the other hand, the body being

in the original state, if its volume should be

increased without addition or subtraction of

heat, and if the conditions necessary for vapor-

ization are present (conditions relative to the

body enclosing the liquid in question, etc.), the liquid Avill become

partially vaporized, but if these conditions are not present, it will con-

tinue liquid. Hence, every point on the right of MM and sufficiently

near to it represents two different states of the body, in one of which

it is partially vaporized, and in tlie other it is entirely liquid. If we

take the points as representing the mixture of vapor and liquid, they

foim one diagram, and if we take them as representing simple liquid,

they form a totally different diagram supei-posed on the first. There

is evidently no continuity between these diagrams except at the line

MM; we may regard them as u])on separate sheets united only along

MM. For the body cannot pass from the state of partial vaporization

to the state of liquid except at this line. The reverse process is indeed

possible ; tlie body can pass from the state of superheated li(iuid to

that of partial vaporization, if the conditions of vaporization alluded

to above are supplied, or if the increase of volume is carried beyond

a certain limit, but not by gradual changes or reversible processes.

After such a change, the point representing the state of the body will

be found in a different position from that which it occupied before,

but the change of state caimot be properly represented by any path,

as during the change the body does not satisfy that condition of uni-

form temperature and pressure which has been assumed tliroughout

this article, and which is necessary for the graphical methods under

discussion. (See note on page 309.)

Of the two superposed diagrams, that which represents siinijK-

liquid is a continuation of the diagram on the left of MM. The iso-
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p'u'stic's, isotlu'riiKils uiul isotlyn;iinics juiss from one to the other

without :il)rui)t rhaiige of diroctioTi or curviiture. But that which

represents a mixture of vapor and liquid will be different in its char-

acter, and its isopiestics and isothermals will make ambles in general

witli the corresponding lines in the diagram of simple li([iii<l. The
isodynamics of- the diagram of the mixture, and those of the diagratn

of simple liquid, will differ in general in curvature at the line MM, but

, . ,. . .. (If ^ cle
not 111 direction, tor =z — p and ^—^=.t.

dv dtf

The case is essentially the same with some sul)stances, as water, for

example, about the line wliich separates the simple liquid from a mix-

ture of li<piid and solid.

In these cases the inconvenience of having one diagram superposed

upon another cannot be ol)viated by any change of the principle on

which the diagram is based. For no distortion can bring the three

sheets, which are united along the line MM (one on the left and two

on the riglit), into a single plane surface without superposition. Such

cases, therefore, are radically distinguished from those in which the

superposition is caused by an unsuitable method of representation.

To find the character of a volume-entropy diagram of a perfect gas,

we may make e constant in equation (d) on page 321, which will give

for the equation of an isodynamic and isothermal

J] :=^ a log V -j- Const.,

and we may make p constant in equation (g), which will give for the

equation of an isopiestic

;/ ^ [<( -f- c) log V -|- Const.

It will be observed that all the isodynamics and isothermals can be

drawn l)y a single pattern and so also with the isopiestics.

The case will be nearly the same with vapors in a part of the dia-

gram. In that part of the diagram which represents a mixture of

liquid and va})or, the isothermals, which of course are identical with

the isoj^iestics, are straight lines. For when a body is vaj^orized

under constant pressure and temperature, the quantities of heat re-

ceived are proportional to the increments of volume ; therefore, the

increments of entropy are proportional to the increments of volume.

As ^r- = — ;> !i"^l V = ^ •'iny isothermal is cut at the same angle by
dv dif

all the isodynamics, and is divided into equal segments by equidiffer-

ent isodynamics. The latter property is useful in drawing systems of

eqiiidifferont isodynamics.
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ARRANGEMENT OP THE ISOMETRIC, ISOPIESTIC, ISOTHERMAL AND ISENTROPIC

ABOUT A POINT.

The arrangement of the isometric, the isopiestic, the isothermal and

the isentropic drawn through any same point, in respect to the order

in which they succeed one another around that point, and in respect

to the sides of these lines toward which the volume, |)ressure, tem-

perature and entropy increase, is not altered by any deformation of

the surface on which the diagram is drawn, and is therefore indepen-

dent of the method hy which the diagram is formed.* This arrange-

ment is determined by certain of the most characteristic thermody-

namic propeities of the body in the state in question, and serves in

turn to indicate these properties. It is determined, namely, by the

value of (y-) as positive, negative, or zero, i. e., by the effect of heat

as increasing or diminishing the ^Jre^^sure when the volume is main-

tained constant, and by the nature of the internal thermodynamic

equilibrium of the body as stable or neutral,—an unstable equilib-

rium, except as a matter of speculation, is of course out of the

question.

Let us first examine the case in which (-/-) is positive and the

equilibrium is stable. As \^-\ does not vanish at the point in ques-

tion, there is a definite isopiestic passing through that point, on one

side of which the pressures af e greater, and on the other less, than on

the line itself. As \-t~\ ^^ ~\i ] •>
^^ ^^'^^ ^'^ the same with the

isothermal. It will be convenient to distinguish the sides of the iso-

metric, isopiestic, etc., on which the volume, pressure, etc., increase,

as the positive sides of these lines. The condition of stability requires

that, when the pressure is constant, the temperature shall increase

with the heat received,—therefore with the entropy. This may
be written \dt : dtf\ », ^ O.f It also requires that, when there is no

* It is here assumed that, in the vicinity of the point in question, each point in the

diaprara represents only one state of the body. The propositions developed in the fol-

lowing pages cannot be applied to points of the line where two superposed di:igrams

are united (see pages 335-338) without certain modifications.

dt

f As the notation j- is used to denote the limit of the ratio of dt to drj, it would not

,dt\
be quite accurate to say that the condition of stability requires that yr) > 0. This

Trans. Connecticut Acap.. A'ol. II. 27 May. 1873.
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Fig. 13.

Ir.insiiiissioii ul heat, the pressure should increase as the vohinie <li-

niiiiishes, i. e,, that [ilj> : dc]
^^
<^(). Thr()U<;h the point in (luestion,

A (Hl;. 13), K't there be drawn the isometric vv' and the isentropic

////, and k't the jmsitive sides of these lines he indicale<l as in the

figure. The conditions
\^^jp\ > o and [dp: rfu]

^ < require that the

pressure at v and at // shall be greater than at A, and hence, that the

isopiestic shall fall as ]>]>' in the

figure, and have its positive side

turned as indicated. Again, tlie

conditions

re(]uire that tlie temperature at

// and at p shall be greater than

at A, and hence, that the iso-

thermal shall fall as tt' and have

its positive side turned as indi-

cated. As it is not necessary that

j:^— I ^ 0, the lines pp' and tt' may be tangent to one another at A,

provided that they cross one anothei', so as to have the same order

about the point A as is represented in the figure; i. e., they may have

a contact of the second (or any even) order.* But the condition that

I . -] ^0, and lience (-r-) <^ 0, does not allow pj)' to be tangent io

vv', nor tt' to ypf.

If \-j—] be still positive, but the equilibrium be neutral, it will be

|)Ossible for the body to change its state without change either of

temperature or of pressure; i. e., the isothermal and isopiestic will be

condition requires that the ratio of the difiEerences of temperature and entropy between

the point in question and any other infinitely near to it and upon the same isopiestic

should be positive. It is not necessary that the limit of this ratio sliould be positive.

* An example of this is doubtless to be found at the critical point of a fluid. See

Dr. Andrews " On the continuity of the gaseous and liquid states of matter." Phil.

Trans., vol. 159, p. 575.

If the isothermal and isopiestic have a simple tangency at A, on one side of that

point they will have such directions as will express an unstable equilibrium. A line

drawn through all such points in the diagram will form a boimdary to the possible part

of the diagram. It may be that the part of the diagram of a fluid, which represents

the superheated liquid state, is bounded on one side by such a line.
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Fig. 14.

identical. The lines will fall as in figure 13, except that the iso-

thermal and isopiestic will he superposed.

In like manner, if |~~-| <^ 0, it may be proved that the lines will

fall as in figure 14 for stable equilibrium, and in the same way for

neutral equilibrium, e.vcejDt that pp' and tt' will he superposed.*

The case that ( : )
z= includes a

considerable number of conceivable

cases, which would require to be dis-

tinguished. It will be sufficient to men-

tion those most likely to occur.

In a field of stable equilibrium it may

occur that i-^i :=: alono- a line, on
\dn U

one side of which
(^ ) ^ 0, and on the

other side (-^) <C 0. At any point in such a line the isopiestics will

be tangent to the isometrics and the isotheiTnals to the isontro]»ics.

(See, however, note on page ;i39.)

In a field of neutral equilibrium representing a mixture of two

different states of the substance, where the isothermals and isopiestics

are identical, a line may occur which has the threefold character of

an isometric, an isothermal and an isopiestic. For such a line

I-,— I =0. If (^— I has opposite signs on opposite sides of this

line, it will be an isothermal of maximum or minimum temperature.f

The case in Avhich the body is partly solid, partly liquid and

partly vapor has already been sufticiently discussed. (See page 333).

* When it is said that the arrangement of the lines in the diagram must be like that

in figure 13 or in figure 14, it is not meant to exclude the case in which tlie figure (13

or 14) must be turned over, in order to correspond with the diagram. In the case,

liowever, of diagrams formed by any of the methods mentioned in tiiis article, if the

directions of tlie axes be such as we have assumed, the agreement with figure 13 will

be without inversion, and tlie agreement with figure 14 will also be without inversiim for

volume-entropy diagrams, but with inversion for volume-pressure or entropy-tempera-

ture diagrams, or those in which x — log v and y = log ]>, or x = rj and y = log t.

f As some liquids expand and others contract in solidifying, it is possible that there

are some which will solidify cither with expansion, or without change of volume, or

with contraction, according to the pressure. If any such there are, they afford exam-

ples of the case mentioned above.
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Tlu' arnmgement of the isomotric, isopitstic, itc, as given in figure

l:i, will indicate diri'dly the sii^n of any diHeri'ntial co-efficient of the

lonn
I , I , where w, m and z may Ik.' any of the (|uantities 1\ ji^ t^ ij

(and F, if tlu- iso<lynainic \n' a(hh'(l in the iimiic). 'I'he vahie of sucli

a <litt'erential co-ct1icient will l)e indicated, wlien the rates of increase

of V, ;>, ct<'., are indicated, as hy isometrics, etc, draAvn both for

the yalnes of i\ etc., at the point A, an<l for yalnes differing from tliese

by a small (inantity. For e.\aini)le, the yahu' of
( ; ) will he indi-

oated hy the ratio of the segments intereej»ted n))on an isentropic by

a pair of isometrics and a pair of isopiestics, of wliich the difterences

of volnme and pressure have the same numerical value. Tlie case in

which ir or //appears in the numerator or denominator instead of a

function of the state of the body, can be reduced to the ])receding by

tlie sid)stitution of ^j></y for dW, or that oi tdif for dJI.

In tlie foregoing discussion, the equations which express tlu' funda-

mental principles of thermodynamics in an analytical form liave been

assumed, antl tlie aim has only been to show liow' the same relations

may be expressed geometrically. It would, however, be easy, starting

from the first and second laws of thermodynamics as usually enunciated,

to arrive at the same results without the aid of analytical formuhv,—to

arrive, for example, at the conception of energy, of entropy, of abso.

lute temperature, in the construction of the diagram without the ana-

lytical definitions of these (juantities, and to obtain the various prop-

erties of the diagram without the analytical expression of the thermo-

dynamic properties which they involve. Such a course would have

been better fitted to show the in(le])endence and sufficiency of a graphi-

cal method, but pcrlia})S less suitable for an examination of the com-

parative advantages or disadvantages of different graphical metlutds.

The possibility of treating the thermodynamics of fluids by such

graphical methods as have been dcscriljed evidently arises from the

fact that the state of the body considered, like the ])Osition of a ])oint

in a plane, is capable of two and only two independent variations.

It is, perhaps, worthy of notice, that when the diagram is only used

to demonstrate or illustrate general theorems, it is not necessary,

although it may be convenient, to assume any particular method of

forming the diagram; it is enough to su]»pose the difterent states of

the liody to be represented continuously by points upon a sheet.

I



XII. List of Marive Alg^ collected near Eastport, Maine,

IX August and Septkmbeij, 1873, in connection with the work

OF THE U. S. Fish Commission under Phof. S. F. Baird,* By
Daniel C. Eaton.

1- Fucus vesiculosus, L.

2. Fucus nodosus, L

Both these species were very abuii<hint on the rocks and wliarves

everywhere, between tide-marks. No Fucus serratus was found,

though diligently sought tor. It was found many years ago at New-

burypoi't, Mass., by Capt. Pike (see Harvey's Nereis Bor. Am., Ill,

p. 122), and has recently been sent from Pictou harbor. Nova Scotia,

by JRev. J. -S. Foioler.

3. Desmarestia viridis, Lamonroux.

Abundant on the wharves at Eastport, just below low-water-mark,

and seen also at Dog Island.

4. Desmarestia aculeata, Lamonr.

Even more common tlian the last, principally the aculeate form.

The pencilled form, however, was found by Mr. Prudden.

5. Alaria esculenta, Grev.

Very abundant on rocks just below low-water-mai-k at Dog Island,

and probably equally common in most similar places.—The shape of

the pinna? is varible, even on the same plant. One large specimen

has obovate pinnie live inches long and three broad, as those of ^.

Pylaii should be, but the base of the frond, so tar from being cuneate

and decurrent, is broad ami rounded.

6. Laminaria dermatodea, De La Pyiaie.

Dog Island, unc'ON cred at extreme low-water. One specimen was

brought up by the dredge off Campobello Island in twenty-five

* I was at Eastport Aug. 12-17, collecting most of the time. Mr. T. M. Prudden

and Mr. John B. Ishani collected many specimens, both before and after ray visit.

Professor and Mrs. Yerrill made large collections after 1 was at Ka.<tj>ort, and Pr.

Edward Palmer collected a few species on Grand Menan. All these collections were

placed in my hands for study. D. C. E.
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iathoiiis of water. As tlu' stem was IVeslily cut, aii<l tlie frond not

wator-woni, tlu- plant must have grown at this great depth.

7 Laminaria longicruris, De La ryiaie.

Common, but none were seen at East[)ort of very great size. Grand

Menan, 20 feet long, l^of. Verrill. A small but well characterized

specimen was found by me in November, 1872, at Old Lyme, Con-

necticut : I believe it had not before been observed south of Cape

Cod.

8. Laminaria saccharina, Lamouroux.

Common with the last, at and below low-water-mark. Among the

specimens is one with a tliird lamina, or half-frond, somewhat nar-

rower than the others, but running the whole length of the frond.

Near the eilge of one of the broadest wings are slight indications of a

fourth wing. This explains the little known L. trilaniinata of Mr.

Olney, and shows it to be only a case of accidental deduplication or

transverse chorisis. The specimen is about two feet long and six

inches wide at the base, the stem slender and scarcely two inches long.

9- Agarum Turiieri, Postells and Ruprecht.

Abundant, growing with the common Laminarias, also dredged at

20-25 fathoms by Prof. Verrill.

10. Chorda Filum, Stackhouse.

Common in Eastport harbor, from one to many feet below low-

water-mark.

11. Chorda lomentaria, Lyngbye.

Abundant about the piers and wharves of the town, and at Dog

Island, etc., mostly uncovered at low water. Some of the fronds are

two or three feet long, half an inch in diameter, and often very much

spirally twisted.

12. Chordaria flagelliformis, Agardh.

Very common in tide-})ools and between tide-marks, assuming a

great variety of forms. Var. wmor, Agardh, is plentiful, especially

in a great'tide-pool at Dog Island. It is a profusely branched plant,

with very slender branches, and might very easily be mistaken for

Dictyosiphon fienicidacemi. Only very careful microscopic study

will avail to distinguish them.

i'5 Elachista fucicola, Fries.

Common on Fucus, Prof. VarriU.

1
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14. Ectocarpus brachiatus, Han^ey.

!•'' Ectocarpus littoralis, Lyngbye.

10. Ectocarpus siliCuloSUS, Lyngbye.

17. Ectocarpus tomentOSUS, Lyngbye.

All these species of Ectocarpus, and possibly one or two others,

were collected on piles and rocks between tides, by Prof. Verrill and

JL\ Isham. Authors do not seem to be at all united as to the limits

of species in this genus, and with uncertain characters, and too often

with specimens not in fruit, the identification of species is most

doubtful,

18. Polysiphonia urceolata, Greviiie.

Common on rocks a few feet below low-water-mark. This is a

very variable plant, passing from coarse and somewhat rigid forms,

by many gradations, to the delicate var. roseola of J, G. Agardh
(P. formosa, Harvey, Ner. Bor. Am.).

19. Polysiphonia violacea, Greviiie.

Collected early in August at Treat's Island by Mr. Prudden.

20. Polysiphonia fastigiata, Greviiie.

Very abundant on Fuciis nodosus at Dog Island, etc. (^rand

Menan, Dr. Palmer (with 24-26 tubes!).

21. Corallina officinalis, Linn.

Rock-pools on outer coast of Campobello Island. Grand Menan,

abundant. Prof. Verrill. This plant, which Dr. Harvey (Xereis Bor.

Am., II, p. 83) said had not been sent him by any of his American

correspondents, is abundant at Cape Ann, at Wood's Hole, ami in

various parts of Long Island Sound.

22. Lithothamnion polymorphum, Aresclioug, in J. G. Agardh's Sp.

Alg., II, p. 524.

Dredged in 18-20 fathoms, and encrusting rocks and shells ii]i to

low-water-mark; also seen in tide-pools. This is the common
"Nullipore" of the coast of Maine, and occurs in a great many forms,

from a minute dot u]> to branching knobby masses severaVinches in

diameter.

23. Delesseria sinuosa, Lamonroux.

Cast ashore on Campobello Island and (irand Monaii, also dredLrcd

abundantly in many i)laces at ten to forty fathoms, and oil' Campo-

bello Island in very deep water, (seventy-live fathoms, Prof. Tlrr/V/.)
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21. Delesseria alata, Lamouroux.

(4r()wiii^ on Ptil<)t(t serrata at Dol; Island, below low-watcr-tnark,

Mr. Pru(fdt'/i. (irand iMcnan, 7>r. Pdlnur. Some of the specimens

have the maii^ins of the segments entire as described by Dr. Harvey,

ami as seen in fine Irish specimens sent me by Dr. Dickie, but others

are much <Ienticulated and laciniated, so as to suggest I), dentioulatu

of Montague ; but as transitions occur, and even the common Cape
Ann plant has the margins by no means entire, T ])refer to refer all

the Eastport specimens to 1). <data.

25. Calliblepharis ciliata, Kiitzing.

Campobello Island, Mr. Prudden. Grand Menan, Ur. Palmer.

26. Polyides rotundus, GrevQie.

Tide-pools, common,

27. Hildenbrandtia, ?

Forming a very smooth, thickish, dark red crust on rocks, and

sometimes on shells, always covered at low tide, and in rock-pools on

Campobello Island. The only specimen brought home is not in fruit,

and therefore I catniot identify it with certainty. The cells are

about twice the diameter of those of the common Hildenbrandtia of

southern New England, which I take to be H. Crouani, J. G.

Agardh.

28. Euthora cristata, J- <^. Agardh.

Rock-pools, on Campobello Island. Grand Menan, Dr. Palmer^

with conceptacular fruit.

29. Rhodymenia palmata, Greviiie.

Very al)undant, mostly between tides. A condition with numerous

frondlets developed from the surface of the main frond is not un-

common.

30. Ahnfeltia plicata, Fries,

(irand Menan, Dr. Valraer.

31. Cystocloniuin purpurascens, Kiitzing.

Tide-pools, on Campobello Island. Grand Menan, Dr. Palmer.

32. Gigartina mamillosa, J. ci. Agardh.

Very abundant on rocks, mostly just above low-water-mark, also in

tide-pools.
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33. ChondruS CrispUS, Lyngbye.

A single specimen was given to Mr. Isham by a gentleman who
found it at Giancl Manan. The plant is dwarfish, and with narrow

entangled divisions, hut the section shows the proper cellular struc-

ture of this species.

34. Halosaccion ramentaceum, J- G. Agardh.

Plentiful on the rocks from half-tide down to the lowest tide-mark,

and assuming very different forms. Some specimens are like the

figure in Nereis Bor. Am., but most of the examples collected show a

tendency to produce sword-shaped, flattened fronds, either simple or

proliferously l^ranched. The largest fronds are over a foot long, and

an inch wide in the middle, from which they taper to a very slender

base, and to a somewhat acute apex. When they remain simple, and

all the largest are simple, they gradually become much curved, and

the convex edge especially becomes much inflated and irregularly

crested. For this form I propose the name of Var. gladiatum. Since

I find no difierence in the cellular structure, and since all kinds of in-

termediate forms occur, I dare not regard this fomi as a distinct

species, though it is very unlike the forms hitherto known.

35. Ceramium nibnim, Agardh.

Found in a rock-pool on Campobello Island. Grand Manan, Prof.

VerriU and Dr. Palmer.

36. Ceramium Hooperi, Harvey.

Found by Prof. VerriU on the piles of a wharf in Eastport, and at

Grand Manan, Herring Cove, 3Ir. Prudden. In these specimens the

creeping surculi are not preserved, but the cells, of nearly equal diame

ter and length, are filled with a beautiful rosy-purple endoehrome, the

nodes are coated with a definite band of rather large cellules, and

some of the specimens show a few of the root-like filaments which Dr.

Harvey saw on Mr. Hooper's original specimens from I*enobscot Bay.

37. Ptilota serrata, Kiitzing.

Cast up on the shores, and dredged abundantly, even found at 75

fathoms. Growing below low-water-mark at Dog Island, Mr. Prud-

den. This alga varies considerably in the coarseness or delicacy of

its parts, and one large but very delicate spocin\en from 50 fathoms

depth ofi" Grand Manan has some of the opposite branches or raiuuli

equally developed, so as to imitate P. plinnosu not a little. I have

seen no specimens from this region of undoubted 1\ p/itniosa, though

as I write a true specimen of it is sent to me from Portl.ind, I'ollected

by Mrs. Roy.

Tr.\ns. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 28 July, 1873.
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38. Ptilota elegans, Boimemaison.

Tide-iKiols on C'aiiipolu'llo Island, at IIcninLC Cove. Little (Jrccii

Island nt'ai" Grand Manan, J//-. Is/tfoti.

39. Callithamnion Americanum, Harvey.

•«o. Callithamnion Pylaisaei, MontaKno.

•«i. Callithamnion floccosum, AKanlh.

These three species of ('(lUit/Kniinion were found parasitic on

Ptilota serrata at I)o[>; Island by Mr. l^nahhn, and Nos. 40 and 41

were found growing on niusrU'-slu'lls ainon<j; the wharves hy !*>'(>/.

Verrill.

42. Callithamnion Rothii, Lyngbyc.

Growing in the piles of the wharves near low-water-niark, and on

the rocks at Dog Island and Grand Manan, exposed at low-water,

Prof. Verrill and Mr. Prudden.

43. Porphyra vulgaris, Agardh.

Very common between tide-marks, growing chiefly on other algie,

particularly on Pohjsiphonia fastigiata.

44. Euteromorpha intestinalis, Link.

Not so common. as the next; fonnd in a tide-pool near high-Avater-

mark, on Campobello Island.

45. Enteromorpha compressa, Greviiie.

Very common about the docks, etc., growing as high up as the tide

ever reaches.

46. Enteromorpha ?

Floating in a large entangled mass in Cobscook Bay.—P"'rondsvery

pale-green, unbranched, filiform, tubular, varying in width, when

compressed, from .001 inch to .03 inch; cells sub-quadrate or oblong,

.0003 to ,0005 inch in diameter, about eight rows in the slenderest

fronds. I cannot identify this with any published species, but in the

present state of my knowledge of the genus I am unwilling to give it

a new name. The cells are much more regularly four sided than in

E. co'ni2yressa.

47. Ulva latissima, L.

Very common.

48. Cladophora arcta, Diiiwyn.

Abundant on rocks aiul piles of wharves near K)W-water-mark.

Older plants, with the filaments much matted together
(
C. centralis,
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Ktitzing,) were found on the S. E. side of Campobello Island, in a

rock-jjool so high that ordinary tides would fail to reach it.

49. Cladophora ?

On Polyides rotundus and (ii</artina^ at Dog Island, etc.—Plant

forming deep-green tufts one-half to one inch in diameter, filament

.0012 in. in diameter irregularly dichotomous, subcorymbose at the

ends ; cells mostly about twice as long as their diameter, rarely 2^

times, often less than twice ; rootlets none.—This has much the habit

of C. lanosa, but lacks the rootlet-like branches, and has even the

terminal cells very short.

50. Cladophora flexuosa, Griffiths.

Collected by Prof. Verrill and Mr. Isham.

51. Chaetomorpha Melagonium, "Weber and Mohr.

Tide-pools at very low levels, not rare.

52. Chaetomorpha tortuosa, Diiiwyn.

Grows in long entangled masses on Fiiciis and other large algae,

also on the piles of the Avharves, quite common.

53. Hormotrichum boreale, Harvey?

Attached and free, in brackish pools just above high-water-mark on

Little Green Island, Prof Verrill.

Filaments light yellowish green, very long, entangled, average

diameter, .0008 inch, cells from once to twice as long as their diame-

ter, slightly constricted at the end ; endochrome dispersed in roundish

granules of very unequal size.

54. Hormotrichum speciosum, Carmichael?

Found on (Jhordariajiitgellifort/iis, covering it with a dense dark-

green pile. Filaments one-half to one inch long, their diameter .0015

to .0010 inch, very uniform ; cells distinct, only one-fourth to one-third

as long as their breadth, the hlament shghtly indented at each arti-

culation ; endochrome dense, a thin disk of it in each cell. I am \ ery

doubtful if this be the plant figured at plate 180 B of Phycologia

IJrittanica.

55. Hormotrichum Carmichaelii, Harvey.

On lobster-cages floating in the docks at Eastport, Pnf. Mrrifl.

Filaments nuich entangled, dark green, the diameter varying from

.0008 inch to .0010 or even more, cell-wall very thick, the dissepi-
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inents not I'vidi-iit ; ciidocliroiiu' ilensc, at first in harrel-sliaped

masses ratluT longer than thick, at hist separatint;" into somewhat

leiis-sha]»('(l dislcs.

SO. Oscillatoria, ?

Forms a dark l)lnc' or |)ur|»K' slimy coating on j)iles and logs, only

in shaded places, J'rof. Verrill. Filaments bluish-green, .0001 to

.00013 inch in diameter. Probably a common P]uro])ean species, but

I have no means of comparing it with authentic specimens.

Tlie above list is as complete as the collections made will j)ermit.

It will be remembered that Alg;e were sought for only a few weeks

in August and September:—if this coast could be thoroughly ex-

plored at different seasons the list would doubtless be much extended.

New Haven, March lOtli, 187:^.
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The Early Stages of the American Lobster {UoraaruH

Americanus Edwards). By Sidney I. Smith.*

A GREAT part of the published observations on the early history of

the higher Crustacea has been confined to the changes which take

place in the embryo within the egg or immediately after leaving it.

Of the later stages, which connect the newly hatched young with the

adult, very little is known, even in species of which the embryology

proper has been considerably studied. This results naturally from the

great difficulty of rearing the young of these animals in confinement.

In fact, it is usually easier to obtain the young in the different stages

directly from their native haunts, as has been so successfully done for

some of the radiates and worms by Alexander Agassiz, than to at-

tempt to rear them in ordinary vessels or small aquaria. In the case

of many of the higher Crustacea, a part of the early history might

often be traced back from the adult more easily than it can be from

the egg up.

The following account of the development of the American lobster

during its free-swimming stages is one of the results of the facilities

for collecting and studying the manne animals of Vineyard Sound,

Buzzard's Bay and the adjacent region, aflTorded me during the sum-

mer of 1871, by Pi-ofessor Spencer F. Baird, United States Commis-

sioner of Fish and Fisheries.

Numeroiis specimens of the free-swimming young of the lobster, in

difierent stages of growth, were obtained in Vineyard Sound, but my
time while there was so fully occupied in collecting that little was

left for studying the animals while alive. The figures and descriptions

which follow—except a few notes on color—have consequently all

been made from specimens preserved in alcohol, so that this article is

confined almost wholly to the development of the tegumentary ap-

pendages and does not include a study of the anatomy of the soft

internal organs.

As no opportunities were oftered in 1871 for observations upon the

young within the egg, this deficiency has been partially supplied by

* A brief abstract of a part of this paper, with the figures on plate XIV. appeared

in the American Journal of Science, 3d series, vol. iii, p. 1. June, 1872. A short notice

of it is also inserted in an article on " The Metamorphoses of tlie Lobster and other

Crustacea," in the Report of the U. S. Comniis.^ionor of Fisli and i'isheries on the Con-

dition of the Sea Fisheries of the Southern Coast of New Kngland in iN'i 1 and 1S7"J,

p. 522, 1873.
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a few observations at New Haven in May, 1S72.* Kggs taken May
2, from lobsters cnjttured at New l^ondon, C'onneeticnt, liad embryos

well advaneetl, as represented in figure 1. In tliis stage the eggs ai'e

slightly elongated spheroids,

about 2.1""" in the longer dia-

meter and 1.9 in the shorter.

One side is rendered very oj>a-

(|ue dark green by the unab-

sorbed yolk mass, while the
\—"" other shows the eyes as two

large black spots, and the red

- ? pigment spots on tlie edge of

the carapax, bases of the legs,

etc., as irregular lines of piidv

markings.

In a side view of the embryo,

the lower edge of the carapax

(J, figure 1) is clearly defined

and extends in a gentle curve

from the middle of the eye to

the posterior border of the embryo. This margin of the carapax is

marked vnih. dendritic spots of red pigment. The whole dorsal por-

tion, fully one-half the embryo, is still occupied by the unabsorbed

portion of the yolk (a, or, figure 1), of which the lower margin, repre-

sented in the figure by a dotted line, extends from close above the

eye in a curve nearly i)arallel with the lower margin of the carapax,

but with a sharp indentation a little way behind the eye. The eyes

(c, figure 1) are large, nearly round, not entirely separated from the

surrounding tissues, and with a central portion of black pigment.

The anteiuuihe (f/, figure 1) are simple, sack-like ap})endages, aris-

ing from just beneath the eyes, with the terminal portion turned back-

/ 71

The season at which the female lobsters carry eggs varies very much on different

parts of the coast. Lobsters from New London and Stonington, Connecticut, are with

eggs in April and May, while at Halifax, Nova Scotia, I found them with eggs, in which

the einl)ryos were just beginning to develop, early in September. A corresponding

variation is noticed in the lobster of the European coast.

f Embryo, some time before hatching, removed from the external envelope and

shown in a side view enlarged 20 diameters ; a, a, dark-green yolk mass still unab-

Korbed ; 6, lateral margin of the carapax marked with many dendritic spots of red

pigment; c, eye ; d, antennula; e, antenna
; /, external maxilliped; r/, great cheliped

which forms the big claw of the adult ; h^ outer swimming branch or exopodus of the

same; i, the four ambulatory legs witli their exopodal ))ranches; /.-, intestine; /, heart;

?/i, bilobed tail seen edgewise.
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ward and marked with several large dendritic spots of red pigment.
In specimens a little further advanced (figure 2) the future antennula is

Fip. 2.*
slightly separated from the external

membrane of the sack and is seen

forming within it, and at its tip

there appear to be several rudi-

mentary setae.

The antennse (e, figure 1) are but
little larger than the antenmihe and
are sack-like and without articula-

tions, but the scale and flagellum

are separated and bent backward,
the scale being represented by the

large and somewhat expanded lobe,

and the flagellum by a shorter and
slender lobe which arises from near the base of the j;cale. In speci-

mens a little further advanced (figure 2), the extremity of the scale

shows a few very short and rudimentary setae, and the flagellum is

tipped with three of the same character.

The mandibles, both pairs of maxilhe, and the first and second

maxillipeds are not sufficiently developed to be seen without remov-

ing the edge of the carapax and the adjacent parts. By dividing the

embryo in two, however, removing the carapax, and viewing the

parts under compression, a number of lobes corresponding' to the

mouth organs can be seen (figure 2). The anterior of these (c, ^gure

2), apparently representing the mandible, is broad, simple and clearly

defined. Next are several small and indistinct lobes (</, figure 2) re-

presenting, probably, the maxillre. Then, a larger lobe, indistinctly

divided into three parts at the extremity {e^ figure 2), represents the

first maxillipcd, and a slender lobe, with the terminal portion divided

into two processes (/, figure 2), represents the second maxilliped.

The external maxillipeds (/' figure 1, and //, figure 2) are well developed

and almost exactly like the posterior cephalothoracic legs. Both the

branches are simple and sack-like, the main branch, or endognathus,f

* Cephalic appendages of the left side of an embryo a little further advanced than

figure ], as seen under compression, enlarged 40 diameters; «, antennula; b, antenna;

c. mandible; </, maxilla'; e, first maxilliped
; /, second maxilliped; </, base of external

maxillipcd.

f To prevent confusion, the terms here used are the Latin forms of those proposed

by Milne Edwards to designate the different branches of the ceplialothoracic ap-

pendages : endopodus, for the main branch of a leg ; ejcopodus, for the acvessory branch

;

epipodus, for the flabolliform ajipendage : ami e»do>jnathus, exoyuatJitui, and ipiynaUius,

for the corresponding liranohes of the month organs.
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iiiucli l:iri;cT and slit^litly lonifcr tliaii tlie outer branch, or exognathus,

which is (jiiite sk'iider.

Till' five pairs of ci'iihalothoracic legs (y, A, /, tigiuv 1, and a, />,

tigure 3) are all similar and of about the same size, except the main

branch of the first pair, {g, figure 1, and c/, figure 3,) which is much
lai'ger than tliat of the others, but is

^'^- •'•*
still sack-like and entirely without ar-

ticulations. The outer or exopodal

branches of all the legs are slender,

wholly unarticulated, sack-like processes,

while the inner or main (endopodal)

branches of the four posterior pairs are

similar, but much stouter and slightly

longer processes arising from the same

bases. The bases of all the legs are

marked with dendritic spots of red pig-

ment like those upon the lower margin

of the carapax.

The abdomen [m, figure 1) is curved round beneath the cephalo-

thorax, the extremity extending between and considerably in front of

the eyes. The segments are scarcely distinguishable. The telson

(figure 4) is fully a third of the entire length of the abdomen, and, as

seen from beneath the embryo, is slightly ex-
'^' '*

panded into a somewhat oval form, and very

dee])ly divided by a narrow sinus, rounded at

the extremity. The lobes into which the tail

is thus divided are narrow, and somewhat ap-

))roacli each other toward the extremities, where

they are each armed along the inner edge with

six small obtuse teeth.

The heart {I, figure 1) is readily seen, while

the embryo is alive, by its regular ptilsations.

It appears as a slight enlargement in tlic dorsal

vessel, just under the posterior portion of the

cara])ax. The intestine {k, figure 1) is distinctly

visible in the anterior portion of the abdomen as

a well defined, transparent tube, in which float

little granular masses. This material AV'ithin the

intestine is constantly oscillating back and forth

as long as the embryo is alive.

* First and second cephalothoraoic legs, as seen detached from the body and under

compression, enlarged 40 diameters : a, leg of the anterior pair ; b, leg of the second pair.

f Extremity of the abdomen, seen from above and slightly compressed, enlarged .30

diameters.
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The subsequent development of tlie embryo within tlie ag^ was not

observed.

The following observations on the young larvae, after they have

left the eggs, have been made upon specimens obtained in Vineyard

Sound, or the adjacent waters, during July. These specimens were

mostly taken at the surface in the day-time, either with the towing or

hand net, and represent three quite different stages in the true larval

condition, besides a later stage approaching closely the adult : (1) a

free-swimming schizopodal form with the full number of cephalothor-

acic appendages, the abdomen without appendages, and the six pos-

terior pairs of cephalothoracic appendages pcdiform and their exopo-

dal branches developed into powerful swimming organs; (2) a simi-

lar form in which the rudimentary appendages have appeared upon

the second to the fifth segments of the abdomen ; and (3) a form in

which the exoj^odal branches of the six posterior pairs of cejjhalo-

thoracic appendages have decreased much in size, proportionally with

the rest of the animal, and in which well formed appendages have ap-

peared upon the penultimate segment of the abdomen in addition to

those upon the second to the fifth segments. For convenience, I have

designated these forms as the first, second, and third larval stages.

In the next form observed the animal has lost all its schizopodal char-

acters and assumed the more important features of the adult, although

still retaining the free-swimming habit of the true larval forms. This

stage I have indicated as the earliest stage of the adult form. The

exact age of the larvae in the first stage was not ascertained, but

was probably only a few days, and they had most likely molted only

once after leaving the eggs.

First larval stage.

In this stage the young are free-swimming schizopods about a third

of an inch (7-8 to 8-0'""") in length (plate XIV, figs. A, B). The
carapax is short and l)road, somewhat gibbous posteriorly as seen

from above, and projects in front into an unarmed, long, very slender

and acute rostrum, which is horizontal, flattened vertically, and only

a little less than half as long as the entire carapax including the

rostrum. The inferior angle of the anterior margin projects, beneatli

tlie eye, into an acute, spiniform and jtromiiient tooth. Tlie cervical

suture is faintly indicated, but no otlier areolation is perceptible. The
posterior portions of the branchial regions are e\j)anded laterally and

the posterior margin incloses a space considerably larger than the

base of the abdonien.

Trans, (^onnkcticut Ac.vd., Vol. II. 29 .li i.y, is7;f.
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The ocular pc'diuu-k's arc very sliort and tliick, directed straight

outward, and apparently admit ol" only a small amount of motion,

'riie coiiiea projects very slij^htly beyond the margin ot" the carapax

anil is very large, its diameter beinu; about a third as great as the

brea<lth of the carapax.

The antemiuhc (plate X\', lig. (i, enlarged 'M) diameters) are short,

simple, sack-like appendages, about half as long as the lostrum,

slightly contracted proximally, and entirely without division into seg-

ments. At tip they are each furnishetl with three simple seta", one

stout and about half as long as the antennula itself, the others very

small and j)laced at the base of the larger. No sign of auditory aj).

j)aratus could be discovered. In one specimen, which was aj)proach-

ing the time of molting, the antennulae of ohe next stage was plainly

visible through the integument (i)late XV, tig. 7, enlarged 30 diame-

ters), and show distinctly two sepai-ated segments representing the

peduncle, the partial separation of the secondary, or inner, flagellum,

and the hairs toward the tip of the outer liagellum.

The antennae (plate XV, tig. 11, enlarged 30 diameters) are slightly

longer than the antennulae and much further developed. There is a

sharp tooth at the base of the scale. The scale itself is highly de-

veloped and resembles considerably that of many of the Mysidea. It

is broad, considerably longer than the tlagellum, armed with a sharp

tooth at the extremity of the outer margin, and the inner edge is

ftirnished with very long plumose hairs, which are jointed through

most of their length, and ta})er to very slender tips. The flagellum is

shorter than the scale, separated from its peduncle by an articulation,

but is itself not divided into segments, and is naked except at the

tip, which is furnished with three equal, slender, j)lumose hairs like

those u))on the scale, only somewhat shorter.

The mandibles (plate XV, fig. 13, enlarged 25, and tig. 14, enlarged

40 diameters) are delicate and the crowns alone indurated. The palpi

are very small, short and cylindrical, the three subequal segments

faintly indicated, and the tij) of each furnished with two short hairs.

They are directed straight forward and apparently have no power of

acting within the edges of the mandibles as in the adult. The coronal

edges of the mandibles are asymmetrical. In both there is a very small

molar-like area (tig. 14, b) at the posterior angle covered with fine

teeth or bristles, and, in front of this, the margin, nearly to the anterior

angle, is armed wdth acute S])iriform teeth which are hooked slightly

backward. At the anterior angle this margin is turned abruptly

backward for a short distance below (in the natural position of the

1
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animal) the other edge, as a stout lamelliform process. This process

is quite difFei'ent in the two mandibles. In the left (fig. 14, a) its

posterior margin is separated from the body of the mandible for

quite a distance, and its inner, or terminal, edge divided into three

irregular obtuse teeth, of which the posterior is most prominent;

while on the right side this process is separated only for a short dis-

tance, the teeth are quite different in form, and the posterior one is

the least prominent.

In the first pair of maxillae (plate XVI, fig. 1, enlarged 40 diame-

ters) the endognathus is composed, as in the adult, of two lobes (fig.

1, a, h), the proximal lobe {a) rounded at tip and margined with

scattered setiform spinules, the distal lobe (6) truncated at the ex-

tremity, which is armed, somewhat as in the adult, with closely set

acute spinules. The exognathus (fig. 1, c) is much shorter than the

endognathus, is composed of a single article, and is armed at and near

the distal extremity with four setae (fig. la, enlarged "100 diameters),

of which two are at the tip, the inner one about as long as the

exognathus itself, the outer a little shorter; another, about as long as

this last, arises from an emargination on the inside a little way from

the tip
; while the fourth arises near the base of the inner one and is

very small.

In the second pair of maxilla? (plate XVI, fig. 4, enlarged 40 dia-

meters) the four lobes of the endognathus (a) are proportionally

much shorter than in the adult, the tips are broadly and evenly

rounded and s])arcely armed with stout and simple setfe. The

exognathus (fig. 4, h) is short, scarcely reaching to the tip of the

outer lobe of the endognathus. It is naked nearly to the tip, which

is armed with six simple seta*. Three of these setje are at the very

tip (fig. 4a, enlarged 100 diameters), the inner and longest one

equalling in length the body of the exognathus itself, the middle one

somewhat shorter, and the outer very small ; two others, as long as

the middle one of the ti]), arise together from an emargination upon

the iinier side near the extremity; while another starts froiii just

below the bases of these, but is only half as long as they. The an-

terior portion of the epignathus (fig. 4, c) is about as long and slightly

broader tlian the outer lobe of the endognathus, wliile the ]>osterior

portion is quite small, but little larger than the anterior. The edsje

of the epignathus is furnished all round with rather stout, jointed,

and densely plumose hairs.

The first, or inner, maxillipeds (plate XVI, fig. 0, enlarged 40 dia-

meters) differ from those of the adult chiefly in being more nulimen-
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tnry. TIr- I'liilojjfiiatlius (iig. 6, <i) is only simrsc'ly aiiiu'd with stout

st'tiv along and near the inncM' margin. The two segments of the

mesognathus (tig. G, b) are ahoiit equal in lengtli, the basal one witli

two long sini]>lc seta' on the inner side at the distal extremity, and

tlie terminal one with four at and near the tip. Of these terminal

seta' (tig. (V/, enlarged 100 diameters) the longest about e(iuals in

length the terminal segment of the mesognathus itself and arises

from an emargination on the iiuur side close to the tip, two,

successively shorter, arise from the lip itself, while l)elow the base of

these is one still shorter, Tlie exognathus (fig. 6, c) is not longer

than the mesognathus, shows no segmentation, the outer edge is fur-

nisJKil with twelve to fifteen jointed, plumose setne (fig. 6 6, enlarged

200 diameters), and at tip with two very short setic, while the inner

edge is naked. The epignathus (fig. 6, d) is small and naked, the

jtosterior portion, tliough nnich longer than the anterior, is propor-

tionally very much smaller than in the adult, and the extremity is

lounded and produced at the inner angle.

The second maxillipeds (plate XVI, fig. 9, enlarged 40 diameters)

are not flattene<l and appressed to the inner mouth organs as in the

adult. The endognathus is stout and cylindrical, the last three seg-

ments are bent inward at nearly a riglit angle, and all the segments

have about the same i)roportional lengths as in the adult. The inner

sides of all the segments below the meral are armed with a few nearly

straight setifomi spines, while the carpal segment upon the outer side,

and the succeeding ones all round, are sparcely armed with rather

stout spines, some of which are minutely serrate ; the terminal spine

is much stouter than the others and curved toward the tip. The

exognathus (fig. 9, a) is slender, rudimentaiy, composed of a single

article, does not reach beyond the meral segment of the endognathus,

and is furnished at the extremity with a very few short and rudimen-

tary setje, two of which are at the tip and two or three more arise

from slight emarginations in each side, thus showing a very slight

approach to the flagellifonn character which this ap]>endage has in

the adult, although there is as yet no indication of segmentation,

even at the tip. The epignathus (fig. 9, b) is rudimentary and sack-

like, scarcely longer than the diameter of the segment from which it

arises, and is ajiparently without a branchial appendage.

The external maxillipeds (plate XVI, fig. 13, enlarged 25 diameters)

are elongated and pediform, the endognathus being as long as and

much like the endopodi of the posterior legs, while the exognathus is

like the exopodal branches of all the legs. The segments of the

I
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endognathus are all nearly cylindrical, and the five distal are armed

with slender spines along the inner sides. The nieral and propodal

segments are equal in length, the ischial and caii>al also equal in

length, but a little shorter than the meral and propodal, while the

terminal segment is scarcely longer than the diameter of the ])ropo-

dus, tapers rapidly to the tip, which is armed with three slender spines,

the shortest of which is considerably longer than the segment itself

and the longest nearly three times as long. The spines upon the

distal end of the propodus are about as long as the segment itself,

while those ui:)on the inner sides of the other segments are much
shorter. Most of the spines are armed for a large part of the length

with two rows of acute and closely set teeth ; although the two long-

est of the terminal ones and some of the others appear to be wholly

unarmed. The exognathus (fig. 13, a) is about half as long as the

endognathus, the distal, flagellifoi-m portion being longer than the

basal and composed of eight or nine segments, each of which is ftir-

nished at the distal end with two very long jointed and ciliated hairs,

the distal ones fully as long as the flagelliform portion, but the ones

toward the base somewhat shorter. The epignathiis (fig. 13, h) and

the three branchial appendages (fig. 13, c) are very rudimentary,

being represented by small sack-like lobes, the one representing the

epignathus larger than the others and distinguished from them by its

better defined outline an.d less cellular structure.*

The anterior cephalothoracic legs (plate XIV, fig. 7>, enlarged 20,

and plate XVII, fig. 9, enlarged 40 diameters), corresponding to the

great chelate legs of the adult, are exactly alike, scarcely longer than

the external maxillipeds, and only imperfectly subcheliforni, with no

power of prehension. The endopodus is stouter than in the second

and third legs, but scarcely, if any, longer. The segments are all

nearly cylindrical, and all except the coxa! are armed along the inner

* The number of branchije, or branchial pyramids, in the American lobster is

twenty on each side : a single small one upon the second maxilliped, three well-

developed ones upon the external maxilliped, three upon the first cephalothoracic leg,

four each upon the second, third, and fourth, and one upon the fifth. The nmnl>er is

probably the same in the European species, although the statements of different

authors in regard to it are confused and contradictory. Pe Haan (Faima Japonica,

Crustacea, p. 146) states the number, for the genus Homaru^, as nineteen on each

side, giving only two for the external maxilliped, while Owen (Lectures on the Anat-

omy of the Invertebrate Animals, 2d cd., p. 3'>2) and Kdwards (Histoirc naturelle

des Crustaces, tome i, p. 86) gives the whole number on each side as twenty-two,

although Edwards in auotlier place in tlie same work, imder Homanis (tome iii. p.

XV.i), ifives twenty as the lunnhor.
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side, and the distal three all round, with slender spines. The propo-

dns (plate XVII, fiij. 9) is the longest and slightly the stoutest of the

segments, the basal ]iortion as long as the nicrus, the digital portion

mueh shorter than tlie dactylus and tapering ra|)idly to a short spine-

like tip, the inferior sidi' armed with several pairs of slender spines,

some of whicii are armed with two rows of aeute teeth, and the distal

end, on eaeh side at the base of the digital portion, with a long slen-

der spine armed, like those just mentioned, with two rows of acute

teeth. The dactylus itself is much shorter than the basal portion of

the j)ropodiis, tapers ra}ii<lly to the tij), which is terminated by a

spine nearly as long as the dactylus itself, and is armed on both mar-

gins with several small and slender spines. The exopodus (plate

XIV, fig. />, (() is just like the exognathus of the external maxillipeds,

except that the flagelliform portion is a little longer and eom])osed

often segments. The epignathus (tig. Z>, b) and the three branchial

appendages (fig. Z>, c) are almost exactly like those of the external

maxillipeds. In the s})ecimen figured all the l)ranehial appendages

were farther developed than in most of the specimens examined.

The second pair of legs (plate XVII, figs. 1 and la, enlarged 20

diameters) are nearly or quite as long as and very much like the first

pail", but the endopodi are considerably more slender, the j^ropodus is

scarcely stouter than the carpus, is armed with fewer spines beneath,

and the digital portion is much less developed, while the dactylus is

more slender and is terminated by a longer spine. The exopodus,

epipodus, and the four branchial appendages are just like the corres-

ponding parts of the anterior legs, the flagelliform portion of the

exopodus being composed of ten segments, as in all the other legs.

The third })air of legs are in all respects like the second pair, and

appear to be quite indistinguishable from them.

The fourth and fifth pairs of legs are styliform, a little more slender

than the second and third ])airs, and the endopodi and exopodi in

both i)airs arc quite similar in structure. The endopodi of the fourth

])air are armed with slender s])ines like those upon the second and

third }»airs; their ]tro])odal segments are slender, longer than the

other segments, and are armed on the inside, near the base of the

dactylus, with several long spines themselves armed with tAvo rows of

acute teeth ; and the dactyli are slender, rapitlly tai)ering, half as

long as the propodi, and are each terminated by a slender, slightly

curved, spiniform stylet fully twice as long as the segment itself, and

armed upon the outer side with rows of acute teeth like those

ujton the long sj)ines of the i)ropodus. The exopodi, epipodi, and the
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branchial appendages are exactly like the corresponding parts of the

second and third pairs of legs.

In the posterior pair of legs (plate XVII, fig. 6, terminal portion of

one, enlarged 40 diameters) the endopodus is slightly more slender

than in the fourth jjair, the jtropodus is proportionally a little lon-

ger, and the slender stylet at the tip of the dactylus is considerably

more than twice as long as the dactylus itself. The exojjodus is like

that of the other legs, and the single rudimentary, branchial appen-

dage is of the same size as those of the other legs.

The abdomen is slightly longer than the entire length of the cara-

pax, quite slender, tapers gradually toward the extremity, and all

the segments except the expanded telson are nearly cylindrical. The
' first segment does not extend beyond the posterior margin of the

sides of the carapax and is entirely unarmed. The second, third,

fourth and fifth segments are subequal in length, and each is armed

with a stout dorsal spine arising from the posterior margin and curved

backward, and has the posterior margin produced each side below

into a smaller, straight, tooth-like spine. The lateral spines increase

slightly in size from the second to the fifth segment. The dorsal

spine upon the second segment is shorter than the segment itself, that

upon the third is longer than the segment, and those upon the third

and fourth are still longer and nearly equal. (Plate XVIIl, fig. 8,

lateral view of the fourth segment, enlarged 20 diameters, and fig. 9,

diagram of a section of the same segment seen from behind, enlarged

30 diameters.) The penultimate segment is a little longer than the

preceding, and is armed above with two short spines like the one upon

the second segment, except that they are more curved toward the ex-

tremities.

The telson (plate XVIII, tig. 1, enlarged 20 diameters, and \a,

portion of one of the angles, enlarged 40 diameters) is closely arti-

culated to the penultimate segment, so as apjiarently to admit of no

motion between them, and is developed into a very large lamellar

swimming appendage somewluit triangular in outline, with the pos-

terior margin deeply concave. This caulal lamella is fully as long as

the four preceding segments together and nearly the same in breadth

across the posterior angles, being tully as broad as the widest part of

the carapax. The posterior margin is deeply and regularly concave

in outline, is armed with a stout median spine and the lateral angles

project in long spinifoim processes, while each side between the

lateral angles and the median spine there are fourteen or fifteen stout

plumose sette articulated to the margin (plate X VIII, fig. 1«), the seta

next the lateral angle being very much smaller than tiio others.
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Ill lite the eyes ui-e bright blue; the anterior i)ortion and the lower

margin of the t-arapax and the bases of the logs are s])C('kled with

orange ; the lower margin, the whole of the penultimate, and the

basal portion of the nltimate segment of the abdomen, are brilliant

reddish orange.

In this stage the larva' were first taken July 1, when they were

seen swimming rapidly about at the surfaee of the water among great

numbers of zoete, megalops, and eopeo})ods. Their motions and

habits recall at once the species of Mysis and Thysanopoda^ but

their motions are not quite as rapid and are more irregular. They

were freipu'ntly taken at the surface in different parts of Vineyard

Sound from Jidy 1 to 7, and several were taken otf Newport, -Hhode

Island, as late as July 15, and they would very likely be found also*

in June, judging from the stage of development to Mhich the embryos

had advanced early in May in Long Island Sound, liesides the spe-

cimens taken in the open water of the Sound, a great number was ob-

tained, July 6, from the well of a lobster-smack, where they were

swimming in great abundance near the surface of the water, having

undoubtedly been recently hatched from the eggs carried by the

female lobsters confined in the well. Some of these specimens lived

in vessels of fresh sea-water for two days, but all efibrts to keep them

alive long enough to observe their molting failed. They appeared,

while thus in confinement, to feed principally upon very minute ani-

mals of different kinds, but were several times seen to devour small

zoejB, and occasionally when much crowded, so that some of them be-

came exhausted, they fed upon each other, the stronger ones eating the

weaker.

Second larval stage.

In this stage the larva? have increased somewhat in size, and rudi-

mentary appendages have appeared upon the second to the fifth seg-

ments of tlie abdomen.

The carapax is proportionally a little narrower than in the first

stage and the cervical suture is a little more distinctly indicated.

The rostnnn (plate XV, fig. 2, enlarged 10 diameters) is much

broader at base, more triangular in outline, and is armed on each side

toward the base with three or four teeth, the terminal ])ortion being

slender, acute and unarmed. The niunber of teeth upon the sides of

the rostrum vary soniewhat in difterent specimens and often on the

different sides of the same specimen. In all, however, there is a stout

tooth each side over the eye and either two or three smaller ones in

front of it.

1
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The ocular peduncles are sliglitly longer and less stout in propor-

tion than in the first stage, and the cornea is not quite as broad.

The antennulro (plate XV, fig. 8, enlarged 20 diameters) are pro-

portionately no larger than in the last stage, but the three segments of

the peduncle are distinctly defined and the flagella are separated down

to the peduncle. The primary, or outer, flagellum is as short as the

peduncle, indistinctly divided into about six segments, and the inner

side furnished, especially toward the distal extremity, with many

cylindrical, and apparently tubular, hairs, which are half as long as

the flagellum itself and truncated at tip. The secondary, or inner,

flagellum is slender, about a third the diameter of the primary, and

considerably shorter, shows no division into segments, and is furnished

with one long and one very short cilium at tip. The distal segment

of the peduncle bears, near the base of the secondary flagellum, a

single, long, sparsely ciliated hair, perhaps auditory in its function, but

no other indication of auditory apparatus connected with the pedun-

cle was discovered.

The antennae are as in the first stage, except that the flagella are

almost as long as the scales, and in all the specimens examined are

without the long hairs at the tips.

The mandibles are as in the first stage, except that they are perhaps

slightly more indurated and the segments of the palpi more distinctly

indicated.

In the first maxilhe, the spines and setae upon the lobes of the

endognathus have increased slightly in number and size. The ex-

ognathus is proportionally somewhat longer and has an additional

seta at the tip, so that there are three terminal ones increasing in

length from the outside; while the large one upon the inside arises

somewhat further from the tip.

In the second maxillae, the lobes of the endognathus and the ex-

ognathus are as in the first stage, except a slight increase in the num-

ber and size of the spines upon the lobes of the endognathus. The

posterior portion of the epignathus has increased considerably in

length and is uiuch broader tlian the anterior portion.

The first, or inner, maxillipeds differ only very slightly from those

in the first stage. The mesognathus is relatively of tlie same size

and is furnished with the same number of seta\ The exognathus is

slightly longer in proportion and the posterior portion of the epigna-

thus is pro})ortionally larger than the anterior portion.

In the second maxillipeds the endognathus has changed verv little

from the first stage, the proportions of the segments and the nnmb«.r

Trans. Connecticut Acad., Vol. II. 30 Aigust. isT3.
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and arrano;cment of the spines being almost exactly the same, while

the artifiilations between the segments seem to be more distinctly

marked. The exognatlms has increased very sliglitly in length, and

the extremity shows a slight approach t<» the Hagelliform character

in the increased length of the rudimentary sctic, thougli there is still

no segmentation even at the tip. The epignathus (plate XVI, fig.

10, enlarged 40 diameters) lias increased very little in size, but shows

a very slight rudiment of a brancliial appendage as a minute lobe on

the inside near the base (fig. 10, c).

The endognathi and exognathi of the external maxillipeds are as in

the first stage, exce])t that the endognathus is a little more slender and

the terminal segment proportionally a little longer. The epignatlnis

and the three branchial appendages have increased very much in size,

the latter being elongated and the edges distinctly crenulated, but

the epignathus still somewhat sack-like and entirely without hairs.

These appendages are in exactly the same stage of development as

those upon the legs, and as represented in the figure of one of the

legs of the second pair (plate XVII, fig. 2, 6, c, enlarged 20 diame-

ters).

The anterior cephalothoracic legs (plate XVII, fig. 10, distal por-

tion of one, enlarged 20 diameters) are proportionally much larger

than in the first stage, and have become truly cheliform. The propo-

dus is proportionally much longer than in the first stage, is armed

only with very short spines, and the digital portion is nearly as long

as the basal, and its tip is incurved and terminates in a short and slen-

der nail. The dactylus is very slightly longer than the digital por-

tion of the propodus, is shaped very much like it, and has ap])arently

some power of prehension with it. The exopodus is larger, having

increased in proportion Avith the other legs. The epignathus and the

three branchial appendages are like those of the external maxillipeds.

The second and thii'd pairs of legs (plate XVII, fig. 2, one of the

second pair, enlarged 20 diameters) are alike and have increased con-

siderably in length. The Spines upon the ])ropodus are shorter and

the digital portion is more elongated, slightly incurved, and ter-

minated by a short nail. The dactylus is more slender, mucli longer

than the digital portion of the pro})odus, and terminates in a s])iiii-

form stylet nearly as long as the dactylus itself, but considerably

shorter than in the first stage. The exopodus, epipodus, and the

branchial aj)pendages are like those of the anterior legs.

The fourth pair of legs have increased in length proportionally with

the second and third pairs, the spines upon the distal extremity of
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the propodus are relatively shorter, the body of the dactylus has in-

creased in length so that it is more than half as long as the propodus,

but the styliform tip is much shorter, scarcely if at all hmger than

the dactylus itself, but still retains its armature of sharjj teeth along

one side. The exopodus, ejnpodtis, and the four branchial appendages

are the same as in the second and third pairs.

The posterior legs (plate XVII, fig. 5, enlarged 20 diameters, and

fig. 5r/, terminal portion enlarged 40 diameters) are proportionally as

long as the fourth pair, but are more slender. The propodus and

dactylus are relatively longer and more slender than in the first stage,

and the tei-minal stylet of the dactylus, though longer than in the

fourth pair, is but little longer than the dactylus itself. The exopo-

dus is like that of the other legs and the single branchial appendage

is like the others.

The abdomen is slightly stouter relatively than in the first stage,

and the appendages of the second, third, fourth and 'fifth segments

have appeared. The dorsal spines upon the second to the sixth seg-

ment are of the same form but slightly shorter than in the first stage,

and the spinifonn lateral angles of the same segments are a little

shorter and stouter.

The telson (plate XVIII, fig. 2, enlarged 20 diametei's) is relativelv

smaller and broader at base, being more quadrilateral in outline, and

the stout plumose setae of the posterior margin are much smaller.

The articulation between the telson and the penultimate segment is

more distinct than in the first stage, but apparently still admits of

very little if any motion.

The natatory legs of the second, third, fourth and fifth segments

(plate XVIII, fig. 5, one of the legs of the third segment, enlarged

30 diameters) differ somewhat in size in different specimens, but are

nearly as long as the segments themselves. The terminal lamella- of

these appendages are simple, oblong and sack-like, without sign of

segmentation or clothing of hairs or setae.

Specimens in this stage were taken only twice, July 1 and 15.

They have the same habits and general appearance as in the first

stage. In color they are almost exactly the same, only the orange-

colored markings are })erhaps a little less intense.

Tldrd larval stage.

In this stage (plate XIV, fig. E^ enlarged .^ diameters) tlie larva*

are about half an inch (12 to 13""") in length, the inte>rument is

of a firmer consistency than in the earlier stages, and the i-iitire animal
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lias begun to lose its schizopodal cliiinictiTs aiul to assume some of

the features of the adult.

The oarajtax has nearly the same general torm as in the earlier

stages, but tlie cervieal suture is nuu-h more distinct, and the inferior

angle of the anterior margin is jirolonged into a much h'ss prominent

tooth. The rostrum (plate XV, tig. ;^, eidai-ged 10 diameters) is

somewhat depressed from the base to near the tip, is })roportionally

shorter and broader than in either of the earlier stages, and Its mar-

gins are armed with the same variable immber of teeth as in the

second stage.

The ocular peduncles are slightly more slender, the eyes themselves

are proportionally a little smaller than in the second stage, and the

peduncles aj)parently admit of considerable motion.

The antennuhe (plate XV, fig. 9, enlarged 20 diameters) are longer

and more slender than in the second stage, but are still considerably

shorter than the rostrum. The outer flagellum is distinctly divided

into about ten equal segments, and the distal half of the inner margin

is furnished with numerous hairs similar to those in the second stage,

only smaller and not more than half as long. The inner flagellum is

three-fourths as long as the outer, slender, rather indistinctly divided

into eight to ten segments, and entirely naked.

The antennae retain the essential features of the earlier stages. The
scale is proportionally as large, and is furnished with the same form

of plumose hairs along the inner margin as in the first and second

stages. The flagellum is about a half longer than the scale, indis-

tinctly multiarticulate and apparently without terminal setae or

lateral hairs.

The mandibles (plate XV, fig. 15, enlarged 25 diameters, and figs.

16, IV, 18) have nearly the same form as in the first and second stages,

but the crowns are more indurated and thickened, the teeth not quite

as acute, and the anterior portion of the margin not (juite as abruptly

recurved, while the palpi have increased considerably in size, the last

segment being much longer than either of the others, and tipped with

five, instead of two, short hairs or setae.

In the first maxillae, the spines and setae upon the lobes of the

endognathus are more numerous and considerably stouter than in the

second stage. The exognathus is proportionally no longer than in

the first and second stages, and has the same number of setae at the

extremity as in the second stage; these setae (plate XVI, fig. 2, en-

larged 100 diameters) are, however, proportionally a little shorter and

stouter, the inner, and longer, of the three tenninal ones is a little

A
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below the tip, and tlie two u])oii tlie inner side are still further from

the tip than in the second stage.

The second raaxillse have not changed from the last stage, ex-

cept in a slight increase in the number of seta upon the lobes of tlie

endognathus, and a similar increase in the stout plumose hairs upon

the margins of the epignatlius, of which the posterior lobe is a little

broader than in the second stage.

In the first maxillipeds (plate XVI, fig. 7, enlarged 40 diameters),

the anterior portion of the endognathus is proportionally larger and

the spines upon its inner margin are more numerous than in the first

and second stages. The mesognathus has the same number of term-

inal setae (fig. 7a, enlarged 100 diameters) as in the earlier stages, but

there are several short hairs along the outer margin, and three setae

upon the inner side of the distal end of the basal segment. The exo-

gnathus has increased considerably in length, and its extremity has

begun to show slightly the flagelliform character, although there are

as yet no distinct articulations, and only three or four short hairs on

the inner margin near the tip.

In the second maxillipeds, the endognathus has become slightly

compressed and the meral segment is longer in proportion, but other-

wise is nearly as in the first stage. The exognathus has increased

somewhat in length, and the terminal portion shows two or three dis-

tinct segments and several quite long plumose and jointed hairs, thus

clearly indicating its flagelliform character. The epignathus (plate

XVI, fig. 11, enlarged 40 diameters) has increased slightly in size, and

the branchial appendage at its base appears as a well defined lobe

(fig. ll,c) longer than the breadth of the epignathus itself.

The external maxillipeds show a slight change toward the adult

form. They have not increased in size so rapidly as the legs, and the

form and proportions of the segments of the endognathus are quite

different, the segments being slightly flattened and angulated on the

inner margin, the ischial, meral and propodal segments about equal

in length and longer than the others, the articulation between the

ischium and merus oblique, and the distal portion carried bent in-

ward by a marked geniculation between the merus and carpus and a

slight one between the propodus and dactylus. The terminal seg-

ment also is longer and more slender than in the earlier stages, and
the spines at the tip and on the whole inner margin of the endogna-

thus are proportionally smaller, although of about tlie same number
as in the adult. There are no indications of teetii or crenulations

upon the inner margin of the ischium. The exognatluis is relatively

shorter than in the earlier stages, having increased scarcely at all in
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sizi'. Till' ri:iLri'llilV>rm ])()rti(Hi is comiiost'd of tlio suinc number of

segments as in the earlier Staines, Itiit the plumose hairs are somewhat

shorter. The epignathus has iucreasi'd much in size, has enlirelv lost

its sack-like charactt-r, and is t'uniislicd witli a lew hairs aloniji; the

margins. The three hranchial appendages have also increased much

in size, and are lohed along the sides. The e})ignathus and hranchial

appendages are in the same stage as those upon the second pair of

legs (plate XVII, tig. 3, enlarged 20 diameters).

The anterior legs (plate XVII, tig. 11, distal extremity ol" one,

enlarged 20 diameters) have increased very much in size, and begin

to resemble somewhat those of the adult, although they are still just

alike on the two sides, and dift'er very conspicuously in the foi*m of

the propodus, which has the lower margin nearly straight, the upper

margin convex, and the fingers thus somewhat deflexed, while in the

earliest state of the adult form the lower margin is strongly convex

and the fingers turned slightly upward. The endopodus reaches be-

yond the extremities of the other legs by the full length of the

propodus, is proportionally very much stouter than they, and is fur-

nished with only short spinules and hairs. The propodus is broad

and stout, the inferior margin nearly straight, and the digital portion

about two-thirds as long as the basal ancl tapering to an obtuse ex-

tremity. The dactylus is strongly curved downward toward the tip,

which is slender but not acute. The exopodus is proportionally much

smaller than in the second stage, being absolutely about as large and

having the same number of segments in the flagelliform portion but

furnished with shorter plumose hairs. The epipodus and the branchial

appendages are like those of the external maxillipeds and have evi-

dently begun to perform the same functions as in the adult.

The second and third pairs of legs (plate XVII, lig. 3, one of the

second pair enlarged 20 diameters) have increased considerably in

size and become ti'uly cheliform. The inferior margin of the propodus

is armed only with very small spines, but there is still, as in the

eai'lier stages, a long spine armed with acute teeth, on each side at

the base of the dactylus, and the digital portion is nearly as long as

the dactylus, is minutely toothed along the inner edge and terminates

in a very short styliform tip. The dactylus projects only slightly

beyond the propodus and like it is toothed along the inner edge and

terminates in a slender tip. The exopodus, epipodus and branchial

appendages are like those parts in the anterior legs as well as in the

fourth pair.

The fourth pair of legs are of the same length as the second and

third, the spines upon the propodus are relatively a little shorter than

1
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in the second stage, while the dactylus itself is relatively longer, hut

is terminated by a shorter stylet.

The posterior legs (plate XVII, fig. 7, terminal portion of one,

enlarged 40 diameters) have changed precisely in the same way as

those of the fourth pair.

The abdomen is armed with the same number of dorsal spines as

in the first and second stages, but they are all much smaller than

in the second stage. The lateral angles of the second to the fifth

segments project in sharp angular teeth, which are much shorter and

broader than in the earlier stages and project obliquely backward and

downward.

The telson (plate XIV, fig. F^ enlarged 1.5 diameters, a, one of the

plumose setse, enlarged 75 diameters, and plate XVIII, fig. 3, enlarged

20 diameters) is of nearly the same form as in the second stage, but

is proportionally much smaller—although absolutely fully as large

—

considerably broader at base, and the setae and spines are very much
smaller. Tlie natatory legs of the second, third, fourth, and fifth

segments (plate XVIII, fig. 6, one of the legs of the third segment,

enlarged 30 diameters) have increased much in size, the lamella? are

fully twice as long as in the second stige, are somewhat lanceolate in

form, and the margins of the distal half show a slight indication of

segmentation and are ftimished with very short rudimentary seta?

clothed with very short hairs (fig. 6a, enlarged 100 diameters).

The appendages of the penultimate segment (plate XVIII, fig. 3,

enlarged 20 diameters) are well developed, although relatively smaller

and otherwise quite different from those of the adult. The outer

lamella is broad ; rudely oval, wholly without a transverse articula-

tion near the extremity, and the outer margin is naked and nearly

straight for two-thirds its length, then obliquely triuicated at a slight

angle and continiaoiis in a regular curve with the posterior and muer

margins, and clothed all the way, except near the base of the inner

side, with long plumose setae (plate XVIII, fig. 3a, enlarged 50 diam-

eters) articulated to the margin but apparently not divided into seg-

ments like the set;v of the exojtodal branches of the cephalothoracic

legs. The inner lamella is a little smaller than the outer, more resru-

larly ovate, and margined all round, except near tlie base, with

plumose seta' like those upon the outer lamella.

The only specimens procured in this stage were taken July S and

15. In color they were less brilliant than in the earlier stages, the

orange markings being duller and wliole animal slightly tinged with

greenish brown.
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Early stayes of the adult form.

Between this stage ami the tliinl larval stage there is possil)ly an

intermediate form wanting. 'I'lie changes in the whole appearance of

tlie animal have heeii so mneh greater than between the first and

second <>r between the second and third larval stages, that, although

the difference in size is inconsideral>le, the wliole change did not per-

haps take place at one molt.

In this stage the animal is abont three-fifths of an inch (14 to 17""")

loii'j;, has lost all its sehizopodal characters, and has assnmed the

more important featnres of the adult lobster. It still retains, how-

ever, the free-swimming habit of the true larval forms, and was fre-

quently taken at the surface, both in the towing and hand net. Al-

though it reseml)les the adult in many features, it differs so much

that, were it an adult, it would untloubtedly be regarded as a distinct

genus.

The carapax has nearly the same form as in the adult, being longer

and proportionally nan-ower than in the third larval stage, and not

gibbous upon the sides posteriorly. The areolation is as distinct as

in the adult. The tooth upon the anterior margin, just over the base

of the antenna, is rather more prominent than in the adult, but there

seems to be no small spine back of this on the side of the carapax as

there is in the adult. The rostrum (plate XV, figs, 4 and 5, enlarged

10 diameters) is about two-fifths as long as the carapax including the

rostrum, broad, expanded in the middle, and terminates in a slender

bifid tip (fig. 4«, enlarged 25 diameters). The edges are clothed with

plumose seta? (fig. 46, enlarged 50 diameters) and tliree or four teeth

on each side besides a small one near the base and a little way back

from the margin, and in some specimens with a minute additional

spine on each side near the slender tei-minal i)ortion.

The ocular peduncles are elongated and of nearly the same form as

in the adult.

The antennuljB (plate XV, fig. 10, enlarged 20 diameters) have

assumed the form and character of those of the adult. The basal

segment is broad and has a well developed auditory chamber contain-

ing otolithes and similar to that of the adult, although, in the alco-

holic specimens examined, the chamber appeared to be open while in

the adult it is closed. All the segments of the peduncle have a few

hairs or setie upon the outside, and the ultimate and penultimate on

the inside also. The flagella are nearly equal in length, the outer

beino- slightly longer, and extend only a little beyond the tip of the

rostrum. The outer fiagellum is very stout, composed of ten to twelve

A
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segments, most of which are as broad as long, and is furnished along

the inner side, especially on the distal portion, with many short, stout

and jointed setae. The terminal segment is slender, scarcely half as

thick as the others, much longer than hroad, and obtusely rounded at

the tip. The inner flagellum is slender and composed of nine or ten

segments, which are nearly all twice as long as broad, and furnished

at the distal end with several very short hairs. The teraainal seg-

ment is slightly narrower than the others, and obtusely rounded and

furnished with four short hairs at the tip.—In the full grown adult

lobster the antennulse differ in having much longer and more slender

flagella, the inner being a little longer than the outer, and both extend-

ing for more than three-quarters of their length beyond the rostrum.

The outer flagellum is composed of a great number of very short

segments, and the terminal portion tapei'S to a long slender tip and

is furnished along the inner side with numerous setae as in the earlier

stage. The inner flagellum is not so much more slender than the

outer as in the earlier stage, and is composed of very numerous seg-

ments which are as broad, or nearly as broad, as long.

The antennae (plate XV, fig. 12, enlarged 10 diameters) still retain

some marked characters of the larval stage. The second segment of

the peduncle projects into an angle on the outside at the base of the

scale, not into a stout tooth as in the adult. The scale is still quite

large and lamelliform, projecting half its length beyond the peduncle,

and is furnished on the inner margin with long plumose sette as in

the larval stages, though in this stage the margin projects in a slender

process at the insertion of each seta. The flagellum is slender, fully

as long as the carapax to the tip of the rostrum, and is composed of

thirty-six to forty segments which are as long as or much longer than

broad, and furnished at the distal end with several short hairs or

setae.—In the full grown adult lobster the antennal scale is reduced

to a stout tooth-like appendage extending scarcely beyond the fourth

segment of the peduncle and with a thick expansion upon the inner

side, and the stout tooth at its base is nearly as lai'ge as the scale it-

self. The flagellum is fully twice as long as in the young state, and

is composed of very numerous short segments closely articulated

togethei'.

The mandibles (plate XV, fig. 19, enlarged 25 diameters, and fig.

20, left one seen from the inside, enlarged 40 diameters) have lost the

lamelliform processes and a])j)roach in general form those of the

adult, but the crowns are much less massive and their edges are con-

spicuously dentate. The palpi have the same form as in the adult,

Trans. Coxnecticut Acad., Vol. II. 31 Ai-gcst, 1873.
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tin- tci'tiiiiial si'LCiiH'iit 1)» iiiLt Itioinl, tl;itt('iu(l, cIoIIumI witli luiinerous

S(.'l;i', and ai-tiiiii witliiii tlio I'll^rs ot" \\\v crowns as in tlie adult.

Till' first nia\ill:i' (plate XVI, fiij. .'5, cnlarued 20 diameters) have

till' proximal lol»e (Hg. 3, a) of the eiidoniiatluis rounded at the ex-

tremity as in the adnlt hut with much lewer seta>, while the distal

lohe (tii;. 3, h) is not expanded at the end as in the adult and, like the

proximal lohe, has fewer seta'. Theexognathus (fig. 3, c) is composed

of two segments as in the adult, hut the terminal segment is much

shorter than the other, nearly straight, and naked to the extremity,

which is tii»i>ed with three setae of different lengths, w'hile in the

adult this terminal segment is as long as the hasal, curved sinuously

backward and outward, is ciliated along the inner or anterior margin,

and tipped with numerous setae.

The second maxilla^ (plate XVT, fig. 5, enlarged 20 diameters) differ

but slightly from those of the adult. The anterior of the four lobes

(fig. 5, rt) of the endognathus is rounded at the extremity, while in the

adult it is subtruncate, and the extremities of all the lobes are armed

with fewer seta? than in the adult. The exognathus (fig. 5, h) is rela-

tively longer than in the adult, but is furnished with only a few hairs,

while in the adult it is thickly ciliated along the inner edge and at

the tip. The epignathus (fig. 5, c) is relatively a little smaller than

in the adult.

In the first maxillipeds (plate XYI, fig. 8, enlarged 20 diameters)

the endogathus (fig. 8, a) is slightly narrower than in the adult and

has fewer marginal setae. The terminal segment of the mesognathus

(fig. 8, b) is narrow, tapers to an obtuse extremity and has but a very

few marginal cilia, while in the adult it is ovate in outline and closely

fringed with cilia. The exognathus (fig. 8, c) is a little shorter than

in the adult, and the terminal flagelliform portion is composed of a

few (seven or eight) segments as long as broad and furnished at the

distal ends with long plmnose hairs, while in the adult the segments

are very short and numerous and the hairs quite short. The ejiigna-

thus is not prolonged })osteriorly into so long and slender a point as

it is in the adult.

In the second maxillipeds (])late XVI, fig. 12, enlarged 20 diame-

ters) the endognathus is only sparsely armed with spines and seta':,

while in the adult it is thickly beset with them. The exognathus

(fig. 12, a) is nearly as long as in the adult, but the flagelliform portion

differs, as the same i)art in the first maxillipeds, in being composed

of few segments with long plumose hairs, while in the adult the seg-

ments are very numerous and the hairs short. The epignathus (fig. 1 2,

b) is much shorter than in the adult and the branchial appendage
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(fig. 12, c) is obtuse at the tip and lias only a few lobes in the margin,

while in the adult it is slender at the tip and is made up of numerous

slender papillaj.

The endognathus of the external maxillipeds (plate XVI, fig. 14,

enlarged 10 diameters) has nearly the same form and proportions as

in the adult, but is furnished with fewer and longer sets, and the

teeth upon the inner angle of the ischium are fewer and more acute.

The exognatluis (fig. 14, a) is relatively no longer than in the adult,

but the flagelliform portion is composed of fewer segments and is

furnished, with much longer plumose setae. The epignathus (fig. 14, h)

is much shorter than in the adult, and is not prolonged as there into

a long and slender extremity. The three branchial appendages (fig.

14, c) are proportionally shorter and more obtuse than in the adult,

and have comparatively few and short papillae.

The anterior cephalothoracic legs (plate XVII, fig. 12, tenninal

portion of the right one, enlarged 10 diameters) are alike on the two

sides, are considerably longer than the carapax to the tip of the ros-

trum, and are formed much like the smaller one in the adult, although

considerably more slender and wanting the stout teeth upon the

up])er edge of the basal portion of the propodus.

The legs of the second and third pairs (plate XVII, figs. 4, and

4a, one of the second pair, enlarged 20 diameters) are of the same

form and proportions as in the adult, but are armed with fewer and

relatively longer spines and setae.

The legs of the posterior and penultimate pairs (plate XVII, fig. 8,

terminal portion of one of the posterior pair, enlarged 20 diameters), as

well as those of the second and third pairs, are like those of the adult

in form and proportions, but are armed with fewer spines and setae.

The abdomen (plate XVIII, fig. 10, side view of the second to fifth

segments, enlarged !=! diameters, and fig. 4, telson with the ajipendages

of the penultimate segment on one side, enlarge<l 2o diameters) is

scarcely as long as the cephalothorax, including the rostrum, while in

the adult it is considerably longer. The lateral angles of the second,

third, fourth, and fifth segments are prolonged <lownward into long

and acute teeth, and the second segment is similar to the following

ones and overlaps the first segment scarcely at all. In the full-grown

adult, the sides of the second segment are broad, overlap the first

segment, and are truncated below with the anterior angle roimded

and the posterior right-angled, while the sides of the third, fourth,

and fifth segments are narrow and have the postero-Iateral angles

]irojecting backwaid in a ^]ig"ht tot'th. Xo appeiulages c«)uld be

found u]»()n the first segment. The natatory legs of the scconil, third,
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fourth aiul lii'th st-gments (plate XVIII, fig. 7, one of the legs of the

thinl segment, enhirged 20 diameters) are proportionally larger than

in the adult, the terminal lamelhe es]»eeially being nineh longer and

lurnishi-d with very long i)lumose and jointed seta' (plate XVIII,

tig. 7'/, enlarged 100 diameters).

The telson (plate XVIII, tig. 4, enlarged -'0 diameters) is nearly

(puidrangular, as wide at the extremity as at the base, and the pos-

terior margin is arcuate, but does not exteiul beyond tlie i)rominent,

sjtiniform latt'ral angles, and is furnished with long plunuise hairs. In

the adult the telson is not quadrangular, but nnich narrowed toward

the extremity, which is strongly arcuate, nearly semi-circular and pro-

jects far beyond the small dentihrnn lateral angles. The lamelhe

of the appendages of the penultimate segment (fig. 4) are regularly

oval and margined with long jiluniose hairs, and the outer lamelhe

have a transverse articulation near the tip as in the adult, although

the proximal side of this articulation is not armed as in the adult

with numerous slender teeth, but with only a single obtuse one near

the middle. In the adult the lamelhe are not regularly oval but

broader distally and somewhat truncate at the extremities.

In color they resemble closely the adult, but the green of the back

is lighter, and the yellowish markings upon the claws and body are

23roi)ortionately larger.

In this stage, the young lobsters swim very rapidly by means of

the abdominal legs, and dart backward, wlien disturbed, with the

caudal aj)pendages, frequently jumping out of the water in this way

like shrimp, which their movements in the water much resemble.

They appear to live a large part of the time at the surface, as in the

earlier stages, and were often seen swimming about among other

surface animals. They were frequently taken from the 8th to the

28th of July, and very likely occur much later.

Specimens in this stage vary considerably in size, and it is barely

possible that they represent two difterent molts. The following mea-

surements of three specimens taken at different dates illfistrate these

differences in size.

July 15. July 28. July 20.

Length from tip of rostrum to extremity of telson, i4-0"""- 16-2"""- 16-8"""-

" of carapax to tip of rostrum, 6-8 8*2 8-4

" " rostrum, .- 2-7 3-2 32

Breadth of carapax, 24 29 3«

Length of propodua of anterior leg, right side,

—

4 2 5-3 5-4

" dactylus " " " "... 20 25 2-5

" propodus " " left side, 43 5-3 5-4

" dactylus " " " " 2-0 2-6 25
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From the dates on which the diiferent forms were taken, and from

the known rapidity with which the young of allied genera increase in

size and come to the mature form, there can be no doubt that the

young pass through all the stages I have described in the course of a

single season, and it is probalde that the lai-gest of the young just

mentioned had not been hatched from the egg more than six weeks

and very likely only a much shorter time. How long the young

retain their free-swimming habit after arriving at the lobster-like form,

was not ascertained.

Specimens three inches in length have acquired nearly all the char-

acters of the full grown adult. The rostrum is not more than a

fourth of the length of the carapax including the rostrum, and in

form is more like that of the second and third stages of the larva?

than that of the earliest stage of the adult form. It is regularly and

very narrowly triangular, the terminal third slender, spiniform and

\inarmed as seen from above, but broader as seen in a fateral view and

armed below with two small teeth directed forward, the middle por-

tion armed each side above with two spinifonn teeth, the posterior

one slightly the smaller, and sometimes a third, still smaller one,

back of the others.

The antennulffi are about two-thirds as long as the carapax includ-

ing the rostrum, the peduncles reach nearly to tip of the rostrum,

and the inner flagella are slightly longer than the outer. The flagella

of the antennte are nearly as long as the rest of the animal, and the

peduncle reaches nearly to the tip of the rostrum. The antennal

scale is still considerably larger proportiynally than in the full grown

adult, reaching nearly to the extremity of the peduncle, but it is

reduced to a stout tooth-like appendage with a lamellar expansion

upon tlie inner side.

The mandibles are nearly as massive as in the full-grown adult, and

the posterior portion of the outer edges of the crowns are smooth and

continuous and not dentate, as in the earlier stages.

The anterior cephalothoracic legs arc relatiAcly very mucli stouter

than in the earlier stages and are unlike on the two sides, as in the

full-grown, the propodus upon one side being much broader than

upon the other and the prehensile edges of the propodus and dactylus

wanting the dense clothing of short hairs or seta- which are consj^icu-

ous upon the other leg.

The sex\uxl appendages upon the first segment of the abdomen are

fully developed. The sides of all tlie abdominal segments, tlietelson,

and the appendages are almost exactly as in the full-grown.
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For coiivciru'iict' ol' coiiijmrisoii, tlic (l('t:iil('<l iiicnsiircineiits of the

youiiif in tlusi' ditii-iviit stiiijcs .'ire ;irr;iii<;r(l toLjctluT on p. 378.

A c'oin|tarison of the hirval staixcs of tlic European h)hster with

those of our own species would be very important and interestiiii;,

hut as far as I can U'arn, no eoni])k'te li^ures or (k'seriptions of the

larval sta<;es of the Euro})ean l(»l)ster after leaving the egg liave heen

pnblislied. Kalhke's* figures of the embryo of the European lol»sli'r

just before leaving the vu:,^^, indicate the base of the anteinmla as com-

posed of three distinct segments, the branchial appendages of the

external maxillipeds and the cephalothoracic legs as much further

advanced than they are in the first larval stage of the American

lobster described in this pajjcr, and the appendages of the penul-

timate segment of the al)domeii are already represented by small

lobes beneath the abdomen. In the same stage of the embryo, the

lateral spines upon the second to the fifth segments of the abdomen

have ajipeaved, but no dorsal spines are indicated in the figures.

Kroyer'sf figures of the embryo, apparently at nearly the same stage

of development, represent some of the appendages very diflferent.

The anterior cephalothoracic legs are represented as truly cheliform,

the lateral spines upon the segments of the abdomen are mistaken

for abdominal legs and represented as each composed of two seg-

ments, while the telson is represented as quite difierent in form ffom

either Rathke's figures or from those of any stage which I have ob-

served in the American lobster.

Of all the larval stages of other genera of Crustacea of which I have

seen figures or descriptions, there are none which are closely allied to

the early stages of the lobster. Astacus, according to Rathke, leaves

the egg in a form closely resembling the adult, the cephalothoracic

legs having no exopodal branches and the abdominal legs being

already developed. Of the early stages of the numerous other genera

of Astacidea and Thalassinidea scarcely anything is known, but as

far as is known none of them appear to ai)proach the larvie of the

lobster. ]Most of the species of Crangonidje and Pahemonida'—among

the most tyi)ical of macrourans—of which the development is known,

are hatched from the egg in the zoea stage, in which the five poste-

rior pairs of cephalothoracic appendages or decapodal legs are wholly

* Beltrage zur vergleichenden Anatomie und Physiologie, iiber die Kiickschreitende

Metamorphose der Theire, Danzig, 1842, p. 120, plate ii.

f Monogratisk Fremstilling af Sl.'egten Hippolyte's nordiske Arter, med Bidrag til

Dekai)odenit'S Udviklingshistorio (Kongl. Danske Vidensk. Selsk. naturvid. og matliem.

Afhandlinger, ix Deel), Kjobenhaven, 1842, p. 251, plate vi.
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wanting, as are also tlie abdominal legs, while the two anterior pairs

of maxillipeds, or all of them, are developed into locomotive or-

gans.* In no period of their development do they have all the deca-

pod al legs furnished with natatory exopodal branches. There are

undoubtedly larval forms closely allied to those of Homarus in

some of the groujjs of macrourans, although they appear to be as yet

unknown.

Notwithstanding these larval forms of the lobster seen to have no

close affinities with the known larvae of other genera of macrourans,

they do show in many characters a very remarkable and interesting

apjiroach to the adult Schizopoda, particularly to the Mysidte. This

appears to me to furnish additional evidence that the Schizopods are

only degraded macrourans much more closely allied to the Sergestidae

than to the Squilloidea.

* The following short description of the young of Palcemonetes vulgaris (the common
prawn or transparent shrimp of the southern coast of New England) soon after hatch-

ing and when about 3""^' long, will serve as an example of a common form of the

early stage of the larvse in these famihes : The cephalothorax is short and broad with

a slender spiniform rostrum in front, an enormous compound eye each side at the an-

terior margin, and a small simple eye in the middle of the carapax. The antennulae

are quite rudimentary, being short and thick appendages projecting a httle way in

front of the head ; the peduncle bears at its extremity a very short obtuse segment

representing the primary flageUum, and inside, at the base of this, a much longer

plumose seta. The antennae are slightly longer than the antennulae ; the short pedun-

cle bears a stout appendage, corresponding to the antennal scale, the terminal portion

of which is articulated and furnished with long plumose seta', and on the inside at the

base of the scale, a slender process corresponding to the flagellum, terminated by a

long plumose seta. The first and second pairs of maxilhe are well formed and ap-

proach those of the adult. The three pairs of maxillipeds are all developed into

powerful locomotive appendages ; the inner branches, or endognathi, being slender

pedtform appendages terminated by long spines, while the outer branches, or exognathi,

are long swimming appendages like the swimming branches of the legs of the young

lobsters in the first stage. Both branches of the first maxillipeds are considerably

shorter than those of the following pairs, but otherwise like them, and the inner

branch of the second pair is somewhat shorter than that of the third, but it^i outer

branch is about as long as that of the third pair. The five pairs of cephalothoracic

legs are wanting, or only represented by a cluster of minute sack-like processes just

behind the outer maxillipeds. The abdomen is long and slender, wholly without ap-

pendages beneath, and the last segment is expanded into a short and very broad

caudal lamina, the posterior margin of which is truncate with the latenil angWs

rounded ; these angles each bear three, and the posterior margin itself •eight more

stout plumose setse, the seto3 of the posterior margin being longer than those upon the

angles, and separated b}' broader spaces in which the margin is armed with numerous

very small setaj. They arrive at the adult form before they are more tlian 5"">' long.
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The following measuivmcnts of single specimens of the dittereut

stages of the larva% of the earliest stage of tlie adult form, and of two

small specimens of different sizes of the adnlt, illustiate better tlian

the descriptions and figures the relative increase in size in llie whole

animal and in some of the parts. Tlie length of the rostrum is taken

from the posterior margin of the orbit, the lengths of the external

maxillij)ed aiwl the ce])li:d(»th()racic legs from the base of the epipodus

or epignathus to the extremity of the dactylus, and the length of the

propodus and daetylus includes in each case the terminal styliform

portion.

First St'coml Tlilrd p;iirlii-Bt Small Small
larval larval larval form of adult, adult,
stage. stage, stage. adult. female, male.

Length from tip of rostrum to end of telson, 7-9""'' 10-G""" IS-O""" l-fO""" 80-""" 132-"""

" of carapax to tip of rostrum, 3-6 .-)•] G-6 6-8 36-6 (H-

" " rostrum, 1-7 2r) 30 2-7 9-5 16-0

Breadth of carapax, 16 22 27 24 l^--^ 262

Length of autennula, 1-0 1-2 1-6 29 24- 38-

" '• inner flagelhini of antcnnula,- 0-0 -43 -66 1-6 180 28-

" " outer " " " 00 -62 -88 1-7 16-5 25-

" " flagellum of antenna, -66 1-05 180 73 76- 120-

" " antenna! scale. 1-00 1-25 1-40 1-2 50 8 1

" " external maxilliped, ..., 27 33 36 4-1 236 34

" " first cephalothoracic leg, right, 25 3 3 46 90 58- 102-

" " itspropodus, -8 1-4 2-0 4-2 336 G2-4

" " dactylus, -7 -8 -9 2-0 17-1 34-2

Breadth of propodus, -4 5 -7 10 13-0 19-4

Length of first cephalothoracic leg, left, . . 25 3 3 46 90 60- 99-

" " itspropodus, 8 14 2-0 43 35 56

" " dactylus, -7 -8 -9 2-0 19-2 279

Breadth of propodus, 4 -5 -7 10 107 '24-8

Length of second cephalothoracic leg, .. . 25 29 37 62 38- 61-

" " its merus, -45 -66 l-oO 2-1 14-0 21-8

" " carpus, -25 -36 45 8 56 93
" " propodus, -70 -86 117 1-8 12-0 18-5

" " dactylus, -72 -66 -GO 8 49 90
" " third cephalothoracic leg, 2-5 2-9 3-6 6-0 37- GO-

" " fourth " " 2-4 2-8 3-6 6-0 38- 61-

" " fiith " " 2-3 28 3 7 5-7 35" 55'

" " its merus, -38 54 75 16 93 145
" " carpus, -28 -35 38 7 4-2 72
" " propodus, -50 -62 -75 IG 9-1 142
" " dactj-lus, -75 -82 -80 -8 48 7-1

" " abdomen, 44 54 64 72 44- 70-

" telson, 1-7 2-0 2-2 2-0 10-3 17-0

Breadth of telson at base, -G -9 10 1-4 97 162
" " " across its extremity, -. . 21 2-2 22 15 Go 115

Length of appendage of third segment, . - -90 1-5 22 112 17-

" " its lamellae, 00 -52 1-0 1-3 6-5 10-
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate XIV.

Figure A.—Lateral view of the larva, in the first stage, enlarged 10 diameters.

Figure B.—The same in a dorsal view, the abdomen held horizontally.

Figure C.—Antennula, enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure D.—One of tlie cephalothoracic legs of the second pair, enlarged 20 diameters;

«, exopodus; &, epipodus; c, Vjranchial appendages.

Figure E.—Lateral view of the larva in the third stage, enlarged 8 diameters.

Figure F.—Terminal portion of the alidomen seen from above, enlarged 1 5 diameters
;

a, one of the small spines of the posterior margin of the terminal seg-

ment, enlarged 75 diameters.

Figure G.—Basal portion of one of the cephalothoracic legs of the second pair, sliow-

ing the epipodus and brancliial appendages, enlarged 20 diameter.s.

Pl.vte XV.

Figure 1.—Rostrum seen from above, first stage, enlarged 10 diameters.

Figure 2.—Same, second stage, enlarged 10 diameters.

Figure 3.—Same, third stage, enlarged 1 diameters.

Figure 4.—Same, earliest condition of the adult form, enlarged 10 diameters. 4rt, tip,

enlarged 25 diameters ; 4&, one of the marginal seta-, enlarged 50 diameters.

Figure 5.—Outline of another specimen of the same with the marginal seta? omitted,

enlarged 1 diameters.

Figure 6.—Antennula of the right side seen from above, first stage, enlarged 30 diam-

eters.

Figure 7.—Same, from another specimen, at a little later period in the development,

showing the antennula of the next stage formed Avithin tlie integument,

enlarged 30 diameters.

Figure 8.—Same, second stage, enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure 9.—Same, third stage, enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure 10.—Same, in the earliest condition of the adult form (when about 1
5""" in

length), enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure 11.—Antenna of the right side seen from above, first stage, enlarged 30 diam-

eters. 11a, portion from near the middle of one of the plumo-^^e hairs

from the edge of the scale, enlarged 100 diameters.

Figure 12.—Same, in the earliest condition of the adult form, enlarged 10 diameters.

Figure 13.—Mandibles in place as seen from beneath, first stage, enlarged 25 diameters.

Figure 14.—Mandibles of the left side, seen from beneath in a little different position

from the last figure, enlarged 40 diameters ; «, lamelliform process of the

coronal margin ; h, molar-like area.

Figure 15.—Mandibles in place as seen from beneath, third stiige, enlarged 25 diam-

eters. 15o, outline of the edges of the lamelliform processes of the

coronal margins in the same position, enlarged 100 diameters.

Figure 16.—Entire coronal margins of the same mandibles seen in a little different

position, enlarged 40 diameters.

Figure 17.—Left mandible, of the same stage, seen from the inside so as to show the

crown, enlarged 10 diameters ; a. recurved portion of the margin ; b,

molar-like area.

Tr.\ns. Connecticut Academy, Vol. 11. 32 Dec. 1S73.
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Fi};iire 18.— Ui^lit mamliblo of tlic same speeimeii aiul soon in llie same position.

Figure 19.—Outline of the inandiMes in plat-e as seen from beneath, from the earliest

condition of the adult, enlarged 25 diameters.

Figure 20.—Left mandible of the .same specimen, seen from the inside, enlarged 40

diameters.

Plate XVI.

Figure 1.—First ma.xilla of tiie riglit side seen from beneath, first stage, enlarged 40

diameters ; a, h, lobes of the endognathus ; c, exognatlnis. lo. tip of

the exognatlnis, enlarged 100 diameters.

Figure 2.—Tip of tlie e.vognathus of the first maxilhi of tiic right side, third stage,

enlarged 100 diameters.

Figure 3.—First maxilla of the right side, earliest condition of the adult form, enlarged

20 diameters; a, b, c, refer to the same parts as in figure 1.

Figure 4.—Second maxilla of the right side seen from beneath, fir.st stage, enlarged

4i> diameters; a, lobes of tlie endognathus; b. exognatlnis; c, epigna-

thus. 4a, tip of the exognatlnis, enlarged 100 diameters.

Figure 5.—Second maxilla of the right side, earliest condition of the adult, enlarged

20 diameters ; a, b, c, refer to the same parts as in figure 4.

Figure 6.—First maxilliped of the right side seen from beneath, first stage, enlarged

40 diameters ; a, endognathus ; b, mesognathus ; c, exognathus ; d, epig-

nathus. 6a, tip of mesognathus, enlarged 100 diameters. 66, one of the

plumose seta; from the margin of the exognathus, enlarged 200 diameters.

Figure 7.—First maxilliped of the right side, third stage, enlarged 40 diameters ; a, b,

c, d, refer to the same parts as iu figure 6. la, tip of the mesognathus.

enlarged 100 diameters.

Figure 8.—First maxilliped of the right side, earliest condition of the adult, enlarged

40 diameters; a, b, c, d, refer to the same parts as in figures 6 and 7.

Figure 9.—Second maxilliped, first stage, enlarged 40 diameters; a, exognathus; b,

epignathus.

Figure 10.—Epignathus of the second maxilliped, second stage, enlarged 40 diameters

;

c, rudimentary branchial appendage

Figure 11.—Same parts in the third stage, enlarged 40 diameters.

Figure 12.—Second maxilliped of the right side, earliest condition of the adult,

enlarged 20 diameters ; a, exognathus ; b, epignathus ; c, rudimentary

branchial appendages.

Figure 13.—Tliird (external) maxilliped of the right side, first stage, enlarged 25 diam-

eters ; a, exognathus ; b, epignathus ; c, rudimentary branchial append-

ages.

Figure 14.—Same maxilliped, earliest condition of the adult, enlarged 10 diameters.

Plate XVII.

Figure 1.—Base of one of tli« legs of the second pair, first stage, enlarged 20 diam-

eters; b, epipodus; c, rudimentary branchial appendages, la, extremity

of the same leg. enlarged tlie .same amount.

Figure 2.—One of the legs of the second pair, second stage, enlarged 20 diameters

;

a, exopodus ; b, epipodus ; c, branchial appendages. 2a, one of the plu-

mose setic from terminal portion of the exopodus, enlarged 100 diameters.

i
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Figure 3.—One of the legs of the second pair, third stage, enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure 4.—Base of one of the legs of the second pair, earliest condition of the adult,

enlarged 20 diameters; a, b, c, refer to the same parts as in figure 2. 4a,

terminal portion of the same leg, enlarged the same amount.

Figure 5.—One of the posterior cephalotlioracic legs, second stage, et.larged 20 diam-

eters ; a, exopodus ; c, branchial appendage ; 5a, terminal portion of the

same leg, enlarged 40 diameters.

Figure 6.—Terminal portion of same leg, first stage, enlarged 40 diameters.

Figure 7.—Same, third stage, enlarged 40 diameters.

Figure 8.—Same, earliest condition of the adult, enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure 9.—Terminal portion of the anterior cephalothoracic leg of the right side, first

stage, enlarged 40 diameters.

Figure 10.—Same, second stage, enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure 11.—Same, third stage, enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure 12.—Same, earliest condition of the adult form, enlarged 10 diameters.

Plate XVIII.

Figure 1
.—Extremity of the abdomen seen from above, first stage^ enlarged 20 diam-

eters, la, portion of one of the angles enlarged 40 diameters, showing

the plumose marginal setae.

Figure 2.—Same, second stage, enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure 3.—Right side of the same, third stage, showing the appendages of the penulti-

mate segment, enlarged 20 diameters; 3a, marginal seta of one of the

appendages of the penultimate segment, enlarged 50 diameters.

Figure 4.—Terminal segment of the abdomen and appendages of the penultimate seg-

ment on one side, earliest condition of the adult form, enlarged 20 diam-

eters.

Figure 5.—One of the appendages of the third segment of the abdomen, second stage,

enlarged 30 diameters.

Figure 6.—Same, third stage, enlarged the same amount. 6a, one of the rudimentarj-

marginal setae, enlarged 100 diameters.

Figure 7.—Same, earliest condition of the adult form, enlarged 20 diameters. 7o. one

of the marginal sette enlarged 100 diameters.

Figure 8.—Lateral view of tlie fourth segment of the abdomen, showing the dorsal

and lateral spines, first stage, enlarged 20 diameters.

Figure 9.—Diagram of a section of the same segment seen from behind, enlarged 30

tiiameters.

Figure 10.—Lateral view of the middle portion of tlie abdomen, earliest condition of

the adult form, enlarged 8 diameters.



\IV. A Method ok (^komktkical Kkpuicskntation of the

TUKKMODYNAMIC PuOl'KKTIKS OK SlI!srAN( KS 1!V MKANS OF Sl'li-

FACES, Jiv J. WlLI,AKI> (tMUJS.

The leatlin«i; tlu'rintKlyiiainic j)ro|»erties of a Hiiid are detonninod

by tlic relations whicli exist between tlie volunie, jtressure, teni))era-

tiire, energy, and entro])y of a i2;iven mass of tlie fluid in a state of

tliennodynamie e<juilil»riuin. The same is true of a solid in regard to

tliose )>ropertics which it exhibits in processes in which the pres-

siu'e is the same in every direction about any point of the solid,

lint all the relations existing between these tive quantities for any

substance (three independent relations) may be deduced from the

single relation existing for tluit substance between the volume, energy,

and entropy. This may be done by means of the general equation,

de = t ch)—p civ, ( 1 )*

that is,
^'=-(!s),' ('''

where v, ^>, ?, f, and // denote severally the vohime, pressure, absolute

tem])eratin'e, energy, and entropy of the body considered. The sub-

script letter after the differential coefficient indicates the quantity

which is supposed constant in the differentiation.

Jiepresentatioii of Volio/ie, Bntropt/, Energy/, Pressure, and Tem-

perature.

Now the relation between the volume, entropy, and energy may

be represented by a surface, most simply if the rectangular co-ordin-

ates of the various points of the surface are made equal to the vol-

ume, entropy, and energy of the body in its various states. It may

be interesting to examine the properties of such a surface, wliich we

will call the thermodynamic surface of the body for wliich it is

formed, f

* For the demonstration of this equation, and in regard to the units used in the

measurement of the quantities, the reader is referred to page 310 of this vohime.

\ Professor J. Thomson lias proposed and used a surface in which the co-ordinates

are proportional to the volume, pressure, and temperature of the body. (Proc. Roy.

Soc, Nov. H"., 1871. vol. .\x, p. 1; and Phil. Mag., vol. xliii, p. Til). It is evident.
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To fix our ideas, let the axes of w, ?/, and £ have the directions usu-

ally given to the axes of X, Y, and Z {v increasing to the right, ?/

forward, and £ upward). Then the pressure and temjjerature of tlie

state represented by any point of the surface are equal to the tan-

gents of the inclinations of the surface to the horizon at that point, as

measured in planes perpendicular to the axes of ?; and of v respect-

ively. (Eqs. 2 and 3). It must be observed, however, that in the

first case the angle of inclination is measured upward from the direc-

tion of decreasing v, and in the second, upward from the direction of

increasing i}. Hence, the tangent i)lane at any point indicates the

temperature and pressure of the state represented. It will be conve-

nient to speak of a plane as representing a ceitain pressure and tem-

perature, when the tangents of its inclinations to the horizon, meas-

ured as above, are equal to that pressure and temperature.

Before proceeding farther, it may be worth while to distinguish

between what is essential and what is arbitrary in "a surface thus

formed. The ])Osition of the plane ?'=0 in the surface is evidently

fixed, but the position of the planes //=0, 6=0 is arbitrary, provided

the direction of the axes of i) and e be not altered. This results fi-oni

the nature of the definitions of entropy and energy, which involve

each an arbitrary constant. As we may make j}=.0 and f=0 for any
state of the body which mc may choose, we may place the origin of

co-ordinates at any point in the plane v=zQ. Again, it is evident from

the form of equation (1) that whatever changes we mav make in the

units in which volume, entropy, and energy are measured, it will

always be possible to make such changes in the units of temperature

and pressure, that the e([iiation will hold true in its ])resent form
without the introduction of constants. It is easy to see how a chano-e

of the units of volume, entropy, and energy would atfcct the surface.

The projections parallel to any one of the axes of distances between
points of the surface would be changed in the ratio inverse to that in

which the corresponding unit had l)een changed. These considera-

tions enable us to foresee to a cei"tain extent the n:i(ure of the <«-ene-

ral properties .of the surface which we are to investigate. They must
be such, namely, as shall not be aftected by any of the changes men-
tioned above. For example, we may find properties which concern

however, that the relation between the vohime, pressure, and temperature affonis a

less complete kuowledpc of the properties of the body tlian tlie relation lietween the

volume, entropy, an9 energy. For, while the former relation is entirely determinetl bv
the latter, and can be derived from it l>v difTorentiation, tlic latter relation is bv no
means determined by the former.
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till' |(l:iiit,' *»=(» (as that tlic wlioU' surface must uccossarily fall on the

positive side ol'tliis plane), but we must not expect to find properties

which concern the ]»lanes //=0, or t=0, in distinction from otiiers

parallel to tluiu. It may l»e ad. led that, as the vohune, entropy, and

uneriiv of a I»ody are eipial to the sums of the volumes, entropies, and

enerujies of its parts, if the surface siiould be constructed for bodies

ditieriuii' in (piautity but not in kind of matter, the ditferent surfaces

thus formed would be similar to one another, their linear dimensions

being proportional to the (piantities of matter.

Katiire of that Part of the Surface which represents States which are

not Honiogeneoits.

This mode of representation of the volume, entropy, energy, pres-

sure, an«l temi)erature of a body will apjily as well to the case in

which different ])ortions of the body are in ditferent states (supposing

always that the whole is in a state of thermodynamic ecjuilibrium;, as

to that in which the l)ody is uniform in state throughout. For the

body taken as a whole has a definite volume, entrojiy, and energy, as

well as pressure and temperature, and the validity of the general

equation (1) is independent of the uniformity or diversity in respect

to state of the different portions of the body.* It is evident, there-

fore, that the thermodynamic surface, for many substances at least,

* It is, however, supposed in this equation that the variations in the state of tlie

body, to which dv^ dr/, and de refer, are such as may be produced reversibly by expan-

sion and compression or by addition and subtraction of lieat. Hence, when the body

consists of parts in different states, it is necessary that these states should be such as

can pass either into the other without sensible change of pressure or temperature.

Otherwise, it would be necessary to suppose in the difEereutial equation (1) that the

proportion in which the body is divided into the different states remains constant.

But such a limitation would render the equation as applied to a compound of differ-

ent states valueless for our present purpose. If, however, we leave out of account

the cases in which we regard the states as chemically diftVrent from one another,

whicli lie beyond the scope of this paper, experience justifies us in assuming the above

condition (that either of the two states existing in contact can pass into the other with-

out sensible change of the pressure or temperature), as at least approximately true,

when one of the states is fluid. But if both are solid, the necessary mobility of the

parts is wanting. It must therefore be understood, that the following discussion of

the compound states is not intended to apply without limitation to the exceptional

cases where we have two different solid states of the same substance at the same pres-

sure and temperature. It may be added that the thermodynamic equilibrium which

subsists between two such solid states of the same substance differs from that which

subsists when one of the states is fluid, very much as in statics an equilibrium which

is maintained by friction differs from that of a frietionless maciiine in which the
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can be divi(lc'(l into two ])arts, of which one represents the homoge-

neous states, the other those whicli are not so. We shall see that,

when the former part of the surface is given, the latter can rearlily be

formed, as indeed we might expect. We may therefore call the for-

mer part the ])riniitive surface, and the latter the derived surface.

To ascertain the nature of the derived surface and its relations to

the primitive surface sufficiently to construct it when the latter is

given, it is only necessary to use the principle that the volume,

entropy, and energy of the whole body are equal to the sums of the

volumes, entropies, and energies respectively of the i)arts, while the

pressure and temperature of the whole are the same as those of each

of the })arts. Let us commence with the case in which the body is in

part solid, in part liquid, and in part vapor. The position of the

point determined hy the volume, entropy, and energy of such a com-

pound will be that of the center of gravity of masses projtortioned

to the masses of solid, liquid, and vapor placed at the-three p<jints of

the primitive surface which represent resj)ectively the states of com-

plete solidity, complete liquidity, and complete vaporization, each at

the temperature and pressure of the compound. Hence, the part of

the surface which represents a compound of solid, liquid, and vapor is

a plane triangle, having its vertices at the points mentioned. The

fact that the surface is here plane indicates that the pressure and tem-

perature are here constant, the inclination of the ])lane indicating the

value of these quantities. Moreover, as these values are the same for

the compound as for the three different homogeneous states corres-

ponding to its different portions, the jilane of the triangle is tangent

at each of its vertices to the primitive surface, viz : at one vertex to

that part of the primitive surface which represents solid, at another

to the part representing liquid, and at the third to the jtart represent-

ing vapor.

When the body consists of a compound of two different homogene-

ous states, the point which represents the compound state will be at

active forces are so balanced, that the slightest change of force will produce motion

in either direction.

Another limitation is rendered necessary by the fact that in the following discus-

sion the magnitude and form of the bounding and dividing surfai-es are left out of

account ; so that the results are in general strictly valid only in cases in which the

influence of these particulars may be neglected. When, therefore, two states of the

substance are spoken of as in contact, it must be understood that the surface dividing

them is plane. To consider the subject in a more general form, it would be necessan^

to introduce considerations which belong to the theories of capillarity and crystalliza-

tion.
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tlu' ci'iitcr of gravity of masses proportioiu'd to the masses of the

]»arts of the body in the two ditfereiit states and j)hiced at the ]»oints

of the primitive siuiaee whieh represent these two states (i. e., whieli

represent the volume, entropy, and energy of the body, if its whole

mass were sui)posed suecessively in the two homogeneous states wliieh

occur in its parts). It will therefore be found upon the straight line

whieh unites these two points. As the )»res8ure and temperature are

evidently constant for this line, a single plane can be tangent to the

derived surface throughout this line and at each end of the line tan-

gent to the primitive surface.* If we now imagine the temperature

* It is here shown that, if two different states of the substance are such that they

can exist permanently in contact with each other, the points representing these states

in the thermodynamic surface have a common tangent phine. We shall see hereafter

that the converse of this is true,—that, if two points in the thermodynamic surface

have a common tangent plane, the states represented are such as can permanently

exist in contact; and we shall also see what deterfnines the direction of the discon-

tinuous change which occurs wlien two different states of the same pressure and tem-

perature, for which the condition of a common tangent plane is not satisfied, are

brought into contact.

It is easy to express this condition anah'tically. Resolving it into the conditions,

that the tangent planes shall be parallel, and that they shall cut the axis of f at the

same point, we have the equations

^- r, (/?)

e'_ t^if + i^'v'= £"- tf'v" + p"v", (y)

where the letters which refer to the different states are distinguished by accents. If

there are three states which can exint in contact, we must have for these states,

r= t"= r',

f'_ t'Tj'+p'v'- t"- t"v"+p"v"- t'"- t"'rf"^p"'v'".

These results are interesting, as they show us how we might foresee whether two

given states of a substance of the same pressure and temperature, can or cannot exist

in contact. It is indeed true, that the values of e and r] cannot like those of v, p, and

t be ascertained by mere measurements upon the substance while in the two states in

question. It is necessary, in order to find the value of e"— e' or 7/"— 7', to carry out

measurements upon a process Ijv which the substance is brought from one state to the

other, but this need not he by a process in which the two given states shall be found in con-

tact, and in some cases at least it may be done by processes in which the body remains

always homogeneous in state. For we know by the experiments of Dr. Andrews

(Phil. Trans., vol. 159, p. .")7,5), that carbonic acid may be carried from any of the

states which we usually call liquid to an}' of those which we usually call gas, without

losing its homogeneity. Now, if we had so carried it from a state of liquidity to a

state of gas of the same pressure and temperature, making the proper measurements

in the process, we should be able to foretell what woidd occur if these two states of

the substance should be brought together,—whether evaporation would take place, or

condensation, or whether they would remain unchanged in contact,—although we had
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and pressure of the compoiiiKl to vary, the two jioints of the primi-

tive surface, the line in the derived surface unitin^jj them, and the tan-

gent plane will change their positions, maintaining the aforesaid rela-

tions. We may conceive of the motion of the tangent plane as pro-

duced hy rolling upon the priraitiv^e surface, while tangent to it in

two points, and as it is also tangent to the derived surface in the lines

joining these points, it is evident that the latter is a developahle and

forms a part of the envelop of the successive positions of the rolling

plane. We shall see hereafter that the form of the primitive sur-

face is such that the double tangent plane does not cut it, so that this

rolling is physically possible.

From these relations may be deduced by simple geometrical consid-

erations, one of the principal propositions in regard to such com-

pounds. Let the tangent plane touch the primitive surface at the

two points L and V (fig. 1), wliich, to fix our ideas, we may suppose

to represent liquid and vapor; let planes pass through- these points

perpendicular to the axes of v and // respect- „.

ively, intersecting in the line AB, which will be

parallel to the axis of e. Let the tangent plane ^
cut this line at A, and let LB and VC be drawn

at right angles to AB and parallel to the axes of

1] and V. Now the pressure and temperature

represented by the tangent plane are evidently

^r^ and ^^Y
respectively, and if we suppose the

never seen the phenomenon of the coexistence of tliese two states, or of any other two

states of this substance.

Equation (y) may be put in a form in which its vahdity is at once manifest for two

states which can pass either into the otlier at a constant pressure and temperature.

If we put ;/ and t' for tlie equivalent p" and if', the equation may be written

e"- e'= f ()?"- n')-p' {v"- v').

Here the left hand member of the equation represents the difference of energy in the

two states, and the two terms on the right represent severally the heat received and

the work done when the body passes from one state to the other. The equation may

also be derived at once from the general equation (1) by integration.

It is well kno\STi that when the two states being both fluid meet in a curved surface.

instead of (a) we have p"— ;>'= tI 1—^ 1,

where r and r' are the radii of the principal curvatures of the surface of contact at any

point (positive, if the concavity is toward the mass to which />" refers), and T'xs what

is called the superficial tension. Equation (3), however, holds good for such cases, and

it might easily be proved that the same is true of equation ()). In other words, the

tangent planes for the points in the thermodynamic surface reprcFeuting,thc two states

cut the plane t;=0 in the same line.

Trans. Connecticct Academy, Vol. II. 33 Dec, 187:^.
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taiit^ml plain- in lollinir ii|M)n tlir priiiiit ive smfai-o to turn about its

iiistaiilaiii'oiis axis I.\' an iiitinitt-ly small aiiLclc, so as to meet AB in

A', <h> ami dt will !)(.• iMuial to '

,V and ~'f— ivsiRH'tivelv. Tht'ivloiv,
' / '

C \ liL ' "^

dp I>L //"— //

dt
~ CV ~ /'"-"?? '

where v' and // denote' the volume and enti'opy for the point L, and

ii" ami //" those lor the point V. It' we substitute for //"— //' its

ecpiivalent {)' <lenotiui; the heat of vaporization), we have the eejua-

, ,. dp r
tion in Its usual lorm, —

dt t (y"— v')'

Properties of the Surface relating to Stability of Thermodytiamic

£qiiilibriiun.

We will now turn our attention to the tjeometncal properties of

the surface, which indicate whether the thermodynamie eciuilibriuni

of the body is stable, unstable, or neutral. This will involve the con-

sideration, to a certain extent, of the nature of the processes w^hich

take place when equilibrium does not su1)si8t. We wdll suppose the

body placed in a medium of constant pressure and temperature ; but

as, when the pressure or temperature of the body at its surface dif-

fers from that of the medium, the immediate contact of the two is

hardly consistent with the continuance of the initial pressure and

temperature of the medium, l)oth of which we desire to suppose con-

stant, we will suppose the body separated from the medium by an

envelop which will yield to the smallest differences of pressure

between the two, but which can only yield very gradually, and

which is also a very poor conductor of heat. It will be convenient

an<l allowable for the purposes of reasonins; to limit its properties to

those mentioned, and to suppose that it does not occupy any S])ace,

or al)sorb any heat except wdiat it transmits, i. e., to make its volume

and its specific heat 0. I>y the intervention of such an envelop, we

may suppose the action of the body upon the medium to be so

retarded as not sensibly to disturb the uniformity of pressure and

temperature in the latter.

When the body is not in a state of thermfxlynamic equilibrium, its

state is not one of those which are represented by our surface. The

body, however, as a whole has a certain volume, entropy, and energy,
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which are equal to tlie sums of tlie volumes, etc, of its parts.* If,

then, we suppose points endowed with mass prof»ortiona[ to the

masses of the vai'ious parts of the body, wliicli are in different ther-

modynamic states, placed in tlie positions determined by the states

and motions of tliese parts, (i. e., so placed tliat their co-ordinates are

equal to the vohxnie, entropy, and energy of the whole body supposed

successively in tlie same states and endowed with tlu' same velocities

as the different ]»arts,) the center of gravity of such points thus

placed will evidently represent by its co-ordinates the volume, entropy,

and energy of the whole body. If all parts of the body are at i-est,

the point representing its volume, entropy, and energy will be the

center of gravity of a number of points upon the primitive surface.

The effect of motion in the parts of the body will be t<i move the

corresponding points parallel to the axis of f, a distance equal in

each case to the iiis viva of the whole l)»)dy, if endowed with the

velocity of the part represented ;—the center of gnwity of points

thus determined will give the volume, entropy, and energy of the

whole body.

Now let us suppose that the body having the initial volume,

entropy, and energy, v\ //', and t\ is placed (enclosed in an en\ elop as

aforesaid) in a medium having the constant pressure P and tempera-

ture T, and by the action of the medium and the interaction of its

own parts comes to a final state of rest in which its volume, etc., are

o", ?/', f";—we wish to find a relation between these quantities. If

we regard, as we may, tlie medium as a very large body, so that

imparting heat to it or compressing it within moderate limits will

have no appreciable effect upon its pressure and temj)erature, and

write Fj H, and E^ for its volume, entropy, and energy, equation (1)

becomes dE^Tdll-PdV,
which we may integrate regarding /* and 7' as constants, obtaining

E'-E-Tir'^TH'-PV"-yPY\ (ff)

where E\ E'\ etc., refer to the initial and final states of the mediimi.

Again, as the sum of the energies of the body and the surroumling

medium may become less, but cannot become greater (this arises from

the nature of the enveloj) sup})osed), we have

* As the discussion is to apply to oases in which tlie parts of tlie hoily are in

(sensible) motion, it is necessary to doline the sense in which the word energy is to lie

used. We will use the word as including the vis viva o/ sensihk molions.
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Aj^ain, as tlic sum of tlu' I'litrnpics in:iy increase l»iit caiiiiot diniinish

//+//"^//+ //. (c)

Lastly, it is i-\ idi-iit that

v"-\-V"=r'^V'. (d)

TliL'se iVmi- iMniatinns may !»(• an;mu;i'<l with slight, changes as follows :

- A'"-{- TW -P V"='-E'-\- TII'-PV

- T,i" - TJI"=^ Tif- Til'

Fv"-\-PV"=/V-^PV'.
By addition we have

£"_ Ti/"-\-Fv"i £'- T>;+Pv'. (e)

Now tlie two members of this equation evidently denote the vertieal

distances of the points («", //", t") and {v', ;/, t') above the plane pass-

ing through the origin and representing the i)ressure P and tempera-

ture 7\ And the equation ex])resses that the ultimate distance is less

or at most equal to the initial. It is evidently immaterial, whether

the distances be measiired vertically or normally, or that the fixed

plane representing P nud T' should pass through the origin; but dis-

tances must be considered negative when measured from a point

below the plane.

It is evident that the sign of inequality holds in (e) if it holds in

either (f>) or (c), therefore, it holds in (e) if there are any differences

of pressure or temperature between the different parts of the body

or between the body and the medium, or if any part of the body has

sensible motion. (In the latter case, there would be an increase of

entropy due to the conversion of this motion into heat). But even if

the V)ody is initially without sensible motion and has throughout the

same pressure and temperature as the medium, the sign <^ will still

hold if different parts of the body are in states represented by points

in the thermodynamic surface at different distances from the fixed

plane re[)resenting /* and T. For it certaiidy holds if such initial

circumstances are followed by differences of pressure or temperature,

or by sensible velocities. Again, the sign of inequality would neces-

sarily hold if one part of the body sliould pass, without producing

changes of ))ressure or temperature or sensible velocities, into the

state of another part rei)resent('d by a ])()int not at the same distance

from the fixed plane rejnvsenting /^ and 71 But these are the oidy

suppositions possible in tlie case, unless we suppose that e<piilibrium
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subsists, which would retiuire that tlic points in question shouhl have

a common tangent plane (page 38G), wliereas by supjtosition the planes

tangent at the different jjoints are parallel but not identical.

The results of the preceding paragraph may be summed up as fol-

lows:—Unless the body is initially witliout sensible motion, and its

state, if homogeneous, is such as is represented by a point in the

primitive surface where the tangent plane is parallel to the fixed plane

representing P and T, or, if the body is not homogeneous in state,

unless the points in the primitive surface representing the states of

its parts have a common tangent plane parallel to the fixed plane

representing P and T, such changes will ensue that the distance

of the point representing the volume, entropy, and energy of the

body ft'om that fixed plane will be diminished (distances being con-

sidered negative if measured from points beneath the plane). Let

us apply this result to the question of the stability of the body when

surrounded, as supposed, by a medium of constant te'mperature and

pressure.

The state of the body in equilibrium will be represented by a point

in the thermodynamic surface, and as the pressure and temperature of

the body are the same as those of the surrounding medium, we may
take the tangent plane at that point as the fixed plane rej^resenting

P and T. If the body is not homogeneous in state, although in equi-

librium, we may, for the purposes of this discussion of stability,

either take a point in the derived surface as representing its state, or

we may take the points in the i»rimitive surface which represent the

states of the different parts of the body. These points, as we have

seen (page 3B6), have a common tangent plane, which is identical with

the tangent plane for the point in the derived surface.

Xow, if the form of the surface be such that it falls above the tan-

gent plane except at the single point of contact, the equilibrium is

necessarily stable; for if the condition of the body be slightly altered,

either by imparting sensible motion to any part of the body, or by

slightly changing the state of any part, or by bringing any small

part into any other thermodynamic state whatever, or in all of these

ways, the point representing the volume, entropy, and energy of the

whole body will then occupy a position ahove the original tangent

plane, and the proposition above enunciated shows that ])rocesse8

will ensue which will diminish the «listance of this point tVom that

plane, and that ^uch processes cannot cease until tlie body is brought

back into its original condition, when they will necessarily cease on

account of the form supposed of the surface.
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Oil till.' otlu'i' hand, it" the surracc havi' siu'li a form tliat any part

of it falls lu'l(»\v till' tixi'il taniit'iit j)laiie, the eiiuilibriuiii will l»e

unstable. For it will evidently he possible by a slit^ht ehaiige in tlie

original comlition ofihc body (that ol' e(|nilibriuin with the surnmnd-

iiiLj nu'diiuii and npresi-nted l)y the point or points of contact) to

bring the point representing the volume, entrojiy, and energy of the

body into a position below tlie ti.ved tangent |)lani', in which case we

see by the above propositii)n that processes will occur wliicli will

carry the point still larther from the ))lane, and that such ])rocesses

cannot cease until all the l)ody has passed into some state entirely

different from its original state.

It remains to consider the case in which the surface, although it

does not anywliere fall below the fixed tangent plane, nevertheless

meets the plane in more than one point. The ecpiilibrium in this

case, as we might anticipate from its intermediate character between

the cases already considered, is neutral. For if any part of the

body be changed from its original state into that represented by

another point in the thermodynamic surface lying in the same tan-

gent plane, equilibrimu will still subsist. For the supposition in

regard to the form of the surface implies that uniformity in tempera-

ture and pressure still subsists, nor can the body have any necessary

tendency to pass entirely into the second state or to return into the

original state, for a change of the values of Tand -Pless than any

assignable quantity would evidently be sufficient to reverse such a

tendency if any such existed, as either point at will could by such an

infinitesimal variation of 7' and /-• be made the nearer to the plane

representing T and I*.

It must be ol)served that in the case where the thermodynamic

surface at a certain point is concave upward in both its principal

curvatures, but somewhere falls below the tangent plane drawn

through that [)oint, the equilibrium although unstable in regard to

discontinuoHS changes of state is stable in regard to ronti/iifous

changes, as a])pears on restricting the test of stability to the vicinity

of the point in question; that is, if we suppose a body to l)e in a state

re])resented by such a j)oint, although the eciuilibrium would show

itself unstable if we should introduce into the body a small portion

of the same substance in one of the states represented by ^joints

below the tangent plane, yet if the conditions necessary for such a

discontinuous change are not present, the e(iuilibriujn Avoidd be sta-

ble. A familiar example of this is afforded by liquid water when
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heated at any pressure above the temperature of boiling water at

tliat pressure.*

Leading Featurea of the Thermodynamic Surface for Substances

which take theforma of Solid, Liquid and Vapor.

We are now prepared to form an idea of the general character of

the primitive and derived surfaces and their mutual relations for a

substance which takes tlie forms of solid, li<|uid, and va[)or. The [irim-

itive surface will have a triple tangent plane touching it at the three

points which represent the three states which can exist in contact.

Except at these three points, the primitive surface falls entirely above

the tangent plane. That part of the plane which forms a triangle

having its vertices at the three points of contact, is the derived sur-

face which represents a compound of the three states of the sub-

stance. We may now suppose the i)lane to roll on the under side of

the surface, continuing to touch it in two points without cutting it.

This it may do in three ways, viz : it may commence l)y turning about

any one of the sides of the triangle aforesaid. Any pair of points

which the plane touches at once represent states which can exist per-

manently in contact. In this way six lines are traced upon the sur-

face. These lines have in general a common property, that a tangent

plane at any point in them will also touch the surface in another

point. We must say in general, for, as we shall see hereafter, this

statement does not hold good for the critical point. A tangent plane

at any point of the surface outside of these lines has the surface en-

tirely above it, except the single point of contact. A tangent plane

at any point of the primitive surface within these lines will cut the

surface. These lines, therefore, taken together may be called the

limit of absolute stability, and the surface outside of them, the st/r-

face of absolute stability. That part of the envelo]) of the rolling

plane, which lies between the pair of lines which the plane traces on

the surface, is a part of the derived surface, and represents a mixture

of two states of the substance.

* If we wish to express in a single equation the necessary and sufficient condition

of thenuodyuamic equiUbrium for a substance wlien surroinided by a medium of con-

stant pressure P aud temperature T, this equation may be written

,5 (e - TV + Pv) = 0,

when (5 refers to the variation i)roduced by any variations in the stiite of the parts of

the body, and (when differcMit jiarts of the body are in diflferont states) in tJie propor-

tion in which the body is divided between the different stjites. The condition of st;»ble

equilibrium is that the value of the expression in the parenthesis shall be a minimum.
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Tljt' rt'latiorjs of tlu'se lines :iti<l siirfaci'S are rouijlily ivpivsciited in

horizontal projrctiun* in tit^urc 2, in wliidi tin." full lines represent

lines on the primitive surface, and the ilottecl lines those on the

(lerivi'd surface. S, L, and V are the points which have a common

tantjent plane and rej>resent the states of solid, liquid, and vapor

Fig. 2.

which can exist in contact. The plane trianj^le SLV is the derived

surface representing compounds of these states. LL' and VV are

the pair of lines traced hy the rolling double tangent plane, between

which lies the derived surface representing compounds of liquid and

vapor. VV" and SS" are another such pair, between which lies the

derived surface representing compounds of vapor and solid. SS'"

and LL'" are the third pair, between which lies the derived surface

representing a compound of solid and liiniid. L"'LL', V'VV" and

S"SS"' are the boundaries of the surfaces which represent respectively

the absolutely stable states of liquid, vapor, and solid.

The geometrical expiession of the results which Dr. Andrews

(Phil. Trans., vol. 159, p. 575) has ol)tained by his experiments with

carbonic acid is that, in the case of this substance at least, the derived

suiface which represents a compound of liquid and vapor is termina-

ted as follows : as the tangent plane rolls upon the primitive surface,

the two points of contact approach one another and finally fall

* A horizontal projection of the thermodynamic surface is identical with the dia-

gram described on pages ;^.!0-:il'>8 of this volume, under the name of the volume-

entropy diagram.
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together. The rolling of the doubk' tangent jjlane necessarily conies

to an end. The point wliere the two points of contact fall together is

the critical point. Before considering farther the geometrical char-

acteristics of this point and their physical significance, it will he con-

venient to investigate the nature of the primitive surface which lies

l)etween the Unes which form the limit of absolute stability.

Between two points of the primitive surface which have a common
tangent plane, as those represented by L' and V in figure 2, if there

is no gap in tlu' ])riinitive surface, there must evidently be a regit^n

where the surface is concave toward the tangent jjlane in one of its

pi'incipal ciirvatures at least, and therefore represents states of unsta-

ble equilibrium in respect to continuous as well as discontinuous

changes (see page r.92).* If we draw a line upon the primitive sur-

face, dividing it into parts wliich represent respectively stable and

unstable equilibrium, in respect to continuous changes, i. e., dividing

the surface which is concave u))Mard in l)oth its princqial curvatures

from that wliich is concave downward in one or both, this line, which

may be called the liiuit of essential instability, must have a form

somewhat like that represented by ll'Cvv'ss' in figure 2. It touches

the limit of absolute stability at the critical point C. For we may
take a pair of points in LC and VC having a common tangent plane

as near to C as we choose, and the line joining them upon the primi-

tive surface made by a plane section perpendicular to the tangent

plane, will pass through an area of instaliility.

The geometrical properties of the critical point in our surface may
be made more clear by su])posing the lines of curvature drawn ujion

the surface for one of the principal curvatures, that one, namely,

which has different signs upon different sides of the limit of essential

instability. The lines of curvature which meet this lino will in gen

eral cross it. At any point where they do so, as the sign of tlieir

curvature changes, they evidently cut a plane tangent to the surface,

and therefore the surface itself cuts the tangent })lane. But where

one of these lines of curvature touches the limit of essential instabil-

ity without crossing it, so that its curvature remains always posit i\e

(curvatures being considered positive when the concavity is on the

upper side of the surface), the surface evidently does not cut the tan-

gent plane, but has a contact of the third order with it in the section

of least curvatun-. The critical jxMiit. therefore, must be :i point

* This is the same result as that obtained by Professor J. Thomson in connection

with the surface referred to in the note on page ;!8'J.

Trans. Connecticut Acadkmy, Vol. II. M Dec, 187;?.
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wIktc tlif line of tlmt |>rinci|):il curvnturi' wliicli cliaiij^os its sign

is tangent to the lini' wliieli separates positive from negative curv-

atures.

From the hast paragra]>hs we may derive the foUowing physical

property of the critical state:— Although this is a limiting state

. hetween those of stahililv ami tliosc of instahility in respect to C(m-

tinuous changes, and although such limiting states are in general

unstahle in respect to such changes, yet the critical state is stable in

regard to them. A similar proposition i< true in regard to ahsolute

stability, i. e., if we disregard tlie distinction between continuous and

discontinuous changes, viz: that although the critical state is a limit-

ing state between those of stability and instal)ility, and althougli the

e«iuilibrium of such limiting states is in general neutral (when we sup-

])ose the substance surrounded by a medium of constant ju-essure and

temperature), yet the critical point is stable.

From what has been said of the curvature of the primitive surface

at the critical point, it is evident, that if we take a point in this sur-

face intinitely near to the critical jtoint, and such that the tangent

l>lanes for these two points shall intersect in a line ))eri)endicular to

the section of least curvature at the critical point, the angle made by

the two tangent planes will V)e an infinitesimal of the same order as

the cube of the distance of tliese points. Hence, at the critical ])oint

(!)<=". (ii=«' a-' 0.="'

(g),-- m=". C^l-' (^1="'
and if we imatrine the isothermal and isopiestic (line of constant pres-

sure) drawn for the critical point u)ion the primitive surface, these

lines will have a contact of the third order.

Now the elasticity of the substance at constant tem])erature and

its specific heat at constant pi'essure may be defined by the equations,

= -"{f^r '='ith
therefore at the critical pf)iut

e= 0,

(ii=«'- (i),=». (^11="' mr\
The last four equations v,'ould also hold good if ;> Avere substituted

for /, and rire I'ersa.
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We have seen that in the case of such substances as can pass con-

tinuously from tlie state of li<juid to that of vapor, unless the primi-

tive surface is abruptly terminaterl and that in a line which passes

through the critical point, a part of it must represent states which are

essentially luistable (i. e., unstable in reirard to continuous clianges,)

and therefore cannot exist permanently unless in very limited spaces.

It does not necessarily follow that such states cannot be realized at

all. It ap])ears (piite probalde, that a substance initially in the criti-

cal state may be allowed to expand so rapidly, tliat, the time being

too short for appreciable conduction of heat, it will pass into some of

these states of essential instability. No other result is possible on

the supposition of no transmissi(»n of heat, which requires that the

points representing the states of all the parts of the bcxly shall be

confined to the isentropic (adiabatic) line of the critical point upon

the primitive surface. It will be observed that there is no insta-

bility in regard to changes of state thus limited, for this line (the

plane section of the primitive surface perpendicular to the axis of ?/)

is concave upward, as is evident from the fact that the primitive sur-

face lies entii'ely above the tangent plane for the critical point.

We may su{)i)Ose waves of compression and expansion to be propa-

gated in a substance initially in the ciitical state. The velocity of

propagation will depend upon the value of
( / ) , i- <-'., of—i~— J .

Now for a wave of compression the value of these expressions is

determined by the form of the isentropic on the i)rimitive surface.

If a wave of expansion has the same velocity aj»proximately as one

of compression, it follows that the substance when expanded under

the circumstances remains in a state re)»resented by tlu' primitive sur-

face, which involves the realization of states of essential instability.

(cl~ £\ .

--— I in the derived surface is it will be observed,
dv- hi

totally different from its value in the primitive surface, as the curva-

ture of these surfaces at the critical point is ditlerent.

The case is diilerent in regard to the part of the surface between

the limit of absolute stability and tlie limit of essential instability.

Here, we have exi)erimental knowledge of some o{ the states repre-

sented. In water, for example, it is wi'U known that liquid states can

be realized beyond the limit of altsolute stal)ility,—both beyond the

|)art of the limit wlie"re vaporization usually eommeiu-es (LI/ in tigure

2), and beyond the part where congelation usually conuneiu-es (LI/ ).

That vapor mav also i-xist beyond the limit ofalisolute >>t ability, i. e,.
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that it may exist at a i;ivi'ii tcmperatiiro at prossures greater than

that of e<iuilil»riiim hetweeii the va))or and its liquid meeting in a

plane surface at that tenijteraturi', the t-oiisiderations adduced by Sir

\V. Thomson in his pajter "On tlu' equilibrium of a vapor at the

curved surface of a liquid" (I'roc. Koy. Soc. Ed., Session 1869-18V0,

and Phil. Mag., vol. xlii, p. 448), leave no room for doubt. By exper-

iments like that suggested by Professor J. Thomson in his paper

already referred to, we iiuiy be able to carry vapors farther beyond

the limit of absolute stability.* As the resistance to deformation

cliaracteristic of solids evidently tends to prevent a discontinuous

change of state from commencing within them, substances can doubt-

less exist in solid states very far beyond the limit of absolute stability.

The surface of absohite stability, together with the triangle repre-

senting a compound of three states, and the three developable sur-

faces which have been described rejjresenting compotmds of two

states, forms a cotitiiuKuis sheet, which is everywhere concave ujtwaid

except where it is plane, and has only one value of e for any given

values of v and ;/. Hence, as t is necessarily positive, it has only one

value of ij for any given vahu's of v and f. If vaporization can take

place at every tem]»erature except 0, ^j is everywhere positive, and

the surface has only one value of v for any given values of ;/ and f.

It forms the surface of dissipated energy. If we consider all the

j)oints representing the volume, entropy, and energy of the body in

every possible state, whether of equilibrium or not, these points will

* If we experiment with a fluid wliicli does not wet tlie vessel wliich contains it, we

ma}' avoid the necessity of keeping the vessel hotter than the vapor, in order to pre-

vent condensation. If a glass bulb with a stem of suflBcient length be placed vertically

with the open end of the stem in a cup of mercury, the stem containing nothing but

mercury and its vapor, and the bulb nothing but the vapor, the height at which the

mercury rests in the stem, affords a ready and accurate means of determining the pres-

sure of the vapor. If the stem at the top of the column of liquid should be made hot-

ter than the bulb, condensation would take place in the latter, if the liquid were one

which would wet the bulb. But as this is not the case, it appears probable, that if

the experiment were conducted with proper precautions, there would be no condensa-

tion within certain limits in regard to the temperatures. If condensation should take

place, it would be easily observed, especially, if the bulb were bent over, so that the

mercury condensed could not run liack into the stem. So long as condensation does

not occur, it will be easy to give any desired (different) temperatures to the bulb and

the top of the column of mercury in the stem. The temperature of the latter will

determine the pressure of the vapor in the bulb. In this way, it would appear, we

may obtain in the bulb vapor of mercury having pressures greater for the tempera-

tures than those of saturated vapor.
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form a solid figure unbounded in some directions, but bounded in

otbers by tbis surface.*

Tbe lines traced upon the primitive surface by the rolling double

tangent })lane, which have been called the limit of absolute stability,

do not end at the vertices of the triangle which represents a mixture

of those states. For when the plane is tangent to the primitive sur-

face in these three jtohits, it (;an commence to roll upon the surface as

a double tangent plane not only by leaving the suHace at one of

these p(jints, but also by a rotation in the opposite direction. In the

latter case, however, the lines traced upon the primitive surface by

the points of contact, although a continuation of the lines previijusly

described, do not form any part of the limit of absolute stability.

And the parts of the envelops of the rolling plane between these lines,

although a continuation of the developable surfaces which have been

described, and representing states of the body, of which some at least

may be realized, are of minor interest, as they form 4io part of the

* This description of the surface of dissipated energy is intended to apply to a sub-

stance capable of existing as solid, liquid, and vapor, and which presents no anoma-

lies in its thermodynamic properties. But, whatever the form of the primitive sur-

face may be, if we take the parts of it for ever}^ point of which tlie tangent plane does

not cut the primitive surface, together with all the plane and developable derived sur-

face, wliich can be formed in a manner analogous to those described in the preceding

pages, by fixed and rolling tangent planes which do not cut the primitive surface,

—

such surfaces taken together will form a continuous sheet, which, if we reject the

part, if any, for which i^ < 0, forms the surface of dissipated energy and has the geo-

metr!cal properties mentioned above.

There will, however, be no such part in which p <[ 0, if there is any assignable tem-

perature t' at which the substance has the properties of a perfect gas except when its

volume is less than a certain quantity v'. For the equations of an isothermal line in

the thermodynamic surface of a perfect gas are (see equations (b) and (e) on pages

321-H22 of this volume.)
£= C
T/ := a log V + C.

The isothermal of t' in the thermodynamic surface of the substance in question must

therefore have the same equations in tlie part in which v exceeds the con.^tant v'.

Now if at any point in this surface i> •< and t> the equation of the tangent plane

for that point will be

e = )n V + n v + C",

where m denotes the temperature and —n the pressure for the point of contact, so that

m and n are botli positive. Now it is evidently possible to give so large a value to v

in the equations of the isothermal that the point thus determined shall fall below tlie

tangent plane. Therefore, the tangent plane cuts the primitive surface, and the point

of the thermodynamic surface for which y) < cannot belong to tlie surfaces men-
tioned in the last paragrapli as forming a continuous sheet.
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surface of dissipati'd t'liergy on tlu' one IkiikI. nor liave tlie tlieoreti-

i-al iiitcn'st of the primitive surface on the otlu-r.

Pi'ohlciiis reliiti/uj to tlu SKrface of Dissipated Energy.

The surface of (lissi|>atetl energy has an iini)ortant application to a

certain chiss of prolih'Uis wliich refer to the results which are theo-

retically possible with a given body or system of bodies in agi\t'ii

initial eon<lition.

For example, let it be reiiuiicd to find the greatest amount of

mechanical work which can be obtained from a given quantity of a

certain substance in a given initial state, without increasing its total

volume or allowing heat to ])ass to or from external bodies, excej)t

sucli as at the close of the j)rocesses are left in their initial condition.

This has been called the avaihihle enenjij of the body. The initial

state of the body is supposed to be such that the body fan be made

to pass from it to states of dissipated energy by reversible ])roee8ses.

If the body is in a state represented l)y any point (tf the surface of

dissipated energy, of course no work can be obtained from it under

the given conditions. Hut even if the body is in a state of thermody-

namic e([uili1>rium, and therefore in one represented by a point in the

thermodynamic surface, if this point is not in the surface of dissipated

energy, because the equilibrium of the body is unstable in regard to

discontinuous changes, a certain amount of energy will be available

under the conditions for the production of work. Or, if the body is

solid, even if it is imiform in state throughout, its pressure (or ten-

sion) may have different values in different directions, and in this way

it may have a certain available energy. Or, if diiferent parts of the

body are in different states, this will in general be a source of availa-

ble energy. Lastly, we need not exclude the case in which the body

has sensible motion and its vis viva constitutes available energy. In

any case, we must find the initial volume, entropy, and energy of the

body, which will be equal to the suras of the initial volumes, entro-

pies, and energies of its ])arts. ('Energy' is here used to include the

??/.s' i^iva of sensible motions). These values of v, //, and f will deter-

mine the position of a certain point, which we will speak of as repre-

senting the initial state.

Now the condition that no heat shall l)e alloweil to pass to exter-

nal bodies, requires that the final entropy of the body shall not be

less than the initial, for it could only be made less by violating this

condition. The jn-obleni, therefore, may be reduced to this,—to find

the amount by which the enei'gy of the body may be diminishe«l
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without increasing its volume or diminishing its entropy. Tliis

quantity will be represented gi'ometrically V>y the distance of the

point representing the initial state from the surface of dissipated en-

ergy measured parallel to the axis of t.

Let us consider a different proV)lem. A certain initial state of the

body is given as before. Xo work is allowed to be done upon or bv

external bodies. Heat is allowed to pass to and from them onlv on

condition that the algebraic sum of all heat which thus ]»asses shall

be 0. From both these conditions any bodies may be excejited, which

shall be left at the close of the processes in their initial state. More-

over, it is not allowed to increase the volume of the body. It is

required to find the greatest amount by which it is possible under

these conditions to diminish tlie entropy of an external svstem.

This will be, evidently, the amount l)y which the entropy of the body
can be increased without changing the energy of the body or increas-

ing its volume, which is represented geometrically by tJie distance of

the point representing the initial state from the surface of dissi)>ated

energy, measured parallel to the axis of //. This might be called the

capacity for entropy of the body in the given state.*

Thirdly. A certain initial condition of the body is iriven as before.

No work is allowed to be done uj»on or by external bodies, nor any
heat to pass to or from them ; from which conditions bodies may be

excepted, as before, in which no peniianent changes are produced.

It is required to find the amount by which the volume of tlie body

* It may be worth while to call attention to the analogy and the difference between

this problem and the preceding. In the first case, the question is virtually, how great

a weight does the state of the given bod}' enable us to raise a given distance, no other

permanent change being produced in external bodies. In the second case, the ques-

tion is virtually, what araoimt of heat does the state of the given body enable us to

take from an external body at a fixed temperature, and impart to another at a higher

fixed temperature. In order that the numerical values of the available energy and of

the capacity for entropy should be identical witii the answers to these questions, it

would be necessary in the first case, if the weiglit is measured in units of force, that

the given distance, measured vertically, should be the unit of length, and in the second

case, that the difference of the reciprocals of the fixed temperatures should he imitv.

If we prefer to take the freezing and boiling points as tiie fixed temperatures, as

V7:t — 57 s = 0.00098, tlie capacity for entropy of the body in any given condition

would be 0.00098 times the amoiuit of heat wliich it would enable us to raise from the

freezing to the boiling i)oint (i. e., to take from a body of which the temperature re-

mains fixed at the freezing point, and impart to another of wliich the tomi>eraturo

remains fixed at the boiling point).

The relations of these quantities to one another and to the surface of dissipated

energy are illustrated by figure .'l, which represents a plane perpendicular to tlie axis
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can be (liminislK'd, usiiiij lor that purpose, according to tl»e condi-

tions, only the force derived from the body itself. The coiiditioiis

of V and passing through the point A, wliich represents the initial state of the ])ody.

MN is the section of the surface of dissipated

energy. Qf and Qr/ are sections of tlie planes

f/ = and f =• 0, and therefore parallel to the

axes of e and 7/ respectively. AD and AE are

the energy and entropy of the bod}' in its ini-

tial stiite, AB and AC, its available energy and

its capacity for entropy respectively. It will

be observed that when~ either the available

energy or the capacity for entropy of the body

is 0, the other has the same value. J^ Except in

this case, either quantity may be varied without

affecting the other. For, on account of the

curvature of the surfa<'e of dissipated energy,

it is evidently possible to change the position of

the point representing the initial state of the

body so as to vary its distance from the surface

measured parallel to one axis without varying that measured parallel to the other.

As the different senses in which the word entropy has been used by different writ-

ers is liable to cau.se misunderstanding, it may not be out of i)lace to add a few words

on tiie terminology of this subject. If Professor Clausius had defined entropy so that

its value sliould be determined b}' the equation

E—

dS= -
7"

instead of his equation (Mechanische Warmetheorie, Abliand. ix, § 14; Pogg. Ann.,

July, 1865) dQ

where 5^ denotes the entropy and 7' the temperature of a body and dQ the element of

heat imparted to it, that which is here called rapacity for entropy would naturally be

called available entropy, a term the more convenient on account of its analogy with the

term available energy. Such a difference in the definition of entropy would involve no

difference in the form of the thermodynamic surface, nor in any of our geometrical

con.structions, if only we suppose the direction in which entropy is measured to be

reversed. It would only make it necessary to substitute — rj for v m our equations,

and to make the corresponding change in the verbal enunciation of propositions. Pro-

fessor Tait has proposed to use the word entropy " in the opposite sense to that in

which Clausius has employed it," (Thermodynamics, § 48. See also § 178), which

appears to mean that he would determine its value by the first of the above equations.

He nevertheless appears subsequently to use the word to denote available energy

(5^ 182, Id theorem). Professor Maxwell uses the word entropy as synonymous with

available energy, with the erroneous statement that Clausius uses the word to denote

the part of the energy which is not available, (Theory of Heat, pp. 186 and 188). The

term entropy, however, as used by Clausius does not denote a quantity of the same

kind (i. e., one which can be measured bj' the same unit) as energy, as is evident from

his equation, cited above, in which Q (heat) denotes a qiiantity measured by the unit
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require that tlie energy of tlie V)ody shall not be altere<l iioi- its

eiitrojjv diminished. Ileiiee the quantitj' songlit is rejjresented l»v

the distance of the point representing the initial state from the sur-

face of dissipated energy, measured parallel to the axis of volume.

Fourthly. An initial condition of the body is given as before. Its

volume is not allowed to be increased. Xo work is allowed tf» be

done upon or by external bodies, nor any heat to pass to or fnuii

them, except a certain i>ody of given constant temperature t' . From
the latter conditions may be excepted as before bodies in which no

permanent changes are produced. It is required to find the greatest

amount of heat which can be imparted to the body of constant tem-

perature, and also the greatest amount of lieat which can be taken

from it, under the supposed conditions. II through the point of the

initial state a straight line be drawn in the plane perpendicular to

the axis of u, so that the tangent of the angle which it makes with

the direction of the axis of // shall be equal to the given temjiera-

ture t\ it may easily be shown that the vertical projections of the

two segments of this line madi- by the point of the initial state and

the surface of dissipated energy represent the two quantities required.*

,. These proVdems may be moditied so as to make them approach

more nearly the economical problems which actually present them-

selves, if we suppose the body to be surrounded by a medium of con-

stant pressure and temperature, and let the body and the medium

together take the place of the V)ody in the preceding problems. The

results would be as follows

:

If we suppose a plane representing the constant pressure and tem-

perature of the medium to be tangent to the surface of dissipated

energy of the body, the distance of the point representing the initial

state of the body from this plane measured parallel to tiie axis of e

will represent the available energy of the body and medium, the dis-

tance of the pomt to the plane measured parallel to the axis of // will

represent the capacity for entropy of the body and mediiun, tlie dis-

tance of the point to the plane measured parallel to the axis of y will

represent the magnitude of the greatest vacuum which can be pro-

duced in the body or medium (all the power used being derived from

of energy, and as the unit in which T (temperature) is measured is arbitrary, »S and Q

are evidently measured bj' different units. It may be added that entropy as defined

by Clausius is synonjTueus with the thermodynamic function as defined by Kankine.

* Thus, in figure 3, if the straight hnc MAN be drawn so that inn NAl' = f, MR
will be the greatest amount of heat which can be given to tlie body of constflnt tem-

perature and NS will be the greatest amount which can be taken from it.

Trans. Connecticdt Academy, Vol. II. 3."> Pec, 187;{.
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tht' Itody and iiuMlium) ; if a line l>e diaw ii tliroiigh the point in a

piano perjK'iKliciilar to till' axis ol" /•, tlic xcrlical projection of the

segment of this line niaile by the j>oint ami llic tangent ])lane will

represent the greatest amonnt of heat whicli can be given to or taken

from another body at a constant teniperatnre ecpial to the tangent of

the inclination of the line to the horizon. (It rcpresi'iits the great-

est amount which can be given to ihc body of constant temj)erature,

if this temperature is greater than that of the medium; in tlie reverse

cast', it represents the greatest amount which can be withdrawn from

that l)oily). In all these cases, the point of contact between the

plane and the surface of dissijjated energy represents the final state of

the given body.

If a })laiie representing the pressure and temperature of the medium

be drawn through the point representing any given initial state of

the body, the part of this plane which falls within the surface of dis-

sipated energy will rei>resent in respect to volume, entropy, and

energy all the states into which the body can be brouglit by reversi-

ble processes, without producing permanent changes in external

bodies (except in the medium), and the solid figure included between

this plane figure and the surface of dissipated energy will rejjresent

all the states into which the body can be brought by any kind of pro-

cesses, without producing ijeraianent changes in external bodies

(except in the medium).*

* The body under discussion has been supposed throughout tliis paper to be homo-

geneous in substance. But if we imagine any material system whatever, and suppose

tlie position of a point to be determined for every possible state of the system, by

making the co-ordinates of the point equal to the total volume, entropy, and energy of

the system, the points thus determined will evidently form a soUd figure bounded in

certain directions by the surface representing the states of dissipated energy. In

these states, the temperature is necessarily imiform throughout the system ; the pres-

sure may vary (e. g., in the case of a very large mass like a planet), but it will always

be possible to maintain the equilibrium of the system (in a state of dissipated energy)

Vjy a uniform normal pressure appHed to its surface. This pressure and the uniform

temperature of the system will be represented by the inclination of the surface of dis-

sipated energy according to the rule on page 38.S. And in regard to such problems as

have "been discussed in the last live pages of this paper, this surface will possess, rela-

tively to the system which it represents, properties entirely similar to those of the sur-

face of dissipated energy of a homogeneous body.
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Acanthonjrx Petiverii, 33.

Acanthoplax, 114.

insignis. 126, 115.

Acheloiis Ordwayi, 9, 34.

Sebae, 34.

spinimanus, 9, 34.

Agarum Turneri, 344.
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Brachyura, 1, 32.

Brazilian podophtiialmia. list of the de-

scribed species of, 31.

Bridge, design for, across the East River,

bv W. P. Trowbridge, 263.

Bulia Adamsii, 186.

Calcinus obscurus, 17.

sulcatus, 17, 39.

tibicen, 17.

Callapoidea. 38.

Calliblepharis ciliata, .'!46.

Callinectes Dana\ 7. 34.

diacanthus, 7.

larvatus, 9, 34.

ornatus, 8, 34.

Calliostoma lima, 187.

noduliferum, 187.

Callithamnion Americanum, 348.

floccosum, 348.

Pvlaisaei, 348.

Rothii, 348.

Callopoma lineatum, 186.

Cancellaria Bradleyi, 192.

Larkinii. 192.

spatiosa, 191.

tessellata. 190.

triangularis, 191.

Cancer cordatus. 13. 15.

coronatus, 1.

gonagra, 7.

hispidus, 2.

Jamaicensis, 23.

ruricola, 11.

sclopetarius, 13.

uca, 13.

vocans major, 122.

vocator, 127.

Cancroidea, 33.

Carcinus Msenas, 35.

Cardiosoma. 142, 150.

armatum, 16.

camifex. 16.

crassum, 144.

diurum, 16.

guanhunii. 16. 36, 143,

quadratum, 16, 36, 143, 144,

Cardium, 203,

Cenobita Diogenes, 38.

Cenobitidae. 38.

Ceramium Hooperi, 347.

rubrum. 347.

Chaetomorpha Melagonium, 349.

tortuosa. 349.

Chasmagnathus granulatus, 37.

Chelonian and luiman shoulder-girdle, nnis

cles of. by H, S. Williams. 301.

Chione, 202". 203.

amathusia. 202.

gnidia. 202.

variabilis. 202,

Chlorodius Floridanus. 3. 34.

Chondrus crispus. 347.

Chorda Filum. 344.

lonientaria. 344.

Cliordaria HagoUifonnis, 344.

Cladophura arcta, 348.

riexuosa, 349.

Clavella distorta, 199.
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("lavolla solida. 199.

Clihaiiaiius Autilleiisis, IS, 3'J.

Brasiliensis. IS, 39.

sdopctaritis. l.s, 39.

vittatus, 18. 39.

Coluinlx'lla laiioeolata, 198.

Comis Brudleyi, 194.

purpiira.scens, 194.

sp.. 194.

("orallina ofticiiialis. 345.

Corbula HraUleyi, 200.

sp., 200.

Crassatella gibhosa. 203.

Crepidula. sp.. 187.

Cronius ruber, 34.

Cruoibuliiiu iiienne. 188.

spinosiira, 18H.

Crustacea, notice of the, collected by

Prof. C. F. Ilartt, on the coast of Bra-

zil, in 18GT, by Sidney I. Smith. 1.

notes on American, by Sidney I.

Smith, 113.

Cryptograpsus, 154.

angulatus, 12.

cirripes. 11, 37.

Cuma alternata, 198.

kiosiiuiformis, 198.

tecta. 198.

Cyclograpsus integer, 37.

C.vstoclonium purpurascens, 346.

Dana, James D., geology of the New-
Haven regiiin, witii reference to the

origin of its topographical features, 45.

Delesseria alata, 346.

siiiuosa, 345.

Desmarestia aculeata, 343.

viridis, 343.

Dictyosiphon fceniculaceus, 344.

Dilocarcinus, 152.

Castelnaui, 36.

emarginatus, 36.

pictus, 36, 152.

Dissodactylidae, 172.

Dissodactylus, 172.

nitidus, 173.

Dosinia Dunkeri, 202.

grandis, 201, 202.

ponderosa, 202.

DromidiK, 38.

Dromidia Antillensis. 1 7, 38.

Eaton, D. C, hst of marine alga,', collected

near Eastport, Maine, in 1872, 343.

Ectocarpus bracliiatus, 345.

littoralis, 345.

siliculosus, 345.

tomentosus, 345.

Elachista fucicola, 344.

Enteromorpha compressa, 348.

intestinali.s. 348.

Epialtus Brasiliensis. 33.

marginatus, 33.

Kpiloboccra. 148.

artnata, 151.

Cuben-^is. 150. 152.

Erichthidic, 41.

Erichtlnis spiiiiger. 41.

vestitus, 41.

Eriphia gonagra. 7, 34.

Eriphidic. 34.

Eucratopsis. 164.

crassimanus. 35.

Eupagurus criiiiticornis, 39.

scabriculus. 39.

Euryechiiuis imliecillis, 171.

Eurypla.x. 162.

"nitidus, 162.

politus, 163.

Eurvpodid;e, 33.

Eurypodius Latrcillii, 33.

Eutliora cristata, 346.

Fabia Cliilen.sis, 170.

subquadrata. 172.

Fluids, graphical methods in the thermo-

dynamics of, by J. W. Gibbs, 309.

Fucus nodosus, 343.

serratus, 343.

vesiculosns, 343.

Galateida', 39.

Galathea amplectens, 39.

Gasteropoda, 186.

Gecarcinidic. 35, 142.

Gecarcinus, sp., 35.

Gecarcoidea Lalandei, 36.

Gelasinuis, 113.

armatus, 123, 125, 126, 127.

brevifrons, 131.

gibbosus, 137, 140.

lieterochelos, 122.

heterophthalmus, 116, 119, 121.

heteropleurus, 118.

insiguis, 126.

macrodactvhis. 128.

maracoani", 35. 122, 123, 125, 127.

minax, 128, 131, 133, 135, 136, 138.

mordax. 35, 135.

ornatus, 125. 127.

palustris. 35. 119, 127, 128, 131, 138.

Panamensis, 139.

platidactylus, 122, 118.

princeps.' 120. 122, 125.

pusrilator, 130. 131, 136, 137, 138.

pugnax, 130, 131. 133, 134, 135, 136,

138, 156.

rapax. 134.

stenodactvhis, 35, 139.

styliferusi 114, 118, 119.

subcylindricns, i:'>6, 137.

vocan.s. 119, 127, 131, 136.

Geology of tlie I.sland of Yesso, Japan,

by W. P. Blake, 29.3.

of the Xew Haven region, with ref-

erence to origin of its topographical

features, by James D. Dana, 45.
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Gibbs, J. "W. graphical methods in the

thermodynamics of fluids, .{09.

a method of geometrical representa-

tion of the thermodynamic properties of

substances by means of surfaces, 382.

Gigartina mamillosa, ;'.4(j.

Glyptograpsus, 15:5.

impressus, 154, 156.

Glyptoplax. 164.

pugnax. 165.

Goniograpsus crueutatus, 11.

innotatus, 37.

simplex, .37.

varius, 37.

Goniopsis cruentatus, 11, 37.

ruricola, 11.

Gonodactylus chiragra, 31, 41.

Gonoplacidfe, 35, 160.

Gonoplax maraeoani, 123.

Graphical methods in the thermodynam-
ics of fluids, by J. W. Gibbs, 309.'

Grapsidse, 37, 153.

Grapsus cinereus, 157.

cruentatus, 1 1

.

longipes, 11.

Halosaccion ramentaceum, 347.

Harrison, B. F., M.D., and F. E. Loomis,
Ph.D., on wind, rain and snow, at "Wal-

lingford. Conn., 209.

Hartt, Prof. C. F., notice of the Crustacea
collected bv, on the coast of Brazil, in

1867, by Sidney I. Smith, 1.

Haryella, sp., 201.

Helice granulata, 37.

Hemicardia affinis, 204.

obovahs, 204.

Hepatidje, 38.

Hepatus angustatus, 38.

fasciatus, 38.

Heterograpsus, 154.

Hildenbrandtia, sp., 346.

Hippa emerita, 38.

Hippida?, 38.

Hippolyte exilirostratus, 40.

obliquimanus, 40.

Hormotrichum boreale, 349.

(,'armichaelii, 349.

speciosum, 349.

Indian Onomatopoeia, on some alleged spe-

cimens of. by J. Hammond Trumbull,
177.

Japan, geology of the Island of Yesso, by
W. P. Blake, 29!i.

Lamellibranchiata, 200.

Laminaria derniatodea, 343.

longicruris, 344. -

saccharina, 344.

trilaminata, 344.

Leda acuminata, 205.

Leptograpsus rugulosus, 37.

I Libidoclea Brasiliensis, 32.

I
Libinia spino-sa, 32.

]
Library, addition to the, i, v.

' List of the described species of Brazilian

I

podophthalmia. 31.

!
Lithodomus aristatus, 1 69.

Lithotliamnion polj'morphum, 345.
Lobster, early stages of, by S. L Smith,

351.

Loomis, F. E., Ph.D.. and B. F. Harrison,
M.D., on wind, rain and snow at "Wal-
lingford, Conn., 209.

Loomis, F. E.. Ph.D., direction and force
of wind at New Haven, 269.

Lucifer acicularis. 41.

Luciferidae, 41.

Lucippa laivis, 33.

Lupa diacantha, 7.

spinimana, 9.

Lysiosquilla inornata. 41.

Maeromysis gracilis, 41.

Macroura, 18, 39.

Mactra, sp.. 201.

Zorrit«nsis, 2tfl.

Maiidfe, 32.

Maioidea, 32.

Malea ringens, 196.

sp.. 196.

Margaritophora fimbriata. 168.

Marginella incrassata, 197.

Menippe Riuuphii, .!4.

Meteorology, direction and force of the
wind, with the fall of rain and snow at
"Wallingford, Conn., by B. F. Harrison
and F. E. Loomis, 209.'

mean direction and force of the wind
at Xew Haven, by F. E. Loomis. 269.

Method of geometrical represent^ition of
the thermodynamic properties of sub-
stances by means of surfaces, bv J. W.
Gibbs, 38*2.

Milnia bicornula, 1, .i:'..

Minyocerus angustus. 38.

Mithracida?, 32.

Mithraculus coronatus, I, 32.

sculptus. 2.

Mithrax hispidus, 2, .32.

Mitra, sp.. 197.

Mollusoan Faima, of the later Tertiary of
Peru, by Edw.ird T. Nelson. Ph.D., 'l,><6.

Muscles of the cheloniau and human shoul-
der-girdles, by H. S. Williams, .;01.

Mysidea. 41.

Myurella. sp.. 19."i.

tuberosa. 19.i.

Nautilograpsus. sp., 37.

Nelson. Edward T., Ph.D., on the Mollus-
oan Fauna of the later Tertiary of Pern,
186.

Neptunus cruentatus, 10.

marginatus. 8.
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Neptiinus Ordwayi, 9.

pelapiciis, 1 1.

New lliiven, direction and fone of the

wind at. by F. E. Loomis, rii.D., 269.

New Haven Region, geology and topo-

graphical features of. by James D. Dana,

Notes on American Criistaeca. by Sidney

I. Smith, li:t.

Notice of the Crustacea collected by Prof.

C. F. Hartt, on the coast of Brazil, in

18t)7. by Sidney I. Smith, 1.

Ocypoda gigantea, 143.

heterochelos, 122.

manicoani, 123.

pugilator. 136.

rhombea. 35.

ruricola, 143.

Ocypode cordata, 143.

reticulatus, 156.

Ocypodida;. 35, 113.

Ocypodoidea. 35, 1 1 3.

OliVa polpaster, 197.

sp., 197.

Onomatopoeia. Indian, on some alleged

specimens of, bv J. Hammond Trum-

bull. 177.

Opisthocera, 148. 151.

Gilmanii, 149.

Oscillatoria, sp., 350.

Ostracotheres, 169.

affinis. 169, 170.

politns, 169.

Savignyi, 170.

Tridacna;, 170.

Ostrea, sp., 205, 206.

Pachycheles mouiliferus, :>8.

Pacln-grapsus innotatus, 37.

intermedins. 37.

marnioratus, 37.

maurus, 37.

rugulosus. 37.

simple.x, 37.

Paguridie, 38.

Pagurus granulatus. 17.

sclopetarius, 18.

silicatus, 17.

tibicen, 17.

vittatus, 18.

Pali«monidae. 39.

Palicmon acanthurus, 40.

ensiculus, 26, 40.

forceps, 24, 40.

Jamaicensis, 23, 40.

Lamarrei, 40.

01fer.sii, 40.

spinimanus, 40.

Palinurus argus, 39.

Palinuridae, 39.

Panopaa generosa, 200.

Panopeus crenatus, 3, 5.

Panopeus Hartii, 5, 34.

Herhstii, 34.

politns, :!, 5, 34.

transversus, 3, 4.

Paiuilirus argus, 39.

echinatus, 20, 39.

guttatus, 20, 23.

Pecten, sp., 205.

Pelocarcinus Lalandei, 36.

Peltinia scutiformis, 33.

Peneidic, 40.

Peneus Brasiliensis, 27, 40.

setiferus, 40.

Pericera bicorna, 1.

bicornis, 1.

Pericerida?, 33.

Petrolisthes Brasiliensis, 38.

Petrochirus granulatus, 17, 38.

Petrolisthes leporinus, 38.

Pholas. sp., 200.

Pilumuus Quoyi, 34.

Pinnaxodes." 170.

Chilensis, 170.

hirtipes, 170.

Pinnotheres, 166.

Chilen.sis, 170.

Lithodomi, 169.

margarita, 166.

veterum, 170.

Pinnotheridic, 166.

Pisa bicorna, 1.

bicorniita, 1.

PlatyonichidtC, 35.

Pleurotoma, sp., 194.

Podophthalraia, Brazilian, list of the de-

scril.)ed .species of, 31.

Polinices subangulata, 195.

Polyides rotundas, 346.

Polysiphonia fastigiata, 345.

urceolata, 345.

violacea, 345.

Porcellana Boscii, 38.

frontalis, 38.

leporina, 38.

Porcellanidffi, 38.

Porphyra vulgaris, 348.

Portunidic, 34.

Portunus spinimanus, 9.

Potamia, 146.

Ciiilensis, 146.

latifrons, 147.

Potamocarcinus, 148.

Prionoplax, 160.

ciliatus, 160.

spinicarpus, 160.

Pseudotlielphusa, 146, 148.

Americana, 146, 148.

Bocourti, 146.

Chilensis, 146.

dentata, 147.

denticulata, 146.

gracilipes, 146.

macropa, 146, 148.
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Pseudothelphusa plana, 146, 147, 148.

sinutifrons, 147.

Ptilota elegans, 348.

serrata, .'M7.

Rachitia spinalis, 41.

Rhodymenia palmata, 346.

Scarpharca mix, 205.

Scyllaridte, 39.

Scjllarus sequinoxialis, 18, 39.

Sesarma, 156. ^

angusta, 159.

angustipes, 37, 159.

cinerea, 157.

occidentalis, 158.

Pisonii, 38.

reticulata, 156, 158.

sulcata, 156.

Sicyonia carinata, 40.

Smith, S. I., notice of the Crustacea col-

lected by Prof. C. F. Hartt on the coast

of Brazil in 1867, 1.

notes on American Crustacea, 113.

early stages of the American Lobster,

351.

Solarium sexlineare, 194.

Solecurtus afiims, 200.

sp., 200.

Speocarciuus, 164.

Squilla cliiragra, 31.

prasino-lineata, 41.

rubro-lineata, 41.

scabricauda, 41.

Squillida?, 41.

Squilloidea, 31, 41.

Strombina lanceolata, 198.

Strombus Peruvianus, 192.

Sylviocarcinus Devillei, 36.

Tellina, sp., 201.

Thermodynamic properties of substances,

a method of geometrical representation

of, by means of surfaces, bv J. W.
Gibbs, 382.

Thermodynamics of fluids, graphical
methods in, by J. W. Gibbs, 309.

Topographical features of the Xew Ha-
ven region, their origin, by James D.

Dana, 45.

Triohodactylidse, 36, 1 52.

Trichodactylus Cunninghami, 36.

fluviatilis, 36.

punctatu.s, 36.

quadratus, 36.

Trowbridge, W. P., design for a bridge
across the East River, 26.3.

Trumbull, J. Hammond, on some alleged

specimens of Indian Onomatopoeia, 177.

Turritella bifastigiata, 1 89.

goniostoma, 189.

plana, 188, 189.

sp., 190.

suturalis, 188.

tigrina, 18S.

Uca cordata, 13, 15, 36.

Cunninghami, 36.

laivis, 13, 15.

una, 15, 36.

Ulva latissima, 348.

Uvanilla, sp., 187.

Vermetus, 188.

Wallingford, Conn., wind, rain and snow
at, bv B F. Harrison, M.D., and F. E.

Loomis, Ph.D., 209.

Williams, H. S., muscles of chelonian and
human shoulder-girdles, 301.

Wind, direction and force of at Xew Ha-
ven, by F. E. Loomis, Ph.D., 269.

Wind, rain, and snow, at Wallingford,

Conn., by B. F. Harrison, M.D., and F.

E. Loom'is, Ph.D., 209.

Xanthidte, 33.

Xantho denticulata,

dispar, 33.

parvula, 33.

Xiphopeneus, 27.

Harttii, 28, 40.

Zoea echinus, 41.

rubella, 41.

33.



ERRATA.
Page 1, line 1.'5, for "Flordia," read Florida.

" 11, '' 35, '• " immargi nation," read emargination.

" Hi, " 26, " "spistome," read epistome.

" ?1, " 18, " " Podoptfiaimia," read Podophthalmia.

" 35, " 9, " " Eucrete" rt'kxd Eucrate.

" 35, last line but one, for " margin," read margins.

" 106, line 4, from foot, for "Norton Street," read Blake Street.

" 108, " 11, " " "twenty rods," read twenty-one rods.

" 118, " 1 1, for "stfyiferus," read styliferus.

" 138, " 11, " " imniargination," read emargination.

" 139, " 11, " " immarginate,"' read emarginate.

" 15:;, first line of foot note, for " is marked 3," read is marked 3".

" 162, above " Eui-yplax" insert Carcinoplacid.e.

" 188, line 8, for "spinosus," read spinosum.

" 197, " 31, " " palpaster," read polpaster.

" 343, in title of paper, for " 1873," read 1872.

" .34."!, under No. 5, for "varible," read variable.

" 346, No. 24, line 7, for " Montague," read Montagne.

" 348, No. 44, for " Euteromorpha," read Enteromorpha.
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